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1 Introduction

1.1 Aphasia and agrammatism

This dissertation deals with
language disorder associated

discuss aphasia in general,

sections I will explain why
1.2) and how they (should)
of this introductory chapter
this dissertation.

agrammatic speech in Dutch. Agrammatism is a

with Broca's aphasia. In this section I will briefly
Broca's aphasia and agrarnmatism. In the next
linguists study aphasia and agrammatism (section

study aphasia (section 1.3). The final section (1.4)
is concemed with the content and organization of

Aphasia is a language disorder which results from brain damage. The main
cause of aphasia is a cerebral vascular accident (CVA), more commonly called
a stroke. Other causes include a trauma and brain diseases such as a tumor.
Aphasia may affect all language modalities: speaking, writing, comprehension
of (spoken) language and reading, or a combination of these. However, aphasia

is most clear in the expressive modalities. Different kinds of expressive
problems can be distinguished.

The first type of problems concerns articulation, prosody and phonology.
Patients who are severely affected can hardly utter any word. Less severely
affected patients do produce words, but may have problems with the correct
pronunciation. Incorrectly pronounced words are called phonological parapha-

sias. They include substitution, omission or addition of phonemes. Some

examples are ped for 'bed', bue fu 'blue' and furtinure for 'furniture'. Incor-
rect words that are not recognizable anymore are called neologisms; examples
are krastl, torodok, vondewerp. Patients who have problems with the pronuncia-
tion of words often have difficulties with the stress pattern of words and
sentences as well. Their speech is dysprosodic; it is monotonous since all words
are equally stressed.

The second type of problems concerns automatic speech. Automatic speech

includes echolalia, perseverations, repetitions, automatisms and stereotypes.
Speech is called echolalic if the patient repeats what the conversational partner
is saying to her. Perseverations are direct, non-intended repetitions of the
patient's own speech. Automatisms are frequently occurring, fixed expressions
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which fit neither syntactically nor lexically into the utterance. Stereotlpes are
formulaic expressions which do fit in the context. Examples are yes/no, curses,
expressions like you know what I mean etcetera.

The third type of problems concerns word finding difficulties. This is the
inability to produce the (correct) name of an object or action at a given time.
Word finding difficulties may lead to long pauses, hesitations and self-correcti-
ons. Patients may also retrieve incorrect words. If the incorrect word is semanti-
cally related to the target word it is called a semantic paraphasia. Some exam-
ples arc girl for 'boy' or daughter fot 'sister'. Patients are usually able to
describe what they mean, so the concept itself does not seem to be lost. For
example a patient who cannot come up with the word tea might describe it as

"what you drink with breakfast".
Finally, there are syntactic problems. Aphasic patients are often unable to

produce correct, syntactically well-formed sentences. Sentence structures may
be either very impoverished or complex but containing many errors. This is
called agrammatism and paragrammatism respectively. Syntactic problems will
be discussed in more detail in the next paragraph on Broca's and Wernicke's
aphasia.

To sum up, aphasia can affect all language modalities but is most clear in
expressive language. Expressive problems are found on both the word and
sentence level and may be phonological, semantic or syntactic in nature. This
dissertation is restricted to syntactic problems as manifested in the spontaneous
speech of Broca's aphasics.

Aphasic patients differ with respect to the type and severity of problems found
in their language. Many different ways of classifying aphasic syndromes can be

found in the literature (see Prins 1987 for an overview, cf. Caplan 1,987,1996).
However, the most coulmon distinction is that between Broca's aphasia and
Wernicke's aphasia.

Broca's aphasia is named after the French newologist Paul Broca, who in
1861 discovered that a severe lesion in a specific part of the brain - the third
frontal gynrs, now called Broca's region - caused a severe speech impairment in
his patient rnr. Tan, while his language comprehension remained relatively
intact.r Broca's aphasia is typically characterised as a non-fluent syndrome:
speech is slow and effortful, articulation and intonation may show difficulties
and sentences are short and display simplified syntactic structure. The simpli-
fication of grammatical structure is called agrammatism. Agrammatic speech
can be defined by the omission and/or substitution of so-called freestanding and
bound grammatical morphemes such as complementizers, determiners, pro-
nouns, (some) prepositions and tense and agreement morphology realized on

I Recent studies (e.g. Grodzinsky 1990, 1995a, Hickok 1992, Hickok & Avrutin 1996) demonstate
that agrammatic patients have comprehension problems with specific syntactic constructions, such
as passive sentences, object clefts, object relative clause and which questions.
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verbs, nouns and adjectives (cf. the cross-linguistic study of Menn & Obler
1990). A short speech fragment of a Dutch agrammatic patient is shown in (2).

It is taken from the ANELT test, in which patients are presented with a daily
life situation and then asked what they would say in that situation. The ANELT
scenario is given in (1). As a comparison, the answer of a normal control is
presented in (3).

(1) ANELT scenario:
U bent net bij mij in de straat komen wonen en u wilt met mij kennis
maken. U belt btj *rj aan en zegt?

'You have just moved in next door to me. You would like to meet me.

You ring my doorbell and say?'

agrammatic patient GS:

op bezoek maar andere avond hoor nu niet een andere avond [niet zo
goed] op bezoek [nee niet goed nou ja] een avondje langskomen
'on visit but other evening now not a other evening [not that good] on

visit [no not good well ok] an evening stop-inf by'

normal control:
goeiemorgen ik ben de nieuwe buurvrouw ik wil graag even me voor-
stellen
'good morning I am the new neighbour I would like to introduce
myself

(2)

(3)

The agrammatic speech in (2) shows short phrases and impoverished sentence

structures. Typically, ro finite sentences are present, in the sample one determi-
ner is missing and no pronouns are rcalized. The phrases between square

brackets in (2) are comments of the patient on her own speech. It is unclear
whether she is commenting on the content or the grammatical form of her
answer. It is certain, however, that Broca's aphasics are usually very aware of
their speech problems.

Broca's aphasia is contrasted with Wernicke's aphasia. In 1874, the German
neurologist Carl Wemicke discovered another specific area in the brain invol-
ved in the use of language - the second temporal gyrus, now called Wernicke's
area. Wernicke's patient could not understand spoken language, although he did
not suffer from any hearing problem. Wernicke's aphasia is a fluent syndrome:
speech seems to be effortless and is usually well-articulated and prosodically
correct, sentences can be long and involve various syntactic constructions but
contain paraphasias and neologisms, sentence blends, errors in word order, and

also often lack semantic content. Wernicke's aphasics commonly experience
word finding difficulties. The speech of Wernicke's aphasics is sometimes
called paragrarnmatic, as opposed to the agrammatic speech of Broca's patients.
A short speech fragment of a Wernicke's patient is shown in ( ); it is the
response to the ANELT scenario in (l).
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(4) paragrarnmatic patient JM:
ik ben gisteren of eergisteren of drie weken geleden ben ik hiernaast
gekomen en ik wilde u even u vertellen om u te om u een klein beetje
te kennen
'I am yesterday or the day before yesterday or three weeks ago am I
next here come-part and I wanted you just you tell compl you to
compl you a bit to know'

The speech fragment in (4) shows many hesitations and re-starts of syntactic
clauses. The first ufierance is a blend (apokoinou): a mixture of a sentence with
a topicalized subject ik'I' and a sentence with a topicalized time adverbial. The
choice of lexical verbs is also deviant.

Broca's and Wernicke's aphasia are not the only types of aphasia. The influen-
tial classification system of Goodglass & Kaplan (1972) distinguishes 7 types.
The most frequent and studied types, in addition to Broca's and Wernicke's
aphasia, are global aphasia and amnestic aphasia, also called anomic aphasia.
Global aphasia is a syndrome which affects all modalities; patients have severe
problems in both production and comprehension. During the course of recoV€ry,
when the impairment becomes less severe, patients who were initially classified
as global aphasics, often are re-classified as Broca's aphasics. Amnestic aphasia
is a syndrome in which patients do neither suffer from severe speech problems
nor from severe comprehension problems. The main problem in amnestic
aphasia are persisting word finding difficulties, which usually result in many
paraphasias and, in severe cases, in semantically empty speech. During the
course of recovery, patients who were initially classified as Wernicke's apha-
sics, often are re-classified as amnestic aphasics. The other types in the Good-
glass & Kaplan classification system are conduction aphasia, transcortical
sensoric and transcortical motoric aphasia, and alexia with agraphia. I will not
comment on these types. It should be stressed that the classification of aphasic
patients is often difficult. Many patients do not show a 'pure' syndrome, but
rather a mixture of symptoms belonging to different syndromes. And, as already
indicated, the aphasic symptoms may also change over time. The classification
of aphasic patients has therefore been the topic of much debate (see Prins
1987). I will not go into this debate here any further. This section only aims at
presenting a general overview of the main types of aphasia and their linguistic
characteristics.
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Why linguists study agrammatism

The most straightforward answer to the question why linguists study aphasia is:

to learn something about normal language systems. This is especially ffue for
generative linguists, who are in search of Universal Grammar. Grodzinsky
(1990) states that one of the constraints that should be imposed on linguistic
theory is that it meets the criterion of breakdown-compatibilify. This means that
every pattern of impairment and sparing of linguistic abilities must be accoun-

ted for in a principled, non-ad hoc way2. In order to test the breakdown-
compatibility of a linguistic theory, one needs to identify the precise pattern of
loss and sparing first.

Agrammatism is a favourite subject among generative syntacticians, since
agrammatism seems to involve a disruption of syntactic strucfure. An early
attempt to characterize agrammatism in terms of generative linguistic theory,
however, proposed a phonological deficit for agramrnatic speech (Kean 1977).

Traditionally, agrammatism was described in terms of the (psychological)
distinction between content words and function words: function words are

impaired in agrammatism, while content words are not. Function words ate

articles, pronouns, auxiliary verbs (in English), complementizers, some preposi-
tions, and a few other elements; content words are nouns, adjectives, verbs,
many adverbs, and some prepositions. Function words determine certain aspects

of syntactic structure, for example, they may introduce relative clauses and
questions. They can also introduce certain types of abstract semantic informati-
on, for example possesion and future tense. Function words are very frequent
words in a language and fomr a closed class; they have a fixed (small) number
of elements. In addition to freestanding function words, also bound grammatical
morphemes are affected in agrammatism. There are two types of bound mo{p-
hemes: word-boundary morphemes and non word-boundary morphemes. Word-
boundary morphemes attach to words to create 'new' words. Some examples

are the plural marker, the possessive, tense and agreement markers. Non word-
boundary morphemes attach to stems that do not occur as words on their own,
to create words. Examples are -mit and -ject in words borrowed from Latin,
such as permit, remit, submit, subject and objecf. In agrammatic speech, word-
boundary morphemes tend to be omitted, while non word-boundary morphemes
are not. Function words and word-boundary morphemes behave differently with

2 As an example, Grodzinsky discusses the analysis of passive constructions in linguistic theory, In
generative accounts, two types of passives are distinguished: a syntacfically derived verbal passive

and a lexically derived adjectival passive. In l*xical Functional Grammar (LFG) all passives are

lexical, while in Generalized Phrase Stucture Grammar (GPSG) all passives are directly derived by
a rule of grammar. In a comprehension experiment, two English-speaking agrammatic patients were
found to have no problems with adjectival passives, however, with verbal passives they performed

at chance-level. This pattem of breakdown is only compatible with a theory in which verbal and

adjectival passives are distinguished, such as GB-theory.
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respect to phonological theory than content words and non word-boundary
morphemes do. They usually do not bear stress; word-boundary morphemes do
not affect the stress pattern of the word to which it is attached as well. Content
words, including non-word boundary morphemes are called phonological words:
strings of segments which function in the assignment of sEess to a word.
Function words and word-boundary morphemes are called phonological clitics.

With this knowledge about function words, bound morphemes and their
(phonological) properties, we now consider Kean's (1977) account of agram-
matic speech. Kean defined the class of elements which is impaired in agram-
matism in terms of their phonological properties. She suggests that agrammatic
patients have difficulties with items that are not phonological words, that is,
function words and word boundary affixes. So, agrammatism affects both
freestanding function words and bound inflectional affixes. Word-boundary
morphemes result from different derivational processes. They can be derived
morphologically, such as plural nouns, but the morpheme might also be
attached in syntactic structure, such as gerundive -:ing. In terms of their seman-
tics, function words and word-boundary morphemes are not a homogeneous
group either. But they share the properry of being a phonological clitic and not
a phonological word. Kean takes this as an indication that a proper characteriza-
tion of agrarnmatism should involve the phonological level only.

The infioduction of the notions of functional category and functional projection
(Chomsky 1986, Abney 1987) enabled a unified syntactic characterization of
the elements which are impaired in agrammatism. Both freestanding function
words and (bound) inflectional affixes are supposed to be functional categories
which head a functional projection. Abney (1987) presents the characteristics of
functional categories as in (a).

(4) a. they constitute closed lexical classes

b. they are generally phonologically and morphologically
c. they permit only one type of complement, which is in

argument
d. they are usually inseparable from their complement
e. they express grarnmatical or relational features, rather

a class of objects

dependent
general not an

than picking out

The most common functional categories are the Inflectional Phrase (IP) and the
Complementizer Phrase (CP). IP can be divided into the Tense Phrase (TP) and
the Agreement Phrase (AP) which might be fuither divided (see Chomsky
1995) into the Agreement Subject Phrase (AgrSP) and the Agreement Object
Phrase (AgrOP). These are all functional phrases in the verbal domain. In the
nominal domain, functional categories and projections are distinguished as well
(see Abney 1987). The most coulmon ones are the Determiner Phrase (DP), the
Number Phrase (NumP) and the Quantifier Phrase (QP). Functional heads host
features, which can be expressed both by freestanding and bound morphemes.
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A detailed discussion of nominal and verbal functional structure will be
presented in the chapters 3 and 7 respectively. For now, I restrict myself to this
general introduction to the notion of functional category and I will present

examples of a syntactic characterization of agrammatism in terms of functional
categories.

Grodzinsky (1990) formulates the following universal characterization in (5),
which covers both agrammatic speech and agrammatic production.

(5) At S-sfructure the representation of agrammatic speech differs from
the representation of normal speech in the following respects:
a. Non-lexical terminals are deleted.
b. Governed prepositions are deleted.

Non-lexical elements are determiners, inflection, auxiliaries and case markers,
as well as the empty categories trace and PRO. The need for the separate

statement (5b) clearly indicates the problematic status of prepositions: they
pattern with nonlexical, functional categories in agrammatism, however, they
are not generally considered to be a functional category in linguistic theory.
This issue will be pursued in detail in chapter 3. Grodzinsky (1990) assumes all
functional heads to be missing in agrammatism. There are two possible causes

for this impairment. First, it could result from a loss of grammatical knowledge.
Second, it could be a processing problem: the grammatical knowledge is there,

but the processes by which this knowledge is put to use, are disrupted. Grodzin-
sky does not decide between these two possibilities.

Ouhalla (1993) presents a similar characterisation of agrammatic speech. He
states that the basic properfy of agrammatic speech, as compared to normal
speech, is that the structural representation of sentences lacks functional
categories/projections. Unlike Grodzinsky, Ouhalla is very specific about the

underlying impairment. He formulates the processing account presented i" (6).

(6) The impairment underlying agrarnmatism affects the ability to access

the categories of the UG lexicon.

Ouhalla distinguishes between the UG lexicon and the grammatical lexicon. The
UG lexicon contains the abstract, functional categories. The failure to access the
categories of the UG lexicon results in a failure to project them in terms of X-
bar structures and to access the information (the grammatical feafures) associa-
ted with them. The grammatical lexicon contains the corresponding lexical
items. Notice that these can be present in agrammatic speech, since the gram-
matical lexicon can be accessed normally.

Grodzinsky (1990) and Ouhalla (1993) assume that all functional projections
are missing from agrammatic sentence representations. After them, a few
studies were published which suggest that functional projections can be
selectively impaired in agrammatic speech. Mc Entee (1993) studies the speech
of English agrammatic patients. She concludes that any functional category has
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the potential to be excluded, and presents the
where ( means 'reduces to'.

Markedness Hierarchy in (7),

(7)

(8)

Spared Impaired
DP
IP<CP

So, DPs reduce to NPs, and CPs reduce to IPs first, and further to VPs. Mc
Entee presents the characterisation of agrammatism in (8), which includes a

processing account.

In agrammatic speech, certain morphosyntactic features represented at

S-structures can be Left empty or underspecified. These features are

predominantly non-lexical, that is to soy, belong to the functional
categories (D-, I- and C-systems). As the target phonetic form is

assigned within the Phonetic Form (PF) component it is plausible to
suggest that information transfer between levels is on occasion inade-
quate. Thus, while an abstract, grammatical matrix of a target form
may be present at S-structure, relevant morphophonological information
may not be adequately transferred to PF. Therefore, target representati-
ons may be incorrectly realized or not realized at all, leaving terminal
nodes either incorrectly represented or deleted. (Mc Entee 1993, section
e.2.3)

The number of inadequately realized projections depends on the severity of the
impairment. The more severe the impairment, the more projections are inade-
quately realized.

Hagiwara (1995) and Friedmann & Grodzinsky (1997) also discuss selective
impairment of functional projections. Hagiwara investigates the agrammatic
speech of four Japanese patients. She concludes that PP is more accessible than
DP and that NegP and TP are more accessible than AgrSP and CP. Hagiwara
claims that projections which are higher in the syntactic tree are more vulnera-
ble to disruption than projections which are lower in the structure. In addition,
she claims that the more severe the impairment is, the smaller the range of
projections that the patient can deal with. Hagiwara's account of agrammatic
speech will be further discussed in the chapters 5 and 9, which deal with the
nominal and verbal domain respectively.

Friedmann & Grodzinsky (1997) present a similar account. They studied a

Hebrew agrarnmatic patient, and conclude that TP is impaired but AgrSP is not
in the speech of their patient. They formulate the Tree Pruning hypothesis
which states that C, T or Agr can be underspecified in agrarnmatic speech, and
that, at the impaired node, the syntactic tree is pruned. The level of pruning is
related to the severity of the patient's impairment: the more severe the impair-
ment, the lower the tree is pmned. The Tree Pruning hypothesis will also be
discussed in detail in the chapters 5 and 9.
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From the early nineties on, it was demonstrated that the generative syntactic
framework is very useful for the linguistic approach to agrammatic speech3.

Agrammatism may indeed be characterized as an impairment of functional
categories. Mc Entee (1993), Hagiwara (1995) and Friedmawr & Grodzinsky
(1997) demonstrate that functional projections are selectively impaired. Their
conclusions are based on the speech of English, Japanese and Hebrew patients.
Not many recent studies within the generative framework are carried out with
Dutch patients yet. The only study I am aware of is Cahana-Amitay (1997). She

conducted a sentence completion experiment with seven Dutch agrammatics,
and confirms the results of Friedmann & Grodzinsky (1997). No generative
analysis of spontaneous agrammatic speech in Dutch is available. Such a study
will be carried out in this dissertation.

The work of Friedmann & Grodzinsky (1997), Cahana-Amitay (1997) and to
some extent Hagiwara (1995) nicely illustrates the rationale for the linguistic
study aphasia and agrammatism. The selective impairment of functional
categories provides further confirmation for the theory of distinct functional
projections. This is especially true for the observed dissociation between Tense
and Agreement, which is taken to confirm the Split-Infl hypothesis (first put
forward by Pollock 1989). The studies also discuss the order of these projecti-
ons; in this respect, however, they reach different conclusions. Hagiwara, on the
one hand, claims that her results on Japanese agrailrmatic speech are compatible
with the representation of Chomsky (1992) in which Agreement (AgrSP)
dominates Tense. Friedmann & Grodzinsky, on the other hand, adhere to the
representation of Pollock (1989), in which Tense dominates Agreemeut, to
explain their results on Hebrew agrammatic speech.

It is clear by now that functional categories can be selectively impaired.
However, rate of omission of specific categories is usually less than 100%. This
means that in the speech of a particular agrammatic patient the same category is
sometimes correctly rcalized and sometimes omitted. Such cases immediately
conffadict the hypothesis that categories are omitted due to the unavailability of
the corresponding functional projection in the agrammatic graurmar (cf.
Grodzinsky 1990, Ouhalla 1993). Variation in the omission of grammatical
morphemes between and within patients clinically classified as agrarnmatic is
observed in for example the descriptive study of Miceli et al. (1989). They
found extreme variation in the speech of twenty Italian agrammatic patients.
This variation also concerns definite and indefinite articles, which are often
assumed to head a single projection, the Determiner Phrase (the position of
various types of determiners in the nominal phrase in Dutch will be investigated
in chapter 3). Miceli et al. conclude that there is no consistent pattern of

' The same holds tue
1995b), Hickok (1992),
this thesis.

for agrammatic comprehension, see for example Grodzinsky (1990, 1995a,

Hickok & Avrutin (1996). I will not discuss agrammatic comprehension in
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impairment and that there is no principled (syntactic) account for the observed
variation either. They therefore consider 'agrammatism' not to be a theoretically
relevant category, and state that it should be abandoned from the linguistic
study of aphasia. This conclusion initiated a lively debate on the question
whether there is an aphasic syndrome called agrammatism (cf. Grodzinsky
1991). I will not go into this debate here, but confine myself to noting that it
had consequences for the methods of studying aphasic speech. This issue will
be pursued in the next section. Mc Entee (1993) also raises the point of
unexplainable variation within one patient. She states:

"It would seem to be impossible to predict which particular functional
morpheme in a specific construction will not be realized or incorrectly
realized; when errors will occur; and exactly which (if any) morphemes
will not be produced." (Mc Entee 1993, page 254).

With respect to the 'performance' of an utterance Mc Entee is probably right: it
will be hard to predict whether an element which is vulnerable to omission will
actually be omitted in a specific utterance. However, with respect to the
'competence' a more detailed analysis of which categories are vulnerable to
omission in a specific, linguistic context and which are not is both possible and
necessary. Questions to be answered are: what qrpes of errors occur and what
types are never observed in agrammatic speech, are there systematic dissociati-
ons between different types of categories that share a single functional projecti-
on (e.g. determiners and pronouns), does the linguistic context play a role etc?

This will result in an analysis of agrammatic speech (phenomena) that tells us

something about the underlying grammar. In this dissertation I will look for
syntactic constraints on the omission of functional categories in agrammatic
speech.

llow linguists should study agrammatism

To study apahsia and agrammatism one needs patients and data. Three impor-
tant questions concerning aphasic data will be briefly discussed in this section.
First, whether group studies or single case studies should be favoured. Second,
whether spontaneous speech or controlled tests should be favoured. And third,
whether and how changes over time should be evaluated. The section ends with
a few words on the relation between aphasic speech ard child language.

1.3.1 Group studies versus single cases

Group studies enable the generally adopted scientific methodology of exploring
the data first, drawing generalizations and conclusions from these data, making
predictions and testing the predictions. However, as a result of the observed
variation among agrammatic patients researchers started to question whether
group studies are suitable for this area of research (cf. Miceli et al. 1989). A
group of agrammatic patients might be too heterogeneous to draw any reliable

1.3
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generalizations or conclusions. Case studies of individual patients may be a
solution to this problem. Clearly, both methods have advantages and disad-

vantages, and this topic has been widely debated. What is most surprising is
that many researchers seem to feel forced to make a choice. Grodzinsky, for
example, ends his defence of the group study approach with the following:

"Thus, one must choose between two paths: One - the case-study

approach that denies the relevance of syndromes - leads to an attempt
to look at every aspect of the agrammatic deficit and concludes that
patients indeed present us with a boundless variation of pathologies.
The other - the syndrome-based approach - would tend to abstract away
from some differences and focus on the similarity between patients,
just as the clinical typologies do. Taking the former path would mean
that regularities that have been discovered in patients' behavior, over
which significant generalisations have been made, are purely acciden-
tal. For the latter approach, the existence of such regularities is the very
reason for the theoretical interest in neuropsychological phenomena."
(Grodzinsky 1991, p. 563156$.

In this dissertation, I will try to get the best of both worlds by combining the
two methods. A detailed analysis of the speech of an individual patient (a case

study) is the starting point of my investigation. The case study shows a promi-
nent pattern, which might have been obscured by the variation among patients
if only a group study would be carried out. My working hypothesis is that
agrammatic speech obeys the rules of Universal Grammar. This implies that
linguistic theory should account for any individual pattern. In this respect,
individual patterns are equally valuable as generalizations over large groups of
patients. Results of the case study lead us to draw conclusions about the
behaviour of specific linguistic elements. To find out whether the speech of the
individual patient represents a more general agrammatic pattern, a group study
is caried out, which aims at confirming the conclusions of the case study.
Results of the group study leads us to draw conclusions about agrammatic
speech. To find out whether the group study reveals exclusively agrammatic
patterns, norrnal control data and speech of Wernicke patients are included in
the comparison.

t.3.2 Spontaneous speech versus controlled tests

In a spontaneous speech interview, a patient is encouraged to speak about any
topic, without being intemrpted or restricted. Usually a few general questions

are asked to initiate the speech. Spontaneous samples provide naturalistic data
which can be taken as most representative of the true linguistic abilities of a

subject. However, it only elicits what the patient is able to do, and will not
show what she cannot do. Patients can avoid constructions; it is impossible to
know why constructions do not show up in a particular sample of spontaneous
speech. A spontaneous speech interview is part of the Aachen Aphasia Test (see

chapter 2). The ANELT test (see chapter 2) generates what we might call semi-

ll
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spontaneous speech. In this test, patients are presented with daily life situations
and then asked what they would say in such a situation. Patients still have to
formulate their own sentences, but the scenario's restrict the content, and to
some extent also the syntactic form, of their speech. Real obligatory contexts
for various linguistic elements and constructions can only be provided by
controlled tests and experiments. There are many different types of controlled
tests and experiments. Frequently used are picture description tests and sentence
completion tasks.

I will present an example of the different types of speech on the lexical and
syntactic level. Suppose, you want to know whether a patient is able to use the
word fruit basket. In a spontaneous speech interview, this word might show up
when the patients is telling about her time in the hospital, but this is not
required. In the ANELT, one of the (Dutch) scenario's runs as follows: you are
at the grocery's and want to order a fnrit basket for a friend. It is very likely
that the answer to this scenario contains fruit basket. It shows up in nine out of
ten answers from our nonnal control group. However, one control only provides
a descriptive phrase, namely a nice basket made with fruits. Therefore, wtr
cannot assume that a patient has a lexical problem if she does not use the word

fruit basket with this scenario. Only a naming test with a picture of a fruit
basket leaves the patient no escape. We may also be interested in the producti-
on of modal verbs. It is easy to count modal verbs in spontaneous speech, but
what does it mean if they do not show up? The ANELT scenario's seem to
trigger modal verbs. All ten answers of the control group in the scenario about
the fruit basket contain one or more modal verbs. However, they can be
'avoided', since the following answer is also possible: a fruit basket please, and
send it to my friend. Only a sentence completion task can be consffucted to
provide obligatory contexts for modal verbs.

The study of different ffies of speech serves different purposes. (Semi)
spontaneous speech is useful for explorative studies. It gives a general picture
of agrammatic speech, and will generate specific hypotheses which can be
tested experimentally. The research question formulated in this dissertation is
very general in nature: what slmtactic constraints restrict the omission of
functional categories? Moreover, there is no generative analysis of spontaneous
agrammatic speech in Dutch available yet. Therefore, I will carry out an
explorative study and focus on (semi) spontaneous speech. Only occasionally I
will refer to results from a picture description task. This will be necessary for
the correct interpretation of the spontaneous speech data, since task effects
should be distinguished from linguistic effects. To do justice to the data and the
explorative nature of the study, purely descriptive chapters precede chapters
which provide a theoretical interpretation of the data. It goes without saying
that theoretical accounts cannot be given for all aspects of the data within the

scope of this book. I will concentrate on an account for pronoun and determiner
omission and the omission of finiteness.
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1.3.3 Changes over time

The start of an aphasia is a sudden event. After the start, most patients show
recovery, although to varying degrees. General recovery studies demonstrate
recovery in the first year post onset (cf. Blomert 1994). However, detailed
linguistic analyses have shown that after the first year, considerable changes can

still be found. For example, Schlenck & Springer (1989) demonstrate syntactic
changes over a period of ten years in the speech of a German agrammatic
patient. In this period, their patient regained the ability to master finiteness in
spontaneous speech. She suffered from a CVA in 1975, which resulted, among
other problems, in a Broca's aphasia. ln 1976, only 4o/o of her utterances are

finite sentences, while the other utterances contain an infinitival verb or no verb
at all. In 1980, the percentage of finite sentences had increased to 55%; another
six years later already 8a% of the utterances were frnite sentences. This change
is not noticed in a general aphasia test such as the AAT. Both in 1976 and in
1986 the utterances of the patient are characterized as short and syntactically
incomplete, containing many omissions of inflectional morphemes and function
words (AAT syntax score 2, see chapter 2). The question arises at what moment
we should study the speech to arrive at a correct linguistic account of the
patient's syntactic abilities. The question whether omission of finiteness is a

property of agrammatic speech would be answered affirmative in 1976, but
negative in 1986 on the basis of her data. Many studies do not control for
duration of aphasia. It is imaginable, however, that part of the variation among
agrailrmatic patients can be conffibuted to the fact that the duration of aphasia
differs among the patients. The syntactic characteristics of language recovery in
aphasia is a very interesting topic in itself, and might reveal useful information
about the organization of language in general. The working hypothesis of this
dissertation is that agrammatic speech meets the rules of Universal Grammar.
An important question is whether this is an inherent property of agrammatic
speech. If so, agrammatic speech will be constrained by the normal grammar
from the start and no 'wild grammars' are predicted to be found at any time. If
not, normal grammar rules will only be 'acquired' in the course of recovery.

Recovery is studied from a generative linguistic perspective by Mc Entee
(1993). She demonstrates a stepwise recovery of verbal functional projections in
English agrammatic speech. At first, verbal structures are only VPs, then,
patients regain the ability to realize IPs and finally, also CPs may be realized.
Although Hagiwara (1995) and Friedmann & Grodzinsky (1997) do not study
changes over time, their theories imply the same type of recovery. Since the
number of projections which are available to a patient depends on the severity
of the impairment in these theories, the number of available projections will
grow during the course of recovery.

In the group studies presented in this dissertation, the data are limited to one
test session held in the first year post onset. For the individual patients (the case
studies) longitudinal data will be discussed in separate chapters dealing with
recovery.

13
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Child language

Aphasic speech is not the only type of deviant speech studied by linguists to
learn something about the normal language processes. Linguistic research
includes child language, second language acquisition, sign language, foreigner
talk, the speech of Specific Language Impaired children and the speech of
adults and children suffering from various mental and/or neurological problems.
Child language is probably the most intensively studied by generative linguists.

A relation between child language and aphasic speech was first formulated by
Ribot in 1883 (cf. Grodzinsky 1990). He stated that language acquisition in
children and language breakdown in aphasics are in an inverse relation: the
later a piece of knowledge is acquired, the more susceptible it is to be lost in
language disorder. The same idea was expressed by Jakobson (1941) in his
Regression Hypothesis, which originally deals with phonologically distinct
feafures. Its scope, however, has also be broadened to other linguistic elements.
Many studies are published which confirm or disconfirm the claim of the
Regression Hypothesis (cf, Wepman & Jones 1964, Caramazza &, Zurif 1978,
Grodzinsky 1990). The implication of the Regression Hypothesis is that there
are similar stages in child language and aphasic speech. The interpretation of
the notion 'stage' in aphasia is not clearcut (see further Grodzinsky 1990).
However, it is clear that there are remarkable similarities between utterances
produced by young children and aphasics, especially agrammatic patients. These
similarities are noticed both in the field of aphasic research and in child
language research, cf. for example Ouhalla (1993), Weissenborn (1992). Some
examples are given in (9).

(e) a. thee drinken
'tea drink'
mama radio aan doen
'mommy radio put-on'
thee zetten
'tea make'
ik toestel zoeken
'I television look-for'

The utterances in (9a) are produced by two Dutch children, who are respecti-
vely two- and two-and-a-half-years old (the examples are taken from Wijnen
1999). The utterances in (9b) are produced by adult agrarnmatic patients (they
are taken from my data). I do not claim that aphasic speech and child language
are similar in nature (cf. De Roo 1998). I will neither investigate possible
similarities and differences between agrammatic speech and child language in
any detail in this dissertation. I will, however, discuss the rich literature on
child language to find out whether accounts of specific constructions in child
language might be applicable to similar constructions in agrarnmatic speech.

b.
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About this dissertation

In this dissertation I will study the spontaneous speech of Dutch agrammatic
patients within the generative syntactic framework. The study aims at finding
syntactic constraints on the omission of functional categories. An important
question to be answered is what 'omission' actually is in theoretical terms: is
the functional structure missing or do the functional heads contain an empty
element? The main focus will be on the omission of determiners, pronouns and

finiteness. I will argue that determiners and pronouns share a single functional
projection, the Reference Phrase. Finiteness will be associated with the Tense
projection. Determiners/pronouns and finiteness have a similar pragmatic
function: they fix the reference of the phrase in the nominal and verbal domain
respectively. Therefore, possible differences in the behaviour of these elements

cannot easily be attributed to pragmatics. To study both determiners and
pronouns enables a comparison of categories that are associated with a single
functional head. I put forward the hlpothesis that omission of functional
categories in agrammatic speech is constrained by the normal grarnmar. I
therefore take the grarnmar of Dutch as the starting point of the investigation.

The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is concerned with methodo-
logy; this chapter contains all information about patients, data and the syntactic
scoring system.

Part I (chapters 3-6) deals with the nominal domain. Chapter 3 is about the

nominal domain in normal Dutch. The functional structure of the nominal
domain is established. Thereafter, the omission of determiners and pronouns is

discussed. Pronoun omission from first position is a common phenomenon in
Dutch and other Verb Second languages. I will argue that determiner omission
from first position is also allowed, at least in spoken Dutch. Chapter 4 is a case

study of an agrammatic patient HB. The pattern of sparing and loss of determi-
ners and pronouns is investigated. HB is found to predominantly omit pronouns
and determiners from first position and in non-frnite utterances but not from PP

contexts. In the final section of the chapter, the observed pattern is compared to
the results of a group of normal controls, other agrammatic patients and
Wernicke patients. No qualitative differences were found between HB and any
of the other groups. Quantitative differences appear in the comparison with
normal conffols and Wernicke's patients. In chapter 5 a syntactic account of
HB's omission pattern is presented. The leading idea is that HB only omits
determiners and pronouns in contexts where the normal grarnmar allows
omission as well. ln omission from first position a null element is involved
which is licensed by means of discourse interpretation. I claim that agrammatic
patients much more rely on discourse interpretation than normals do. The
absence of determiner and pronoun omission from PPs is related to restrictions
on possible phrase structures. Cross-linguistic evidence is presented in the final
section. In chapter 6 language recovery in the nominal domain is discussed. I
demonstrate that determiners and pronouns can have dissociated recovery

15
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patterns. There is no evidence that the nominal functional structure is 'growing'
in the course of the recovery of patient HB, and two additional agrammatic
patients SS and MK. The appearance of different determiner and pronoun types
is determined by the frequency of the types in normal speech.

Part II (chapters 7-10) deals with the verbal domain. In chapter 7 the verbal
functional sffucture of Dutch is established, as far as relevant for the investigati-
on of the agrammatic speech in the chapters 8 and 9. Thereafter, the absence of
verbal functional categories in normal grarnmar is studied. This results in an
overview of possible non-verbal and verbal non-finite main clauses in Dutch.
The functional structure of such main clauses will be established. The final
section discusses some literature on the comparison between normal reduced
langauge and agrammatic speech. Chapter 8 is a case study of an agrammatic
patient GS. Only lUYo of her utterances are finite sentences, while the other
90Yo are non-finite main clauses. The main characteristic of the frnite sentences
was the almost exclusive use of a form of zijn 'be'. This is a peculiarity of the
speech of GS, which is not found with the other agrarnmatics. Many of GS's
non-finite structures are root non-finites in which a participle or infinitival verb
is clause final, objects can be present but subjects are generally missing. Root
non-finites in the speech of all agrammatic patients (including GS), normal
controls and Wernicke patients have similar properties; there is only a quantita-
tive difference. Chapter 9 contains the syntactic account of root nonfinites in
agrammatic speech. Literafure on non-finite structures in agrammatism and
child language is discussed in the first sections. My account is as follows:
agrammatic root non-finites are full functional structures which include an
underspecified Tense; TP contains an empty element which is licensed by
means of discourse interpretation; nominative Case is only available for
dislocated subjects as a Last Resort. In chapter 10 language recovery in the
verbal domain is discussed. Two recovery patterns are conffasted: the patients
GS and SS do not show any recovery, while another patient MK shows clear
recovery of verbal structures.

Part III, chapter 11, deals with the interaction between the nominal and
verbal domain. Mc Entee (1993) puts forward the principle of cross-categorial
symmetry: if the DP level is intact, the IP level will be intact as well. I will
demonstrate that the speech of the patients GS and MK does not obey to this
principle. They show a clear dissociation between the nominal and verbal
domain: the nominal domain is fully intact, while the verbal domain is (severe-
ly) disturbed. A general tendency towards the co-occurence of pronoun and
determiner omission and omission of finiteness is observed, both in the literatu-
re and in the speech of the patients and normal conkols. For child language,
underspecification of the nominal Number projection is claimed to be responsi'
ble for the emergence of root non-finites (Hoekstra, Hyams & Becker 1996).
However, the dissociation observed in the speech of GS and MK contradicts a

syntactic account for the co-occurence of pronoun and determiner omission and
omission of finiteness, which is based on the parallel disruption of functional
projections in the nominal and verbal domain.
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Chapter 12 contains the general summary and conclusions. The main conclusion
is that agrammatic speech is related to normal speech, on an empirical and
theoretical level. The omission phenomena I studied - omission of determiners,
pronouns and finiteness - occur in both normal speech and agrammatic speech.

Moreover, they are restricted to the same syntactic contexts. Therefore, one

syntactic account applies to both types of speech. No special rules have to be

invoked for the agrammatic grammar. Agrammatic speech is, however, deviant
with respect to pragmatic properties. Patients rely on discourse much more than
normals do. They use constructions which need discourse interpretation in cases

where normals do not.
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2 Method and patients

In this chapter, all information about the tests (2.1), the patients (2.2) and the
syntactic analysis (2.3) is presented. I do not aim at writing a very exciting story
here, but I aim at being clear and precise. The information provided by this chapter
is necessary to evaluate the conclusions of this dissertation, and to be able to
compare my results with the results of others. Section 2.4 concerns the presentation
of speech data.

2.1 Tests

The conclusions obtained in this dissertation are primarily based on the (semi)
spontaneous speech which results from the ANELT, Amsterdarn-Nijmegen
Everyday Language Test (the original Dutch name is ANTAT, Amsterdam-
Nijmegen Test voor Alledaagse Taalvaardigheid, Blomert et al. 1994). The
ANELT measures verbal communicative abilities of aphasic patients. It determines

how effectively a patient can convey a verbal message despite problems with the
syntax, semantics, phonology or articulation of the utterance. Blomert (1994) gives
a pragmatic definition of verbal communication: it is a function of the
understandability of the message to be communicated and the intelligibility of the
utterances per se of a given daily life scenario. Understandability relates to the
content of the message, independent of the linguistic form; while intelligibility
relates to the perception of the utterance per se, independent of the content or
meaning (Blomert 1994, page 11). The ANELT consists of two parallel versions,
each containing ten scenarios of daily life situations. The scenario's are highly
familiar and do not need a lot of memory capacity. The test scenarios aim at

engaging the interest of patients, minimize stress in the testing situation and
encourage an optimal performance. The ten items of one of the parallel versions
are presented in table (1); this is the English language version included in Blomert
(1994) on page 13. There are minimal differences between the Dutch and English
language versions, due to cultural differences between the Dutch and
English/American societies. Consider for example scenario l0: in the Dutch
version you are asked to send a fruit basket to a friend who is ill, while in the
English version a bouquet of flowers has to be delivered to a friend. Some possible
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responses to these scenario's
the following chapters many

Cunpren 2

were already presented in the preceding chapter. In
other examples will follow.

I You are now at the dry cleaner's. You have come to pick this up
and you get it back like this [present shirt with scorch mark].
What do you say?

2 The kids on the sffeet are playing football in your yard. You have
asked them before not to do that. You go outside and speak to the
kids. What do you say?

3 You are in a store and want to buy a television. I am the
salesperson here. "Can I help you?"

4 You go to the shoemaker with this shoe [present shoe]. There is a
lot wrong with this shoe, but for some reason you want him to
repair only one thing. You may choose what. What do you say?

5 You have an appointment with the doctor. Something else has

come up. You call up and what do you say?

6 You are in the drug store and this [present glove] is lying on the
floor. What do you say?

7 You see your neigbour walking by. You want to ask him/her to
come visit sometime. What do you say?

8 Your neighbor's dog barks all day long. You are really tired of it.
You want to talk to him about it. What do you say?

9 You have just moved in next door to me. You would like to meet
me. You nng my doorbell and say ...

10 You are at the florist. You want to have a bouquet of flowers
delivered to a friend. I am the salesperson. What do you say?

rtems rsh language verslon

In addition to the ANELT speech, also speech which results from the Akense
Afasie Test (AAT) of Graetz et al. (1992) is studied in this dissertation. This is the
Dutch version of the original German Aachener Aphasie Test of Huber et al.
(1983). The AAT is a standard diagnostic tool. In Holland and Germany, the AAT
is used to determine the pattern of language impairments, and accordingly, classify
the patients. The AAT covers several subtests including a spontaneous speech
interview; the Token Test; repetition of sounds, words and sentences; writing;
naming of objects, colours and situations/actions; comprehension tests. Three
subtests will be discussed here briefly.
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In the spontaneous speech interview, patients are encouraged to speak freely with
as little intemrption from the interviewer as possible. A few general questions are

asked to iniate sponatneous speech; how did your aphasia start and how are you

doing right now; can you tell me something about your farnily; can you tell me

something about your (former) profession; can you tell me something about your
hobbies? Yes/no questions are avoided.

The second task is the Token Test. In this test, patients are required to
manipulate objects according to the instruction of the examiner. There are five
levels of complexity; an example of an easy instnrction is 'show me the white
circle' while the most difficult instructions are like 'put the white rectangle on the
yellow circle'. The perfofinance on the Token Test seems to correlate strongly
with the severity of the aphasic impairment (cf. Graetz et al. 1992).

The third substest I discuss is 'naming situations and actions'. This is a picture
description test and in the remainder of this dissertation I will refer to this subtest

as the '(AAT) Pichre description test'. ln this test, patients are presented with a

picture in which one or more people are involved in a specific situation or carry
out an action. The patients are asked to describe the picture with one sentence. The
target sentences are shown in table (2).

2l

I de man bedelt 'the man is begging'

2 de vrouw poetst de kan 'the woman cleans the jug'

3 de jongen speelt met de hond 'the boy is playing with the dog'

4 de man heeft een laars opgevist 'the man has fished out a boot'

5 de jongen heeft een vaas gebroken 'the boy has broken the vase'

6 vader en zoon spelen indiaantje 'father and son are playing
indians'

7 de politieman arresteert een booswicht 'the policeman is arresting
a villain'

8 twee mannen maken nluie'two men are fighting'

9 de lerares legt het meisje iets uit op het bord 'the teacher is
explaining the girl something on the blackboard'

t0 de man ligt op de sofa, rookt een pijp en leest de krant 'the man
is laying on the couch, is smoking a pipe and reading a

newspaper'

: target sentences AAT subtest 'naming of actions and situations
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2.2 Patients

The data from patients used in this dissertation are kindly made available to me
by Leo Blomert. Blomert conducted a recovery study with an unselected group
of 142 Dutch aphasic patients (Praeventiefonds 28-1530-1, see Blomert 1993,

1994). From this group, I selected those patients that were classified as either
Broca or Wernicke patients by means of the AAT. In Blomert's recovery study,
the patients were tested three times during the first year after the onset of the
aphasia. For my investigation, I considered the first and third test sessions, which
were held at I and 13 months post onset respectively. The earliest session (1 or
13 months p.o.) in which a patient is classified as either a Broca or Wernicke
patient is included in my study. I selected 15 Broca patients and 12 Wernicke
patients. All patients, except for two, suffered from a CVA. Biographical data are

presented in table (3) including: sex; age at onset; and months post onset at the
time of the test included in my study.

Broca sex age p.o. Wern sex age p.o.

HB M 76 13 JM M 68 I

GS F 47 13 DB M 80 I

MK F 60 l3 AT M 79 l3

SS F 68 13 XH F 78 I

EK M 78 r3 XB M 58 1

PF M 67 YB M 70 I

PK M 63 1 NJ M 72 1

WH F 76 I XG M 49 I

JV F 77 l3 XK F 76 I

GE M 60 13 ZB M 80 I

PV M 70 I NV M 53 I

JS M 75 13 FG M 54 1

RS M 80 13

BK M 66 r3

TV M 49 I

oca ern
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In addition to the aphasic patients, speech data were obtained from a control group
of ten neurologically uncompromised subjects. Five of the controls are mothers of
dyslexic children in Amsterdam. The other five controls are a subset of an age

matched control group for aphasic studies inthe region of Nijmegen. Two of them
are males, three are females.

The ANELT and AAT were administered to the aphasics. I present some of the

results in table (4) as a general characterization of the individual patient's aphasia.
The table includes the ANELT score, the Token Test and the AAT syntax score.

For the ANELT, table (4) includes the raw score for understandability. Scores

range from 10 to 50, where l0 means 'not at all understandable' and 50 means
'completely understandable'. The interpretation of the ANELT scores is specified
in table (5). The raw scores of the Token Test (TT) in table (4) are the number of
errors; their interpretation can be found in table (5). The AAT syntax score in table
(4) provides a general indication of the slmtax of the patient, based on the
spontaneous speech interview of the AAT. These scores range from I to 5, where

23

Broca ANELT TT synt Wern ANELT TT synt

HB + (31) (30) 2 JM (26) (48) 3

GS (2t) (3e) ) DB (23) (41) 3

MK ++ (40) + (8) 2 AT (10) (s0) 4

SS (20) (25) XH (le) (40) 4

EK (21) (42) XB ++ (41) (37) 3

PF + (33) (2s) ') YB (21) (37) 3

PK + (38) (3 1) 2 NJ + (30) # (6) 3

WH (22) - (37) 2 XG + (30) (26) 3

JV (17) (42) ) XK (r2) (50) 4

GE (25) - (32) 2 ZB (23) (47) 3

PV (24) + (1s) 2 NV # (47) + (e) 3

JS (1e) (45) I FG - (20) (48) 3

RS (2s) - (3e) 2

BK (20) - (38) 2

TV (l l) (3e) 2

: test results ot ljroca ernicke patients
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I means 'hardly any syntax present' and 5 means 'no syntactic problems'. The full
interpretation of the syntax scores is given in table (6). So, table (5) and (6) are
presented as the legend to table (4).

terpr presen

Only the ANELT is administered to the control group. No problems were found
in the control speech.

In the remainder of this section I will explain which data of which patients are
included in my study. The chapters 4 and 8 contain case studies of patient IIB and
GS respectively. These patients were selected for their typical behaviour. Patient
fIB was selected in order to investigate the syntactic constraints on determiner and
pronoun omission in part I. Despite a relatively mild agrammatism, he frequently
omits determiners and pronouns, especially in comparison to normal and
Wernicke's subjects. Since he produces a lot of different obligatory contexts for
determiners and pronouns, his speech enabled me to investigate which contexts
'allow' for omission and which do not. A more severely impaired patient, who

code interpretation ANELT scores TT scores

severe impairment [10-le] >41

average rmpalrment l2o-zel 124-401

+ mild impairment [30-3e] u-231

# no impairment [40-s0] [0-6]
e {5}: rnternretatron ot ANHL'I and'I-l' s, tores as Dresenteo rn

score interpretation

0 syntax cannot be judged due to other problems, such as automatic or
unintelligible speech

I one- or two-word-utterances, hardly any inflectional morphemes or
function words

2 short, syntactically incomplete utterances, with many omissions of
inflectional morphemes and function words

3 longer, complex sentences with many sentence blends and doubled
elements, many cut offs, and many substitutions of inflectional
morphemes and function words

4 only a few sentence blends and doubled elements, few cut offs and few
substitutions of inflectional morphemes and function words

5 no syntactic disturbances

e (6): rnterpretatron syntax scores as 1n
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omits almost all determiners and pronouns, would not be suitable to investigate the

effect of different syntactic contexts. The ANELT and AAT was administered to
patient HB three times in the first year post onset. However, session I did not
provide any speech which could be syntactically analysed, due to a severe

dysarthria (a motoric impairment which hinders the articulation). After the first
year, no follow up tests were carried out, due to the bad physical and emotional
condition of the patient.

The case of patient GS is presented in part II, which concerns the verbal
domain. She was selected because she produces the highest arnount of non-finite
utterances and is therefore a good case to investigate the properties of non-finite
ufferances in agrammatic speech. In session I, GS almost exclusively produced
speech automatisms. Also sessions II and III yielded quite some stereotypes and
automatisms. All automatic speech is excluded from the analysis (see 2.3). After
the first year, a follow-up test was carried out by a co-worker of Blomert in the
former Recovery project. A few years later, I carried out another follow-up test
myself. In sum, five test sessions are available for patient GS.

In addition to the case studies of HB and GS, also the patients MK and SS are

studied in more detail in chapters 6, 9 and 10. MK was testsed two times after the
first year; once by a co-worker of the former Recovery project and once by myself.
In sum, the data of five test sessions are available for patient MK. Patient SS dids
not show any verbal responses in session I. In session II, she had a verbal apraxia
and showed severely automatic speech. Therefore, the data from session II could
not be syntactically analysed either. The data from session III and a follow up test
are included in the study.

All follow-up tests include the ANELT and the AAT spontaneous speech
interview. For the patients GS and MK both versions of the ANELT (20 items in
all) were used in the fifth session. The final sessions of GS, MK and SS also
included the AAT picture description test. The test results of HB, GS, MK and SS

in all different test sessions are presented in table (7). These results are obtained
from Blomert and his co-workers; the sessions marked with an asteriks are scored
by myself. The classification in the rightmost column shows that after the first year
all patients are still classified as Broca's patients.

The results from the case studies are compared to the group of Broca patients
in order to check whether we are dealing with a more widespread agrammatic
phenomenon. However, only a subset of Broca and Wernicke patients is used for
the comparisons in chapter 4. To demonstrate a difference between contexts, only
patients who produce all relevant contexts are included.
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patlent sesslon p.o. ANELT TT synt class

HB I
II
III

I

5

r3

(10)
(18)
(3 1)+

(27)
(36)
(30)

I
,|

2

Broca
Broca
Broca

GS I
II
III
IV*
vr

I

ll
l3
32

66

(11)
(18)
(21)
(2e)
(3 1)+

-- (44)
-- (47)
- (3e)

- (38)

0
)
')

2

2

Globaal
Broca
Broca
Broca
Broca

MK I
II
III
IV*
v*'

I

5

l3
40
84

-- (t2)
-- (18)
++ (a0)
+r (44)
+-r (47)

+
+

(2e)
(r7)

_!*,

(8)+

I

I
2
2

3

Broca
Broca
Broca
Broca
Broca

SS I
II
TI
IV*

I
5

13

74

(10)
(34)
(36)
(26)

+
+

(47)
(34)
(25)
(28)

0
I
I
I

Globaal
Broca
Broca
Broca

e tes ts ot Hu, u5, Mt{. ano 55 ln all avallable se tslons
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2.3 Syntactic analysis

The ANELT test and the AAT interview of the patients and controls were recorded
on audio cassette. A faithful orthographic transcription of the speech was made
(unintelligible strings are put between brackets). Utterances, as analysis units, were
identified in the transcript. This is not an easy task, especially not for aphasic
speech, since patients might leave out obligatory elements and often have prosodic
problems. I used three hierarchically ordered criteria: a syntactic criterion, a
prosodic criterion and a semantic criterion. At first, utterances are distinguished on
basis of the presence of Verb Second. Verb Second can be missing because of two
reasous: either the utterance does not provide a context for Verb Second, since it
is an embedded clause, an elliptical utterance, fragment or single phrase, or Verb
Second is missing due to an error. In both cases, utterance boundaries are fixed by
means of the prosody. A falling intonation marks a boundary. Pauses carmot be
used to fix boundaries in aphasic speech, since they occur frequently (and usually
reflect speech diffrculties). If both the syntactic and prosodic criteria failed, I had
to fix utterance boundaries on semantic grounds.

The syntactic analysis aimed at a description of the syntactic abilities of a

patient. Therefore, only utterances that can be considered as the result of a

syntactic derivation are included in the analysis. For this reason, all echolalic
speech, perseverations, repetitions, automatisms and stereotypes were excluded.
Automatic speech seems to originate from either the short term memory or from
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the lexicon directly; no syntactic derivation is involved. Other types of speech

which can be related to the patients speech problems are excluded from the

syntactic analysis as well. These can be labeled 'search strategies' and self
corections. For example, a phonological 'search' for the correct word form such

as spee spa spy spoon, or a semantic 'search' for the correct lemma such as fork
no, knife no, spoon An example of an corrected utterance is wat gaat het nu

kosten wat gaat kosten wat gaat het kosten 'what will it now cost what will cost
what will it cost'. In such cases, only the final attempt is included in the analysis
(even if the final utterance is erroneous and (one of) the former utterance(s) is
(are) correct). A11 unintelligible speech was also excluded.

Once the transcription was complete and utterance boundaries had been

identified, the syntactic analysis could be carried out. For this purpose, I developed
ASDAB, ANELT Syntactic Database, in co-operation with Hans Bennis and Leo
Blomert (see De Roo et al. 1993). ASDAB is a comprehensive syntactic scoring
system, which is also implemented in an interactive database developed by Kees
van 't Veer of the Max Planck Institute in Nijmegen. ASDAB consists of three
parts: a bottom up analysis, a top down analysis and an error analysis. The bottom
up analysis determines the internal structure of every lexical projection and
specifies the functional projections added to it. The top down analysis has the
sentence level as its starting point and determines the syntagmatic relations
between constituents. The bottom up and top down part are strictly descriptive in
nature. To this description an error analysis is added, in which an interpretation of
the utterance cannot always be avoided. Various error types are specified.

A subset of the ASDAB categories figure in the analyses which are presented in
this dissertation. In the remainder of this section, I will inffoduce all ASDAB
categories that were used in the case studies of the agrarnmatic patients in the
chapters 4 and 8. More detailed information about the properties of these

categories in Dutch is provided in the theoretical chapters 3 and 7, which deal with
the nominal and verbal domain respectively.

From ASDAB's bottom up analysis the following categories were used:

1. determiners in a nominal phrase

2. pronouns; subtypes are personal, demonstrative, relative, wh, indefinite,
reflexive and reciproke pronouns, numerals and quantifiers; also +R and -R
pronouns are distinguished

3. det-N agreement, 8-N agreemenr and adjectival agreement
4. prepositions; syntactic prepositions express a thematic relation, such as the by-

phrase or an indirect object; subcategorised prepositions head prepositional
objects specified in the subcategorisation frame of the verb; lexical prepositions
have their own semantic value and head adjuncts

5. determiners and pronouns in a prepositional phrase
6. subcategorisation of main verbs; subjects are contrasted to internal arguments,

which cover direct, indirect and prepositional objects and predicates

7. auxiliaries and modals
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8.

9.
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adjuncts; all constituents that do not belong to the subcategorisation frame of
the verb
negation; both constituent negation and sentence negation

From ASDAB's top down analysis the following categories were used:
1. single phrases/no verb uttersnces, non-finite utterances and finite utterances.

Non-finite utterances are further divided into; infinitival clauses which contain
the infinitival marker te'to' and root non-finites which are main clauses which
contain an infinitival verb or past participle and potentially one or more
arguments and adjuncts. Finite utterances can be both main and embedded
sentences.

2. topic drop; leaving out a pronoun from first sentence position
3. Verb Second, that is, the finite verb is in second (or first) position in main

clauses; wh movement, passive, scrambling which is used as a descriptive term
for the configuration NP object - adjunct - V infiniet, R-movement to indicate
movement of an R-pronoun to the left

From ASDAB's error analysis the following categories were used:
1. thematic enors for the missing of an obligatory argument, which is considered

to be pronoun omission
2- determiner omission
3. agreement errors within a nominal projection
4. word order errors; these errors concern the relative order of arguments,

adjuncts and negation
5. the absence of Verb Second or R-movement

In the chapters which follow, combinations of these categories are examined in
detail. For example, the presence and omission of determiners and pronouns in
finite and non-finite contexts are compared, and also in PP and non-PP contexts.
Also new variables were added, for example first or non-first position.

A sharp distinction between a description of the speech and its (theoretical)
interpretation, as found in the ASDAB system, is also used in this dissertation.
Chapters 4 and 8 are purely descriptive and deal with the nominal and verbal
domain respectively. The presence and omission of the functional categories
determiner, pronoun and verb inflection are investigated. Reconstruction is
avoided. For example, non-verbal utterances and non-finite utterances are accepted
as independent utterance types in chapter 8. Such utterances are not reconstruced
as finite sentences. Theoretical interpretations are only given in the chapters 5 and
9. I stress that although the interpretation sometimes asked for partial
reconstruction of the utterance, I have been as conservative as possible. That is,
reconstruction is kept to a minimum. I only reconstruct elements whose absence

results in ungrammaticality. I do not reconstruct utterances which are incorrect for
pragmatic reasons.
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Examples of non-conservative reconstruction can be found in Kolk et al. (1990),

among others. See the utterances in (8), which are taken from Kolk et al, page

241. The reconstructed parts are between square brackets.

(8) a. ja van [mrjn] vrouw van [was met de] kinderen van [naar] Sinterklaas
'yes, well [my] wife well [had gone with the] children well [to]
St. Nicholas'

b. [die zou met de] boot aankomen
'[he would with the] boat arrive'

c. [het is al een] beetje laat
'[it is already a] little late'

The reconstructions in (8a) ate acceptable, to my opinion. Without the

reconstructed elements (8a) is an ungrarnmatical utterance. The reconsfruction in
(8b) is very questionable. The noun boot coutd easily function as the subject in
(8b), which would have prevented the reconstruction of an additional pronoun. The
reconstruction of the adverbial al 'already' does not meet the criteria of a

conservative reconstruction either, The method of reconsffuction has consequences
for evaluation of the severify of a patient's impairment. Since reconstructed
elements count as omissions, every reconstructed element increases the omission
rate. See the example in (9), taken from Kolk et al. (1990), page 246.

verder [is er] niks [aan de hand]
'besides, [there is] nothing [the matter]'

Although verder nilq is a fully acceptable utterance in spoken Dutch, the
reconstruction in (9) 'condemns' the patient to a pronoun omission, a finite verb
omission and the omission of a whole PP constituent.

2.4 Statistic analysis

Comparisons between different tests (ANELT and AAT), different syntactic
contexts and different patients or patients and controls are statistically tested by
means of a CHI2 test with ranges for the 0.05 level of significance (p<0.05) and
I degree-of-freedom.

2.5 Presenting data

This section deals with the presentation of speech data. I only investigated
syntactic properties of aphasic speech in this dissertation. Therefore, I replaced all
phonological paraphasias and neologism by the intended Dutch words in the
speech examples. This is exemplified in (10). The a-c examples in (10) present
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original aphasic ufferance; a'-c' show the same utterances in which now the
paraphasia or neologism is replaced by the intended word.

(10) a. vegevisie kopen
behihi kopen

a'. televisie kopen
'television buy-inf

b. ze maar liever posiesie namen
b'. ze maar liever poesje namen

'they better get pussycat'
c. graag zou een zaak regelen voor een toernog
c'. graag zou een zaakrcgelen voor een bruiloft

'would like to arrange a restaurant for a wedding'

To replace the neologism toernog by the normal Dutch word bruiloft 'wedding'
already means that an interpretation of the utterance has occured. However, it is
not an interpretation at the slmtactic level: none of the syntactic properties of the
utterance are changed. I therefore consider this to be an acceptable change in a
syntactic study. Only the speech fragments in the introduction of the chapters 4
and 8 contain the original aphasic speech of the patients HB and GS, since these
fragments are meant to give an impression of the patients' speech. In all other
examples, phonological paraphasias and neologisms are 'solved'.

Translating Dutch aphasic speech into English poses some problems. Due to
differences between Dutch and English, (the properties of) an error may not show
up in the same way in the English translation. This is especially relevant for the
determiner and pronoun omission effors. See the examples in (11), which show
determiner omission (11a) and pronoun omission (1lb).

(11) a. gesprek voeren
'have conversation'

b. zo is ongeveer geworden
'has become like this'

In (11a) the determiner omission is from first position, however, in the English
ffanslation the determiner should show up in non-first position. The pronoun
omission in (11b) is from non-first position in Dutch, while in the English
translation a sentence-initial pronoun is missing. To indicate the error clearly, the
position of the determiner or pronoun is marked by a D or P in the aphasic
utterance. Another problem is that providing an English translation might imply
an interpretation of the utterance. See the example in (l2a), which has the two
possible translations shown in (12b) and (12c).

(12) a. hond opeten
b. dog eat-up
c. eat-up dog
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The Dutch utterance (l}a) is ambiguous with respect to the thematic role of hond
'dog'. The subject interpretation corresponds to the translation in (12b), while in
the translation in (12c) hond is interpreted as the object. Notice, however, that the

need for such interpretation is not only forced by the translation, but also by the

syntactic analysis (either the subject or the object is missing in this utterance), and

therefore cannot be avoided anyway. The interpretation of such utterances is based

on the context. In a few cases, the context does not provide clear evidence for a

reliable interpretation. In these cases, no interpretation is made; the utterance is
just discussed in the text and not included in any countings. See for example the

utterance deze (rekening) al betaald, discussed in section 8.2.2.
Since most examples are short and simple utterances, no glosses are given. The

translations sometimes include morphological codes such as 'infinitive',
'participle','nominative','oblique' etcetera.
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Part I
The nominal domain





3 The nominal domain in Dutch

3.1 The DP hypothesis

From the early eighties on, the functional categories I and C were taken to
participate fully in the X-bar system (Chomsky 1981, 1986, Stowell 1981), the
general phrase structure scheme assumed for lexical categories. C and I head their
own projection, the functional projections CP and IP respectively, and take a
complement. The questions whether there are additional functional projections,
what is the hierarchical order of these projections, and whether there are

differences among languages in this respect have been dominating the generative
linguistic literature ever since. The functional structure of the verbal domain will
be discussed in part II of this thesis, section 7.1.

An important development was initiated by Abney (1987) who drew a parallel
between the verbal and the nominal domain. Puzzled by the nature of the so-called
"Poss-ing" gerundive construction, which exhibits both nominal and verbal
characteristics, Abney proposes to assign a more sentence-like stnrcfure to the
English noun phrase than was commonly assumed. This proposal is supported by
the observation that in a large number of languages an overt agreement element
appears in the noun phrase. This all boiles down to the idea that there is a

functional element - an Infl-like node - which heads the noun phrase.
Abney assumes the following five major categories to be functional elements:

complementizers, modals, determiners, pronouns, and degree words (see for the
characteristics of functional categories section 1.2). Complementizers and modals
head CP and IP respectively in the verbal domain (in English). Abney then put
forward the DP hypothesis: Det (determiner) is the functional element that heads

a nominal phrase, that is, nominal phrases are DPs. He argues that the parallel
syntactic ffeatment of Det and Infl is attractive because of their semantic similarity.
The function of the determiner is to specify the reference of a uoun phrase; it
creates a connection between the utterance and the discourse. And this same

function is performed in the verbal system by tense, or Inflection. Another
theoretical argument is that under the DP hypothesis determiners are no longer
defective with respect to X-bar theory. Furthermore, the following empirical
evidence is presented for the Det-as-head hypothesis. Determiners like the
absolutely require following noun phrase material. So the obligatory selects an NP
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complement. On the other hand, there are determiners which can stand alone such
as that. Such determiners without a nominal complement, however, have a similar
distribution as noun phrases, unlike for example adjectival phrases. Some examples
are given in (1).

(l) a. he seems nice
+he seems the/a fool
*he seems that

b. the/a fool just walked in
that just walked in

*nice just walked in

Another argument is the existence of morphological mergers like everyone
(every+6ne) and the French au (a+le). Abney assumes that these mergers are made
possible by head movement, so that determiners need to be the heads of noun
phrases.

In addition to determiners, a range of other elements can occur in prenominal
position, which includes quantifier phrases (many, little) and numerals.
Traditionally, they were assumed to be in the specifier position of N. To evaluate
this assumption we fust need to know the position of prenominal adjectives.
Abney states that prenominal adjectives are heads in a nominal phrase. The
decisive construction is exemplified in (2).

too big a house, how old a man
I live in too big (of) a house

The noun phrase appears to be a complement of the adjective. Despite being
headed by an adjective, the phrase as a whole behaves like a noun phrase. The
only alternative appears to be to take too big to be some sort of specifier of a

house. However, this leaves o/ dangling, without a satisfactory attachment site.
Lets now go back to the position of quantifier phrases. If quantifier phrases appear
in the specifier of N, as was traditionally assumed, and prenominal adjectives take
NP as a complement, wo predict that the order adjective - quantifier is
grammatical, while the order quantifier - adjective is ungrammatical. It is clear that
this is just opposite. Therefore, Abney assumes that quantifiers, just as

(prenorninal) adjectives appear on the path that leads frorn DP to N, That is, they
head a functional projection in the nominal domain, the Quantifier Phrase (QP).
Nurnerals and quantifiers are generated in QP. The structure of the nominal
domain as presented by Abney is in (3).

(2)
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To sum up. Abney states that five categories are functional (in English):
complementizers, modals, degree words, determiners, and pronouns. The first two
categories head projections in the verbal domain. Degree words head QP and

determiners head DP. The fifth category, that of pronouns, head DP as well. This
will be discussed in section 3.2.3.

The DP hlpothesis is adopted by many authors and for many languages (among
others Ritter 1991 for Hebrew, Barbiers 1992, Beruris, Corver & Den Dikken 1998

for Dutch, Szabolsci 1994 for Hungarian). In addition, other nominal functional
projections are proposed: KP (a case projection, Abney 1987, Bittner & Hale
1996), AgrP (Fassi Fehri 1993, Szabolsci 1994, AgTGEN in Ouhalla 1993), Komp
(Szabolsci 1994), PosP (Fassi Fehri 1993, Szabolsci 1994), CliticP (Cheng &
Sybesma, ms), PP (Grimshaw 1991, Van Riemsdijk 1998). With the exception of
PP (see section 3.2.5) I will not discuss these additional projections.

3.2 The nominal domain in Dutch

The DP hypothesis was initially proposed for English, but also fits Dutch. The

theoretical and conceptual evidence for the DP hypothesis was presented in the
preceding section. Empirical evidence for Dutch is similar to the English evidence.

On the one hand, determiners like de 'the' absolutely require following noun
phrase material. On the other hand, determiners like dat 'that' can stand alone and
have a similar distribution as nominal phrases. Therefore, I adopt the DP analysis
for Dutch. In this section, I will first demonstrate the (semantic) functions and
functional features that play a role in the nominal domain (3.2.1). Next, different
functional categories and their position in the structure will be discussed:
determiners and quantifiers in section 3.2.2; pronouns in section 3.2.3; numerals,
degree-of-cardinality quantifiers and adjectives in section 3.2.4; and finally, the
possible functional status of preposition in section 3-2.5.

3.2.1 Functions and features

In this section I present my view on the nominal domain. Two semantic functions
play a role in the nominal domain: reference and modification. These functions are

associated with different functional projections. Reference is expressed in a
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Reference Phrase (RefP). Modification is associated with a Number Phrase, if it
is quantificational in nature. There is some overlap between reference and
quantificational modification. Along with the semantic functions different
functional features are distinguished. The Reference head contains the feature

[definiteness], while the Number head hosts the feature [number]. The relation
between semantic functions, functional projections and functional features in the
nominal domain can be schematized as in (a).

functional
projection/feature

semantic function:
Reference

semantic function:
Modification

functional projection Reference Phrase Number Phrase

functional feature Idefiniteness] Inumber]
e {4): semantrc tunctrons rng functronal pro;ectrons/tbatures

Non-quantificational modification can be expressed in Adjective Phrases (AP). AP
is a lexical projection. In order to stick to the idea that semantic functions are

related to functional projections, one could assume that the lexical AP is in the
specifier of a functional projection. For example, a Modifrcation Phrase with an
empty head. I will not pursue this issue any further.

In the next sections I will argue that RefP contains determiners, quantifiers and
pronouns, NumP hosts numerals and degree-of-cardinality quantifiers while
modifying adjectives are in AP.

The lexical form of determiners and quantifiers depends on the nominal
functional features, and the additional lexical feature [gender]'. This is also true
for the inflection on adjectives (adjectival agreement), wh-quantifiers such as welft
'which' and other quantifiers such as elk'every'. Table (5) shows that nominal
functional and lexical features are overtly expressed on articles and demonstrative
pronouns. Adjectives, wh-quantifiers and some other quantifiers have an
inflectional suffix which depends on the nominal features. The negative quantifier
geen 'no', numerals and degree-of-cardinality quantifiers have a fixed form.
Possessive determiners (e.g. mijn'my' and haar'her') are marked for the nominal
lexical feature [person]. Examples of the cases displayed in (5) are given i" (6).

' In Dutch, the gender of simple nouns is usually unpredictable. Therefore, it is plausible that nouns
are lexically specified for gender. Cf. Barbiers (1992).
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element [+plur] [-plur]

[+defl [-defl

[+neut] [-neut] [+neut] [-neut]

article
demonstr

de

die
het
dat

de

die
een een

inflection -e -e -e 0 -e

cal lorm o ners, ctional form ot-quantitrers and adiectrves

(6) deldielwelke oud-e vorken/messen
'the/the/which old forks/knifes'
hetldat oud-e mes
'thelthat old knife'
eenl elk-$lwelk-Q oud-$ mes
'aleach/which old knife'
deldie oud-e vork
'the/that old fork'
eenl elk-e lw elk-e oud-e vork
'aleacUwhich old fork'

[+plur, +l-def, +/-neut]

[-plur, +def, +neut]

[-plur, -def, +neut]

[-Plur, +def, -neut]

[-plur, -def, -neut]

Pronouns show different lexical forms as well. Features that determine the lexical
form of different types of pronouns are [number], [gender], fperson], [human] and

[proximity]. I will not present the different lexical forms of pronouns here.
The next sections deal with distinct functional categories and provide empirical

motivation for the projections RefP, NumP and AP.

3.2.2 Determiners and quantifiers

Abney (1987) assumes that definite determiners (definite articles and possessive

and demonstrative determiners) are generated in DP, while indefinite determiners
(indefinite articles and quantifying determiners) are generated in QP. In the
preceding section, I proposed just one projection for determiners, related to the
observation that the function of all determiners is to fix the reference of the
nominal phrase. In this section, I will present arguments in favour of the one-
projection-proposal.

It is clear that definite and indefinite nominal phrases have a different
distribution. See the examples in (7) and (8).

(7) a. dat ik vaak deldielzijn kinderen heb in het weekend
dat ik de/die/zijn kinderen vaak heb in het weekend
'that I often have the/theseihis children at the weekend'
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b. dat ik vaak eenlgeenlalle kind(eren) heb in het weekend
dat ik *een/*geer/?alle kind(eren) vaak heb in het weekend
'that I often have a/no/all child(ren) at the weekend'

The examples in (7a) show that definite objects (that is, DPs in Abney's terms)
can scramble2; they can be moved to the left of a sentence adverb vaak'ofjten'.
Indefinite objects (that is, QPs in Abney's terms) carurot scramble, as shown in
(7b); they can only follow vaak'often'3. The examples in (8) show that a definite
phrase is excluded in the impersonal 'there is' construction in (8a), while an
indefinite phrases is allowed as in (8b).

Other consffuctions which only allow for definite or indefinite phrases are

presented in (l l) in the discussion on the nature of pronouns in the next section.
The different distribution of definite and indefinite nominal phrases exemplifred

in (7) and (8), is not necessarily expressed in categorial terms. I propose one
functional projection RefP for both definite and indefinite determiners. The
following arguments support this proposal. First, definite and indefinite determiners
serve the same semantic function: they fix the reference of the nominal phrase.

Second, they are in complementary distribution. See the examples in (9).

(8) a.

b.

(e) a.

b.

c.

(*er) rijdt de/dielzijn auto op de weg
'(*there) is driving the/that/his car at the road'
(er) rijdt een/geen auto op de weg
'(there) is driving a/no car at the road'

*de zijn broer 'the his brother'
*de die wouw 'the that woman'
*een geen broer 'a no brother'
*geen welk meisje 'no which girl'
*het een huis 'the a house'
*de alle huizen 'the all houses'
*zijn welk huis 'his which house'
*dat geen huis 'that no house'

It is impossible to have two determiners. This is not only true for two definite
determinersa and two indefinite determiners, but also for the combination of a

2 Scrambling is the phenomenon that direct objects do not have to be adjacent to the verb (cf. Zwart
1993).

' Indefinites can scramble if there is contrastive focus on the verb. Scrambling of indefinites, however,
changes their interpretation, while this is not the case with definite phrases (cf. De Hoop 1992, Zwtrt
1993).
o The impossibility of two definite determiners is found in most Germanic languages. Many non-
Germanic languages, however, display double definiteness: the co-occurence of a demonsfrative with
a definite article. Exarnples are Hungarian, Rumanian, Scandinavian, Indonesian and Greek. Giusti
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definite and an indefinite determiners. The ungrammaticality of (9a) and (9b) is

expected under the DP/QP distinction. In the (a) examples two definite determiners
are present, which are both assumed to be generated in DP. So, there are two
determiners but only one head position. The same holds true for the indefinite
determiners in the (b) examples which cannot both occupy the Q head. The (c)

examples are more surprising in this respect, since the determiners that are present

here occupy a different head position. The example (9c) shows that DP and QP
determiners are in complementary distribution. This immediately follows if they
are generated in one head position, the Reference head6. Notice that numerals and

degree-of-cardinality quantifiers, which are included in the class of quantifiers
according to Abney, behave different from indefinite determiners as 'which' and
'all'. Numerals and degree'of-cardinality quantifiers can be combined with both
definite and indefinite determiners, as shown in (10).

(10) a. de twee meisjes 'the two girls'
zijn drie broers 'his three brothers'

b. geen twee mensen 'no two people'
welke vijf kinderen 'which five children'

Numerals and degree-of-cardinality quantifiers will be discussed in 3.2.4.
The third argument in favour of one projection RefP is the conceptual problem

with QP within a DP. What is the status of QP in a definite nominal phrase? Is QP
missing from the structure or is it empty? This is a problem for any theory on
phrase structure which assumes a fixed number and order of functional projections.
It is also a problem for the theory of Grimshaw (1991), which I adopt for
explaining the agrammatic data discussed in chapter 5 (see section 3.2.5 for a

(1994) presents the following explanation for double definiteness consfuctions. She assumes that only
articles occupy the head of a DP, while demonstrafives are in a specifier position (in most languages

Spec DP). As a consequence, the two categories can co-occur. Therefore, the existence of double
definiteness is not surprising, but the number of languages in which they never co-occur needs an

explanation. Giusti proposes a "doubiy-filled DP filter" ruling out DPs in which both the specifier and

the head are filled by a lexical element. I will not go into this matter here any further.

' In some constructions a quantifier precedes a determiner, see for example (i):
(i) al die twee boeken 'all these two books'
Coppen (1991) therefore distinguishes between a 'High QP' and a 'Low QP'. 'High QP' elements
precede the determiner, while 'Low QP' elements follow the determiner. I will not discuss 'High QP'
elements here.
u Corver (1998) explains the complementary distribution by means of the notion of referential argument.

He states that this notion corresponds to the'reference' of the lexical predicate in an intuitive way. The

reference of a nominal predicate is expressed by an R-role, which should be theta-bound by a

determiner. The automatic consequence of theta-binding is the impossibility of iterating determiners.
Only one determiner can bind the referential argument (R-role). The other determiner(s) remain vacuous

and the smrcture is ruled out by the principle of Full Interpretation. A similar idea was already
expressed in Chomsky (1982) and Abney (1987) with respect to the impossibility of iterating
quantifiers.
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discussion of Grimshaw 1991). Moreover, the prediction is that DPs without a

lexical determiner are QPs. This is empirically falsified. It was shown in (8) that
only indefinite nominal phrases are possible in the 'there is' construction, while
definite phrases are excluded. Consider now the examples in (ll).

(11) a. (een) kind van mijn zus zit q op die school
'(a) child of my sister attends there that school'

b. *(de) man van mijn zuster werkt er op die school
'(the) husband of my sister works there at that school'

Example (l la) shows an indefinite nominal phrase in the 'there is' construction.
Leaving out the indefinite determiner yields a grarnmatical result, although the
determinerless structure is pragmatically marked. I" (11b) the definite nominal
phrase is excluded from the 'there is' construction, and also the determinerless
structure yields an ungranrmatical result. If leaving out the definite determiner
would change the structure into a QP, the determinerless version of (1lb) should
be acceptable. However, this is not the case. Omission of determiners will be
discussed in section 3.3.1.

In sum, three arguments are given for one projection RefP, which hosts both
definite and indefinite determiners. The Reference head contains the feature

[definiteness]. If this feature is instantiated as [+definite], a definite determiner
shows up; if the value is [-definite], an indefinite determiner will be present. A
[+definite] Reff and a [-definite] RefP show a different extemal distribution, as

was shown in the examples in (7) and (8). In this respect, RefP resembles a
projection such as CP. CPs can be either [+finite] or [-finite]. If CP functions as

a complement, a [+finite] complementizer heads a [+finite] CP, while a [-finite]
complementizer heads a [-finite] CP. [+finite] and [-finite] CPs show a different
distribution.

3.2.3 Pronouns

One of the empirical arguments in favour of the DP analysis is that determiners
Like that can stand alone, without a following noun phrase. In that case, we rather
call that a pronoun. Demonstrative pronouns, being identical to demonstrative
determiners, are in RefP. The question arises whether other types of pronouns, for
example personal pronouns, can be considered as determiners and consequently
can be argued to be in RefP as well. Or to put it differently, whether all pronouns
are generated in RefP.

Postal (1969) presents six consffuctions in which the distribution of personal
pronouns is similar to the distribution of definite nominal phrases. Examples are
given in (12).
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zo groot als de/*een jongen was, hij kon het niet optillen
zo groot als ik was, ik kon het niet optillen
'big as {the boy,I} was, {he,I} couldn't lift it'
het was *het/een schandaal om weg te gaan

het was *het om weg te gaan

'it was {the scandal,it} to leave'
er is *de/een man in het huis

er is hij/hem in het huis
'there is {the dog/him} in the house'

welke van de/*sommige mannen
welke van herVjullie
'which of {the/some men,you}
de beste van deze/*sommige schapen
de beste van ons

'the best of (these/some sheep,us)
de/*een auto is van Jan

het is van Jan, ze zijn van Jan

'lthela car, itlthey) is/are John's

wij eerlijke politiemensen 'we honest policemen'
jullie grappige comedianten 'you amusing comediants'
Jan bekritiseert ons intelligente medewerkers
'John criticizes us intelligent workers'
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(12) a.

b.

L.

d.

e.

f.

Postal concludes that pronouns are definite noun phrases. This means that they are

RefPs. The question remains whether pronouns instantiate the Reference head
(possibly accompanied by a null nominal head) or pronouns are lexical nominal
heads (possibly accompanied by a null definite determiner). Postal argues for the
first possibility: pronouns are definite articles. He argues that the pronouns we, xrs

and you can take a nominal complement, just as other articles do, in the
constructions in (13).

(13)

This argument is not generally adopted (cf. Abney 1987). The complement of the
pronoun can easily be interpreted as an apposition, expressed by a comma
intonation. In that case, pronoun and nominal phrase do not constitute one single
projection. It is important to note, however, that the apposition-interpretation does

not rule out the pronoun-as-Ref-head analysis. The alternative, the pronoun-as-
nominal-head analysis, can easily be rejected. If pronouns are nominal heads, they
are expected to combine with noun specifiers, such as determiners, possessors,

adjectives and quantifiers. The examples in(14a), taken from Abney (1987, p.281)
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show that pronouns do not combine with noun specifiersT. Examples are replicated
for Dutch in (l4b)8. I conclude that pronouns are determiners and therefore
occupy RefP.

(14) a. *[the she that I talked to] was nice
*[my she] has always been good to me
*[dependable them] are hard to flrnd
*[many they] make housecalls

b. *[de zij waar ik mee sprak] was aardig
*[mrjn zij] is altijd goed voor me geweest
*[afhankelijke hun] zijn moeilijk te vinden
*[veel zij] leggen huisbezoeken af

3,2.4 Numerals and degree-of-cardinality quantifiers

In the preceding sections I proposed a Reference Phrase for definite and indefinite
determiners. Also pronouns were argued to occupy the Reference head. The
function of elements in RefP is to fix the reference of the nominal phrase. A
second major function in the nominal functional domain is to modify the meaning
of the nominal phrase. Two projections may realize this modification: the Number
Phrase and the Adjective Phrase. These projections are discussed in the present
section.

It was already showu that numerals can be combined with definite or indefinite
determiners, see the examples (10) in the previous section. I assume, therefore, that
numerals occupy their own projection, NumP. In addition to numerals, a few
quantifiers that indicate a degree of cardinality like veel 'many', weinig 'few' and
enkel 'single' are generated in NumP as well (cf. Coppen 1991). See the examples
in (1s).

(15) a. de vele reacties 'the many responses'
zijn weinige vrienden 'his few friends'

b. een enkele avond 'a single night'
welke vele opmerkingen 'what many remarks'

c. *twee weinige vrienden 'two few friends'
*enkele weinige reacties 'some few reactions'

'Ritter (1995) shows that this generalization is not correct for Hebrew with respect to the combination
of a personal pronoun and a definite determiner. Only first and second person pronouns are in
complementary distribution with the definite determiner in Hebrew, while third person and impersonal
pronouns co-occur with the definite article. Ritter concludes that first and second person pronouns are
generated in the D head, but third person pronouns belong to the functional category Number.
E There is one exception: Koster (1987) observes that personal pronouns in Dutch can take a PP

complement, as shown in (i).
(i) hrj van hiernaast 'he from next door'

zij van de overkant 'she form the other side'
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As opposed to quantifiers like alle'all' andsommige 'some', and negative and wh-
quantifiers, the degree-of-cardinality quantifiers paffem with numerals in that they
can be combined with definite determiners, as in (15a), or indefinite determiners,
as in (15b). However, as shown in (15c), it is impossible to combine two degree-

of-cardinality quantifiers, and these quantifiers cannot be combined with a numeral
either.

Up to now, I adopted a strict separation between the semantic functions in the

nominal domain, reference and modification, which led to the introduction of
separate functional projections. In fact, this separation is not entirely clearcut, since
numerals may also conffibute to the reference of the nominal phrase. Consider the
following cases. A singular count noun generally needs the presence of a

determiner. If no determiner is present, however, the numeral 'one' is also
sufficient. Bare plurals, which lack a determiner, can entirely do without an overt
referring element. However, their interpretation is changed by adding a numeral.
Consider the examples in (16).
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(16) a.

b.

c.

studenten zijn intelligent
'students are intelligent'
studenten hebben het gebouw bezet
'students have occupied the building'
twee studenten zijn intelligent
twee studenten hebben het gebouw bezet

In (l6a) the bare plural has a generic interpretation due to the individual level
predicate, while (16b) shows that an existential interpretation is also possible with
a bare plural if it is combined with a stage level predicate (cf. Diesing 1992).
When a numeral is added, as in example (16c), only the existential reading is
possible. We might understand this in the following way. If there is no determiner,
numerals are moved to the Ref head (Num-to-Ref movement). As a consequence,
numerals play a role in determining the reference of the nominal phrase. Missing
determiners and Num-to-Ref movement are further discussed in section 3,3.1.

Let us return to a clear case of modification: adjectives in the Adjective Phrase.

Traditionally, adjectives are assumed to be lexical heads. Recently, some proposals
for a functional status of adjectives can be found in the literature (cf. Abney 7987 ,
Barbiers 1992 for Dutch). I will not go into this discussion here. Instead, I will
discuss the distinction between NumP and AP in some detail.

Bhatt (1990) stresses the similarity between degree-of-cardinality quantifiers and
adjectives. She mentions the pre-nominal position and the agreement inflection as

point of similarity, and concludes that this type of quantifiers are in fact adjectives.
An additional similarity is that both elements can occur with an empty nominal
head. Although the similarities are there, I will present four arguments against the
conclusion that degree-of-cardinality are adjectives. First, the -e inflection is
obligatory with adjectives, but optional with these quantifiers. The examples in
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(17) show that both quantif,rers and adjectives bear inflection if a determiner is

preseut. However, if the determiner is missing inflection is obligatorily present

only with the adjective in (l8a) but not with the quantifier in (l8b). Moreover,
compare the bare plurals in (18) to the mass nouns in (19).

(17) a. de leuk*(e) reacties

b. de veel*(e) reacties

(18) a. zij kreeg leuk*(e) reacties
b. zij kreeg veel(e) reacties

(19) a. vers(*e) brood [+neut]
b. vers*(e) melk [-neut]
c. veel(*e) brood [+neut]
d. veel(*e) melk [-neut]

(20) a. elk(*e)/welk(*e) mes [+neut]
b. elk*(e)/welk*(e) vork [-neut]

'the nice responses'
'the many responses'

'she got nice responses'
'she got many responses'

'fresh bread'
'fresh milk'
'much bread'
'much milk'

'every/which knife'
'every/which fork'

The adjective vers 'fresh' in (19) bears the -e inflection with [-neuter] nouns (see

19b), but not with [+neuter] nouns (see l9a). The quantifier veel in (19b) does not
have the -e inflection with either [-neuter] or [*neuter] nouns. I conclude that
although adjectives and degree-of-cardinality quantifiers both show inflection in
prenominal position, the inflection is governed by different rules. I therefore reject
Bhatt's argument that the -e inflection on degree-of-cardinality quantifiers and
adjectives show that they have the same categorial status.

My second counter-argument is directly related to this issue. The -e inflection
is not only found with degree-of-cardinality quantifiers and adjectives, but also
with quantifiers such as elk'every' and welk 'which'. See the examples in (20).

If the -e inflection is not restricted to adjectives, the fact that degree-of-cardinality
quantifiers show this inflection is not an argument that they are adjectives.

The same line of reasoning holds ffue for the possibility of an empty nominal
head, and this constitutes a third counter-argument to the adjectival status of
degree-of-cardinality quantifiers. Adjectives and degree-of-cardinality quantifiers
both occur with an empty nominal head, as shown in (21).

(21) a. de blauwe zijn lekkerder dan de rode
'the blue ones taste better than the red ones'

b. de vele, die ziek zijn, krijgen een nieuwe kans
'the many people, who are ill, will get a new opportunity'

The examples in (22) show other types of determiners with an empty nominal
head: possessive determiners in (22a), a negative quantifier in (22b), a wh-
quantifier in (22c) and a numeral in (22d). Notice that negatives, wh-quantifiers,
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numerals and degree-of-cardinality quantifiers (22e) are obligatorily accompanied
by quantitative er 'there' in (22).In this respect, degree-of-cardinality quantifiers
differ from adjectives, since er is impossible with the adjective in (22t).

(22) a. dit zijn (de) mijne
'these are mine'

b. dit zijn er geen

'I don't want any'
c. welke ziln er?

'which ones do you want?'
d. dit zijn er twee

'these are two'
e. dit zijn er veel

'these are many'
f. dit zijn (*er) blauwe

'these are blue ones'

Since many determiners can occur with an empty nominal head, as shown in(22),
the fact that degree-of-cardinality quantifiers do so, does not show their adjectival
status.

A fourth counter-argument to the adjectival status of degree-of-cardinality
quantifiers is that adjectives iterate, while these quantifiers do not. See the
examples in (23a/b). It is plausible, however, that the non-iterative character of the
quantifiers is semantic in nature, since the combination of a quantifier and an

adjective with a similar meaning, as in (23c), is not possible either.

(23) a. het mooie, aardige, intelligente meisje
'the pretty, nice, intelligent girl'

b. *enkele, weinige reacties
'some, few reactions'

c. *vele, talrijke reacties
'many, numerous reactions'

I have demonstrated that there are many constructions in which degree-of-
cardinality quantifiers such as veel 'many' and weinig 'few' carurot considered to
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be adjectivese. Therefore, I propose that degree-of-cardinality quantifiers are
generated in NumP, on a par with numerals.

Empirical evidence for RefP, NumP and AP was given in these and former
sections. To conclude the discussion about the structure of the nominal domain in
Ducth, I will discuss the status of prepositions in the next section.

3.2.5 Prepositions

Abney (1987) aimed at showing the similarities between verbal and nominal
phrases, and extended the structure assumed for the verbal domain to the nominal
projection. Both the verbal and the nominal domain are headed by a lexical
category which is dominated by several functional projections. In the last chapter
of his book, Abney proposes a similar stmcture for the adjectival phrase as well.
He assumes that adjectives are dominated by a functional projection Degree
Phrase, which is comparable to DP in the nominal domain (cf. Corver 1998).
Abney does not discuss the structure of the fourth category, that of prepositions.
He considers prepositions to be a lexical category. Recently, however, proposals
for a functional status of (a subgroup oI) prepositions can be found in the
literature. Two different types of proposals can be distinguished. First, prepositions
are lexical heads and are dominated by one or more functional projections. Second,
prepositions occupy a functional head themselves and dominate another, lexical
head. I will briefly introduce a few of the proposals in section 3.2.5.1 and 3.2.5.2.
The theory of Grimshaw (1991) will be discussed in more detail in section 3.2.5.3,
since I adopt this theory to explain my agrarnmatic data in chapter 5. Concluding
remarks follow in 3.2.5.4.

3.2.5.1 Lexical prepositions dominated by functional structure
Koopman (1993) proposes that P is a lexical category dominated by one or more
functional projections. The amount of structure present in addition to the lexical
P varies, just as sentential complements may vary with respect to the amount of
functional structure that is present. Prepositional PP is the equivalent of CP,

directional PP of either IP or CP and ParticleP of bare VP.

n I leave open the possibility that degree-of-cardinality quantifiers have a double categorial status. That
is, in addition to the Numeral type, there might be an adjectival type, which is bearing the -e inflection.
The adjectival type is combined with a determiner. The same situation is found in English. Giusti
(1991) shows that many behaves as an adjective when it is preceded by D, as in (i). In (i) both the

adjective and the quantifier are excluded.
(i) *I had already met the many you intoduced to me last night

*I had already met the nice you intoduced to rne last night
Without a determiner, the quantifier is possible in (ii), while the adjective is not.
(ii) I have already met many

*I have already met nice
So, with a determiner, the quantifier has a similar distribution as the adjective (i), but without a

determiner, the quantifier shows a different disfibution (ii).
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The idea that all PPs are dominated by a functional projection is also found iu Van
Riemsdijk (1990). He presents a unified account for prepositions, postpositions and

circumpositions in Dutch and German. PP is argued to have the following
structure: [pp [PP P NP ] p l, in which PP is the lexical projection and pp is the

functional projection. Prepositions are in P0. Pospositions are generated in P0 and

subsequently moved to po. In circumpositional phrases, the postposition is base-

generated i., po. So, although postpositions are sometimes base-generated in a

functional head, they are not assumed to be a functional category. Being generated

in a functional head is not an innate characteristic of postpositions, but depends on
the type of construction in which the postposition occurs. A revision of the Van
Riemsdijk (1990) system is presented in Van Riemsdijk 1998, which is discussed
in section 3.2.5.3.

3.2.5.2 A functional status for (some) prepositions
Rooryck (1994) raises the question how to get structural case assignment by
prepositions on a par with the mechanism for nominative and accusative marking.
Nominative and accusative case are assigned under Spec-Head agreement between
an NP and an AgrS and AgrO head, respectively. Rooryck assumes that
preposition-like case markers such as (dative) to and (genitive) ofhead functional
projections (FPs). NPs are moved to Spec FP and receive case by Spec-Head
agreement with the functional head. In this way, the case assignment mechanism
covers case assignment by prepositions as well. Rooryck extends the FP-PP
skucture to all PPs. In most cases, F0 is empty initially and the lexical preposition
incorporates into F0. Languages differ in the way in which prepositions can spell
out F0, that is, to which extent prepositions are functional elements.

Not the case-assigning-ability of prepositions, but the inability to assign a

thematic role leads Ouhalla (1993) to the conclusion that certain prepositions have
a functional status. He states that one of the differences between functional
categories and lexical ones is that the former lack the ability to assign a thematic
role. Therefore, prepositions which simply transmit thematic roles fall in the class

of functional categories (cf. Hestvik 1991). However, as Ouhalla remarks, it is not
clear whether certain prepositions have an inherent ability to assign a thematic
role.

As opposed to the general criteria of case assignment and theta-role assignment,
Zwarts (1995) uses a fine-grained lexical-functional opposition within the class of
directional prepositions in Dutch. He argues that van'from', naar 'to' and tot 'to'
are functional prepositions, while door'through', langs 'along', om 'aro:utrd', over
oover, across', uit 'out of and voorbij 'past' are lexical prepositions. Zwarts
provides the following arguments for the distinction. The naar-type prepositions
cannot be compounded with verbs, they cannot be used intransitively, and
extraction of their complement is blocked. These characteristics of naar-type
prepositions are argued to follow from their functional status.
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3.2.5.3 Prepositions as functional heads
I am aware of only one proposal for a general functional status of prepositions,
This idea is put forward by Grimshaw (1991). She assumes that nominal
projections are headed by the lexical NP, which is dominated by different
functional projections. A lexical projection with all its dominating functional
projections is called an Extended Projection. NP is immediately dominated by DP,
which in turn might be dominated by the functional projection PP. In Grimshaw's
terminology, the nominal domain might be an extended projection PP, headed by
the lexical noun. In her view, PP is the highest functional projection within the
nominal domain. P, D and N have the same categorial status [-V, +N]. However,
they differ in functional status; N is a lexical head (F0), while D and P are

functional heads (F1 and F2 respectively). The numbers 0 to 2 indicate the order
of the projections, from bottom to top; they do not have any theoretical relevance.

The theory of extended projections determines how lexical and functional
categories and their projections are combined into larger constituents. Two types
of head-complement relations are legitimate: a lexical head with a complement that
it theta marks, and a functional head with a complement that form an extended
projection. The definition of extended projection/head is given in Q$.

(24) X is the extended head of Y, Y is the extended projection of X iff:
a. Y dominates X
b. Y and X share all categorial features
c. all nodes intervening between Y and X share all categorial features
d. if Y and X are not in the same perfect projection, the F value of Y is

higher than the F value of X. Y and X are not in the same perfect
projection, if the F value of Y is not the same as the F value of X

e. the F values increase through an extended projection by at most I

Consider the example in the car, which contains the preposition in, the determiner
the and the noun car. According to (24) N is the extended head of PP, and PP is
the extended projection of N. PP dominates N, which confirms the a-condition of
(24). Grimshaw claims that P, D and N have the same categorial status [-V,+N],
so that the b- and c-condition are met. P and N are not in the same prefect
projection, so the F-value of P should be higher than the F-value of N. This is also
true, since Grimshaw defines N as F0, D as Fl and P as F2 (d-condition).
Consequently, the e-condition is also met, This final condition will become
important in chapter 5 of this thesis. Since F values of increasing nodes differ by
at most l, no projections can be skipped along the projection line. So, it follows
that each sub-projection is allowed to occur without higher projections, but if any
higher projection is present, all those which intervene between the higher
projection and the lowest projection must be present also. Intermediate projections
cannot be omitted. This means that in the example in the car the DP, which hosts
the determiner, cannot be omitted. This yields the ungrammatical in car. On the
other hand, a structure without the preposition is legitimate. This results in a

grammatical DP the car. Although the presence of the preposition might be
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enforced by syntactic or lexical reasons, it is not enforced by the phrase stnrcture

rules, since DP is a legitimate phrase structure. Note that in Grimshaw's theory the

status of a QP in a definite DP is problematic (see section 3.2.2). Since

intermediate projections cannot be missing, QP should be present as well.
However, the presence of a projection which expresses indefinite quantification is

odd in a definite expression.

Grimshaw acknowledges that the functional status of P is not unproblematic.
She presents indirect evidence by showing that PP is an extended projection of N.
Usually, information is shared within a maximal projection by means of Head Spec

Agreement. In an extended projection, information about the lexical head projects
automatically through the lexical projection and through the functional extended
projection. Maximal projections within an extended projection are transparant.

Grimshaw presents three constructions in which PP and N share information
'through' an intervening maximal projection DP. First, the case of agreeing
prepositions in Irish. The Irish P inflects morphologically dependent on properties
of its object. Grirnshaw considers this agreement through DP, although the

alternative analysis as agreement with a complement is also tenable. The second

construction in which PP and N seem to share information 'through' an intervening
DP is the so-called 'piedpiping' construction in English. If we assume that only

[+wh] phrases can undergo movement, as in (25a), the example (25b) shows that
a whole PP may carry the feature [+wh]. This is especially clear, since in English
fronting of non-wh constituents is not possible, as shown in (25c)10. Non-wh
constituents can only be left-adjoined as exemplified in (25d), but not fronted.

(25) a. [which stone] did they find a note under?

b. [under which stone] did they find a note?

c. *under the big stone did they find a note

d. under the big stone, they found a note

The third relevant construction concerns verbs that take an interrogative
complement such as woruder. The interrogative should be either a [+wh] DP (26a),

or a PP with a [+wh] complement (26b). A DP with a [+wh] complement is,
however, impossibl e (26c).

'o This argument cannot be carried over to Dutch, On the one hand, preposition stranding is impossible

in Dutch, as in (i) and (ii). On the other hand, topicalization of non-wh constituents is legitimate as in
(iii).
(i) *welke steen vonden ze een brief onder?

'which stone did they find a note under'
(ii) onder welke steen vonden ze een brief?

'under which stone did they find a note'
(iii) onder de grote steen vonden ze een brief

'under the big stone did they find a note'
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(26) a. I wonder whose book they read
I wonder whose mother's friends' book they read

b. I wonder under which tree they sat

c. *I wonder a book about who(m) they read

The b-example in (26) shows that the [+wh] feature can project from the NP to the
PP without being 'hindered' by the maximal projection DP. This is because
maximal projections within an extended projection are transparant. The c-example
shows that the [+wh] feature cannot project through a PP to the dominating
NP/DP. The phrase a book about who(m) is not an extended projection.

Van Riemsdijk (1998) notes that there are cases in which it is affractive to consider
PP a functional extension of NP/DP, as proposed in Grimshaw's (1991) extended
projection theory. He presents the examples in (27).

(27) a. John hates to part with old friends
b. I never thought of that possibility

Van Riemsdijk states that there is a direct selectional dependency between the verb
part (with) and the DP old friends in which the preposition plays litle or no role.
The same is true for the verb think (oJ) and the DP that possibility. If P is an
iudependent lexical head, this relation carurot be expressed due to locality
restrictions. This argument, however, is not applicable to all PPs. Consider the
prepositional adjunct in (28) and the isolated PP in (29).

(28) Before the war, life was much better
(29) Into the garuge with that junk!

In these examples, DP is not an argument of the verb. The example in (30) clearly
shows that prepositions can be fully independent heads, since the P inside is
intransitive.

(30) He stayed inside for three years

Van Riemsddk concludes that prepositions have a dual status: they are sometimes
functional and sometimes lexical. In many cases, prepositions are semi-lexical
heads. Van Riemsdijk further argues that prepositions and their projections are
categorially distinct from NP/DP; they are characterized as [-N,-V]. This
immediately abandons the concept of extended projection in the sense of
Grimshaw (1991), in which all nodes in the extended projection share categorial
feafures.

3.2.5.4 Conclusion
In the preceding section, the status of prepositions was discussed. Many different
proposals were introduced. On the one hand, we find the idea that P is a lexical
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category dominated by (a) functional projection(s); on the other hand, P is assumed

to be a functional category itself. In between, different subsets of prepositions were
proposed to be functional. I am not aware of any decisive arguments in this matter,
either empirically or conceptually. However, I can bring an argument of analogy
into the discussion, based on the behaviour of prepositions in agrammatic speech.

First, in agrammatic speech, prepositions pattern with other functional categories

such as determiners and pronouns, in that they are vulnerable to omission'r (cf.
the cross-linguistic study of Menn & Obler 1990). Lexical categories are usually
not omitted in agrammatic speech. Second, I will show in the next chapter that
determiners are not omitted from the complement of a preposition. This result can

easily be understood within the framework of Grimshaw's (1991) Extended
Projection Theory, and so provides evidence for the functional status of
prepositions. This is a typical case where agrammatic data may tell us something
about the organization of the grammar (cf. section 1.2 of the Introduction).

3.2.6 Summary and conclusions

In this section the structure of the nominal domain in Dutch was discussed. Three
projections are distinguished: RefP, which contains definite and indefinite
determiners (including quantifiers) and pronouns; NumP, which contains numerals
and degree-of-cardinality quantifiers; and AP, which contains adjectives. RefP
elements frx the reference of the nominal phrase, while NumP and AP elements
have modification of the nominal phrase as their major function. The status of
prepositions is dubious. Agrammatic results (see the next chapter) might be taken
as evidence for a functional status of prepositions.

3.3 Missing functional categories in the nominal domain

Having established the structure of the nominal domain in Dutch in the preceding
section, I will now investigate in which constructions and contexts nominal
functional categories car be left out. The results about the normal grammar will
be the starting point for the investigation of determiner and pronoun omission in
agrammatic speech inthe chapters 4 and 5. Section 3.3.1 deals with determiners,
section 3.3.2 concerns pronouns and section 3.3.3 discusses prepositions. These
sections first investigate the contexts which allow for omission and thereafter the
status of the empfy element(s) will be determined.

" Some studies discriminate between different types of prepositions and conclude that mainly syntactic
prepositions (Friederici 1982, Bennis et al, 1983) or governed prepositions (Grodzinsky 1990) are

impaired. Other studies fail to replicate such results (Tesak 1994 in the case of governed prepositions).
Overall, it is not clear whether different types of prepositions should be distinguished in agrammatrsm.
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3,3.1. Determiners

It is a well-known fact that determiners can be missing with mass nouns and plural
count nouns. Other contexts that allow missing determiners can be found in
traditional grammars (cf. ANS 1997) and the linguistic literature, for example
incorporated nouns, vocatives and exclamatives. These contexts will be discussed
in section 3.3.1.1. In addition, I will present some 'new' contexts that allow for
determiner omission in 3.3.1.2. The theoretical status of missing determiners will
be discussed in 3.3.1.3.

3.3.1.1 Contexts for determiner omission in Dutch
Consider the paradigm in (31).

(31) a. ik eet *(een) boterham
'I eat *(a) piece of bread'

*(d") boterham ligt op de grond
'*(the) piece of bread is on the floor'

b. ik eet (de) boterhammen
'I eat (the) pieces of bread'
(de) boterhammen liggen in de broodtrommel
'(the) pieces of bread are in the breadbin'

c. ik vind (dat) brood lekker
'I like (that) bread'
(het) brood koop je brj de bakker
'you can buy (the) bread at the bakery shop'

Singular count nouns as in (3la) obligatorily take a determiner in Dutch. The
position of the determiner, its definiteness or the function of the nominal phrase
do not play a role in this respect. Plural count nouns in (3lb) optionally take a

determiner. If the determiner is missing, the phrases are called bare plurals. The
mass nouns in (31c) can also do without a determiner.

There are many contexts, however, in which singular count nouns can do
without a determiner as well. These contexts can be divided in non-referential
contexts and referential contexts. Consider the non-referential contexts first, which
are exemplified in (32).

(32) a. zij wil auto rijden
'she wants to drive (a) car'

b. zij is leraar
'she is teacher'

c. zij spreekt vandaag als voorzitster
'she speaks today as chairwoman'
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The example (32a) contains an incorporated noun'2, which is part of the complex
predicate auto rijden 'drive car'. A determiner cannot be added in this case, neither
are plural morphology or modifying adjectives allowed. See the examples in (33).
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(33) a.

b.

c.

zij wil (*de) auto rijden
'she wants to drive (*the) car'
zij wil auto(*'s) rijden
'she wants to drive car(*s)'
zij wil (*goede) auto rijden
'she wants to drive (*good) car'

The impossibility of modifying adjectives is also found with the predicative nouns

in (32b) and (32c). Consider the examples in (3a).

(3a) a. zij is (*goede) leraar
'she is (*good) teacher'

b. zij spreekt als (*jonge) voorzitster
'she speaks as (*young) chairwoman'

Occasionally, adjectives which have a close semantic relation to the predicate noun
are possible. Since these lack the regular adjectival inflection, they seem to form
a complex predicate. This is shown in (35).

(35) a. zij is buitengewoon hoogleraar
'she is associate professor'

b. de goed*(e) hoogleraar
'the good professor'

c. de buitengewoon(*e) hoogleraar
'the associate professor'

In (35a) a modifying adjective is present in combination with a predicate noun.
Although prenominal adjectives bear an -e inflection for adjectival agreement (as

in 35b), this inflection is impossible with the adjective in (35c). In addition to the
non-referential contexts in (32), these nominals may also occur in referential
contexts. In that case, determiners, plural morphology and modifying adjectives
appear as in (36).

(36) a. zij is de (nieuwe) leraar
'she is the (new) teacher'

'2 Actually, there is a lot of debate whether the noun is syntactically incorporated or not in this
construction. Since the exact analysis of the consfuction is not relevant for my purpose, I will just use

the term 'incorporated noun' without making any theoretical claim.
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zij zijn de (gepensioneerde) leraren
'they are the (retired) teachers'

I now turn to referential contexts without determiners. These are exemplified in
(37): a vocative in (37a), an exclamative in (37b), a conjunction in (37c) and a
deverbal noun in (37d).

b.

(37) a.

b.

c.

d.

vriend, kom gauw op bezoek

'friend, please visit me soon'
och kind
'oh child'
moeder en kind maken het goed
'mother and child are doing fine'
gebruik van een winkelwagentje is verplicht
'use of a shopping trolley is mandatory'

All the examples in (37) can be combined with a determiner and a modifying
adjective. Deverbal nouns do not have a plural form. Conjunctions and deverbal
nouns without a determiner also show up within a PP, as exemplified in (38).

(38) a. een fijne shampo voor moeder en kind
'a nice shampoo for mother and child'

b. voor gebruik schudden
'shake before use'

In addition to such PPs, there are quite some idiomatic PPs and fixed expressions
in which a determiner is missing. Some examples are given in (39).

(39) a. naar (*het) bed gaan

naar (de) school gaan

op (de) straat spelen
b. op (de) zolder spelen
c. naar *(de) winkel gaan

op *(de) weg lopen

'go to bed'
'go to school'
'play in *(the) street'
'pluy at *(the) attic'
'go to *(the) shop'
'walk at *(the) road'

In (39a) and (39b) the determiner is either obligatory or optionally missing, as

contrasted to (39c) where it is obligatory present. If the determiner is missing, the
PP has some sort of non-referential meaning. Consider the a-examples: naar school
goan 'go to school' means that you are attending the lessons, and not just walk to
the school building; while op straat spelen'play in the street' means 'pluy outside'
and can also be done at a field, instead of a street. The examples in (34) through
(36) showed that in non-referential contexts no modification is possible. This is
also true for the non-referential contexts in (39a), as demonstrated in (a0).
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(a0) a. naar (*nieuwe) school gaan

'go to (*new) school'
b. op (*drukke) straat spelen

'play in (*busy) street'

The non-referential meaning of a determinerless PP is not always immediately
clear, as for example in (39b). However, the distribution of the determinerless PP

is limited. See the examples in (41).

(a1) a. wij spelen op (de) zolder
'we are playing at the attic'

b. wij bouwen een verdieping op (de) zolder
'we are building a floor on top of the attic'

If the determiner is present in (41b), the PP either means 'at the attic' or 'on top
of the attic'. In the first case, the attic is changed into a regular floor (with rooms).
In the latter case, a completely new floor is added to the house. If the determiner
is missing in (41b), the 'on top of meaning of op is no longer available.

In sum, well-known contexts that allow for missing determiners in Dutch are: bare
plurals, mass nouns, proper nouns; singular count nouns in the following contexts:

as vocatives and exclamations, predicates, coordinated nouns and deverbal nouns,

incorporated nouns and in non-referential PPs. In the following section, I present

some 'new' contexts that facilitate determiner omission.

3.3.1.2 Facilitating contexts for determiner omission in Dutch
Neither in traditional grammars nor in the linguistic literature the factor "first
position" is discussed with respect to missing determiners in Dutchr3. However,
the examples in (42) show that first position plays a role in normal, spoken Dutch.

(a\ a. ik ben al uren aan het schoonmaken
(de) badkamer is eindelijk klaar, nu moet *(de) keuken nog
'I have been cleaning for hours; (the) bathroom is finally finished, now
must still *(the) kitchen'

b. sluit jij af vanavond?
(de) sleutel ligt al klaar op tafel
op tafel ligt +(de) sleutel al klaar
'do you close tonight? (the) key is laying already in the table, on the
table *(the) key is already laying.'

13 For English, Napoli (1982) shows that initial lightly sfiessed material of words and phrases can be

deleted. Items such as subjects, auxiliaries, determiners, possessive pronouns, initial syllables and
combinations of these can be missing. Napoli argues that we are dealing with a phonological deletion

rule. Her arguments for such a deletion rule, however, do not concem determiner omission, but mainly
missing subjects and auxiliaries. See also foohoot 17.
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(eenihet) feit/risico blijft dat je moet betalen
het blijft *(een/het) feiVrisico dat je moet betalen
'(a/the) facVrisk is/it is *(a/the) fact that you have to pay'
heb jij nog familie?
(een) nichtje in Marokko heb ik nog
ik heb nog *(een) nichtje in Marokko
'do you have any family? (a) niece in Marocco I do have, I have *(a)

niece in Marocco'
wie is dat meisje?
(een) meisje van school is dat
dat is *(een) meisje van school
'who is that girl? (a) girl from school, she is *(a) girl from school'

In the examples in @2) the determiner can be missing from first position, while
this is impossible from another positionra. Both definite determiners (42a-c) and
indefinite determiners (42c-e) can be missing from first position. Despite the
missing determiner, the (in)definiteness of the nominal phrase can be demonstrated
by means of adjectival agreement. In a definite context, a prenominal adjective
bears an -e suffix, if the noun is neuter, such as sleuteltje 'small key' and meisje
'girl'. The -e suffix is missing in an indefinite context (see also section 3.2.1). This
is illustrated in (43).

c.

d.

e.

(a3) a.

b.

ik zie het goed-e sleuteltje/meisje
'I see the correct small key/girl'
ik zie een goed-$ sleuteltje/meisje
'I see la correct small key/girl'

Consider now the determinerless phrases in (44).

( $ a. sluit jij af vanavond?
goed*(e) sleuteltje ligt op tafel
'do you close tonight? conect key is on the table'

b. wie is dat?
aardig(*e) meisje van school
'who is she? nice girl from school'

The determinerless phrase in (44a) displays 'definite' adjectival agreement, while
in (a4b) 'indefinite' agreement shows up. I will take this as evidence that the
feature [definiteness] is present. I assume that Reff hosts this feature. In the next

ra There is some variation between speakers of Dutch in their judgements of sentences with missing
determiners in first position. Howevet, they all agree that omission from non-first position is much
worse than omission from first position.
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section about the theoretical status of missing determiners, I will argue that an

empty deterrniner is present in nominal phrases such as (44).
The external distribution of determinerless phrases conoborates the conclusion

that they are specified for the feature [definiteness]. The 'there is' construction
only allows for indefinite phrases. The exclamative construction only allows for
indefinite phrases as wellr5. Consequently, it is predicted that in both
constructions only the determinerless phrase with'indefinite' adjectival agreement,
that is the zero morpheme, is possible. This prediction is borne out, as shown in
(asa) (cf. examples (10) in section 3.2.2) and (45b).

(afl a. aardig(*e) vriendje van mijn zoon zit er op die school
'nice friend of my son attends there that school'

b. schattig(*e) kindje heeft jouw broer zeg!
'cute child does your brother have'

In addition to finite sentences, non-finite utterances (that is, utterances without a

finite verb) easily allow for missing determiners. See (46).

(aQ a. wat vind jij lekker?
(een) boterham met pindakaas
'what do you like best? piece of bread with peanut butter'

b. wat ga jij vanmiddag doen?

(een) cadeau voor mijn moeder kopen
'what will you do this afternoon? buy my mother a present'

@6a) is a non-verbal utterance, while (46b) contains a non-finite verb. Notice that
first position is a relevant factor again. In (46b), for example, determiner omission
is from first position. Omission from non-first position is excluded, see (47).

(47) voor mijn moeder *(een) cadeau kopen
'for my mother buy *(a) present'

The relation between determiner omission and (non-)finiteness in Dutch will be

discussed in detail in chapter 11 of this dissertation.
Not only the status of the utterance influences the possibility of determiner

omission. Also properties of the noun might play a role: diminutives seem to allow

't Note that the indefinite article in an exclamative constuction is not a regular one, since it can be
combined with plurals and mass nouns. Bennis et al. (1998) consider it to be a spurious article, which
is formally identical to the indefinite article een'a'.I will not go into the nature of the spurious article
here any further. Relevant for our purpose, however, is that it behaves similar to regular articles with
respect to omission. So, omission from non'first position is excluded, as shown in (i).
(i) jouw broer heeft me *(een) schattig kind zeg

'your brother has *(a) cute child'
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for omission more easily than other nounsr6. Notice that omission is again
restricted to first position. See some examples in (a8).

(48) wat heb jij voor je verjaardag gekregen?

?(een) boek over poezie
(een) boekje met gedichten
ik heb *(een) boekje met gedichten gekregen
'what did you get for your birthday? ?(a) book about poetry, (a) small
book with poems, I got *(a) small book with poems'

I conclude that the first position is a position which facilitates determiner omission.
Non-finite utterances and diminutive nouns are additional facilitating factors.
Omission of both definite and indefinite articles is possible, as shown throughout
this section. It is difficult to d,etermine in more detail which determiner is missing
from a particular utterance. There might be semantic or pragmatic reasons to
assume the need of a possessive or negative determiner, or a quantifier. However,
they could always be replaced by a definite or indefinite article without yielding
a syntactic violation. There are hardly any obligatory contexts for determiners such
as demonstratives and numerals. Therefore, omission of specific determiners will
not be discussed.

3.3.1.3 The theoretical status of missing determiners
In the preceding section I presented contexts which allow for missing determiners
in Dutch. In this section, I will discuss the theoretical status of missing
determiners. What about ttre presence of RefP if no lexical determiner is present?

Abney's (1987) DP hypothesis includes the assumption that DP is present in
every nominal phrase. Nominal phrases without an overt determiner contain an
empty D position. This assumption can be carried over to RefP directly. However,
the assumption is only one of three logical possibilities: (l) RefP is empty, as

Abney assumes, (2) RefP contains a null determiner or (3) there is no RefP, so the
nominal phrase is just an NP (or NumP). All three have been defended in the
literature, although the authors discuss DPs and no RefPs. To determine the
theoretical stahrs of missing determiners this difference is not relevant. (While
discussing the literature, I will stick to the terminology used in the respective
paper).

Two tests are presented in the literature to demonstrate the DP status of a

nominal phrase. These tests discriminate between the possibilities (l) and (2) on
the one hand, and possibility (3) on the other hand. First, DPs can function as

'u One could suggest that neuter nouns, including diminutives, allow for determiner omission. Neuter
nouns select the definite article het 'the', which can be reduced to 7. The reduced article can then be

assimilated with the noun. In such cases, we are not dealing with real determiner omission, but with
a phonological proces. All examples in this section that show either omission of an indefinite
determiner or omission with a nofl-neuter noun contradict such an explanation. Moreover, the effect of
first position would not be accounted for.
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arguments, while NPs cannot (Stowell 1989, Longobardi 1994, Szabolsci 1994).

So, if a nominal phrase is an argument, it is a DP, irrespective of the presence of
a(n overt) determiner. Second, (adjectival) modification can only occur in DPs and
not in NPs (Bhatt 1990). So, if an adjective can be added, the nominal phrase is
a DP, irrespective of the presence of a(n overt) determiner. A way to discriminate
between the possibilities (1) and (2) is based on the assumption that a null
category has to be lexically governed (Longobardi 1994, Delfitto & Schroten
l99t). If a determinerless nominal phrase can show up in a non-lexically governed
position, no empty determiner can be involved.

I will first discuss Longobardi (1994), since his theory contains all three possible

'non-visible' D positions: the empty determiner, the totally empty D position and
the missing D position. Then, Delfitto & Schroten (1991) and Bhatt (1990) will
be discussed briefly. Finally, I will present my account of the theoretical status of
missing determiners in Dutch.

As a starting point of his discussion of Italian bare nouns, Longobardi (1994)
states that a nominal expression is an argument only if it is introduced by a

lexically filled D position. His assumption is based on the observation that singular
countable head nouns without a determiner in Italian may not occur in argument
positions, while they can occur as vocatives, predicates and exclamations. The
same holds true for Dutch, as was already showed in section 3.3.1.1, where
vocatives, predicates and exclamations were presented as well-known contexts for
missing determiners in Dutch (see the examples (32) and (37)). Longobardi
concludes that these nominal phrases are NPs and not DPs; the DP level is entirely
missing. Nominal phrases which are arguments, however, are not a homogeneous
group with respect to the presence of a determiner. If a lexical D is present, it is
clear that the phrase is a DP. But singular mass nouns and plural count nouns
(bare plurals) do show up in argument position without a determiner. This was
already exemplified for Dutch in the examples (3lb) and (31c). Longobardi shows
that in Italian such determinerless nominal phrases have an indefinite, existential
interpretation; generic interpretations of bare nouns are excluded in Italian. He
further observes that Italian bare nouns are usually excluded from preverbal subject
position, but admitted in an internal argument position. Longobardi takes this
observation as an argument that an empty category which needs lexical
govenrment is necessarily present in these bare nominals. The empty D may
instantiate a kind of existential operator. In conclusion, empty determiners may
occur at S-Stnrcture in Italian under the conditions iu (a9).

$9) a. they are restricted to plural or mass nouns
b. they are subject to a lexical government requirement
c. they receive an indefinite interpretation corresponding to an existential

quantifier unspecified for number and taking the narrowest possible scope
(default existential)
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According to Longobardi, the clauses (a9b) and (49c) instantiate the universal
principles in (50).

(50) a. an empty head must be lexically governed
b. [D e] has a default existential interpretation

Longobardi then suggests a minimal revision of the statement about nominal
expressions which he started from: a nominal expression is an argument only if it
is introduced by a category D. D may contain both an overt determiner or an
empty determiner. (Cf. Stowell (1989) and Kallulli (1996) for similar conclusions).

So far, Longobardi has introduced a missing DP level for non-argument nominal
phrases (vocatives, exclamatives and predicates) and an empty determiner in bare
plurals and mass nouns in Italian. In addition, he introduces a radically empty D
position for bare plurals and mass nouns in English. English bare plurals and mass
nouns have the following properties. First, unlike in Italian, they occur in lexically
non-governed position, that is in fust sentence position. Second, unlike in Italian,
they may have a generic interpretation. These properties directly exclude the
assumption of an empty determiner in English bare nouns, since such an empty
determiner would violate the universal principles in (50). Longobardi assumes that
English bare plurals and mass nouns have an empty D position at S-structure,
which is licensed by N-to-D movement at LF. In Dutch, bare plurals and mass
nouns have the same properties as in English. Examples of bare nouns in
ungoverned, first position in Dutch have already been given in (31b) and (3lc).
Examples of a generic interpretation in bare plurals and mass nouns are presented
in (51).

(51) a. bevers bouwen dammen
'beavers build dams'

b. wijn wordt gemaakt van druiven
'wine is made out of grapes'

I therefore infer that Longobardi would account for Dutch bare plurals and mass

nouns in a similar way as he does for their English counterparts.

Delfiuo & Schroten (1991) slightly revise Longobardi's (199117, 1994) account
with respect to existential bare plurals (they do not include generic interpretations
in their account). They aim at a cross-linguistic account of existential bare plurals
in some Germanic (English, Dutch) and Romance (Italian, Spanish) languages.
They approve of Longobardi's arguments against the generalization of the
Romance null determiner to the Germanic languages: the different interpretation
of the determinerless phrases and the different distribution of the determrnerless
phrases in the Germanic languages. They propose the following D-structure of

r7 Longobardi (1991) is amanuscript which is published as Longobardi (1994).
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existential bare plurals: an empty DP, a NumP whose head is filled by the plural
affix and the NP which contains the lexical noun. The empty DP should be

licensed by Num-to-D movement. The possibility of this movement, however,
depends on the properties of the complement of the number affix. In Dutch and

English, the number affix selects a word, which makes Num-to-D possible, and
therefore existential bare plurals are possible. In Italian and Spanish, the number
affix selects a stem as its complement, which excludes the possibility of Num-to-D
movement, and consequently, of existential bare plurals. Existential bare plurals
in governed, object position are possible in Italian and Spanish, however. Delfitto
& Schroten argue that they are derived in a different woy, namely by incorporation
into V. They further argue that mass nouns pattern with bare plurals, due to the

fact that they contain an abstract number affix. For all technical details I refer to
the paper of Delfitto & Schroten (1991). Notice that NumP in the account of
Delfitto & Schroten is not equal to the NumP I proposed in section 3.2.4. In
Delfitto & Schroten's account NumP contains the plural affix and the noun is

moved to NumP to incorporate this affix. In my proposal, NumP contains numerals
and degree-of-cardinality quantifiers, and is dominated by RefP. I argued that
Num-to-Ref movement takes place in the case that a lexical determiner is missing
from RefP. To accomodate the account of Delfitto & Schroten I propose that both
bare plurals and mass nouns contain an abstract number element in NumP, which
undergoes Num-to-Ref movement.

I will end this section by combining the properties of determinerless nominal
phrases in Dutch (as discussed in 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.1.2) and the theoretical insights
presented in this section, in order to determine the theoretical status of missing
determiners in Dutch. I start with the well-known contexts.

For bare plurals and mass nouns I adopt the analysis of Delfitto & Schroten
(1991), adapted to my proposal for the categorial type of the projections in the
nominal domain: RefP is empty, but targeted by Num-to-Ref movement. The
presence of a(n) (abstract) number element creates the possibility to leave out the
determiner.

Nominal phrases in non-referential contexts, predicate nouns and incorporated
nouns, are NPs and no RefPs; the Reff level is entirely missing. These phrases do

not refer, and cannot be combined with modiffing adjectives.
The referential contexts cover conjunctions, deverbal nouns, vocatives and

exclamatives. Since these contexts are referential, RefP should be present. This is
also clear from the fact that modifying adjectives can be added. For the

conjunction construction I adopt a proposal of Bhatt (1990). She assumes that the
conjunctive word en'arrd' expresses the feature [+plural], so the conjunctions can
be analysed as bare plwals. Deverbal nouns, on the other hand, are comparable to
mass nouns, in that they are not countable. Therefore, I assume that conjunctions
and deverbal nouns contain an abstract number element, and involve Num-to-Ref
movement to license the empty Ref head. Such an analysis, however, is not
obvious for vocatives and exclamatives. I will leave these aside for a moment, and
turn to the facilitating contexts now.
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The main facilitating context is firstposition. Itwas shown in section 3.3.1.2 that
determinerless singular count nouns in first position are clearly RefPs: attributive
adjectives may occur, and even more importantly, the nouns behave as either
definite or indefinite phrases with respect to adjectival agreement and their external
distribution. The question arises how RefP is licensed in case no lexical determiner
is present. Just as with vocatives and exclamatives, a Num-to-Ref analysis is not
obvious, since the presence of a(n abstract) number element is questionable. I
assume that RefP is underspecified and contains an empty element in these cases.
This empty element is very different from the null determiner proposed by
Longobardi (1994) for Italian bare plurals and mass nouns. It does not meet his
universal requirements for empty determiners, which were shown in (a9). First, it
should not be lexically governed. On the contrary, it is only possible in
ungoverned, first position. Second, it does not have a default existential
interpretation. Moreover, it does not have a default interpretation at all, since it
occurs in both definite and indefinite contexts. I assume that the null determiner
which combines with singular count nouns in Dutch has no inherent features, but
is interpreted by means of discourse interpretation. This directly explains why it
is restricted to first position: discourse interpretation is only available in
ungoverned, fust position (cf. Rizzi 1994). In the remainder of this book I will call
the omission of determiners which is restricted to first position Determiner Drop.
If we refurn now to vocatives and exclamatives, I propose to consider these to be
instances of determiner drop as well. Vocatives and exclamatives can be argued
to miss a determiner from an ungoverned position, since they are not embedded
in a sentence structure. The theoretical status of missing determiners in the
different contexts in Dutch is summarized in the scheme in (52).

construction tlpe Reference Phrase
(RefP)

licensing
mechanism

non-referential contexts:
predicate nouns
incorporated nouns

no RefP
phrases are NPs

none

referential contexts:
bare plurals, including

conjunctions
mass nouns, including

deverbal nouns

empty Num-to-D
movement

referential contexts:
vocatives, exclamatives
Determiner Drop

underspecified Discourse
Interpretation

status o lnmrssrng
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3.3.2 Pronouns

In this section I investigate the behaviour of pronouns in Dutch. In 3.2.3 it was

concluded that pronouns are in the Ref head position, since their main function is

to refer. In 3.3.2.1 I present the pronominal contexts in Dutch. Just as determiners,
pronouns can sometimes be missing. In 3.3.2.2 the theoretical status of missing
pronouns in Dutch is investigated.

3.3.2.1 Pronominal contexts in Dutch
In general, pronouns have a similar distribution as nominal phrases. There is one

position in which the possibility for a pronoun is restricted; the complement of a
preposition. In Dutch, a demonstrative pronoun usually cannot show up in a PP,

while for example a personal pronoun can. See (53).

(53) a. ik denk aan haar
'I think about her'

b. *ik denk aan dat
'I think about that'

In (53b) the 'regular' demonstrative pronoun is excluded, but a special type of
pronoun, an [R]-pronoun, is possible (cf. Van Riemsdijk 1998). Such [R]-pronouns
have a different distribution: they only occur to the left of the preposition. See the

examples in (54),

(54) *ik denk aan daar
ik denk daar aan
daar denk ik aan
'I think about that, that I think about'

Can pronouns be missing from the structure? If a pronoun functions as an

argument, the Projection Principle requires its presence. However, there is one
context in Dutch that allows for pronoun omission. Pronouns can be missing from
first position, if they refer to persons or objects that are already present in the

discourse (as opposed to pronoun omission in pro-drop languages such as Italian
and Spanish). Jansen (1981) distinguishes the following types of pronoun omission
in spokeu Dutch.

First, omission of personal pronouns. Such omission is restricted to subjects.

Usually, the first person pronoun ik'I' is missing. Marginally, omission of 7e
'you', a 'you', het'tt' and we 'we' is found. See the examples in (55).

(55) a. (ik) was inmiddels getrouwd
'(I) was married in the meantime'
wat heb jij gisteravond gedaan?

(ik) ben vroeg naar bed gegaan

'what did you do last night? (I) went to bed early'
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b. inmiddels was *(ik) getrouwd
'in the meantime was *(I) married'
gisteravond ben *(ik) woeg naar bed gegaan
'last night went (I) to bed early'

c. *(mij) nodigde hij niet uit voor het diner
'*(me) didn't he invite for dinner'

The examples in (55a) show omission of ik'l' from first position. Omission from
non-first position is impossible, as exemplified in (55b). Omission from a personal
pronoun that functions as an object is excluded as well, as shown in the example
in (55c).

Second, omission of demonstrative pronouns. See the examples in (56). These
examples show subject omission from first and non-first position (56a), and object
omission from first and non-first position (56b). The examples show that
demonstrative pronoun subjects and objects can be missing from first position.

(56) a. Q: vind je dat leuk?
'do you like that?'

A1: (dat) bevalt me prima
'(that) suits me well'

A2: prima bevalt me *(dat)

'well suits me *(that)'

b. Q: ga je mee naar die film?
'are you coming with us to that rnovie?'

A1: (die) heb ik al gezien
'(that one) did I already see'

A2: ik heb *(die) al gezien

'I did already see *(that one)'

Third, [+R]-pronouns that function as the complement of a preposition can be
missing. See the examples in (57). Omission from first position (57a) is possible,
while omission from non-first position (57b) is not.

(57) a. (daar) reken ik al niet meer op
'(that) I do not count on any longer'
(daar) heb ik nog geen oplossing voor
'(that) I do not have a solution to yet'

b. ik reken *(daar) al niet meer op
'I do not count on +(that) any longer'
ik heb *(daar) nog geen oplossing voor
'I do not yet have a solution to *(that)'

3.3.2.2 The theoretical status of missing pronouns
The presence of pronouns that are arguments is required by the Projection
Principle. Arguments must be RefPs (Longobardi 1994). This leads to the
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conclusion that in the case of missing pronouns, an empty RefP must be present.

I assume that a radically empty Reff cannot satisfy the requirements of the
Projection Principle. Therefore, RefP should contain an empty element. In this
section, I investigate the nature of this empty element.

The omission of first person personal pronouns in English is discussed in
Haegeman (1990). She calls this type of omission diary drop. She claims that
objects cannot be dropped, on the basis of the examples in (58).

(58) a. -- saw her at the party
b. *she saw -- at the parry

The subject in (58a) can be missing, while the object in (58b) cannot. However,
the examples in (58) do not justify the conclusion that objects cannot be dropped.
First, omission is only possible from first position. Haegeman demonsffates this
restriction herself with respect to subject omission. Therefore, the ungraflrmaticality
of (58b) cannot be attributed to the object status of the pronoun. Languages in
which objects can be preposed, such as Dutch and German, allow for object
omission from first position. Second, personal pronoun objects cannot be omitted,
but demonstrative pronoun objects can be omitted. The relevant paradigm for
Dutch was shown in (56).

Germanic pronoun omission is known as topic drop (see for example
Cardinaletti (1990) for German, Sigurdsson (1993) for Germanic Verb Second
languages and Rizzi (1994) for English). There is consensus in the literature on the
main properties of Germanic topic drop consffuctions. First, both subject and
object pronouns can be omitted. See the Dutch examples in (56). Second, the
specifier position of CP has to be empty; no topicalized element such as an
argument, adverbial or wh-phrase can be present. See again the examples in (56).
This restriction also implies that there can only be one empty pronoun per
sentence. Third, there is no omission from embedded sentences, as shown for
Dutch in (59).

(59) a. ik vertelde dat t(ik) die al heb gezien
'I told that *(I) did already see that one'

b. ik vertelde dat ik *(die) al heb gezien
'I told that I did already see *(that one)'

Neither subject pronouns (59a) nor object pronouns (59b) can be missing from an

embedded sentence.
In addition to these general properties of topic drop, Cardinaletti (1990) notices

a difference between subject and object drop. She states that
null subjects can replace lst, 2nd and 3rd person pronouns, while null objects only
replace 3rd person pronouns. This difference leads Cardinaletti to the following
analysis (which is adopted in Sigur6sson 1993, Rizzi 1994). In the case of object
&op, a null pronoun in A-position is bound by a base-generated operator in CP.
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The operator is a [-anaph, -pron] category, and therefore only compatible with a
3rd person pronoun. The feature content of the null pronoun is locally determined
by the operator, which, in turn, is sanctioned by the preceding discourse or by
pragmatics. Subject drop, which is not restricted to 3rd person pronouns, does not
involve a null operator. In the case of subject drop, an empty pronoun is present
in Spec CP, which feature content depends on the linguistic or pragmatic context.

There are two problems for the analysis of Cardinaletti (1990). First, it is not
true that subject drop can involve pronouns with any person specification.
Omission of second person pronouns is excluded, see the examples in (60).

(60) a. *CIij) hebt een mooie nieuwe jas aan
'*(yor) wear a nice new coat'

b. heb je mijn tentamencijfer gehoord?
*CIU) hebt het ook niet gehaald
'do you know my result, *(you) did not pass either'

Moreover, it is questionable whether 3rd person personal pronoun subjects can be

missing. Consider the example in (61).

(61) heb jij Maria nog gezien?

-- is al naar huis gegaan
'did you see Maria? -- did already leave for home'

I don't know any diagnostics to determine whether the missing pronoun in (61) is
the personal pronoun zy 'she' or the demonstrative pronoun die 'that one'.
However, I asked ten native speakers of Dutch, who all claim that in (61) the
demonsffative pronoun die is missing. If this is true, I arrive at the following
description of the ffie of pronouns that can be missing in Dutch. Demonstrative
pronouns, which are 3rd person pronouns, can be missiug, both as subjects and as

objects. In addition, first person personal pronouns can be missing as subjects. The
analysis of Cardinaletti (1990) does not account for the ffies of missing pronouns
in Dutch.

The second problem for Cardinaletti's account is that the sentences in (62)
receive a different analysis.

(62) a. (dat) heb ik al gedaan

'(that) did I already do'
b. (dat) bevalt mij prima

'(that) suits me well'

In (62a) the object can be omitted. In that case, Cardinaletti assumes the presence
of an operator in CP. If the subject in (62b) is missing, however, no operator
should be present. So, the presence of an operator does not seem to be
syntactically required in the case of pronoun omission. Missing subject pronouns
do without an operator in CP. There seems to be no other reason for the presence
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of an operator than to explain the restriction of object pronoun omission to 3rd
person pronouns. However, since I rejected Cardinaletti's distinction between
subject and object omission, there is no reason left to assume the presence of an
operator in CP.

I present the following account of pronoun omission in Dutch. Subject and
object pronouns can be missing from first position. In these cases, RefP is
underspecified and contains an empty pronoun, which receives discourse
interpretation. The need of discourse interpretation explains the restriction to first
position. Dropped pronouns must be sufficiently salient in the context.
Demonstrative pronouns (topic drop) and the first person personal pronoun (diary
drop) meet this restriction. Notice that this account of pronoun drop is similar to
the account of determiner drop which was presented in section 3.3.1.3.

3.3.3 Prepositions

In section 3.2.4, I discussed the functional status of prepositions and concluded
that possibly (a subclass of) prepositions should be considered as a functional
category. To complete the overview of functional categories in the nominal domain
I will discuss in this section the properties and distribution of prepositions.

Three types of prepositions can be distinguished: syntactic, subcategorized and
lexical prepositions (cf. Bennis at al. 1983). The occurence of syntactic
prepositions depends on the syntactic configuration of the sentence. These
prepositions are needed for case assignment. Examples are aan 'to' in dative
objects, door 'by' in passives and van 'of in derived nominals. The infinitival
complementizer om 'for' can be considered to be a syntactic preposition as well.
Subcategorized prepositions are selected by the verb, they head prepositional
objects. Lexical prepositions have their own lexical content. Consider the following
examples.

(63) a. ik wacht op mijn broer 'I wait for my brother'
b. ik wacht op het station 'I wait at the station'
c. 271 zet de vaas op de tafel'she puts the vase on the table'

The preposition op can be a subcategorized preposition that heads a prepositional
object, as shown in (63a), or a lexical preposition heading a locative adjunct PP
(63b) or a resultative Small Clause PP (63c).

The possibility to leave out prepositions is limited in Ducth. Syntactic prepositions
can sometimes be missing. The complementizer om is not obligatory present, as

shown in the example in (6a).

(64) zij probeert (om) op tijd te komen
'she tries to be in time'
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zij belooft (om) vroeg naar bed te gaan

'she promises to go to sleep early'

In indirect object phrases, the preposition can be missing as well. However, only
if the indirect object precedes the direct object, as shown in (65).

(65) a. ik geef een boek +(aan) Maria
'I give a book to Maria'
ik koop een boek *(voor) Maria
'I buy a book for Maria'

b. ik geef (aan) Maria een boek
'I give (to) Maria a book'
ik koop (voor) Maria een boek
'I buy (for) Maria a book'

Lexical prepositions can sometimes be missing from first position, see (66a). If the
preposition does not occur in the preceding utterance, omission of the preposition
is less acceptable, as shown in (66b).

(66) a. in welke flat woont Maria?
(in) die nieuwe flat
zij woont *(in) die nieuwe flat
'in which appartment block does Maria live?
(in) that new one, she lives *(in) that new one'

b. waar ligt dat boek?
*(op) de tafel
'where is that book? *(on) the table'

Subcategorized prepositions behave similar as lexical prepositions with respect to
omission. I will not go into the theoretical status of missing prepositions.

3.4 Summary and conclusions

I adopted Abney's (1987) proposal that the nominal domain consists of a lexical
projection NP dominated by a few functional projections (3.1). I argued for the
presence of a Reference Phrase which contains both definite and indefinite
determiners and quantifiers (3.2.1) and pronouns (3.2.2) and a Number Phrase

which contains numerals and degree-of-cardinality quantifiers (3.2.3). I discussed

the status of prepositions and announced that the agrammatic data I will discuss
in the next chapter provide evidence for the functional status of prepositions
(3.2.4). After determining the functional structure of the nominal domain, the
question was raised whether all functional projections are always overtly realized.
Different types of missing determiners were discussed in section 3.3.1. The
conclusion was that determiner omission is possible with singular count nouns if
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they are in first position. I assumed Reff to be underspecified in such determiner
drop cases. RefP contains an empty determiner which is interpreted in the

discourse. Pronouns can also be missing from first position (3.3.2); this is known
as the topic drop phenomenon in Germanic languages. I proposed a similar account
for topic drop: an underspecified RefP contains an empty pronoun which is
licensed by discourse interpretation. Finally, the properties and distribution of
prepositions was discussed (3.3.3).

The main conclusion of this chapter is that omission of referential elements in
Dutch is more corrmon than usually assumed. The phenomena I discussed,

omission of determiners and pronouns, are considered to be substandard (spoken
language) phenomena. In the next chapters I will discuss the nominal domain in
Ducth agrarnmatic speech. I focus on the realization of determiners and pronouns.
In chapter 4, I will present a case study of an agrammatic patient, HB. A
theoretical interpretation of his data, within the framework of linguistic theory, is
given in chapter 5.
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4 Agrammatic speech: The case of patient HB

4.1 Introduction

In this chapterr I present the data of the Dutch agrammatic patient HB, which
have been collected by means of the ANELT test and the spontaneous speech
interview of the AAT. HB used to be a farmer and a factory worker during his
working life. He suffered from a stroke at the age of seventy-six, which resulted,
among other problems, in a Broca's aphasia. The data discussed in this chapter
were collected at five and thirteen months after the start of his aphasia. Further
information about patient HB, the tests and the methodology of my investigation
can be found in chapter 2 Method and patients.

To get an impression of the speech produced by HB, two fragments are

presented here. The fragment in (1) is part of HB's answer to the question how his
speech problem has started.

(l) gister een gesprek met een dokter van [..] nou en uh gaat aardig goed

hoor ik ze ik zeg naar omstandigheden ik ben nie zo niks te klagen ik
hoop maar dat ie nu spreken kan he maar uh voege vroeger dagen
voordagen be voordragen maar gedichten voordragen [..] jonge jaren he
ge ge 66n van de dingen gedeerd [of gedonges] in hollands he en [..] en
nou gen gen ken 't nog wel herinneren in mijn gedachten
'yesterday a conversation with a doctor from [..] well and uh is somewhat
okay I sa I say under the conditions I am not like nothing to complain I
hope just that he now can speak he but uh forme fromer days recite be
recite but poems recite [..] young years he ge ge one of the things learned

[or ge-thing] in dutch he and [..] and now gan gan can it still remember
in my thoughts'

The speech of tIB is non-fluent, slow and effortful. The fragment in (1) shows,
among others, the following problems. Phonological problems and articulation
problems: e.g. voege vroeger dagen'fome former days' andvoordagen voordragen

'This chapter is an extended and elaborated version of De Roo (1998).
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'recite' in which at frst instance 'r' is omitted. Impoverished syntactic
constructions: the non-verbal utterance gister een gesprek met een dokter
'yesterday a conversation with a doctor' and the non-finite utterance jonge jaren
din van de dingen gedeerd 'young years one of the things learned'. In the non-
finite utterance a preposition and a determiner seem to be lacking.

The next fragment in (2) shows similar problems. It contains the response of tIB
to an item of the AIIIELT test; the Anelt scenario precedes HB's response.

(2) Anelt scenario: The dog of your neighbour is barking all day. You really
get enough of it. You want to talk about it with him. What do you say?

ge me meneer lrunt u kunt be ben last van die hond want hij uh be ['s
avonds] nog dat wil ie maatregelen nemen dan uh pe zal liggen ze ze
maar liever po posiesie posiesie namen
'ge me mister can you can a am trouble with that dog because he uh be

[at night] still that want he measurements take then uh pe will lay they
they just better pus pussysycat pussysycat took'

A phonological or articulatory problem is for example po posiesie posiesie 'pus
pussysycat pussysycat'. Moreover, a determiner is missing with this noun. A non-
verbal utterance is last van die hond 'trouble with that dog'. No non-finite
utterance shows up in (2). The finite complementizer dat 'that' is missing in the
final clause.

This chapter deals with the nominal domain in the speech of patient HB. Section
4.2 discusses the presence and omission of nominal functional categories,
especially determiners and pronouns. The data of HB will be compared to the
speech of normal controls (4.3.1), other agrammatic patients (4.3.2) and the speech
of Wernicke patients (a.3.2). This chapter is descriptive in nature. A theoretical
interpretation of the results will follow in chapter 5.

4.2 Nominal functional projections in the speech of patient HB

4.2.1 The presence of nominal functional projections

In chapter 3 it was argued that the nominal domain in Dutch contains the
following functional projections: RefP, NumP and possibly PP. In addition, the
projection AP can be present. To investigate the realization of these projections in
the speech of HB, the presence of determiners, pronouns, NumP elements and
adjectives is shown in this section. Omission of these functional categories is
discussed in the next section. The data for this investigation include both the
AI'{ELT and AAT speech, collected at five and thirteen months post onset (see

section 2.1). The sample consists of 388 utterances. A comparison of test moments,
that is, the language recovery, will be dealt with in chapter 6.
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Consider the presence of different types of determiners in the table (3).

Determiners, Numerals,
Degree-of-cardinality quant

ANELT AAT

numerals
degree-of-cardinality quant

J

2

15

0

indefinite articles
negative quantifiers
wh quantifiers
other quantifiers

t6
1

0

0

20
2

0

1

defrnite articles
demonstrative determiners
possessive determiners

13

5

7

29

8

9

total 47 84

rners, numerals and quantrhers rn the speech oquan

75

Table (3) shows that both definite and indefinite determiners, numerals and degree-

of-cardinality quantifiers are present in the speech of HB. In normal speech, these

types of determiners are associated with both Reff and NumP. Only wh-quantifiers
do not show up. However, since there are many indefinite articles the absence of
wh-quantifiers does not seem to be due to a problem with indefinite determiners
or RefP in general. In addition to determiners also pronouns occur frequently in
the speech of HB. See the table in (4).

Pronouns ANELT AAT

personal pronouns
demonstrative pronouns
relative pronouns
wh pronouns
indefinite pronouns
reflexive + reciprocal
numeral

63

l8
I
0

3

0
0

69

33

I
2

n
0

3

total 85 119

ta lnpronouns speec

HB produces nine prenominal adjectives. In normal speech, adjectives are
associated with the projection AP. The speech of HB shows evidence for the
presence of RefP, NumP and AP. This is not only clear from the presence of the
functional categories, as shown in the tables (3) and (4), but also from the
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expression of the nominal functional features [definiteness], [number] and [gender]
(see section 3.2.1). With respect to [definiteness] I notice that both definite and
indefinite determiners are present. In addition, both [+neuter] and [-neuter] forms
of the defrnite article and demonstrative pronoun show up, het 'the'/ dat 'that' and
de'the'l die'that'respectively. Numerals instantiate the fnumber] feature. In
addition, [+plural] is also marked on the noun by means of an overt plural affix:
HB produces 7 plural nouns in the ANELT and 35 plural nouns in the AAT. The
majority of these nouns also show up as single nouns. Finally, the correct
realization of the nominal features is obvious in the case of adjectival agreement.
The speech of HB provides contexts for both the zero affrx ([-plur,-def,+neut]
contexts) and the adjectival agreement marker -e (all other contexts). In all cases,

HB produces the correct agreement affix. The correct rcal:r;ation of the nominal
functional features corroborates the conclusion that the nominal functional
projections are operative in the speech of HB.

A final projection I discuss is PP. The number of prepositions is shown in table
(5). Syntactic prepositions do not show up in HB's speech. The number of
subcategorized, and lexical prepositions, however, indicates the availability of PP.

Prepositions ANELT AAT

slmtactic prepositions
subcat + Lexical P

0

34
0

49

total 34 49

e (5): preposrttons ln

4.2.2 Missing nominal functional categories

Although there is evidence for the availability of the nominal functional
projections in the grammar of patient HB (see the previous section), nominal
functional categories are sometimes missing from his speech. Omission of
determiners is discussed in section 4.2.2.1, while section 4.2.?.2 deals with missing
pronouns.

4.2.2,1 Missing determiners
In chapter 3, several well-known contexts for determiner omission in Dutch were
presented. The following types show up in the speech of HB: bare plurals (24),
mass nouns (13), predicate nouns (5) and non-referential PPs (a). Since missing
determiners in these contexts are grarnmatically correct, I will not discuss these
any further. Table (6) shows missing determiners in contexts other than the
aforementioned ones. The grammaticality of these missing determiners is under
dispute.



Determiners ANELT AAT

determiner contexts
missing determiners
ol omission

62

15

24%

106

22
21%

e : realrzatron o mers ln speec
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There is no significant difference between determiner omission in the ANELT and
the AAT (chi2:Q.l1, p:0.744); therefore, the ANELT and AAT data will be taken
together in the remainder of this chapter. Some examples of missing determiners
are given in (7). In these examples, the missing determiner is noted as D; a

missing preposition is noted as P.

77

(7) a. D rekening is voldaan
'bill is paid'
D geloof betekent veel voor ons

'faith means a lot to us'
't is D beroerte
'it is stroke'
ze maar liever D poesie namen
'they better get pussycat'
D gesprek voeren
'have conversation'
D overstroming
'flood'
op heden bU D dokter
'today at doctor's'
P D arm gevallen
'arm fallen'

b.

c.

d.

In (7) different contexts are exemplified: first position in a finite sentence (7a),
non-first position in a finite sentence (7b), a non-finite context (7c) and a PP
context (7d). In section 3.3.1.1 I argued that in normal spoken Dutch determiners
can be missing from first position and from non-finite utterances. This means that
examples such as (7a) and (7c) should be considered as non-deviant from normal
speech. Omission from non-first position (7b) and from a PP (7d), on the other
hand, are not allowed. Therefore, such omissions should be considered as errors.
In the remainder of this section I investigate the effect of first position, finiteness
and PP contexts with respect to determiner omission in the speech of patient HB2.

2 Diminutive nouns also seem to facilitate determiner omission in normal speech (see 3.3.1.2). However,
this context does not play a role in the speech of HB, since he hardly produces any diminutive nouns.
Therefore, I will not discuss diminutives in this chapter.
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Table (8) shows determiner omission from first and non-first position in the speech

of patient HB.

There is a significant difference between the rate of determiner omission from first
position and non-first position (chi2:14.08, p:0,000). There is much more
omission from flust than from non-first position.

Determiner omission in finite and non-finite utterances is shown in table (9).
Non-finite utterances include verbal and non-verbal utterances.

Table (9) shows a clear trend: there is more determiner omission from non-finite
contexts than from finite contexts (chi2:3.31, p:0.069)

Both first position and finiteness show a tendency towards the normal grammar:

there is more determiner omission from first position and in non-finite contexts in
the speech of patient HB. The third relevant factor is PP context: in the normal
grarnmar, determiner omission from a PP is excluded (except for idiomatic cases).

Tesak (1992) noted that in the speech of German agrarnmatic patients determiners
are hardly omitted from PP. Omission from PP and non-PP contexts in the speech

of HB is shown in table (10). Four cases in which both a determiner and the
preposition are missing are not included.

contexts first position
missing determiners
7o omission

50
2t
42o/o

contexts non-first position
missing determiners
o/o omission

tt7
t6
l4o/o

terminer omlsslon rrst non-trrst posrtron

non-finite contexts
missing determiners
o/o omission

80
23
29%

finite contexts
missing determiners
o/o omission

88

l4
t6%

: determrner omrssron lrom non- contexts



PP contexts
missing determiners
o/o omission

4l
3
no/l/o

non-PP contexts
missing determiners
o/o omission

t23
30
24%

tefinmer omlsslon rom ron-PP contexts

Tus cesE oF PATTENT HB

There is a significant difference between determiner omission from PP and non-PP
contexts: determiners are less often omitted from PP contexts (chi2:4.57, p:0.032).
In sum, there are seven cases of (preposition +) determiner omission from PP

context. Two of these cases were already shown in (7d). A third case is in (11).

(ll) P D jonge jaren 66n van de dingen gedeerd

'younger years one of the things learned'

The remaining four cases of (preposition +) determiner omission show up in one

speech fragment, presented in (12), which is rather difficult to interpret. HB has

been a farmer, and in (12) he is explaining that nowadays a lot of the work is
carried out with machines, while when he was still active, he had to do this work
by hand. Missing determiners are noted as D and missing prepositions as P.

dat was alles wat nou es P D machine waren
'that was all what now P D machine were'
in mijn tijd ook een beetje maar niet zo as nou
'in my time also a bit but not so as now'
da was nog alles ja met de hand gebeuren

'that was still everything with the hand happen'
en dan was alle P D machine
'and then was everything P D machine'
aardappel poten en dat zo
'potato plant-inf and so on'
nou is het met D machine
'now is it with D machine'
en aardappel rooien ook op D machine weer
'and potato lift-inf also on D machine again'

79

(rZ) a.

b.

c.

d.

I interpreted the fragment in (12) as strictly as possible with respect to the
omission of determiners and prepositions. The utterances in (12a) and (12b) could
get a natural interpretation if we assume that the noun machine'machine' replaces
the adjective machinaal 'mechanized'. However, since HB produces a preposition
in the following utterances (12c) and (12d) in a similar context, I assume a PP

context in (12a) and (12b) as well. And consequently, omission of a preposition
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in (l2a) and (12b). With respect to the determiner, there is a clear omission
(l2d). However, in (l2a), (lzb) and (12c) a plural noun without a determiner
equally possible (cf. (23) in section 4.2.2.3).

To summarize. There are seven cases of determiner omission within a PP.
However, in four cases, the preposition itself is missing as well. In the next
chapter, I will argue that such omissions are in fact predictable. Four omissions of
(P +) D occur in subsequent utterances in the AAT and show up in a similar
syntactic construction. Moreover, in the majority of cases it is not clear whether
we are dealing with a missing determiner or with missing plural morphology on
the noun. I therefore conclude that determiner omission in the prepositional domain
is not a widespread phenomenon in the speech of HB. And consequently, I
conclude that also the factor PP context shows a tendency towards the normal
grammar: there is significantly less determiner omission from PP contexts than
from non-PP contexts in the speech of patient HB.

Up to now, I discussed determiner omission in different contexts, but I did not
discriminate between different tlpes of determiners. Since all types of determiners
are generated in one single projection, RefP, no differences between determiners
are predicted. As was already stated in the discussion about normal speech in
3.3.1.2, it is very difficult to determine what determiner is missing in a specific
utterance. The only possibility seems to discriminate between definite and
indefinite determiners, and even that might be problematic in some cases.

Nevertheless I tried to do so, on basis of the semantic/pragmatic context. Appendix
I contains a classification of all omitted determiners as either definite or indefinite.
Some examples are given in (13).

(13) a. DEF D rekening is voldaan
'bill is paid'
DEF D tweede aan deze kant
'second one at this side'
't is INDEF D beroerte
'it is stroke'
INDEF D half uur ver weg
'half an hour far away'

Omission of definite and indefinite determiners is shown in the table in (1a).
Seven unclear cases are not included in table (14).

ln
is

b.



definite contexts
missing determiners
oZ omission

78

l5
t9%

indefinite contexts
missing determiners
oZ omission

83

I5
t8%

table (14): omission of definite and indefinite determrners

Tup CesB oF PATIENT HB

There is no significant difference between omission of definite and indefinite
determiners (chiz:0.04, p:0.850). This result is in accordance with the assumption
that definite and indefinite determiners share a single projection RefP, which is
operative in the granrmar of patient HB.

4.2.2.2 Missing pronouns
I now furn to missing pronouns. Some examples of pronoun omission are given
in (15). In these examples, the missing pronoun is noted as PRON.

(15) a. PRON had 'n bandje om zijn nek
'had a collar around his neck'
PRON ken 't nog wel herinneren in mijn gedachten
'can still remember it in my thoughts'

b. zo is PRON ongeveer geworden
'like this has more or less become'
graag zou PRON een zaak regelen voor een bruiloft
'would like to arange a restaurant for a wedding'

c. PRON vroeger dagen gedichten voordragen
'former days recite poems'
PRON gisteravond daar heen geweest

'last night been there'
d. PRON gebeuren ongelukken mee

'accidents can happen with (that)'
PRON ken geen gedichtje uit voordragen
'cannot recite a poem out of (this)'

The examples in (15) show different pronoun contexts: first position in a finite
utterance (15a), non-first position in a finite ufferance (15b), non-finite utterances
(15c) and omission from a PP (15d). These contexts will be discussed in the
remainder of this section. First, the overall pronoun omission rate is shown in (16).

81
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Pronouns ANELT AAT

pronoun contexts
missing pronouns
oZ omission

tt4
29
25%

144
25

t7%

e (ro): overall pronoun omlssu )n

There is no significant difference between pronoun omission in the ANELT and

the AAT (chi2:2.04, p:0.153). Therefore, the ANELT and AAT data will be taken
together in the remainder of this chapter.

Omission from frst and non-first position is shown in table (17). There is a

significant difference between pronoun omission from first and non-first position:
pronouns are more often omitted from first than from non-first position
(chi2:l 5.49, p<0.0001 ).

I note that the position of the missing pronoun in a non-finite utterance is not
always clear. In finite main sentences, first position is clearly marked by the finite
verb, which is in second position. Utterances without a finite verb lack such a clear
diagnostic tool. Consider two types of non-finite utterances in the speech of HB,
exemplified in (18a). Both corresponding finite structures in (l8b) and (18c) are

grammatical: (l8b) shows a missing pronoun in first position, while (18c) shows

a pronoun in non-first position3.

(18) a. (adjunct) object Vinf
zool nemen
'take sole'
vroeger dagen gedichten voordragen
'former days recite poems'

'Other finite counterparts are equally possible. For example, a finite main verb (i), or a finite auxiliary
with a past participle in final position (ii).
(i) ik neem de zool 'I want to take the sole'
(ii) ik heb de zool genomen 'I have taken the sole'

However, this is not relevant with respect to the position of the missing pronoun.

contexts frrst position
missing pronouns
o/o omission

147

44

30%

contexts non-first position
missing pronouns
%o omission

111

l0
9%

pronoun omrsslon non-tirst posrtron
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b. PRON Vfin (adjunct) object Vinfin
ik wil de zool nemen

'I want to take the sole'
ik wilde in vroeger dagen gedichten voordragen
'I wanted to recite poems in former days'

c. object/adjunct Vfin PRON (object) Vinfin
de zool wil ik nemen
'the sole'I want to take'
in vroeger'dagen wilde ik gedichten voordragen
'in former days I wanted to recite poems'

Although missing pronouns in non-finite utterances could in principle show up in
both first and non-first position, I claim that they are in first position only. In
chapter 9 I will argue that subjects in root non-finites occur in dislocated position.

Pronoun omission in finite and non-finite contexts is shown in (19). There is

significantly more pronoun omission in non-finite contexts than in finite contexts
(chi2:22.14, p<0.0001). Both first position and finiteness show a tendency towards
the normal grammar: there is significantly more pronoun omission from first
position and in non-finite utterances in the speech of patient HB. In this respect,
pronoun omission resembles determiner omission.

non-finite contexts
missing pronouns

% omission

40
20
50%

finite contexts
missing pronouns
7o omission

218
34
t6%

19): pronoun omissron rn tintte and non rmte contexts

The final context which was relevant for determiner omission is PP. The difference
between pronoun omission from PP and non-PP contexts, however, as shown in
table (20), is not significant (chi2:2.03, p:0.154).

PP contexts
missing pronouns
o/o omission

27
9

33%

non-PP contexts
missing pronouns
o/o omission

23r
55

24o/o

: pronoun omlsslon non-PP contexts

83
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So, the PP context seems to disturb the parallellism between determiner omission
and pronoun omission. In the next chapter, I will show that pronoun omission in
PP contexts only involves [+R] pronouns. Therefore, these omissions are

grammatically correct.

Just as with determiners, it is not always easy to determine what type of pronoun
is missing in an utterance. However, studying the semantic/pragmatic contexts, I
was able to discriminate between personal and demonsffative pronouns. There were
no utterances in which omission of another type of pronoun was obvious. Some
examples are given in (21); personal pronouns are noted as PERS PRON,
demonstrative pronouns as DEM PRON.

(21) a. PERS PRON ben naar ramzegerenhuis geweest

'have been to "ramzegerenhuis"'
PERS PRON belt de nrunmer op

'calls up the number'
b. DEM PRON is water

'is water'
DEM PRON gebeuren ongelukken mee

'accidents can happen with (that)'

Omission of personal and demonstrative pronouns is shown in table (22). There
is no difference between the two typps of pronouns (chiz:0.02, p:0.895).

4.2.2.3 Incorrect realization of nominal functional features
In section 4.2.1 I concluded that the nominal functional features [definiteness],
[number] and [gender] arc rcalized in the speech of HB. Nevertheless, the
morphemes which express these features might sometimes be missing or
substituted, just as the functional categories determiner and pronoun are sometimes
missing. In this section, I investigate the realization of the functional features.

The feature [definiteness] is always correctly realized with respect to
determiners; there is no substitution of indefinite determiners for definite
determiners or vice versa. In the case of determiner and pronoun omission,

[definiteness] is not overtly realized; however, I demonstrated in section 3.3. that

personal pronoun contexts
missing personal pronouns
o/o omission

17s

39
22%

demonstrative pron contexts
missing demonstrative pron
o/o omission

62

15

24%

: omlsslon oI persona pronouns
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determiner drop and topic drop involve an empty element in RefP which receives

a discourse interpretation.
There is one determiner substitution with respect to the feature [gender] in the

speech of HB. A [-neuter] definite article is combined with a [+neuter] noun,

namely de nummer 'the number' instead of het nummer. HB produces 53 definite
articles and demonstrative determiners (ANELT + AAT) which have a correctly
realized [gender] feature, so [gender] substitution is certainly not a frequent error.

The feature [number] is expressed as a plural affix on a noun. HB produces 42
nouns correctly marked for [+plural]: the plural nouns are either combined with
a numeral or quantifier or show up with a plural verb. There are 2 clear cases in
which the plural affix is missing, see (23a). In 3 more cases, a plural noun is
strongly preferred. These are shown in (23b). Notice, that it is one noun aardappel
'potato' which shows up in a somewhat fixed construction, both syntactically and
lexically. Moreover, this construction occurs at both test moments. Therefore, the
examples (23b) might be corect in a specific register such as "farmer's speech".
In the examples (23) the omitted plural affix is noted as S.

(23) a. twee jongenS
'two boy[-plur]'
meer mooie filmS
'more beautiful movie[-plur]'

b. aardappel(S) opraden
'load potato (on the wagon)'
aardappel(S) poten
'plant potato'
aardappel(S) rooien
'lift potato'

To establish adjectival agreement, all three nominal features have to be taken into
account. HB does not produce elrors in adjectival agreement.

Finally, HB produces some pronoun substitutions which are related to other
nominal features. One substitution is slmtactically incorrect, as exemplified in
Qaa). The complement of a preposition can only be moved to first position if it
is a [+R] pronoun; in (24a) only daar 'there' would be correct instead of dat
'that'. In (2ab)-(24d) the pronoun seems to be pragmatically less plausible.

Q$ a. dat heb veel aan
'that have a lot about'

b. maar 66n arm even he ik kan het goed gebruiken
'only one arrn I can use it correctly'

c. ik hoop maar dat ie nu spreken kan
'I only hope that he can talk now'

d. meneer u kunt ... wil ie maatregelen nemen
'sir you can ... can he take measures'

85
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In (2ab) HB uses the f+nsuter) het 'it' to refer to his arm. In this case [-neuter]
hem 'him' would be prefered. In Qac) HB uses the weak [3th pers, sing, male]
pronoun ie'he' to refer to himself; in (24d) he addresses his neighbour with this
same ie. However, a flst person] and [2nd person] pronoun respectively would be
more accurate in these cases. The utterances Qac) and (24d) can be interpreted as

pronoun substitutions with respect to the feature [person]. HB produces 258
pronouns (ANELT + AAT), and only substitutes 4 of these. I conclude that the
realization of a correct pronoun is not problematic for HB. The same conclusion
was already reached for the realization of correct determiners. So, there is no
problem with nominal functional features in the speech of patient HB.

4.2.2.4 Missing prepositions
ln 4.2.1 I showed that HB produces quite some prepositions. Table (25) displays
the omission of prepositions. There is no difference between omission of
prepositions in the ANELT and the AAT (chi2=Q.14, p:0.713).

Prepositions ANELT AAT

P contexts
missing Ps
o/o omission

36
2

60/o

53

4
8%

e (25): omrssron ot'preposrtron

Four of the utterances containing a missing prepositions are already presented in
(7d), (11) and (lZalb), since they also involve determiner omission. The other
cases are given in (26).

(26) de fruitmand bezorgen P ziekte
'deliver the fruit basket P illness'
P vroeger dagen gedichten voordragen
'P former days recite poems'

There is no substitution of prepositions in the speech of HB.

4.2.2.5 Summary
Nominal functional projections are operative in the grarnmar of patient HB (section
4.2.1). A11 different functional heads show up: RefP, containing definite and
indefinite determiners and pronouns; NumP, containing numerals and degree-of-
cardinality quantifiers; and PP, containing prepositions. Also adjectives in AP
occur. However, not all different functional categories which instantiate the
functional heads show up in the speech of HB: wh-quantifiers, reflexive and
reciprocal pronouns and syntactic prepositions do not occur. [n the next section,
I will answer the question whether HB shows a selective impairment for specific
functional categories in these cases.
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In the large majority of cases, the nominal features [definiteness], [gender] and

[number] are correctly realized. Heads of functional projections are sometimes

missing (section 4.2.2). I was able to detect contexts in which omission is more
frequent: first position and non-finite utterances. This holds true for both
determiners and pronouns. Recall that these contexts were also considered to be

facilitating contexts for omission innormal speech (see 3.3.1.2). The PP context
clearly cuts across determiners and pronouns: there is less determiner omission
from PP contexts, while there is more pronoun omission from PP contexts. In the

next section, I will investigate whether this is a general agrammatic pattern or an

idiosyncracy in the speech of patient HB. There is neither a difference between
definite and indefinite determiners nor a difference between personal and

demonstrative pronouns. Finally, also prepositions are sometimes missing,
however, the omission rates are relatively low.

Comparison to other speech

In this section, I compare the speech of HB to the speech of normal controls
(4.3.1), other agrammatic patients (4.3.2) and patients that suffer from another type
of aphasia, namely Wernicke patients (4.3.3). The comparison focusses on overall
omission rates of determiners, pronouns and prepositions, and the facilitating
contexts for omission first position, non-finite contexts and PP contexts. The

comparison is restricted to ANELT data, since for the normal controls, only
ANELT data are available. Information about the controls and the other
agrarnmatic and Wemicke patients can be found in chapter 2. I will mainly present

group results in this section; all individual results can be found in appendix II-Vil.

4.3.1 Normal speech

Determiners in the speech of ten controls are shown in table (27). Individual
results can be found in appendix II. The ANELT data of HB are included as well.
It is no surprise that all functional heads are realized in the speech of the controls.
However, the frequency of different categories differs substantially. Two categories
do not even show up in the speech of every individual control: degree-ofl
cardinality quantifiers and wh-quantifiers. The latter category is only produced by
five of the controls. In the preceding section I noticed that HB did not produce any
wh-quantifiers. However, since half of the controls don't do so either, this is a task
effect which should not be atfributed to IIB's impairment. HB's column in table
(27) also shows zero for 'other quantifiers'. Recall, however, that (27) only
includes ANELT speech. In the AAT, HB did produce other quantifiers, as was
shown in table (3).
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Determiners, Numerals,
De gree-of-cardinality quant

total mean HB

numerals
de gree-of- cardinality quant

35

6

4 3

2

indefinite articles
negative quantifiers
wh quantifiers
other quantifiers

237
l9
6

t2

24
2

1

l6
1

0

0

definite articles
demonstrative determiners
possessive determiners

t76
75

82

18

8

8

t3
4
7

total 648 65 46

table (2'l): determrners/numerals/quantrtrers m AN.bL'I' speech of l0 contro

The number and types of pronouns in the normal speech is shown in table (28).
Individual results are shown in appendix III. The controls produce a lot of
pronouns, as was expected. The pronoun type which is missing from HB's speech
altogether, reflexive and reciprocal pronouns, is hardly produced by the normal
controls either. Only four out of ten conffols produce a reflexive pronoun. So, the
absence of reflexive and reciprocal pronouns in the speech of patient HB is a task
effect, which is not due to his impairment.

Pronouns total mean HB

personal pronouns
demonstrative pronouns
relative pronouns
wh pronouns
indefinite pronouns
reflexive + reciprocal
numerals

891

325
19

53

42
4

5

89

33

2

5

4

62

l8
0
0

4
0
2

total 1339 133 86

table (2E): pronouns spe o

Only the absence of wh-pronouns in the speech of HB cannot easily be reduced
to a task effect; although wh-phrases are not very frequent in the normal speech,
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all controls do produce wh-pronounso. The final (possible) functional projection

is PP. The realization of prepositions is shown in table (29).

Prepositions total mean HB

syntactic prepositions
subcat + lexical Ps

2

425 43

0

34

total 427 43 34

table (29): preposrttons tn the ANb,L'l speech o con

Again we see that the category missing from fIB's speech, syntactic prepositions,
is hardly produced by the normal controls either. Only two out of ten controls
produce a syntactic preposition.

In conclusion. HB produces the same types of determiners, pronouns and

prepositions as the normal controls. Types that were found to be missing in the

speech of HB are not generally produced by the controls either. This is due to the

type of speech, which obviously does not create contexts for these types of
determiners, pronouns and prepositions. It is clearly not due to HB's impairment.

I showed the presence of nominal functional heads in the speech of the controls
in the tables (27)-(29).I also note that the nominal features [definiteness], [gender]
and [number] are almost always correctly realized by the controls, both on nominal
heads and in the case of adjectival agreement.

Do normals sometimes omit functional heads? In the preceding chapter I argued

that determiner and pronoun omission is a common phenomenon in spoken Dutch.
Therefore, I expect to find at least some omissions in the speech of the controls.
I consider determiner omission frrst. There are six missing determiners, which are

shown in (30).

(30) a. P arm gebroken
'arm broken'
D tijd niet gezien
'long time no see'

D kaartje naar Zwolle
'ticket to Zwolle'

b. dit is echt uh D vreselijk irritant geluid
'this is really awfull sound'
dus vermoedelijk D lichte of zwaardere hersenschudding
'so probably mild or mediate concussion of the brain'

4 Cf. Grodzinsky 1995a, Hickok & Avnrtin 1996 for a discussion of agrammatic problems in the

comprehension of wh-phrases.
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c. volgende keer ga ik naar D ouders
'next time I will go to parents'

The omissions in (30a) are from first position in non-finite utterances, so clearly
from a facilitating context. The omissions in (30b) and (30c) are not. In sum, there

are 654 determiner contexts, so determiner omission is not a frequent error in the
speech of the conffols; the determiner omission rate is less than 1.%o.I therefore do

not discriminate the different facilitatrng contexts in the speech of the controls.
There are some more cases of pronoun omission in the normal speech. There are

18 missing pronouns; examples are shown in (31).

(31) a. PRON ben helaas verhinderd
'unfortunately am unable to come'
PRON heeft er duidelijk last van
'clearly bothers him'

b. PRON dit vaststikken of vastmaken
'stitch or fix this'

c. zou PRON zo goed willen zijn?
'would be so kind'
dat PRON een fout ingeslopen is
'that an error has crept in'

Pronoun omission occurs in various contexts. The complete list of pronoun
omissions can be found in appendix IV. There are eleven omissions from first
position in a finite sentence (cf.3la) and one omission in a non-finite utterance
(3lb). These twelve omissions are from a facilitating context. The remaining six
cases are omission from non-first position (cf.3lc), which is not a facilitating
context. In sum, there are 1367 pronoun contexts, so pronoun omission is not a
frequent error in the speech of the conffols either; the pronoun omission rate is
only 2%u Therefore, I do not discriminate the different facilitating contexts for
pronoun omission.

I conclude that there are no qualitative differences between patient HB and the
normal controls with respect to the realization of nominal functional categories and
features. The same types of determiners, pronouns and prepositions
are produced, and these functional heads are omitted in the same contexts. As
expected, there is a clear quantitative difference: there is much more determiner
omission (chi2:99.75, p<0.0001) and much more pronoun omission (chi2:191.48,
p<0.0001) in the speech of HB (see determiner omission in the ANELT of HB in
table 6 and pronoun omission in the ANELT of HB in table 16) than in the speech
of the controls (see above). Determiner and pronour omission is indeed
characteristic of agrammatic speech. Most of the omissions produced by the
controls are from a facilitating context. However, it is important to note that also
omission from other contexts occasionally shows up. Such 'illegal' omissions are

considered to be speech errors.
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4.3.2 Agrammatic speech

I acknowledge the fact that a conclusion about agrammatic speech cannot be based

on one patient only. I therefore compare the ANELT speech of HB to the ANELT
speech of other agrammatic patients in this section. I focus on determiner and

pronoun omission, which are the main characteristics of HB's speech. All
information about the agrammatic patients can be found in chapter 2. Only group
results will be presented in this section; individual results are in appendix V-VI.

In sum, the speech of fifteen agrarnmatic patients was investigated (see chapter 2).

Only seven patients produce all the relevant determiner and pronoun contexts (first
and non-first position, non-finite and finite contexts, PP and non-PP contexts). The
results of these seven patients are discussed in this section. Table (32) shows the

overall determiner and omission rates.

Overall omission Determiners Pronouns

contexts
number of omissions
o% omission

lll
19

17%

295
49
t7%

table (32): determiner/pronoun omission in the speech of agrammatic patients

There is no difference between patient HB (see table 6) and the group of
agrammatic patients (table 32) in the amount of determiner omission (chi2:0.85,
p:0.356). HB seems to omit more pronouns (see table 16) than the agrammatics
(table 32) do (chi2:3.6, p:0.058).

Table (33) shows determiner and pronoun omission from first and non-first
position. There is a clear trend in determiner omission from first and non-first
position: there is more determiner omission from first position (chiz:3.49, p:0.062;
due to the low number of contexts, none of the individual patients shows a

significant difference). Pronoun omission shows a significant difference between
first and non-first position: there is more pronoun omission from first position
(chi2:19.90, p<0.0001; one individual patient shows a significant difference).

91

Linear position Determiners Pronouns

first pos. contexts
number of omissions
%o omission

33

1l
33%

t54
40
26%

non-first pos. cont
number of omissions
%o omission

51

7

14%

t37
8

6%

e (33): omrssron trom trrst a non-trrst posrtron rn agrammatrcpos ag speec
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Finiteness also plays a role in the speech of the agrammatic patients (table 34).
Although the difference between determiner omission in finite and non-finite
contexts is not significant (chi?:2.22, p:0.136), there is significantly more pronoun
omission from non-finite contexts than from finite contexts (chi2:87.04, p<0.0001;
five out of seven individual patients show a significant difference).

Finiteness Determiners Pronouns

non-finite contexts
number of omissions
o/o omission

39
t0
26%

36
26
72%

finite contexts
number of omissions
oZ omission

72
9

13%

259
23

9%

e (34): omlssron tiom tmrte and non-timte contexts in agrammatrc speecagrammatrc

The final relevant factor for the realization of determiners and pronouns in the
speech of patient HB is PP context. HB showed less determiner omission but more
pronoun omission from PP contexts than from non-PP contexts. Table (35) shows

determiner and pronoun omission from PP and non-PP contexts. Two cases of
omission of a determiner/pronoun and a preposition at the same time are not
included in table (35). There is less determiner omission from PP contexts than
from non-PP contexts, but this is not a significant difference (ch1z:2.75, p:0.097).
The difference between pronoun omission from PP contexts and non-PP contexts
is not significant either (chi2:1.17, p:0.075).

Stnrctural position Determiners Pronouns

PP contexts
number of omissions
7o omission

27
I
4%

4t
a
J
10/tlo

non-PP contexts
number of omissions
7o omission

82

16

20%

352
7t
20%

I Omrsslon non-PP contexts rn agranrmatrc speec

Patient HB differs from the group results: in his speech there was significantly less

determiner omission from PP contexts. No other differences between the speech
of HB and the speech of the other agrarnmatic patients was found. The individual
results presented in the appendix V and VI show that there is variation between
the agrammatic patients. I conclude that the speech of patient HB displays general
tendencies in agrammatic speech.
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Speech of Wernicke patients

In the preceding section, I demonstrated that the speech of HB might be viewed
as typical agrammatic speech. In this section, I compare the speech of HB to the
speech of another group of aphasic patients, Wernicke patients. I focus on the
question whether the facilitating contexts for determiner and pronoun omission
play a role in the speech of Wemicke patients as well. Wernicke patients are
generally believed to have an impairment quite different from agrarnmatic Broca's
aphasics. In the speech of Wernicke's patients, function words (that is, functional
categories) are usually present, but may be substituted. Sentences are relatively
long and complex, but rnay be cut off or blended. The problems in Wernicke's
speech production do not seem to be directly related to the functional structure of
utterances.

The speech of twelve Wernicke patients was investigated (see chapter 2). Nine
patients produced all relevant determiner and pronoun contexts (first and non-first
contexts, non-finite and finite contexts, PP and non-PP contexts). The results of
these nine patients are discussed in this section. The overall determiner and
pronoun omission rates are presented in table (36). As expected, the Wernicke
patients show singificantly less determiner omission (chiz:6.39, p:0.012) and
pronoun omission (chi2:33.87, p<0.0001) than patient HB (see determiner
omission in the ANELT of HB in table 6 and pronoun omission in the ANELT of
HB in table 16).

Overall omission Determiners Pronouns

contexts
number of omissions
%o omission

224
24
t0%

821,

77
9%

table (36): overall determrner and pronoun omission in Wernicpron speec

It is interesting to note that in the ANELT speech investigated here, Wernicke
patients do hardly substitute functional categories. There are only two determiner
substitutions, which are shown in (37).

(37) dan wil ik tenminste de[-neut] werk[*neut] geschikt maken
'then at least I want to make the work suitable'
dat heb ik gekregen van de[-neut] voetstuk[+neut] van de arm
'I got that from the pedestal from the arm'

In (37) a [-neut] determiner is combined with a [+neut] noun. I assume that the

[gender] feature is incorrectly realized in these cases. No pronoun substitutions
occut in the Wernicke speech.

93
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With respect to determiner and pronoun omission, the effect of all facilitating
contexts is observable in the Wernicke speech. Consider first omission from first
and non-first position, which is shown in table (38).

There is more determiner omission from first than from non-first position
(chi2:{.12, p:0.043; due to the small number of contexts, none of the individual
patients shows a significant difference). There is also significantly more pronoun

omission from frrst position (chiz:10.24, p:0.001; two individual patients show

a significant difference).

Finiteness seems to be relevant in the speech of Wernicke patients as weII, as is
clear from table (39).

Overall, Wernicke patients produce much less non-finite utterances than
agrarnmatic patients do. However, finiteness has a clear effect on determiner and
pronoun omission. There is no significant difference between determiner omission
from finite and non-finite contexts. But there is significantly more pronoun
omission from non-finite contexts (chi2:93.60, p<0.0001; four out of nine
individual patients show a significant difference).

Finally, for PP context no significant difference can be demonstrated. The
realization of determiners and pronouns in PP and non-PP contexts is shown in

Linear position Determiners Pronouns

first pos contexts
number of omissions
o/o omission

48
11

23%

257

37
t4%

non-first pos cont
number of omissions
7o omission

107

10

9%

564
40
7%

table (3E): omrssron ttom tirst an non-trrst posrtron m Wernrcke speec

Finiteness Determiners Pronouns

non-finite contexts
number of omissions
oZ omission

59
1l
t9%

31

19

61%

finite contexts
number of omissions
o/o ornission

187

l3
7%

720
53

7%

: omrsslon trom tlrute non- te contexts rn
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table (40). One case of omission of a determiner and preposition at the same time
is not included in the table. Determiners are less omitted from PP contexts than

from non-PP contexts, however, none of the individual patients show a significant
difference (which might be due to the small number of omissions). There is no

significant difference between pronoun omission in PP and non-PP contexts either
(chi2:0.05, p:0.825).

I conclude that although determiner and pronoun omission is less frequent in the
speech of Wernicke patients, as expected, similar tendencies can be found as in
agrarnmatic speech.

4.4 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter the nominal domain in the speech of HB, a Dutch agrammatic
patient, was investigated. First of all, I showed that all nominal functional
projections are operative in his speech. The functional heads are present: definite
and indefiuite determiners and pronouns in ReIP and numerals and degree-of-
cardinality quantifiers in NumP do frequently show up. Also prepositions in PP

and adjectives in AP do frequently occur. The nominal features [definiteness],
[gender] and [number] are usually correctly realized. I showed that HB's
realization of nominal functional categories and feafures does not differ from a

group of normal controls.
However, at the same time, HB often omits determiners and pronouns. I showed

that determiner and pronoun omission is more frequent in the following contexts:
first position, non-finite utterances and non-PP contexts. In chapter 3, first position
and non-finite ufferances were argued to be facilitating contexts for omission in
normal speech. The effect of these contexts could also be observed in the speech

of other agrammatic patients. IIB tumed out to be a typical agrammatic patient
with regard to the realization of nominal functional projections (except for pronoun
omission in PP contexts). Finally, Wernicke patients were shown to be different
in that they show less determiner and pronoun omission, but the effect of the

Stnrctural position Determiners Pronouns

PP contexts
number of omissions
oZ omission

89

2

2%

86
7

8%

non-PP contexts
number of omissions
o/o omission

153

21

t4%

73s
70
L0%

omrssl0n non- contexts
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facilitating contexts for omission could be observed in the speech of Wernicke
patients as well.

In the next chapter, I present a theoretical interpretation of the data of IIB.
which is based on the ideas about the nominal domain in Dutch as presented in
chapter 3. The analysis should answer the following questions:

. why is there more determiner and pronoun omission from first
position than from non-first position in agrammatic speech

. what is the nature of omission from first position and non-first
position

. why is there, in general, less omission from PP contexts than from
non-PP contexts in agrainmatic speech



5.1

5 Analysis of the speech of patient HB:
pronoun and determiner omission in

agrammatic speech

Introduction

In this chapterr I present an analysis of the omission of nominal functional
categories, that is, determiner and pronoun omission, in the speech of patient HB.
In the preceding chapter, the effect of three facilitating contexts for determiner and
pronoun omission was demonstrated in the speech of HB and other agrammatic
patients. First, both determiners and pronouns are more frequently omitted from
first position. I will call this the 'linear position' effect. Second, determiners are

more frequently omitted when they are not in the complement of a preposition. I
will call this the 'structural position' effect. A third relevant factor for determiner
and pronoun omission is finiteness: both determiners and pronouns are more often
omitted from non-finite utterances. A discussion of the 'finiteness' effect will be
postponed till chapter I l, which deals with the interaction between the nominal
and verbal domain.

Section 5.2 deals with linear position. I will start with pronoun omission from
first position, since this phenomenon is generally accepted to take place in normal
Dutch as well (see chapter 3). I will argue that pronoun omissions from first
position in finite utterances in the speech of tIB are just instances of regular topic
drop and diary drop. This interpretation will be carried over to determiner omission
from first position, which has a parallel in normal speech as well (see chapter 3).
In section 5.3 structural position will be discussed. I will use the Extended
Projection theory of Grimshaw (1991) to account for the very low omission rate
of determiners from PP contexts. Thereafter, I will show that pronoun omission
from PP contexts in the speech of HB can be reduced to omission from first
position. This enables an unified account of determiner and pronoun omission with
respect to structural position. In section 5.4 the account of determiner and prououn
omission will be generalized to a constraint on the omission of functional sffucture.
Finally, in section 5.5, I present cross-linguistic evidence to support my account
of pronoun and determiner omission in Dutch agrammatic speech.

'This chapter is an extended and elaborated version of De Roo (1998).
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5.2 Linear position

In chapter 3 I noticed that linear position is the main facilitating context for
omission, while finiteness is a secondary facilitating context. Before I present an

account of the linear position effect in agrammatic speech, I will disentangle the
effect of linear position and finiteness. In this section I discriminate between finite,
non-finite and non-verbal contexts with respect to pronoun and determiner
omission from first position. Section 5.2.1 deals with pronoun ornission, while in
section 5.2.2 determiner omission is discussed.

5.2.1 Pronoun omission

HB does omit more pronouns from first position than from non-fust position, as

was shown in table (17) in the preceding chapter. The same was ffue for a group
of ten agraurmatic patients (see table (33) in the preceding chapter). However, up
to now, finite and non-finite contexts were taken together in evaluating the effect
of the linear position. In table (1) finite sentences, non-finite verbal utterances and
non-verbal utterances are distinguished with respect to pronoun omission from first
position.

Pronouns first position
cont orrm %

non-first position
cont omm %

finite contexts
non-fin verbal cont
non-verbal cont

r 19 24 20%
20 20 100%
8 0 0o/o

99 10

40
80

9%
0%
0o/o

table ( I ): pronoun omlsslor rn trnrte, non-frnrte and non-verbal contextspronoun

The non-finite contexts show a very high pronoun omission rate in first position.
I already announced that a discussion of non-finite utterances will be postponed
untill chapters 9 and 11. This decision is justified bythe results intable (l). The
pronoun omission rate from first position in non-finite utterances is significantly
higher than in the other contexts (chi2:58.18, p<0.0001). This suggests that
pronoun omission in non-finite utterances has a different origin.

The non-verbal context subsumes a very heterogeneous group of utterances.
Examples are given in (2).

(2) a. alles 'everything'
b. ik uh 'I uh'
c. wel een tuin d'r bij 'just a garden with it'
d. dit nog smerig en vuil 'this still soiled and dirty'

In (2a) and (2b) the utterance consists of only the pronoun. In the b-example this
is due to the sentence being cut off after the pronoun. Such utterances do not
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provide a context for pronoun omission; without the pronoun there would be no
utterance left. In (2c) the pronoun is embedded in a nominal phrase, while the
pronoun is the subject of a Small Clause in (2d). It is difficult to define obligatory
pronoun contexts in non-verbal ufferances. Does the utterance smerig en vuil
'soiled and dirty' involve pronoun omission? A pronoun is possible, as in example
(2d), however, the pronoun is not obligatorily present. Since we cannot clearly
define pronoun contexts in non-verbal contexts, I will not discuss the non-verbal
context any further.

The remainder of this section deals with pronoun omission in finite utterances.
There is a clear trend in pronoun omission from first position: there is more
omission from first position than from non-first position (see table 1; chi2:3.43,
p:0.060). I propose a straightforward explanation of this result: pronoun omission
from first position is an option of normal grammar (see 3.3.2.1). Some more
examples from the speech of tIB are given in (3).

(3) a. som de voordelen op van
'list the advantages of
zijn christelijk
'are Christians'
bent al vijf jaar buurman
'are neighbour for five years already'
gaat aardig goed hoor
'is going well'
belt de nwnmer op
'dials the number'
had ik 185 gulden per jaar
'had I 185 guilders a year'
heb u papier over
'do you have paper about'

b.

c.

In the examples (3a) a lst person pronoun is missing, which is either singular or
plural. A 2nd person pronoun is missing in (3b). The c-examples should contain
a 3rd person pronoun, and the d-examples a [+R] pronoun.

The distribution of different types of omitted pronouns from first position in the
speech of HB is shown in the table in (a). Except for a number of D-pronouns,
namely the daar 'there' cases, all omitted pronouns are subjects. The missing
pronouns are either 3rd person pronouns (topic drop) or 1st person pronouns (diary
drop); only one 2nd person pronoun is missing. Recall the discussion of pronoun
omission from fust position in normal speech in3.3.2.2. It was argued there that
omiffed subject pronouns can be lst, 2nd or 3rd person, although lst person ik'I'
is strongly preferred. A 3rd person pronoun can also be missing, while missing
2nd person pronouns are hardly acceptable. In addition, demonstrative pronouns,

D-pronouns, can very easily be omitted, also when they function as non-subjects.
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lst person singular ik 'I'
plural wij 'we'

8

I

2nd person singular jij 'yorr' I

3rd person singular hij 'he'
singular dat/die 'that'

daar 'there'

2

t2

: types of mrssrng pronouns posruon

The results in table (4) show that the missing pronouns in the speech of HB
perfectly match the types of pronouns which allow for topic drop and diary drop
in normal speech. So, there is no qualitative difference between the speech of HB
and normal speech. There is only a quantitative difference: the omission rate of
pronouns from first position in finite sentences in the speech of HB is 20o/o, while
topic drop and diary drop inthe speech of the normal controls occurs inonly 1%

of the finite utterances (see section 4.3.1). This is a significant difference
(chi2: | 13.82, p<0.000 I ).

I propose the regular account of topic drop and diary drop in normal speech (see

section 3.3.2.2) to explain first position pronoun omission in the speech of HB.
RefP is underspecified and contains a null pronoun. The null pronoun is licensed
by discourse reference, which explains the restriction to first position. Pronoun
omission from non-first position is excluded under this analysis. A null pronoun
in non-first position cannot be interpreted, and therefore yields an ungrarnmatical
result. Since RefP is required for referring expressions, pronoun omission in non-
first position cannot result from the absence of RefP either. Pronoun omission from
non-first position is just ungrammatical. Nevertheless this kind of ungrarnmatical
utterances do sometimes occur in the spoken language of normal controls (see the
examples (3lc) in 4.3.1). They should be interpreted as speech erors. It is no
surprise that they sometimes occur in the speech of patient HB as well (see the
table l).

The final question is why pronoun drop occurs much more often in the speech
of patient HB. I assume that aphasic enors are related to a lack of processing
resources and do not violate syntactic constraints (cf. Avrutin 1998). The use of
an underspecified projection reduces the processing load of the utterance. In the
case of underspecification of RefP, the reference of a nominal phrase is not
syntactically expressed. The interpretation of the phrase is fixed in the discourse.
So, the reference is not provided by the speaker (the agrammatic patient) but
should be determined by the hearer. No syntactic constraints are violated: the
empty pronoun shows up in first position where discourse interpretation is
available. Pragmatic consfraints are violated, however, since the null pronoun
shows up in utterances where normal speakers do not allow its use.
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Determiner omission

Finite contexts, non-finite verbal contexts and non-verbal contexts with respect to
determiner omission are distinguished in table (5).

Non-finite verbal contexts show much more determiner omission than the other
contexts (chi2:11.51, p:0.0007). This result justifies the decision to pospone the
discussion of non-finite utterances, and the relation between determiner omission
and finiteness ti[ chapters 9 and 1l respectively. The remainder of this section
deals with the non-verbal and finite contexts.

The non-verbal context covers mainly single nominal or prepositional phrases.

Some examples of present and missing determiners in non-verbal contexts are
given in (6).

(6) a. twee jongens 'two boys'
geen vaste weg 'no fixed road'
gister een gesprek met een dokter
'yesterday a conversation with a doctor'
D overstroming 'flood'
D tweede aan deze kant 'second one at this side'
in de winter D hele rij wagens
'in winter long queue of wagons'

There is no significant difference between determiner omission from first position
in finite and non-verbal contexts (see table 5; chi2:Q.01, p:0.909). Therefore, these

contexts will be taken together. They show significantly more determiner omission
from first position than from non-first position (see table 5; chi2:J.37, p:0.021).
In the remainder of this section I present an account of determiner omission which
covers both finite and non-verbal contexts.

I propose the same straightforward explanation of determiner omission from first
position as I did for pronoun omission in the preceding section: it is an option of
normal grarnmar. In section 3.3.1.2 it was shown that first position is a facilitating
context for determiner omission in normal speech. This concerns both finite
sentences and non-verbal (and non-finite) utterances. Moreover, I argued that in
this case the features expressed by RefP, either definite or indefinite reference, are

b.

Determiners first
cont

posrton
omm %

non-first position
cont omm %

finite contexts
non-fin verbal cont
non-verbal cont

11 4 36%
10 7 70%
35 10 29%

77 l0 L3o/o

s240%
30 4 13%

table ()): determlner omlss ron ln trnrte. non-trnrte a non-verbal contexts
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still available. This was shown by the presence of correct adjectival agreement.
The relevant paradigm is repeated in (7) for convenience (cf. (a3) in chapter 3).

(7) a.

b.

Sluit jij af vanavond? 'Do you close tonight'
(het) goede sleuteltje ligt al klaar op tafel
'(the) correct key is already laying at the table'
wie is dat? 'who is she?'
(een) aardig(*e) meisje van school
'(a) nice girl from school'

In (7a) the -e suffix marks 'definite' adjectival agreement, irrespective of the actual
presence of the determiner. Example (7b) shows the zero morpheme for
'indefinite' adjectival agreement, again irrespective of the actual presence of a

deterrninef. I assume that RefP is underspecified and that a null determiner is
present in the case of determiner omission from first position. The null determiner
receives a discourse interpretation.

The final question with respect to the factor linear position is the status of
missing determiners in non-first position. In non-first position no discourse
reference is available, as was also argued with respect to pronoun omission. Since
I assume that RefP needs reference, and a null determiner does not contain features
by itself, I conclude that a null determiner cannot be present in non-first position.
Since nominal phrases in argument position need to be RefPs, the RefP [eve[ also
cannot be missing altogether. Therefore, determiner omission from non-first
position is ungrammatical in normal speech. Nevertheless, this kind of
ungrarnmatical utterances do sometimes occur in the spoken language of normal
controls (see the examples (30b/c) in4.3.1). They should be interpreted as speech
errors. It is of course no surprise that such errors sometimes occur in the speech
of patient HB as well (see table 5).

In conclusion, I presented an account of the linear effect of determiner omission
in agrammatic speech: determiner omission from first position is an instance of the
normal determiner drop phenomenon. I draw a parallel between determiner
omission and pronoun omission from first position. In both cases an underspecified
RefP, containing either a null pronoun or a null determiner, is present. The feature
content of the null element is determined by discourse interpretation3. Agrammatic
patients opt for constructions which are syntactically well-formed but pragmatically
deviant, in order to reduce the processing load of the utterance.

2 Unfornrnately, I cannot demonstrate correct adjectival agreement in the case of determiner omission
in the speech of HB. None of HB's utterances that show determiner omission contain a prenominal
adjective.
3 Further similarities and differences between topic drop and determiner drop should be carefully
snrdied to investigate the possibility to reduce both types of omission to one omission process.
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Structural position

In this section I present an account of the near absence of determiner and pronoun
omission from PP contexts in agrammatic speech. Section 5.3.1 deals with
determiner omission and section 5.3.2 deals with pronoun omission.

5.3.1 Determiner omission

The distinguishing feature between PP and non-PP contexts is the presence of the
preposition. Recall the discussion about the status of prepositions in section 3.2.5.

Several proposals for a functional status of prepositions were presented. However,
I was not able to come up with decisive theoretical arguments either in favour of
or against a functional status of prepositions in that section. I announced to look
for any 'peculiar' behaviour of prepositions in the agrammatic speech which might
shed light on the status of prepositions. I believe I found such a peculiarity here.
Prepositions seem to suppress omission of a determiner in their complement. We
might explain this in terms of the Extended Projection theory of Grimshaw (1991).
Suppose PP is an extended projection of N: PP is the highest functional projection,
RefP is an intermediate projection, while NP is a lexical projectiona. Grimshaw
states that in an extended projection intermediate projections cannot be skipped,
while the highest projection might be missing. This means that Reff in a PP

cannot be omitted, while the preposition itself can be missing. In fact, (this part
of) the Extended Projection theory provides us with a set of phrase structure rules.
For further discussion of Grimshaw (1991) see section 3.2.5.3.

Consider now determiner omission from PP contexts in the speech of HB.
Omission of RefP in a PP is illegitimate according to the phrase structure rules.
A null determiner is excluded due to the lack of discourse interpretation.
Therefore, omission from PP contexts is a real error which does not often occur
in the speech of HB. Based on this account, I also predict another type of
omission: omission of both a preposition and determiner at the same time. Such
omission does not violate the phrase stnrcture rules. Once PP is omitted, RefP
becomes the highest projection, which in turn can be omitted as well. HB does

indeed produce four ufferances in which both the preposition and determiner are

omitted, but it is not a frequent type of error. If this account is on the right track,
the agrammatic data provide an argument in favour of a functional stafus of
prepositions.

There is an alternative explanation for the near absence of determiner omission
from PP contexts: PP contexts are non-first contexts and therefore disallow for
determiner omission. In that case, sffuctural position would just reduce to linear

n Grimshaw assumes a DP instead of a RefP, however, this difference is not relevant for my purpose.

In addition to Reff, also NumP should be present as an intermediate projection. Since this is not
relevant for my reasoning either, I do not discuss NumP here.
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account has to be given.
are contrasted to non-first

To evaluate this alternative
non-PP contexts in (8).

PP contexts
missing determiners
o/o omission

4l
3

7%

non-first non-PP contexts
missing determiners
7o omission

69
1l
t6%

table (U): determtner omlssron trom PP context and non-trrst non-PP contexts

Table (8) shows that there is a difference between determiner omission in PP

contexts and non-first non-PP contexts. This difference is not significant
(chi2:1.03, p:0.309), however, and therefore I cannot statistically disentangle the
effect of structural and linear position in the case of determiner omission from PP
contexts. The relevance of the factor structural position will be shown at various
places in this thesis: with respect to the absence of pronoun omission in PP

contexts in the speech of patient HB (section 5.3.2), empirical and theoretical
cross-linguistic evidence for structural position (section 5.5.1 and 5.5.2), and with
respect to the verbal domain in part II.

Determiner omission from PP contexts seems to violate a rather 'basic' constraint,
that is, a constraint on the wellformedness of the internal structure of projections.
It is plausible that first the internal structure of a projection is checkeds. This
means that PPs in which RefP is missing are not projected at all or 'filtered out'
right away, while the lack of RefP in non-PP contexts is allowed in this respect.
Thereafter, the grammaticality of the utterance as a whole is judged, also with
respect to the context. Now, referring nominal expressions without RefP features
have to be rejected. This concems determiner omission from non-first non-PP
contexts. Referring expressions in which Reff is missing altogether, which were
accepted by the constraint on the wellformedness of internal structure, are rejected
now. And also expressions with an empty RefP are rejected in non-first position.

To sum up. I presented an account of the strucfural effect of determiner omission
in agrammatic speech: determiner omission is subject to normal phrase structure
rules. I conclude that the phrase structure rules, as contained in the Extended
Projection theory, provide us with a framework to explain the difference between
determiner omission in PP contexts and non-first non-PP contexts. The presence
of a preposition suppresses determiner omission, since RefP omission within an

5 I do not mean to present (part of) a speech production model here, and neither do I claim that the
ideas presented in this paragraph have any psychological reality. I only propose, in an intuitive way,
that not all welformedness consfraints are of the same order.
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extended projection PP results in a violation of the phrase structure rules. By using
this framework, I adopt the idea that prepositions are a functional category.

5.3.2 Pronoun omission

The explanation for the near absence of determiner omission from PP contexts
presented in the previous section covers pronoun omission as well: RefP cannot
be missing from within PP, irrespective of whether it hosts a determiner or a

pronoun. This leads to a parallel between pronoun and determiner omission with
respect to structural position, just as there is a parallel berween prououn and

determiner omission with respect to linear position (see 5.2). However, the data of
patient HB disturb this picture. The speech of HB shows more pronoun omission
from PP contexts than from non-PP contexts. The missing pronouns, however, are

all of a specific type. See all pronoun omissions from PP contexts in the speech

of HB as shown in (9),

(e) a. PRON gebeuren ongelukken mee
'accidents will happen with'
PRON ken geen gedichtje uit voordrageu niet
'cannot declare a poem from'
PRON heb u papier over
'have you paper about'
PRON is een barst in
'is a crack in'
PRON is iets tussen gekomen
'something happened in between'
zo heb je PRON niks aan

'like this you don't have something about'
verder hoef je PRON niks aan te doen
'any further you don't have to do anything about'
meer mogelijkheden in toch
'more possibilities in'
nog es even weer nadeel van
'again disadvantage of

It is immediately clear that the pronouns in (9) are not omitted from the
complement position of the preposition. They are all instances of [+R] pronouns
which refer to a non-human entity. [+R] pronouns are obligatory moved out of PP

to a position to the left of the preposition in Dutch (cf. section 3.3.2.1). They can
be moved to first utterance position, or to an intermediate position. [+R] movement
sometimes affects the form of a preposition. For example, the preposition mel
'with' shows up as mee'with' in an [+R] movement consffuction. In the first
sentence in (9a) this mee occurs, which shows that [+R] movement has taken
place. In all utterances in (9a) the pronoun is omitted from first position, which is
perfectly legitimate. Such omissions are to be treated on a par with topic drop (see

b.

c.
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3.3.2.1). tn (9b) the first position is occupied by an adverb. I suggest that in these

sentences the pronoun is omitted from an intermediate position, as indicated by the
position of PRON in (9b). The utterances in (9c) are problematic, since we cannot
easily discriminate different 'landing sites' for the pronoun, due to the absence of
a finite verb. However, intuitively, I suggest that they are omitted from first
position as well.

I now distinguish two types of pronoun omission from PP contexts. First,
omission from the complement position in PPs. This type of omission can be

compared to omission of determiners in PP contexts, and is excluded under my
account. Second, omission from an [+91 movement position, which does not have
a parallel in determiner omission. [+R] movement positions cover first position

[+R] movement positions, which allow for omission, and non-first [+R] movement
positions, which do not allow for omission. All instances of pronoun omission
from PP contexts in the speech of HB tum out to be of the second type, omission
from an [+R] movement position. So, although the pronouns are generated as

complements of a preposition, they are not omitted from the complement position.
Only three pronoun omissions from PP contexts occur in the speech of the other

agrammatic patients. These 3 omissions are from an [+R] movement position as

well. Pronoun omission from the complement position of a preposition just does

not occur. The same holds true for the speech of Wernicke patients and normal
controls. I have no explanation for the fact that patient IIB produces much more

[+R] movement constructions than the other aphasic patients.
The parallel between determiner and pronoun omission is maintained: neither

determiners nor pronouns are omitted from within PP. Therefore, I present an

account of the structural effect of pronoun omission in agrammatic speech:
pronoun omission is subject to the normal phrase strucfure rules. The account of
deterininer omission in PP contexts is now extended to pronoun omission in PP

contexts: in an extended projection PP, the intermediate projection RefP cannot be

skipped. If no RefP is projected within PP, phrase stmcture rules are violated. An
empty RefP cannot show up either, because of the lack of discourse interpretation.

5.3.3 Summary

Determiner omission and pronoun omission in agrammatic speech are accounted
for in a similar way in this chapter. In principle, both the underspecification of
RefP and the absence of RefP (tmncation) would result in the omission of
determiners and pronouns. I argued for the underspecification hypothesis, since the
truncation hypothesis cannot explain the linear effect. An underspecified RefP
contains an empty element which is interpreted in the discourse. Discourse
interpretation is only available in first position. I consider determiner and pronoun
omission from first position as instances of normal determiner drop and topic drop.
For normal speech I demonstrated that determinerless nominal phrases clearly
behave as either definite or indefinite phrases (section 3.3.1.2).

In non-first position, no discourse interpretation is available. Therefore,
underspecified RefPs are excluded in non-first position. Truncation of the RefP
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level is also impossible. First, in PP contexts, the RefP projection cannot be

skipped, due to phrase structure rules as formulated in the Extended Projection
theory of Grimshaw (1991). Determiner and pronoun omission in agrammatic
speech are subject to the normal phrase structure rules. This accounts for the

structural effect. I argued that such rules are rather 'basic' and strict, and therefore
hard to violate, also in agrammatic speech. Second, in non-first non-PP contexts,
the absence of a RefP projection is ruled out by the requirement that referring
nominal expressions need to be RefPs.

The unified account of determiner and pronoun omission in agrammatic speech

might be taken as supportive evidence that determiners and pronouns share a single
functional projection. In the previous chapter, I also showed that definite and

indefinite determiners behave similarly in agrammatic speech.

5.4 General constraints on omission of nominal functional structure

The general idea expressed in this chapter is that determiner and pronoun omission
in agrammatic speech is constrained by the normal grammar. No special rules or
constraints need to be devised in order to explain the pattern of determiner and
pronoun omission in agrammatic speech. Since the patients obey the normal
grarlmar, the question arises as whether they only do so in the case of determiner
and pronoun omission? I put forward as the null hypothesis that agrarnmatic
speech in general is constrained by the normal grarnmar.

This nuIl hypothesis is in accordance with Pesetsky (1994), who defines a

telegraphic grarnmar for agrammatic aphasia. He formulates the telegraphic speech

constraint Telegraph: Do not pronounce function words. Telegraphic Grammar is
then defined as normal adult grarnmar plus Telegraph. So, Pesetsky considers
normal grammar as a part of the grarnmar of agrammatic aphasics. Moreover, he

takes one more step, in questioning whether Telegraph may also play a role in
normal grarnmar. His answer will probably be affirmative, embedded in an

Optimality Theory framework for syntax. Pesetsky states that "if Telegraph
belongs to a system of ranked constraints, such that low-ranked conskaints may
be violated when this is necessary in order to satisfy more highly-ranked
constraints, then Telegraph may play a role after all in normal adult grammars".
I agree at least in spirit with Pesetsky, since I already showed that the normal
grarnmar allows for determiner and pronoun omission as well. I suggested that the
possibility of such omission is oovemrled' by other requirements of grammar, for
example by phrase sffucture rules and the principle of full interpretation. I will not
pursue the ins and outs of Optimality Theory here any further.

The following normal constraints underly the linear and structural account of
determiner and pronoun omission in agrammatic speech.

(10) . referential nominal expressions need to be RefPs

' empty elements must be recoverable
. intermediate functional projections cannot be skipped
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These consffaints are of a very different nature. However, they are all
independently motivated in linguistic theory, that is, independent of agrammatic
speech. First, the constraint that referential nominal expressions are RefPs is found
in Stowell (1989) and Longobardi (1994) (they call it DP, see 3.3.1.3). Second,
recoverability is a very basic constraint. Chomsky (1965) claims that only
recoverable deletions are permiued in the grammar. For example Roberge (1990)
discusses different principles or theories of Universal Grammar which can license
an empty category. For example, traces must be properly governed (Ernpty
Category Principle), PRO must be ungoverned, while small pro must be licensed
by verbal agreement. I argued that a null determiner or pronoun (in an
underspecified RefP) is recoverable by discourse interpretation. Lonzi & Luzatti
(1995), for example, show the effect of recoverability in omission of prepositions
in two Italian agrammatic patients. Third, the constraint on omission of functional
projections was borrowed from Grimshaw (1991), see section 5.3.1.

Only the first constraint is limited to nominal expressions. The other constraints
range over empty categories and functional projections in general, including
projections in the verbal domain. In part II, I will investigate whether omission of
verbal functional structure in agrammatic speech is also constrained by the normal
grarnmar. But before doing so, I will provide some cross-linguistic evidence for
the linear and structural account in the next section.

5.5 Cross-linguistic evidence

The linear and structural account as presented in this chapter are solely based on
the data of Dutch agrammatic patients. However, I put forward a very general

hypothesis: agrammatic speech is constrained by the normal grammar. It is

plausible that this null hypothesis holds true for other languages as well. Such a
view is in accordance with Grodzinsky's (1990) claim that normal grammar should
be the starting point of the investigation of aphasic speech, and that the impaired
system is normal, unless the opposite can be proven. A cross-linguistic study is
beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, some cross-linguistic evidence for
the account presented here can easily be found in the literature. Supportive
empirical observations from other languages are presented in 5.5.1. Theoretical
accounts, within the framework of generative syntax, are presented in 5.5.2.

5.5.1 Empirical observations

Evidence for the linear account can be found in Goodglass et al. (1967) on English
agrammatic speech. They discuss the results of a Word-Span Repetition Test and
several Sentence Repetition tests. In the Word-Span Repetition Test Broca's
aphasics had to repeat sets of 3 words, including sets of function words (e.9. of,

from, but) and sets of nouns (e.9. book, candle, light). The patients did not show
a difference in repeating the various sets, which suggests that they do not have a

general problem in pronouncing function words. However, in the Sentence
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Repetition Tests, Broca's showed omission of initial unstressed words; subject
pronouns, if, doldoes and the. Moreover, this type of omission was less frequent
in a group of fluent aphasics. Goodglass et al. give a phonological explanation for
their results. They state that the defect underlying agrammatism in Broca's
aphasics is a reduced capacity to initiate or maintain the production of sequences

of speech sounds. This means that they need a stressed word to start the
production of an utterance. If the initial word in the utterance is unstressed, the
patient omits this word, and starts with the following (stressed) word.

Goodglass et al. might be right in that there is a relation between position, stress

and omission. However, I prefer my syntactic account of the linear effect for two
reasons. First, especially in the case of determiners, the relevance of the factor
stress cannot be demonstrated, since determiners are never sffessed (or maybe in
cases of contrastive accent). Second, if omission from first position is reduced to
an agrammatic problem of a phonological nature, we loose the parallel with
omission from first position in normal speech6.

More evidence for the structural account can be found in Tesak (1992) on German
agrarnmatic speech. He demonstrated that in the speech of Broca's patients, articles
in the complement of a preposition are hardly omitted, as opposed to articles in the
complement of a verb. I showed that Dutch patients do hardly omit determiners,
including articles, in PP contexts either. Tesak attributes his observation to the
difference in governing category. Articles in a nominal phrase which is Case-
marked by the verb are more often omitted. However, he does not explain how the
Case-marking head influences the realization of an article in its complement. And
I could not come up with a plausible explanation either. Moreover, if you also take
into account determiners in other contexts, it is clear that we are not dealing with
a distinction between P and V as Case-marking heads. In the table in (11)
determiners governed by P are contrasted to determiners in a non-verbal utterance,
in which no overt Case-marker is present. There are significantly fewer determiner
omissions from PP contexts than from contexts in which no Case-marker is present
(chi2:6.67, p:0.010). This difference carurot be attributed to the Case-marking
head.

uNapoli (1982) formulates aphonological rule forinitial material deletion in English. She demonstates
that any items which have an intonation contour - that is, words (word stress), phrases (phrase stress)

and sentences (sentence stress) - are susceptible to a rule deleting a lightly stessed initial part. Such

rule, however, ssems to be descriptive in nature, without any explanatory power.
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I conclude that the relevant opposition is not being P-governed or V-governed, as

suggested by Tesak. The opposition is being P-govemed or non-P-governed. This
result supports my theory about phrasal structure over an account in terms of the
governing head.

Benedict et al. (1995) provide evidence for the structural account from Spanish
agrailrmatism. They present a study on the production of possessive morphology.
One way to express a possessive relation in Spanish is to use the possessive
preposition de, which is followed by an article and a noun (see the example (l2a),
where the article is cliticized onto P). Benedict et al. observed that in a production
task the preposition de was omitted in 83% of the obligatory contexts in these
possessive constructions, resulting in utterances such as (12b). However, there
were no instances of omission of the article out of the possessive PP, which would
yield the example (l2c).

(I2) ?De qui6n es este barco?'Of whom is this ship?'
a. Del capitan. 'Of the captain.'
b. El capitan. 'The captain.'
c. *De capitan. 'Of captain.'

The fact that the Spanish agrammatics did not omit the article from a PP

corroborates the structural account. An alternative explanation would be that
prepositions are problematic for these Spanish patients while articles or not. In that
case, utterances such as de capitan 'of captain' would be very unlikely expressions
for these patients. However, these patients did sometimes omit determiners in non-
PP contexts. So, determiners are (sometimes) problematic for them. Moreover,
these patients were also found to produce the preposition de corectly, as in
constructions such as (13).

(13) Este gato es de el y est gato es .... / de ella
'this cat is of him and this cat is .../ of her'

Although I cannot rule out the possibility that there is some special problem in the
production of de with an article, the fact remains that these patients choose only
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one way out: they omit the preposition and not the article. I take these Spanish

data as evidence for the theory that determiners are not omitted from a PP.

In this section I presented empirical evidence for the effect of the factor linear
position and structural position in English, German and Spanish agrammatic
speech. The theoretical interpretation of these data as provided in the respective
papers was shown to be less attractive. However, more plausible theoretical
accounts which 'cover' the factor structural position are presented by Hagiwara
(1995) and Friedmann & Grodeinsky (1997). I discuss these theories in the next
section.

5.5.2 Theoretical accounts

Hagiwara (1995) presents the Econorny Account of agrammatic speech production,
which is based on the Bare Phrase structure framework of Chomsky (1994).
Within this framework, the operation Merge is responsible for the formation of
larger units out of the already constructed structure. Merge either combines two
elements into a new category by means of substitution or combines two heads into
a two segment category by means of adjunction. Based on the Bare Phrase

structure framework, Hagiwara presents the following account for agrammatic
speech in (14).

(14) Economy Account of agrammatic speech (Hagiwara 1995):

The fewer number of times the operation Merge takes place, the more
economical the resulting structures are, and the more accessible they are

to an agrammatic aphasic.

The effect of the Economy Account is that higher projections, the generation of
which is more costly, are more impaired than lower projections. Although
Hagiwara does not explicitly say so, we could infer that the Economy Account
also 'prohibits' omission of intermediate projections. Because, if a specific
projection is too costly, sentence generation will also not be able to generate an
even higher projection.

Hagiwara investigated agrammatic speech of 4 Japanese Broca's patients by
means of spontaneous speech data and a grammaticality judgement experiment.
She assumes the following stmcture for the nominal domain in Japanese: [DP [PP

tNP lll. PP is the projection of postpositions, which is lower than DP in Japanese.

Hagiwara assumes PP to be a functional projection, particularly because it is lower
than DP, which clearly is a functional projection. Hagiwara found that in the

speech of her Japanese patients PP was more accessible than DP. This means that
postpositions were less often omitted than D-elements in spontaneous speech, and
that erroneous postpositions were more easily detected in the grammaticality
judgement experiment than erroneous D-elements.

In Dutch, PP dominates RefP (or DP in Hagiwara's terms). Therefore, Hagiwara
predicts that PP, being the higher projection, is less accessible than RefP, the lower
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projection in Ducth. There should be more omission of prepositions than of
determiners and pronouns. The speech of patient HB clearly contradicts this claim.
There is significantly less omission of prepositions than of determiners (chi2:8.69,
p:0.003; ANELT and AAT are taken together, compare tables (6) and (25) in
chapter 4). There is also significantly less omission of prepositions than of
pronouns (chi2:8.40, p:0.004; ANELT and AAT are taken together, compare
tables (16) and (25) in chapter 4), We are in a confusing situation now: on the one
hand, I inferred that Hagiwara's account makes similar claims as my structural
account, but on the other hand, I demonstrated that the speech of patient HB, for
which I deviced the structural account, contradicts the claims of Hagiwara's
account.

Although similar in spirit, there must be a difference between Hagiwara's
account and my structural account. The actual difference turns out to be the
'scope' of the accounts. The Economy Account has - what I will call - a patient
level interpretation, while the structural account has an utterance level
interpretation. The different levels of interpretation can be explained in the
following way. Hagiwara relates the Economy Account to the degree of severity
of the impairment of a patient. She states that the more severe the impairment, the
smaller the range of projections that the patient can deal with. To be concrete:
more severely impaired patients are predicted to perform badly on elements related
to all functional projections, while only mildly impaired patients possibly perform
well on most elements except for the elements related to the highest projection(s).
So, the Economy Account says something about the realization of a functional
projection in the speech of a specific patient. Hagiwara claims that in the speech
of one patient a certain projection is disturbed, while in the speech of another
patient it is not. The stnrctural account I proposed is meant as an utterance level
constraint. It should not be applied to a specific patient, but to a specific utterance.
It says that if in an utterance the highest projection is realized all lower projections
need to be rcalized as well. However, it does not say that if in an utterance the
highest projection is omitted, this same projection will be omitted in the next
utterance as well.

To sum up. The Economy Account clairns that in the speech of a specific
patient, PP will often be missing (high overall omission rate) but RefP is not or
at least less often (low overall omission rate). This claim is contradicted by the
speech of patient HB. The structural account claims that in a specific utterance PP
can be missing but RefP cannot (unless PP and RefP are both missing). This claim
is confirmed by the speech of patient HB. I cannot actually check whether the
utterance level interpretation holds true for the speech of the Japanese patients as

well. However, it is plausible to assume that if a patient level interpretation holds
ffue, also an utterance level interpretation will hold tnre in the speech of a specific
patient. The opposite is not true, as demonstrated by the speech of HB.

The basic idea of Hagiwara's Economy Account is in accordance with the
sffuctural constraint on omission of functional stnrcture. In this respect, I take
Hagiwara's work as supportiog n y theory. A nice cross-linguistic observation is
that prepositions seem to be less impaired than determiners and pronouns, both in
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Dutch and Japanese agrammatic speech. This is not due to their structural
(hierarchical) position, since this position differs in the Dutch and Japanese

nominal phraseT. This observation emphasizes that we are dealing with a

constraint on the omission of functional structure, and not a device to omit
functional structure. In Dutch, P is the highest projection, so that it can be freely
omitted, according to the phrase structure rules. Nevertheless, omission of P does

not often occur.
Hagiwara applies the Economy Account also to the verbal domain. I will discuss

this application in chapter 9, which deals with the verbal domain.

An account of agrammatic speech production, which is highly similar to the

Economy Account, is presented by Friedmann 8L Grodzinsky (1997). They
formulate the Tree Pruning hypothesis on basis of the speech production of a

Hebrew agrammatic patient. The hypothesis covers the verbal domain only.

(15) Tree Pruning Hypothesis (Friedmann & Grodzinsky 1997)

o. C, T or Agr is underspecified in agrammatic production
b. an underspecified node cannot project any higher

The effect of the Tree Pruning hypothesis is equal to the effect of the structural
account. In a disturbed node the generation of functional structure stops; all higher
projections are missing from then on, but intermediate projections should be
present. Just as the Economy account, the Tree Pruning hypothesis has a patient
level interpretation. This is formalized in a Severity Metric for agrammatism,
which states that degrees of severity are determined by the pruning location, that
is, C, T or Agr.

The effect of the Tree Pruning hlpothesis equals the effect of the structural
account, and in this respect I consider this hypothesis as support for the sffuctural
account. Since the Tree Pruning hypothesis only covers the verbal domain, a more
detailed discussion is postponed till chapter 9.

5.6 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter I presented a theoretical account of the pattem of determiner and
pronoun omission in the speech of patient HB and other agrammafic patients. The
account is based on three 'normal grammar' constraints: (1) referential nominal
expressions need to be Reffs, (2) empty elements must be recoverable and (3)
intermediate functional projections cannot be skipped. The theoretical account

covers a linear effect and a structural effect. The linear effect is accounted for by
the assumption that determiner and pronoun omission from first position are

instances of normal determiner drop and topic drop. Reff is underspecified and

113

7 Probably, prepositions are better retained due to their semantic content.
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contains an empty element in these constructions. This null determiner or null
pronoun is interpreted by means of discourse interpretation, which explains the
restriction to first position. Underspecified RefPs in non-first position are ruled out,
since no discourse interpretation is available there. The RefP level can also not be

missing altogether (tmncation), since referring expressions need to be RefPs. So,

determiner and pronoun omission from non-first position is just ungrarnmatical.
Nevertheless, it sometimes occured in the speech of HB and the other
agrammatics, but also in the speech of a group of normal conffols. The structural
effect is accounted for by the assumption that determiner and pronoun omission
are subject to normal phrase structure rules. These rules include that RefP cannot
be missing from a PP, so determiner and pronoun omission from the complement
of a preposition is excluded. There is one exception: the omission of an [+R]
pronoun which functions as the complement of a preposition is possible if the
pronoun is moved out of PP first. Cross-linguistic evidence was presented to
support both the linear and the structural effect and the account presented in this
chapter.

I put forward as the null hypothesis that agrammatic speech in general is
constrained by the normal grarrmar. In this part of the dissertation I demonstrated
that the hypothesis is tenable with respect to the nominal domain. In part II I will
investigate whether omission of verbal projections is constrained by the normal
grarnmar as well.



6 Language recovery in the nominal domain

6.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with recovery in the nominal domain. In the preceding chapters,
the nominal domain in the speech of patient HB was discussed in detail. His data
were collected at 5 and 13 months post onset. This chapter contains a comparison
of the data in these two test sessions. This comparison aims at finding an answer
to the following questions raised in section L.4.3: is agrammatic speech constrained
by the normal graflrmar from early on; is there evidence for a stepwise recovery
along the functional projection line.

I assume that recovery in aphasic speech is a change of the speech into the
direction of normal speech. Full recovery implies that the patient does not show

any deviant linguistic behaviour anymore. In chapter 4 I showed that there is a
quantitative difference between the speech of HB and a group of 10 normal
controls with respect to the realization of determiners and pronouns: the speech of
HB shows much more determiner and pronoun omission than the speech of the
controls. If the speech of HB develops towards normal speech, I expect the
determiner and pronoun omission rates to decrease between 5 and 13 months post
onset. In the literature, other changes within the nominal domain have been
reported as well. I present the relevant literature in section 6.2. Thereafter, I
discuss the recovery of patient HB in section 6.3. I will demonstrate that the
amount of determiner and pronoun omission does not change over time. In the
remainder of this chapter, I will shortly discuss the recovery of two other patients,

MK and SS, whose speech shows changes in the realization of determiners which
were not observed in the speech of HB.

6.2 Relevant literature

There is not much literature on language recovery in the nominal domain, and to
my knowledge, there is no literature within the generative syntactic framework.
However, the few studies on spontaneous speech that I am aware of present similar
results. Three types of change with respect to the realization of determiners and
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pronouns are noticed: an overall increase in the total number of determiners and
pronouns (section 6.2.1), a decrease in the omission rates of determiners and
pronouns (section 6.2.2), and an increase in the variation of different determiner
and pronoun types (6.2.3).

6.2.1 An increasing number of determiners and pronouns

Mc Entee (1993) observes that the total number of determiners plus pronouns
steadily increases in the speech of an English agrarnmatic patient over a period of
20 months. Schlenck & Springer (1989) observe an increasing number of pronouns
in the speech of a German agrarnmatic patient over a period of 10 years. The
number of determiners stays behind in the speech of this patient.

Since neither Mc Entee (1993) nor Schlenck & Springer (1989) relate the total
number of determiners and pronouns to the total number of utterances, these
results are not insightful. In general, patients tend to produce more speech during
the course of their recovery. An increasing total number of determiners and
pronouns might therefore just be due to the fact that the patients produce more
speech. The number of determiners and pronouns should be related to the total
number of utterances to exclude this possibility.

While discussing the recovery of patient HB, I will relate the number of
determiners and pronouns to the total number of ufterances in his speech.

6.2.2 Decreasing determiner and pronoun omission rates

More important than relating the number of determiners and pronouns to the the
total number of utterances, is to relate the number of determiners and pronouns to
the number of obligatory determiner and pronoun contexts. This results in a

determiner and pronoun omission rate.

Mc Entee (1993) shows that the omission rate of determiners plus pronouns
decreases during the course of recovery of her patient Joseph: in the first session
the omission rate is 200/o, while in the last session the omission rate is only 1%.

The German patient of Schlenck & Springer (1989) also shows a decreasing
determiner omission rate: from 670/o tn the fust session to 15% in the last session.
Although Schlenck & Springer counted the total number of pronouns (see the
previous section), they did not include pronoun omission into their investigation.

A paper of Meyerson & Goodglass (1972) contains a few remarks on recovery
with respect to two test sessions of an English agrammatic patient mr. C. They
notice that in his first speech sample, definite articles and quantifiers precede the
noun sporadically. However, the second sample is consistent in always expressing
a determiner when it is obligatory in standard English.

So, in the literature, decreasing overall determiner and pronoun omission rates
are observed. This is a quantitative change. On basis of the linear and structural
effect in determiner and pronoun omission, as presented in the previous chapter,
a qualitative change is to be expected as well. If recovery implies a change
towards normal speech, 'illegal' determiner and pronoun omission - that is,
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omission from non-facilitating contexts - might be abandoned. Both the

quantitative and the qualitative prediction with respect to determiner and pronoun

omission will be investigated in the speech of HB.

6.2.3 Increasing variation of determiner and pronoun types

Mc Entee (1993) observes that in the speech of her patient Joseph the range of
different determiners and pronouns increases during the course of his recovery. She

notices that in the first session he only produces 4 different types of determiners
and pronouns, namely defrnite and indefinite articles, and personal and possessive

pronouns. In the last session, he produces 12 different types; for example
demonstrative determiners and pronouns, relative, reciprocal and indefinite
pronouns are added. The same observation is made by Meyerson & Goodglass
(1972) and Ludlow (1973). The three studies are consistent in the order of
appearance of different types of determiners and pronouns during the course of
recovery, see table (1).

order of
appearance

determiners pronouns

types that
appear first

article
quantifier

personal
possessive

followed by demonsffative demonstrative

followed by possessrve

e appearance ot- drtterent types pronouns
during the course of recovery in agrammatic speech

Another observation of Mc Entee (1993) is that in the speech of her patient Joseph

the functional tree seems to be 'growing'. She demonstrates a stepwise recovery,
which follows the order of the functional projections in the verbal domain: at first,
no verbal functional structure is present, then Joseph starts to produce IPs, and

only in a later session CPs show up in his speech. Mc Entee does not notice a
similar stepwise recovery in the nominal domain, since she assumes the presence

of only one nominal functional projection, namely DP. However, I discriminate
between different nominal functional projections, as discussed in chapter 3.

Stepwise recovery predicts NumP elements to appear earlier then RefP elements
during the course of recovery. Growing functional structure is also implied in the
theories of Hagiwara (1995) and Friedmann & Grodzinsky (1997). In these

theories, the severity of the aphasic impairment is directly related to the number
of functional projections that are 'available' to the patient. If recovery means
'getting less severely impaired', the number of available projections should
increase during the course of recovery. Variation of determiners and pronouns, and

t17
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the order of appearance of different determiner and pronoun fypes will be
investigated in the speech of patient HB.

6.3 Patient HB: no recovery

In this section, the realization of determiners and pronouns during the course of
recovery of patient HB will be investigated. The data of two test sessions ate

compared: session II (5 months p.o.) and session III (13 months p.o.). Session I
could not be included in the comparison (see chapter 2). ANELT and AAT data
are taken together. The data of HB will be compared to the data of the controls.
Recall that the control data only cover the ANELT. Three possible sources of
change will be discussed: the total number of determiners and pronouns (6.3.1),
determiner and pronoun omission rates (6.3.2) and the variation of determiner and
pronoun tlpes (6.3.3). Conclusions are drawn in section 6.3.4.

6.3.1 The total number of determiners and pronouns

The total number of determiners, pronouns and utterances in the speech of patient
HB are presented in table (2).

linguistic elements session II session III

utterances 116 272

determiners 44 87

pronouns 45 1s9

e I/.1" utterances m the speech opronouns speec

There is no increase in the number of determiners related to the number of
utterances (chi2:0.46, p:0.496). Th" total number of pronouns, on the other hand,
does increase. There is a clear trend in the number of pronouns related to the
number of utterances (chi2:3.76, p:0.052).

In principle, absence of recovery might indicate that a patient's production is
already within the limits of normal speech. To be concrete: if a patient already
produces as many determiners or pronouns in the first test session as normals do,
no increase in this number is expected in later sessions. In that case, absence of
recovery is a ceiling effect. Such explanation, however, does not hold true for the
number of determiners in the speech of HB. He produces significantly less

determiners related to the number of utterances (table 2) than the control (C4, see

appendix II and X) who produces the fewest determiners (chiz:5.81, p:0.016). So,

the number of determiners is not within the normal range. He is not within the
normal range with respect to the number of pronouns either. In session III, HB
produces significantly less pronouns related to the number of ufferances (table 2)
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than the control (C1, see appendix III and X) who produces the fewest pronouns
(chi2:4.58, p:0.032).

6.3.2 Determiner and pronoun omission rates

Consider the overall determiner and pronoun omission rates first. Table (3) shows

that the determiner omission rate does not change over time. In the control data,

the overall determiner omission rate is less than 1% (see 4.3.1). So, absence of
recovery in the speech of HB is not a ceiling effect.

determiners session II session III

contexts 56 Lt2

omission t2 25

o/o omission 2t% 22%

table (J): overau determme r olrusslon

pronouns session II session III

contexts 59 r99

omission t4 30

%o omission 24% 15%

ta OMNSlOIpronoun

The pronoun omission rate in table (4) does not show a significant change either
(chi2:1.84, p:0.175). Again, HB is not within the normal range, since the overall
pronoun omission rate in normal speech is only ZYo (see 4.3.1).

Consider now omission from different syntactic contexts. The question arises

whether the effect of facilitating contexts in determiner and pronoun omission is
already observable in the earliest session, or that this effect only shows up in the
later session. Determiner omission from first and non-first position is presented in
table (5).



determiners session II session III

first pos contexts 25 33

omlsslon 9 t2

o/o omission 36% 36%

non-first pos cont 30 103

omlsslon 3 13

o/o omission t0% 13%

table (5): determrner omlss ron lrst and non-trrst rtron
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pos

The effect of first position is already clear in session II: there is significantly more
determiner omission from first position than from non-first position (chi2:3.99,
p:0.046). Session III shows the same significant effect (ch12:7.87, p:0.005). The
effect of first position is not yet observable in the case of pronoun omission in
session II. See table (6).

There is no significant difference between pronoun omission from first and non-
first position in session II (chi2:1.03, p:0.31 1). The absence of a significant effect
in this case might be due to the small number of contexts. In session III, the
difference is significant (chiz:l.87, p:0.005).

Structural position shows the same pattern. There is no significant difference
between determiner omission in PP contexts and non-PP contexts in session II
(chi2:Q.17, p=0.682). The absence of a significant effect in this case might be due
to the small number of contexts. In session III, there is a clear trend towards more
omission from non-PP contexts (chi2:3.82, p:0.051). See the table in (7).

pronouns session II session III

first pos contexts 16 4t

omlsslon I l4

o/o omission s6% 34%

non-first pos cont I 49

omlssron 2 4

7o omission 25% 15%

: pronoun omrsslon non- p(rsition



determiners session II session III

PP contexts 9 32

omrssron I 2

o/o omission 1t% 6%

non-PP contexts 46 77

omrssl0n 11 t9

o/o omission 24o/o 2s%

omlss ron trom PP ancl non-PP contexts
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In chapter 5 it was demonstrated that pronoun omission in PP contexts does not
show up in the speech of HB. The tables (5)-(7) do not provide a clear answer to
the question whether the effect of facilitating contexts in determiner and pronoun
omission is already observable in the earliest session. There is a significant linear
effect in determiner omission in session II. But there is neither a significant linear
effect in pronoun omission nor a significant structural effect in determiner
omission in session II.

If the effect of a facilitating context is observable from the earliest session on,
it is not acquired during the course of recovery, but just part of the agrammatic
grarnmar at any time. If the effect of a facilitating context is only observable in a

later session, it is acquired during the course of recovery, which can be considered
as a change towards the normal grarnmar. I cannot draw a firm conclusion in this
matter with respect to linear and structural position in determiner and pronoun
omission in the speech of patient HB.

6.3.3 Variation of determiner and pronoun types

The number of different types of determiners and pronouns in the speech of HB
is displayed in table (8). In session II, HB produces 7 different types of
determiners: definite and indefinite articles, possessive and demonstrative
determiners, numerals, degree-of-cardinality quantifiers and other quantifiers.
Notice that both NumP elements and RefP elements are present in session II, so

NumP elements do not precede RefP elements. There is no evidence for stepwise
recovery along the functional projection line in the speech of patient HBt. The
number of different determiner types is within the normal range (see section 4.3.1).
No increasing variation of determiners is therefore expected in the speech of
patient IIB.

I I cannot exclude the possibiliry that earlier than session II there has been a moment at which
NumP determiners were present, but RefP determiners were not.

t2t
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t5pes session II session III

determiners 7 7

pronouns
.)

5

t types of determrners and pronouns

The variation of pronouns increases in the speech of HB. But it should be noted
that the types which are added in session III, only show one and two realizations
respectively. Pronominal types in session II are personal, demonstrative and
indefinite pronouns. In session III, wh and relative pronouns are added.

Table (1) in section 6.2.3, showed the order of appearance of determiners and
pronouns in agrammatic speech according to Meyerson & Goodglass (1972),
Ludlow (1973) and Mc Entee (1993). This order is not observed in the speech of
HB, since in session II all determiners and pronouns included in table (1) are

already present in his speech. I notice, however, that this assumed order of
appearance in agrammatic speech is related to the frequency of the different types
in normal speech. Consider table (9), which includes the frequency of different

ffies of determiners in the speech of ten controls and HB.
Recall from table (l), that Meyerson & Goodglass (1972), Ludlow (1973) and

Mc Entee (1993) assume articles to appear first in agrammatic speech, followed
by demonstrative determiners and possessive determiners. This order matches the
four most frequent Opes in normal speech, as shown in table (9). The only
difference is that in normal speech possessive determiners are more frequent than
demonstrative determiners - although the difference is small - while demonstrative
determiners are assumed to precede possessive determiners in agrammatic speech.

The frequency of different types of pronouns in the speech of ten controls and HB
is shown in table (10).

determiners controls HB .II HB .III

indefinite articles
defrnite articles
possessive determiners
demonsffative determiners
numerals
negative quantifiers
other quantifiers
wh quantifiers
degree-of-cardinality quant

237
176
82

75

35

l9
l2
6

6

10

15

6

1

8

I

2

26
27
l0
1t
10

3

I
yo 1n contro



pronouns controls HB.II HB m

personal pronouns
demonstrative pronouns
wh pronouns
indefinite pronouns
relative pronouns
numerals
reflexive * reciproke pronouns

891

325
53

42
l9
5

4

29
t2

4

107

35

2

13

I

table (IU): trequency ot pronouns rn contro
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Recall from table (1), that Meyerson & Goodglass (1972), Ludlow (1973) and Mc
Entee (1993) assume personal pronouns to appear first in agranrmatic speech,
followed by demonstrative pronouns. These pronouns are the most frequent types
in the control speech, as shown in table (10). This order is also found in the
speech of HB: he starts with the two most frequent ffies in session II.

The results of patient HB in table (10) are in accordance with the claim of
Meyerson & Goodglass (1972), Ludlow (1973) and Mc Entee (1993) that different
types of pronouns (and determiners) re-appear in a fixed order in agrammatic
speech. Growing functional structure in the nominal domain could be (part oQ an
explanation for the order in wich determiners re-appear. Since I assume all
pronouns to be generated in RefP, this is not a suitable explanation for the order
of pronouns. As an alternative, I suggest that the most frequent types of pronouns
(and possibly determiners) appear first in agrammatic speech. This claim is based
on the results in table (10). To demonsffate that the frequency effect is indepent
of any claim about available firnctional structure, I present the frequency of
different personal pronouns in the speech of ten controls and patient HB in (11).
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personal pronouns controls HB-II HB ilI

ild'k 'I'
u 'you [-plur]'
het/'t 'it'
er 'there'
jijlje 'you [-plur]'
hem/'m 'him'
mij/me 'me'
hij/ie 'he'
jullie 'you [+plur]'
wij/we 'we'
zijlze 'they'
ons 'us'

191

81

39
36
28
t7
l6
t6
l3
6

2

1

t7
2

4
2

I

1

1

39
14

10

3

13

I
5

3

9

6

I

table (Il): trequency ot personal pronouns m the speech ot IU conffols a

The effect of normal frequency2 is especially clear within the class of personal
pronouns, as demonstrated in table (11). In session II, HB produces the five
personal pronouns which are most frequent in normal speech, and in addition, two
times a less frequent one. In session III, 11 of the 12 personal pronouns found in
normal speech show up in the speech of HB.

In sum. No increasing variation of determiner types was found in the speech of
HB and no stepwise recovery along the nominal functional projection line. The
variation of pronoun types increases. However, the types that are added in session

III show a very low frequency. Increasing variation was mainly found within the

class of personal pronouns. It was shown that the order of appearance of
determiner and pronoun types, as presented in the literature, parallels the frequency
of these types in normal speech. The increasing variation within the class of
personal pronouns follows the frequency in normal speech as well.

6.3.4 Conclusion

The speech of patient HB shows a dissociation between determiners and pronouns
in the course of recovery. The realization of determiners does not change at all in
the speech of tIB: there is no increase in the number of determiners, there is no

decrease in the overall determiner omission rate and there is no increasing

2 The conclusion that the order of appearance of determiner and pronoun types in agrammatic
speech is determined by the frequency of these types in normal speech corroborates the results of
Ludlow (1973). She shrdied the appearance of tansformations and embedded structures in the

speech of English Broca's aphasics in the first three months post onset. The transformations and
embedded structures appeared in a fixed order, and Ludlow demonstates that this order is
correlated to the frequency of these constructions in normal speech.
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variation of determiner types. The realization of pronouns, on the other hand, does

change. This change is quantitative in nature: the total number of pronouns related
to the number of utterances increases and also the range of pronoun types shows
an increase. No qualitative change could be observed: the pronoun omission rate
did not show a statistically significant decrease.

The effect of lineai position with respect to determiner omission is observable
in session II already. In this case, agrammatic speech seems to be constrained by
normal grarnmar from early on. The effect of other facilitating contexts was not
statistically significant in session II but only in session III.

There is no evidence for growing nominal functional structure, since NumP
elements could not be demonstrated to precede ReIP elements. As an alternative
explanation, I showed that the order of re-appearance of determiner and pronoun
types as observed in the literature resembles the frequency of these elements in
normal speech: the most frequent determiners and pronouns appear first in
agraflrmatic speech. I demonstrated such a frequency effect within the class of
(personal) pronouns in the speech of HB.

The speech of HB did not provide evidence for a stepwise recovery in the
nominal domaia. The alternative account for the order of appearance of
determiners and pronouns, the frequency account, could only be demonstrated with
respect to pronouns. In the next section, I will discuss another patient MK whose
speech shows the frequency effect with respect to both determiners and pronouns.

Patient MK: the frequency effect

The speech of patient MK shows a clear qualitative dissociation between
determiners and pronouns: determiners are not omitted at any time, while pronouns
are frequently omiffed in the early sessions. The variation of both determiners and
pronouns increases during the course of recovery. Data of five test sessions I - V
(1, 5, 13, 40 and 84 months p.o.) are compared in this section.

6.4.1 Determiner and pronoun omission rates

There is no determiner omission in the speech of MK. The realization of pronouns
is shown in table (12).

6.4



pronouns I II m IV V

contexts t2 6 32 56 131

omlssron I 2 t2 l4 a
J

% omission 8% 33% 38% 25% 2%

ta omrssl )n ln o

726 Cnapren 6

pronoun speec

In session I, the pronoun omission rate is very low. The explanation for this low
omission rate will be given in the next section, where the variation of pronoun
types is discussed. After session IV, the pronoun omission rate decreases. There
is significantly less pronoun omission in session V than in session IV (chiz:21.81,
p<0.0001). In session V, the omission rate is within the normal range.

6.4.2 Variation of determiner and pronoun types

The distribution of different determiners is shown in table (13).

determiners I II m Iv V

indefinite articles
definite articles
possessive determiners
demonstrative determiners
numerals
negative quantifiers
other quantifiers
wh quantifiers
degree-of-cardinality quant

3

2

1

I
4

4

1

6
1l
I

3

12

14

5

1

4

I
I

22
46
7

8

8

3

4

tabte (13): trequency tn spee patrent

There is an increasing variation of determiner types: three types in session I and
seven types in session V. The order of re-appearance of different determiner types
follows the frequency of these OTes in normal speech. Notice, however, that there
is a headstart of numerals in comparison to normal speech. Since articles and
numerals are present in session I, NumP does not precede RefP. In section 6.6, I
will briefly discuss the speech of another patient SS, in which a numeral appears
earlier than other determiners. An explanation for the headstart of numerals will
be presented in that section. From session IV otr, the number of different
determiner types in the speech of MK is within the normal range.

The distribution of different pronouns is shown in table (14). There is an
increasing variation of pronoun types. It is clear that the pronouns which are most
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frequent in normal speech appear first in the speech of MK. In session IV, the

number of different pronoun types is within the normal range.

pronouns I l III IV V

personal pronouns

demonstrative pronouns
wh pronouns
indefinite pronouns
relative pronouns
numerals
refl exive/reciproke pronouns

11

3

I
10

9

1

25
10

I
1

2

2

1

86
34
I

7

table (14): tfequency of pronouns rn the s1rcech of patrer rt

Session I is deviant with respect to the number of pronouns and the one pronoun
type that shows up. No personal pronouns are present, although this is the most
frequent type in normal speech. Instead, there is a considerable number of
demonstrative pronouns. The demonstrative pronouns in session I even outnumber
the total sum of pronouns in session II. I claim this to be due to the use of a

strategy in session I. Consider the complete ANELT data of patient MK in session

I, as presented in (15). The numbers refer to the ten ANELT scenario's.

(15) l. een stomerij
2. dit is uh
3. no response
4. een schoen repareren
5. dit is uh
6. dit is een handschoen
7. dit uh nee

8. dit is de laatste keer
9. dit is nee uh
10. dit is uh nee

'a dry cleaner'
'this is uh'

'a shoe repair-inf
'this is uh'
'this is a glove'
'this uh no'
'this is the final time'
'this is no uh'
'this is uh no'

Patient MK seems to use a fixed sentence frame in session I: utterances start with
dit is 'this is', occasionally followed by a predicate. This strategy shows up in the

majority of ANELT answers in (15). And it is also used in the AAT speech, as

shown in the fragment in (16). Questions of the interviewer are marked with Q,
while the answer of MK is marked with MK.

(16) Q:kunt u iets zeggen over hoe u ziek geworden bent
'can you say somethinmg about how you got ill'

MK:dit is de eerste keer
'this is the first time'

Q:kunt u zich nog herinneren wat er met u gebeurd is
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'can you remember what happened to you'
MKja 'yes'

Q:kunt u er iets over vertellen
'can you tell something about that'

MK:uhm uhm uhm

Q:u bent aan 't oefenen
'you practize'

MKja 'yes'
Q:kunt u wat voorbeelden gegeven

'can you give some examples'
MK:dit is uh dit uh

'this is uh dit uh'

The answers of MK in the AAT interview consist of either dit is 'this is'
utterances or one-word utterances. The drt is'this is' strategy is responsible for the
unexpectedly high number of demonstrative pronouns in session I. The strategy is
also responsible for the unexpectedly low pronoun omission rate in session I.
Moreover, the strategy is responsible for an unexpectedly high number of finite
verbs in session I, as will be shown in chapter l0 on recovery in the verbal
domain.

6.5 Patient SS: improvement in the realization of determiners

Patient SS is a severely disturbed patient. For the fust time in session III (13

months p.o.) she produces speech which could be syntactically analysed. In this
session, she hardly produces any determiners or pronouns, In session IV (74
months p.o.) determiners seem to re-appear, while pronouns are still virnrally
absent. Overall, the number of determiners and determiner contexts remains very
low. Therefore, it is not possible to draw firm conclusions from the data of patient
SS. I restrict myself to show some raw data and discuss possible interpretations of
these data. The data cover ANELT and AAT speech. In session IV, also the results
of the AAT picture description test are available. All types of speech are taken
together. See chapter 2 for further information about patient SS and the tests. The
realization of determiners and pronouns is shown in section 6.5.1. The variation
of determiner and pronoun types is discussed in section 6.5.2.
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The realization of determiners and pronouns

t29

6.5.1

The realization of determiners and pronouns is presented in table (17) and (18).

pronouns

Table (17) shows that in session IV more determiners are realized than rn session

III. The realization of pronouns does not show a difference between session III and
IV, as shown in table (18).

6.5.2 Variation of determiner and pronoun types

Patient SS only uses very few ffies of determiners and pronouns, as expected. The
types of determiners are shown in (19).

types speec

It is remarkable, however, that the first and only determiner in session III is a
numeral. Notice that numerals is not one of the most frequent determiner types in
normal speech. Recall that the speech of patient MK also showed a headstart of
numerals. Patient SS produces numerals earlier than expected, according to the
normal frequency. So, a NumP determiner precedes the appearance of RefP
determiners. This might indicate a stepwise recovery, due to growing nominal
functional structure. The low numbers of the different types of determiners, do not
allow any firm conclusion in this matter. I notice, however, an alternative
explanation for the unexpectedly early appearance and high number of numerals

determiners session III session IV

contexts 7 23

omitted 6 11

table ( I / ): the realrzatlon c

pronouns session III session IV

contexts 12 15

omlsslon 10 13

reahzatron

determiners m Iv

indefinite articles
definite articles
numerals I

4
5

3

e (19): determiner tyoes in the speech o
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in the speech of patient SS and MK. Recall that the normal data only cover the
ANELT. A11 numerals in the speech of patient SS, and most numerals in the
speech of patient MK, occur in the AAT interview. This interview clearly provides
contexts for numerals: patients explain how many children and grandchildren they
have, and for how many months they stayed in the hospital. I therefore expect that
numerals in normal speech would be more frequent if the control data would cover
the AAT interview as well.

Table (20) shows the types of pronouns. The types produced by patient SS are

the most frequent types in normal speech.

6.6 Summary and conclusions

In the literature, the following changes within the nominal domain are observed:
an increasing number of determiners and pronouns, decreasing determiner and
pronoun omission rates, a growing variation of determiner and pronoun types and
moreover, different determiner and pronoun types appear in a fixed order (cf. Mc
Entee 7993, Schlenck & Springer 1989, Ludlow 1973, Meyerson & Goodglass
1972). In this chapter, I studied the recovery of patient HB, whose speech was
discussed in detail in the chapters 4 and 5. In addition, the speech of t'wo other
agrammatic patients, MK and SS, was discussed. My investigation leads to the
following conclusions.

First, determiners and pronouns do not necessarily behave the same in the course
of recovery. The speech of patient HB shows a dissociation in this respect: no
changes in the realization of determiners, while - at least quantitative - changes
were observed in the realization of pronouns. The speech of patient SS shows the
inverse dissociation: determiners start to re-appear while pronouns do not. The
speech of patient MK shows a clear qualitative dissociation: determiners are never
omitted, while pronouns are frequently omitted in the early sessions. The pronoun
omission rate decreases during the course of recov€ry, and is within the normal
range in the final session.

Second, the time when the effect of facilitating contexts becomes operative is
not clear. The effect of linear position in the case of determiner omission is
already observable from the earliest available session (II) in the speech of patient
HB. This seems to indicate that we are dealing with an inherent property of the
agrammatic grammar; the linear effect on determiner omission is not acquired in
the course of recovery. But this is not true for pronoun omission and neither for
the effect of sffuctural position.

pronouns m IV

personal pronouns
demonstrative pronouns

2 I
1

tabte (20): pronoun types rn the speec
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Third, there is no evidence for stepwise recovery along the nominal functional
projection line. NumP elements do not precede RefP elements in the speech of HB.
In the speech of patient SS, a numeral does precede the appearance of other
determiners and pronouns. However, due to the very small number of determiners
and pronouns, I carmot draw a firm conclusion from her speech. A stepwise

recovery would imply that the functional sffucture is initially impaired and 'grows'
in the course of recovery. The fact that I did not find evidence for a stepwise

recovery corroborates my account of determiner and pronoun omission in
agrammatic speech as presented in the previous chapter: the nominal functional
structure (RefP) is present but underspecified.

Fourth, as an alternative explanation for the order in which different determiner
and pronoun types appear, I demonstrated that this order reflects the frequency of
these types in normal speech. The most frequent types in normal speech appear
first in agrammatic speech; articles precede possessive and demonstrative
determiners, and personal pronouns precede demonstrative pronouns. This
frequency effect was demonstrated within the class of (personal) pronouns in the

speech of patient HB, and for determiners and pronouns in the speech of patient
MK. The working hypothesis of this dissertation is that agrarnmatic speech is

constrained by the normal grammar. The frequency effect of the appearance of
determiner and pronoun types shows that also on the lexical level agrammatic
speech resembles normal speech.

With this chapter I completed Part I about the nominal domain. Part II deals
with the verbal domain: the verbal functional structure of normal Dutch (chapter
7), the case of patient GS, whose speech shows a severe impairment in the verbal
domain (chapter 8), the theoretical interpretation of the speech of patient GS (9)
and the recovery of patient GS (chapter 10).
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7 The verbal domain in Dutch

7.1 Verbal functional projections

In this section a short overview of the functional projections in the verbal domain
will be given. I will not go into theoretical debates in depth, but mainly present
the current state-of-the-art. The interested reader is refered to Bennis & Hoekstra
(1989), Bennis (1994, 1995a, 1995b) and Haegeman (1995, pages 17-69) for more
theoretical background. The aim of this section is to present a framework which
can be used to investigate the syntactic characteristics of the verbal domain in
agrammatic speech in the following chapters.

In the early days of Govemment and Binding theory lexical categories were
considered to share a general phrase structure scheme. In this X-bar scheme, the
lexical category (X0) is the head which projects up to three levels (Xt, X'and X3).

At the lowest level, as a sister of the head X, complements and direct objects are

generated. The function of the specifier position, has not been uniform across
lexical categories. For example, the specifier of the nominal projection was

considered to contain the determiner. In addition, it was observed that this position
could also contain a genitive NP, which excludes the realization of a determiner.
See the examples in (1).

(1) a. de ontdekking van de penicilline
'the discovery of the penicillin'

b. (*de) Fleming's ontdekking van de penicilline
'(*the) Fleming's discovery of the penicillin'

c. dat Fleming de penicilline ontdekte
'that Fleming discovered the penicillin'

The determiner, which is present in (la), is excluded if a genitive NP shows up,
as in (1b). Therefore, both determiners and genitive NPs were assumed to be in the
specifier position of NP. The position of the genitive NP also led to a conclusion
with respect to the position of the subject and the categorial status of the sentence.
There has been debate on the question whether the whole sentence or only the
predicate is a projection of V. The parallel between (1b) and (1c) is an argument
in favour of the first possibility. In both utterances Fleming has the function of
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subject of the verb ontdekken 'discover'. Since (1b) is an NP with Fleming in its
specifier position, the similarity in grammatical function is best expressed if (1c)
is analysed as a VP with Fleming in its specifier position. This analysis is known
as the VP Internal Subject Hypothesis.

Sentences were argued to contain a position outside of VP, called Comp or just
C. Finiteness was encoded in C. In infrnitival and embedded clauses, C contained
the complementizer. In finite sentences, C contained the finite verb (Verb Second)
and a constituent preceding the finite verb (as a result of topicalization or wh-
movement).

Based on English, the presence of an additional position outside VP was argued
for. It was demonstrated that there is a separate position for the inflectional
feafures Person, Number and Tense in a clause. In English, these feafures coincide
with V in declarative sentences (2a), but in yes/no questions and negative
sentences the features are carried by an auxiliary or modal verb, as shown in (2b)
and (2c).

(2) a. John sees a donkey
b. *sees John a donkey?

does John see a donkey?
c. *John sees not a donkey

John does not see a donkey

The position for the inflectional features is called Infl or just I. As opposed to N,
A, V and P, being lexical categoriesr, C and I are functional categories, which
represent features, instead of lexical items (see the criteria for functional categories
as formulated by Abney (1987) in section 1.2). From the early eigthies on, C and
I were taken to participate in the X-bar system. CP and IP are maximal
projections, with respectively C and I as the head, a complement position and a
specifier position. C takes IP as its complement, while I takes VP as its
complement. The complement position can be either to the left or to the right of
the head. In Dutch, C takes its complement IP to the right, while I takes its
complement VP to the left. Within VP, V also takes its complement to the left:
Dutch is a SOV language. English, on the other hand, is assumed to be a SVO
language.

Over the past ten years, two important developments can be observed. First, the
existence of various verbal functional projections has been proposed, in addition
to CP and IP2. Second, general restrictions were set on phrase stnrture
configurations (Kayne 1994). As a consequence, the base order of Dutch (and

I See section 3.2.5 for a discussion about the functional status of the category P.
2A parallel development was the assumption of functional projections in the nominal domain. For
example the determiner, which up to then shared the specifier position of a nominal phrase with a

genitive subject, became the head of its own Determiner Phrase. See chapter 3 for the discussion of
nominal functional projections.
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other languages) came under discussion. These two developments will be discussed

in the remainder of this section.
The frst proposal for additional functional structure in the verbal domain was

the split-Infl hypothesis of Pollock (1989). The distribution of infinitival verbs in
French led to the conclusion that there are different position for the verb. Consider
the examples (3)-(5).

(3) a. ne pas €tre heureux est une condition pour 6crire des romans
b. n'6tre pas heureux est une condition pour 6crire des romans

'not to be happy is a condition to write novels'
(4) a. ne pas perdre la tOte pour les belles 6tudiantes, c'est bien

b. *ne perdre pas la t6te pour les belles dtudiantes, c'est bien
'not to loose your head for the beautiful female students, that is good'

(5) a. compldtement perdre la t6te pour les belles 6tudiantes, c'est dangereux
b. perdre compldtement la t€te pour les belles dtudiantes, c'est dangereux

'completely loose your head for the beautiful female students, that is
dangerous'

The example in (3) shows that infinitival modal verbs can both precede and follow
the negative pas 'not', while infinitival main verbs can only follow pas in (4).

However, infinitival main verbs do have the possibility to either precede or follow
sentence adverbs like compldtement'completely', as shown in (5). Pollock divides
Infl into Tense and Agreernent. This division is in accordance with the fact that
tense and agreement are expressed by distinct morphemes. The division results in
three positions for the verb: the base position V, the Tense position and the Agr
position. See the structure in (6)3'4.

AGRPn
AGR TPnT\IP

VNP

3 Pollock proposes that TP dominates AgrP. However, the opposite view is more commonly held (cf.
Bennis 1994, Haegeman 1995), This difference will be relevant in the discussion of Friedmann &
Grodzinsky's (1997) theory of agrammatic speech in section 9.2.1.3. Since in later proposals in the

linguistic literature AgrP is divided into different projections in tum, the order of TP and AgrP will not
be discussed here any further. See also Ouhalla (1991) for the hierarchical order of functional
projections across languages.
4 The structure in (6) displays the order of a SVO language, such as French. In Dutch, V takes its NP
complement to the left.
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The verb in example (5a) is in the base position V, the verb in example (4a) is in
T, while the verb in example (3a) is in Agr. A further conclusion from the
paradigm (3)-(5) was that also negation has its own functional projection NegP,
which is situated between AgrP and TP. The specifier of NegP is occupiedby pas,
while ne is a head that cliticizes onto another verbal head.

Over the years, many other functional projections have been proposed for the
verbal domain. I will just mention a few examples: Aspectual Phrase (Ouhalla
1991), Mood Phrase (Pollock 1989), division of CP into WH Phrase and
Topicalization Phrase (Zwafi 1993), PredP (Zwart. 1992). The most influential
proposal is the division of AgrP into AgrSP and AgrOP, which is embodied in the
Minimalist Program of Chomsky (1992). The idea is that Case is located in
separate functional projections as well: Case for the subject in AgrSP and Case for
the object in AgrOP. Evidence for AgrOP comes from languages that show overt
object agreement morphology, as for example Hungarian. In the minimalist
program, functional projections contain features that must be checked. Lexical
elements are stored in the lexicon complete with all morphemes afiached. These
morphemes have to match the features in the functional projections. All features
have to be checked, otherwise we are dealing with an illegitimate derivation.
However, features can be either strong or weak. Strong feafures have to be
checked in syntax, so they force movement. But the checking of weak features can
be delayed until LF. Languages differ in which features are strong or weak, and
consequently, in which types of movement are overt and which are not.

Following the minimalist program, we end up with the phrase structure for the
verbal domain in (7).

(7) CP - AgrSP - NegP - TP - AgrOP - VP

The sffucture in (7) is often assumed to represent a universal order of functional
projections, and therefore, should also represent Dutch.

The second major development in generative syntax in the past ten years is the
publication of Kayne's Antisymmetry (1994). Antisymmetry drastically limits
possible phrase stnrctures and is also presented as a universal framework. In this
framework, all projections have a fixed structure: specifier - head - complement.
This holds true for both functional and lexical projections. The antisymmetry
framework was first applied to Dutch by Zwart (1992). The restrictions of
antisymmetry contradict earlier analysis of Dutch. Let us first consider functional
projections. In Dutch, the head I was assurned to take its VP complement to the
left, which is excluded under antisymmefry. The reason to assume a head final IP
was that in Dutch embedded sentences the finite verb is clause final. In main
sentences, the finite verb is moved to C (Verb Second). Nowadays, finiteness is
represented in T. If TP has a Spec-Head-Compl structure, movement of V to T
will not yield a clause final position of the verb. Therefore, finite verbs in
embedded sentences have to remain in V, while they move to T in main clauses.
This is problematic within the minimalist framework. Movement of the finite verb
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supposes a strong feature in T, while the finite verb can only remain within VP if
the feature in T is weaks.

Let us now turn to the lexical projection VP, which has also been analysed as

head final. This is no longer possible under antisymmetry. This means that Dutch,
traditionally a SOV language, turns into a SVO language. Due to the introduction
of AgrOP, and the obligatory movement of objects to Spec AgrO for Case reasons,

the underlying order of object and verb cannot be demonstrated anymore. The

object in AgrOP will always precede the verb in V, irrespective of its base

position. However, Bennis (1995b) discusses many problems for the VO analysis

of Dutch: why do resultatives, particles and Small Clause complements obligatory
precede the verb; why is R-movement out of PP possible from preverbal position
only; what is the sffucture of pospositional PPs; why do adverbs mainly show up
in preverbal position in Dutch, while this is not the Case in languages which are

traditionally analysed as SVO, such as English and French; how can the formation
of Verb Raising clusters be accounted for; and why do Dutch children in the two-
word phase use OV structures, and English children VO structures. Anticipating
on the following chapters, it is interesting to note that the final argument can be
replicated for agrammatic speech as well. All issues raised by Beruris have a fairly
natural explanation under an OV analysis, but they pose a problem for a VO
account of Dutch. I will not discuss the antisymmetry account of Dutch any

further. I confine myself to the conclusion that the implementation of antisymmetry
for Dutch still has many unsolved problems. Therefore, I will not adopt the

framework in this dissertation.

To end this section, I will discuss the consequences of adopting the structure in (7)
for Dutch. The structure has evolved out of studies on English, French and other
languages. Therefore, I have to check whether it can be applied to Dutch without
major problems. I will consider the sequence of projections, starting with VP. I
adhere to the SOV analysis; non-finite verbs remain in V, while finite verbs are

moved to T.
There is no morphological evidence for the existence of AgrOP in Dutch. There

is no object agreement, and also the Case system is impoverished. Case is only
overtly expressed on pronouns. Nevertheless, (abstract) Case has always been

assumed for Dutch. The possibility of scrambling - that is the word order object -
adjunct - non-finite verb - can be taken as an argument for the presence of AgrOP.
Under the assumption that maximal projections can only be adjoined to maximal
projections (Chomsky 1986), the lowest adjunct position is adjunction to VP. If an

object precedes the adjunct, the object must be moved out of VP6. See (8).

5 Zwart (1992) presents a technical solution to this problem. In addition to the strong/weak distinction,
he intoduces a new property of features: accessibility, I will not go into this solution here.
6 Such examples might not provide conclusive evidence that the object is in AgrOP. For example,
Neeleman (1994) proposes a traditional analysis of object scrambling as A-bar movement, in which the

object does not target a functional projection. De Hoop (1992) argues that only a subclass of objects
move to AgrOP, namely definite objects. Indefinites cannot move out of VP, as shown in the example
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(8) ik wil het boek snel/morgen lezen
'I want the book quicklyitomorow read'
ik wil een nieuwe leerling altijd zelf testen
'I want a new pupil always myself test'

Dutch overtly displays tense distinctions, which can be taken as the expression of
a tense feature in T. Finiteness is assumed to be a feature of T as well.

Haegeman (1995, 1996) assumes that the Dutch negative niet 'not' occupies
Spec NegP. If niet functions as a sentence negation its position is to the right end
of the sentence. It follows (defrnite) objects, but precedes non-finite verbsT. See

the examples in (9).

(9) a. ik lees dat boek niet
'I do not read that boek'

b. ik wil dat boek niet lezen
'I do not want to read that book'
ik heb dat boek niet gelezen
'I did not read that book'

Haegeman concludes that in West-Germanic SOV languages AgrOP dominates
NegP. In that case, the position of NegP differs from the structure in (7).
Haegeman states that such an analysis of the West-Germanic languages leads to
the hypothesis that NegP does not have a universally fixed position in the clausal
hierarchy: in languages such as Dutch, AgrOP dominates NegP, while in Romance
languages and in English NegP dominates AgrOP. If niet functions as a partial
negation (constituent negation), it usually precedes the constituent which is
negated. Some examples are given in (10).

(10) ik heb [niet alle bewoners] kunnen waarschuwen
'I was not able to warn all occupants'
het regent hier [niet vaak]
'it does not rain here often'

presented in (i):
(i) *ik wil wat morgen lezen

'l want a bit tomorrow read'
However, I take it that that the examples in (8) support the assumption of an AgrOP for Dutch.
7 Not only non-finite verbs, but also predicates, particles and resultative predicates follow niet as a
sentence negation. See the examples in (i).
(i) hrj is niet ziek geweest

'he has not been ill'
de redacteur had het hoofdstuk niet af kunnen werken
'the editor had not been able to finish the chapter'
waarom hebje het doosje niet op de kast gelegd?

'why didn't you put the box on the cupboard?'
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zij wilde [niet tot zes uur] werken
'she did not want to work till six o'clock'
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In elliptical answers that include a contrast, niet can also follow the constituent it
belongs to. Consider the example (11).

(11) wil jij dat boek graag lezen?
dat boek niet maar een ander boek wel
'do you like to read that book? not that book but another book'

Dutch does express subject-verb agreement, which justifies the assumption of
AgrSP. I assume nominative Case to be available (or to be checked, in minimalist
terms) in AgrSP.

The existence of CP goes without saying. C contaius the complementizer, and
the finite verb in main clauses. It is still unclear which feature initiates Verb
Second. I assume that C also contains Mood, following Chomsky (1993).

In the following chapters 8-10, I investigate whether the full verbal functional
structure is available to Dutch agrammatic patients. In the remainder of this
chapter, I discuss utterances in normal adult language in which no or little verbal
functional structure is (overtly) expressed.

1'' The absence of verbal functional categories

In general, main clauses are finite. However, it is clear that in normal speech many
main clauses do not meet this criterium. Examples of non-finite main clauses are

imperatives and elliptical answers. In section 7.2.1 I present an overview of the
different types of non-finite main clauses that occur in Dutch, and investigate their
properties. In section 7.2.2 different analyses of non-finite main clauses proposed
in the literature are discussed. Most literature is about English and German. I will
examine the merits of the proposals itself and their possible application to Ducth.
The major controversy concerns the presence of functional structure: Barton (1990)
argues that non-finite main clauses contain lexical projections only (see section
7.2.2.1) while according to Schwabe (199a) the complete functional structure is
present (see section 7.2.2,3). A middle course is adopted by Lasser (1997), who
proposes a ffuncated struchrre for non-finite main clauses (7.2.2.2). On basis of the
Dutch data and the literature discussed I present an account of non-finite main
clauses in Dutch in section 7.2.3. The final section 7.3 is devoted to the
comparison of reduced structures in normal speech and agrammatic speech.

7.2.1 The Dutch data

Section 7.2.1.1 concerns main clauses without a verb, while main clauses with a

non-finite verb are discussed in section 7.2.1.2.In the literature, context-dependent
and context-independent clauses are usually distinguished. Context-dependent
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clauses are elliptical answers which are dependent on the linguistic context. In the
case of context-independent clauses, the interpretation of the ufferances solely
depends on the pragmatic context. Different properties of non-finite main clauses
are distinguished in this section: Case assignment to nominal phrases and the
occurrence of verbal arguments (in non-finite clauses only). These properties will
be relevant to determine the (functional) structure of utterances that lack a finite
verb in section 7.2.3.

7.2.1.1 Non-verbal main clauses
Non-verbal clauses that function as elliptical answers can be of any syntactic
category. Some examples are given in (12).

(12) a. hoe vind jij Piet?
aardig
'how do you like Piet? nice'

b. hoe gaan jullie naar Londen?
met het vliegtuig
'how do you go to London? by plane'

Nominal phrases face a particular problem, however, when they are not part of a
(finite) sentence structure. Nominal phrases need Case, which is normally assigned
in AgrS or AgrO. It is not obvious that Case is available in non-verbal clauses.
Nevertheless, nominal phrases easily occur in non-verbal main clauses. Consider
context-dependent clauses in table (13) first. Despite the absence of a regular Case

assigner, all different Cases are available in elliptical answers. Moreover, the Case

that shows up in an elliptical answer corresponds to the Case that would be
assigned in the full sentence. So, if the phrase is interpreted as the subject it has

nominative, (indirect) objects have non-nominative (that is, dative or accusative,
which is not morphologically distinct in Dutch) and possessed objects have
genitive. The correspondence in Case between a nominal phrase in a full sentence
answer and an elliptical answer is also found in for example German.



nominative NP wie heeft hem een boek gegeven?

ik / *mij

'who gave him a book? I I *me'

non-nominative NP wie heeft hij gezien?

hem / +hij

'who did he see? him I *he'

wie heeft hij een boek gegeven?

hem i *hij
'who did he give a book? him / *he'

wiens book is dat?
mijn/*ik/*mij
'whose book is it? mine I *l I *me'

table (I3): context rt non-verbal marn c
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English differs with respect to Case assignment in non-verbal clauses. In English,
a non-nominative Case is preferred for a nominal phrase which is interpreted as

a subject in an elliptical answer. See the example in (14), where .I is only
marginally acceptable.

(14) who gave him a book?
me / ??I

I now turn to context-independent clauses. Again, such utterances can be of any
syntactic category, as exemplified in (15).

(15) a. mooi
'nice' - when someone wears a new coat

b. met de auto?
'by car?' - when someone arrives by car

c. gauw!
'quick!'

Context-independent nominal phrases are shown in table (16). They function as

either imperatives or exclamatives.



nominative NP imperative
jij! en gauw!
'you! and quick'

exclamative
ik / *mij arrne vrouw
'I / *me poor woman'

non-nominative NP imperative
hem! - when you are playing a game and give
insffuctions about who to catch
'him!'
jouwe! en snel! - as an insffuction to move a

piece in a game

'yours! and quick!'

exclamative
hem? voor moord? dat geloof ik niet! - when
you are told that John is arrested for murder
'him? for murder? I don't believe it!'
(de) mijne!
'mine!' - when someone shows a lost glove

e ( l6): context-indeoenr non-verbat marn clauses
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Context-independent nominal phrases can serve different roles; subject, object and
possessed object are possible. They bear the same Case as the phrase would get
in a full sentence. English is again different in that nominative is excluded. A
nominal phrase that functions as a subject has a non-nominative Case. See the
examples in (17).

(17) me poor woman!
poor him!

Dutch and English are usually assumed to differ with respect to the Case that
functions as a default, which might explain the different Cases that are chosen for
a subject in a non-finite context. Default Case will be discussed in section 7.2.2.4.

I conclude that no differences are observed between the non-verbal elliptical
answers (which are dependent on the linguistic context) on the one hand and non-
verbal imperatives and exclamatives (independent of linguistic context) on the
other hand: both types can show up with different Cases.
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7.2.1.2 Main clauses with a non-finite verb
I will call main clauses with a only non-finite verb 'root non-finites'. Root non-
finites may contain a verb only, or a verb combined with one or more arguments.

Context-dependent root non-frnites are shown in table (18). They are elliptical
answers to immediately preceding questions. The table in (18) shows that objects
can freely occur, but that the presence of subjects is restricted. Subjects may only
show up if they are distinct from the subject of the question. In that case they are

not easily recoverable from the context. For example, an elliptical answer which
consists of two coordinated clauses with a different subject (which also differs
from the subject in the question) provides a possible context for a subject in a root
non-finite. There might be a pragmatic restriction at work here. Subjects are not
expressed, unless they cannot be traced back to the subject of the question.
Subjects might be both pronominal and nominal.

Context-independent root non-finites can be subdivided into three tlpes:
exclamatives, declaratives and imperatives. Exclamatives are shown in table (19).
Declaratives (narratives) are shown in table (20). Both objects and subjects can
freely occur in exclamatives and declaratives. Root non-finites with imperative
force are shown in table (21). The occurrence of subjects is restricted in these

imperatives. Subjects are not allowed in initial position, unless they are not directly
recoverable from the pragmatic context (cf. table (18)). However, subjects can
freely occur in right-dislocated position.
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V only wat gaan we doen? koken
'what are we going to do? cook-inf

V + object soep koken
'cook-inf soup'

V + subject *ild*mij soep koken
'*V*me cook-inf soup'
ik soep koken en jU brood bakken
'I cook-inf soup and you bake-inf bread'
jongens soep koken en meisjes brood bakken
'boys soup cook-inf and girls bread bake'

ta : context root non-tmltes
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V only opstaan! geen denken aan!
'get-up-infl no way!'

V + object een huis kopen! geen denken aan!
'buy-inf a house! no way!'

V + subject ik een huis kopen! geen denken aan!
'I a house buy-infl no way!'

le ( l9): context-indeoen root non-tinites: exclamatives

V only ik was vandaag thuis, koken, wassen, alles is
klaar
'I was home today, cook-inf, do-inf the
laundry, everything is ready'

V + object ik was vandaag thuis, mijn artikel afmaken,
die mensen uitnodigen, alles is gebeurd
'I was home today, finish-inf my paper,
invite-inf that people, everything is done'

V + subject ik heb een nieuw recept voor soep, ik die
soep koken, vies joh
'I have a new recipe for soup, I cook-inf that
soup, not tasty'

e (ZU): context root non-tinites: declaratives

V only opstaan
'get up-inf

V + object alle groente opeten
'finish-inf all the vegetables'

V + subject *jijl*jou alle groente opeten
'*you finish-inf all the vegetables'
alle groente opeten jij
'finish-inf all the vegetables you'
jij, de groente opeten m jrJi het vlees opeten
'you finish-inf the vegetables and you
finish-inf the meat'
fietsers links voorsorteren
'cyclists get-inf in left lane'

table (21): context- root non-trrutes: rmperatrves
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The restriction on subjects might be due to the imperative nature of the utterances,

and not to their non-finiteness. In imperatives with a finite verb form subjects can

only show up in a position following the finite verb: either immediately following
the verb (22b) or in a right-adjoined position(22c)8.

(22) a.

b.

c.

(*jij) kom eens gauw binnen!
'(*you) come quick in-particle!'
kom (yij) eens gauw binnen!
'come (you) quick in-particle!'
kom eens gauw binnen jij!
'come quick in-particle you!'

The imperatives in (22) can only have a second person pronominal subject, while
non-finite imperatives also allow a nominal subject. Notice that a nominal subject
(which is not a vocative) is impossible in the right-adjoined position, see (23).

(23) fietsers links voorsorteren
'cyclists get-inf in left lane'

*links voorsorteren fietsers

I conclude that root non-finites might have imperative force, but that they are not
similar to imperatives with a finite verb form in all respectse. It is important to
note that subjects are not generally excluded. The restriction on subjects in
imperative root non-finites is not due to their non-finite status.

* Visser (1996) notes that the right adjoined position is not only available for subjects, but also for
direct objects (i) and prepositional objects (ii):
(i) Opeten die spruitjes!

'up eat-inf those sprouts!'
(ii) Niet over nadenken dat probleem!

'not about think-inf that problem!'

' A further difference between finite imperatives and root non-finites concerns their distribution, cf.
Fries (1983). Consider the examples (i) and (ii).
(i) kom naar Keulen en je ziet de vieste rivier van Europa

'come to Cologne and you see the most dirty river of Europe'
??naar Keulen komen en je ziet de vieste rivier van Europa
'come-inf to Cologne and you see the most dirty river of Europe'

(ii) als je van me houdt, doe dat niet
'do you love me, don't do that'
?? als je van me houdt, dat niet doen

'do you love me, that not do-inf
Example (i) shows that an imperative can be conjoined with a finite sentence, while a non-finite main
clause is hardly acceptable in conjunction with a finite sentence. A non-finite main clause is also hardly
acceptable as maFix clause with a conditional clause, as shown in (ii), while an imperative is easily
possible in such consEuction.
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All subjects in context-independent root non-finites bear the nominative in Dutch.
English has a non-nominative subject in exclamative contexts, see (23).

(23) me / *I buy a house? never!
him / *he call his mother? no way!

Which Case a subject bears in an English imperative is not clear. This issue will
be discussed in section 7.2.2.4.

Up to now, I discussed properties of the argument(s) that may show up in root
non-finites. I now turn to properties of the verbs. Wijnen (1997) discusses some
context-dependent root non-finites in Dutch. He observes that the verb must be
eventive, while non-eventive verbs are excluded. Wijnen's obsenration is based on
the examples in (24).

Q$ a. waar ben je mee bezig?
plaatl'es draaien
*plaatjes bezitten
'what are you doing?
discs play-inf / *own-inf

b. de conducteur floot al, dus ik rennen
'the conductor already whistled, so I run-inf

*ik had mijn boek net dichtgeslagen, dus ik de antwoorden weten
'I had just closed my book, so I the answers know-inf

ln (24a) the eventive verb is possible in the elliptical answer, while the non-
eventive verb is excluded. However, I think that the ungrammaticality of the non-
eventive verb in Qaa) is due to a mismatch in 'eventivity' between the verb of the
question and the verb of the answer. Non-eventive verbs are not excluded in
elliptical answers per se, as is clear from the examples in (25).

(25) wat is jouw droom?
veel geld bezitten
mooi/rij k/intelligen t ziln
'what is your dream?
own-inf a lot of money
be-inf pretty/rich/intelligent'

The elliptical answers in (25) including a non-eventive verb are perfectly
grammatical. Context-independent root non-finites do not seem to systematically
exclude non-eventive verbs either, See the examples in (26). The exarnples
(26c)l(26d) are taken from Lasser (1997).
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alles weten is alles begrijpen
'know-inf everything is understand-inf everything'
ik de antwoorden weten?! hoe kom je erbij!
'I the answers know-inf?! no way!
zeker weten?
'(are you) sure?'

immer erster sein
'always be first'

wat heb je gedaan?

de soep gekookt
'what did you do? cooked-part the soup'
ik een nieuw huis gekocht? hoe kom je erbij!
'I bought-part a new house? can you imagine!'
ik had een nieuw recept voor soep, ik die soep gekookt, nou vies joh
'I had a new recipe for soup, I cooked-part that soup, not tasty'
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(26) a.

b.

c.

d.

(27) a.

b.

I conclude that non-eventive verbs are not generally excluded in non-finite
structures. There might be other reasons for the ungrammaticality of examples such

as (24b). I will not go into this topic any further.

The tables (18)-(21) only contain inlinitival verbs. Past participles seem to have

a similar distribution and equal properties as infinitival verbs. Some examples are

given in (27): (27a) is a context-dependent root non-finite, (27b) is an exclamative
and (27c) is a declarative (narrative) non-finite. Past participles are not easily
compatible with imperative force.

Root non-finites containing an infinitival verb are called root infinitives, root non-
finites containing a past participle are called root participles.

7.2.1.3 Summary
There are no structural differences between context-dependent and context-
independent non-verbal main clauses (see 7.2.1.1). There are also no struchual
differences between context-dependent and context-independent root non-finites
(see 7.2.1.2). Moreover, non-verbal main clauses and root non-finites share the
same properties: nominative subjects may show up and objects (with objective
Case) may show up. Some subtypes have deviant properties. For example,
imperative root non-finites can only have pronominal subjects in a right-adjoined
position. However, these properties should not be attributed to their non-finiteness,
since imperatives with a finite verb form have similar properties. There are no
restrictions on the type of verb that occur in root non-finites.

In this section, the syntactic properties and pragmatic function of different types
of root clauses without a finite verb were discussed. In the next sections I
investigate the functional structure of such clauses; 7.2.2 reviews some releaynt
literature and 7.2.3 presents an account of structures without a finite verb.
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7.2.2 The literature

Cuepren 7

Any grammatical analysis of non-finite main clauses should at least be able to
answer the following questions: what (verbal) functional sffucture is present and
how is Case assigned if the regular Case assigner(s) is (are) missing. Reviewing
the literature in this section, I will focus on these questions.

7,2.2.1 Maximal lexical projections
Barton's book Nonsentential constituents (1990) discusses the grammatical
structure of non-finite root clausesro. Some examples are in (28).

(28) a. What happened in 1974?
A scandal in the White House.

b. What did President Nixon and his Executive staff try to do?
Obstruct justice.

The structures in (28) are context-dependent clauses; a non-verbal clause and a

root non-finite respectively. Very often such context-dependent clauses are called
fragments. Linguists traditionally have assumed that a full sentence is truncated by
ellipsis rules, which accounts for the grammatical as well as the semantic
interpretation of fragments, Within the grammar, a full sentential structure
dominated by the initial node of S is reduced to a fragment by the operation of
ellipsis. The full sentence source provides the semantic interpretation for the whole
sentence including the remaining fragment. Opposed to such an ellipsis analysis,
Barton proposes a non-sentential constituent structure analysis: the strucfures in
(28) are maximal projections of the lexical head not dominated by functional
projections. Her main argument is the occurrence of 'fragments' lacking a

discourse (or pragmatic) controller to trigger ellipsis rules (cf. context-independent
non-verbal main clauses in table (16); Baton does not discuss context-independent
root non-finites). Such fragments were fust noted by Yanofsky (1978). Some
examples are given in (29). Yanofsky provides English examples. In (29), it is
demonstrated that Dutch is similar to English in this respect.

(2e) a.

b.

c.

diefl dief'!
'thiefl thiefl'
jouw beurt
'your turn' - during a

de tijd?
'the time?' - at a bus

game of Monopoly

stop to a stranger

'o Barton discusses the pragmatic interpretation of non-finite root clauses as well, however, I will not
go into this topic.
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Discourse initial NPs, as the ones in (29), cannot be derived from fulI sentences

because there is no previous linguistic structure to trigger a deletion rule, nor is
there a pragmatic controller to guarantee recoverable deletion. An additional
argument against a fragment analysis in general is that an ellipsis analysis is

unable to obey the Condition of Recoverability, since many full sentences

correspond to one fragment. Consider the nominal 'fragment' in (30a) and a

number of possible colresponding full sentences in (30b).

(30) a. The White House staff doesn't visit Tip O'Neill in his Congressional
office. Old grudge.

b. That's because of an old grudge.

The White House staff has an old grudge against Tip O'Neill.
Tip O'Neill has an old grudge against the White House staff.
He never forgave them for an old grudge.

The list of possible full sentences in (30b) corresponding to the 'fragment' in (30a)

can easily be extended.
Barton's non-sentential constituent structure (NCS) analysis claims that

structures as in (28) and (29) are generated directly. To enable a direct generation
she claims that the initial node of X-bar theory is not S but X*: the maximal
projection of Infl generates sentence structures; the maximal projection of Comp
generates clausal structures; while the maxirnal projection of a lexical category
generates non-sentential constituent stnrctures (NCSs). NCSs are subject to the X-
bar scheme and the Projection Principle, which accounts for most of their
properties. The restriction to the X** level is claimed to predict exactly which
single, lexical items are well-formed NCSs. Obligatory complements of X must be

present, while optional specifiers and modifiers may be present as well. So, NCSs
just conform to the normal grammar.

The difference between sentential structures and NCSs is that the latter lack an

Infl node. Barton states that Infl triggers the Predication Principle in the grammar
as a licensing principle. This principle says that there is a compositional
relationship between a predicate and a subject within a sentence. The lack of Infl
in an NCS derived from V* has thus two important consequences. First, the verb
has a base form which does not exhibit tense or agreement. Second, the VP has

no external argument, since the subject-predicate relationship is defined within the
domain of Infl. The latter consequence, however, does not follow under the VP-
Internal-Subject-Hypothesis: this hypothesis assumes the subject to be generated

in Spec VP and moved to Spec IP for Case reasons. In addition to the questionable
theoretical status of the Predication Principle, there is also direct empirical
evidence for the possibility of subjects in non-finite structures. In the preceding
section I have shown that subjects are possible in all types of root non-finites.
Single noun phrases (in a non-verbal main clause) can have a 'subject'
interpretation. Examples are repeated in (31) for convenience.

l5l
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(31) a. wat gaan we doen? wij soep koken en jullie brood bakken
'what are we going to do? we cook-inf soup and you bake-inf bread'

b. ik een huis kopen?! geen denken aan!
'I buy a house? no way!'

c. ik heb een nieuw recept voor soep, ik die soep koken, vies joh
'I have a new recipe for soup, I cook-inf that soup, not tasty'

d. ik arme vrouw, arme ik
'I poor woman, poor I'

The presence of lexical subjects is not incompatible with a non-sentential structure
analysis if one adopts the VP-Internal-Subject-Hypothesis. The question remains
as to how a subject receives Case within VP. Since Case assignment in non-finite
utterances is problematic anyway, this cannot be considered a weakness of a NCS
analysis. Barton formulates the following rules concerning Case in NCSs. First of
all, when any NCS includes a NP with a governor (Infl, V or P), the Case rules
operate in a regular way. However, NCSs often include NPs without a governing
Case-assigner. These are single N* structures. Barton proposes the following Case

Rule for NP constituent structures: If N-* is the initial node, then assign any Case.

This rule is based on the observation that in English there is no one-to-one-relation
between Case and function in non-sentential constituent NPs. Consider the
examples in (32).

(32) a. John gave a book to someone
me

b. someone gave a book to John
mell

c. that book is someone's
mine

The example (32a) shows that independent pronouns in the objective Case are

well-formed in English. An objective pronoun is also grammatical if the pronorur
is interpreted as an agent within discourse, see (32b). However, a nominative
pronoun is acceptable as well in that case. Also genitive pronouns can be used
independently, as shown in (32c). Notice that the use of an objective pronoun with
an agent interpretation provides another argument against an ellipsis analysis,
which is exemplified in (33).

(33) a. who gave a book to John?

b. *me gave a book to John
c. me

The answer (33c) cannot be a reduction of the full sentence answer (33b), since
(33b) is ungrammatical. Barton concludes from the examples in (32) that there is
no one-to-one relation in English }{CS's between Case and function. In my
opinion, this is too firm a conclusion. Only an independent pronoun which is
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interpreted as an agent has some freedom with respect to its Case: it may have a

nominative or objective Case. Pronouns that have a (in)direct object interpretation
cannot be independent nominative pronouns, see (34alb), neither can pronouns

with a genitive interpretation be nominative or objective, see the example (34c).

(3a) a. John gave someone a book
{rI

b. John saw someone
*I

c. that book ts someone's
*I / *me

The examples in (34) disconfirm the rule that any Case can be assigned to a single
nominal phrase. In a fooh:ote, Barton presents an alternative Case rule. She

acknowledges the fact that in general the use of independent pronouns and the
judgement about their grammaticality is quite variable among native speakers of
English. ln this footnote, she states that there seems to be a fairly strong preference
for the consistent use of objective forms as independent pronouns. This means that
even agentive independent pronouns are not free with respect to their Case. For
speakers whose dialect or idiolect does not allow for independent pronouns
different from objective forms, Barton proposes a marked version of the Case Rule
for NP Constituent Stnrctures: If N-* is the initial node, then assign objective
Case. This rule seems to be empirically adequate for English (if we leave aside
genitive Case for a moment). But two remarks are in order here. First, there is still
no relation between Case and function. All NP Constitueut Stnrctures get objective
Case, irrespective of their function. Therefore, the rule cannot be generalized to
other languages, since in for example Dutch and German there is a relation
between Case and grammatical function. In Dutch, agentive (subject) pronouns
have nominative Case, both as independent pronouns and as part of a clause, while
non-agentive (subject) pronouns have non-nominative Case (see the tables in (13),
(16) and (18)-(21) in the preceding section). In German, the relation between
function and Case is even more clear since German has four morphologically
distinct Cases. German Case marking in non-finite main clauses will be discussed
in connection to the work of Schwabe (199a) in section 7.2.2.3. A second remark
concerning Barton's revised Case ruIe is that the occurrence of a non-nominative
pronoun in English in a nominative context is not restricted to independent
pronouns. In finite sentences non-nominative Case occurs where nominative Case

is expected. Example (35a) shows a nominal predicate, (35b) is a comparative and
(35c) is an equation.

(35) a. it is me / *I
b. he is the same age as me / *I
c. a boy like him I *he gets into trouble

153
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The corresponding constructions in Dutch contain a nominative pronoun. See the
examples in (36)r''12.

(36) a. dat ben ik / *mij
b. hij is even oud als ik / **U
c. een jongen zoals hij / *hem komt in de problemen

I conclude that Barton presents convincing arguments against an ellipsis analysis.
Non-finite main clauses do not result from truncation rules. An ellipsis analysis
might capture context-dependent clauses, such as elliptical answers and gapping,
but is not suitable for context-independent clauses, such as exclamative, imperative
and declarative root non-finites. I have demonstrated in section 7.2.1that context-
dependent and context-independent clauses have similar characteristics, which
justifies a similar account. I agree with Barton that all types of non-finite main
clauses are generated directly. However, this does not necessarily imply that they
are only maximal lexical projections, as Barton argues. I already rejected her
exclusion of subjects in root non-finites, for both theoretical and empirical reasons.
The question about Case assignment in non-finite clauses is not yet satisfactory
answered. In a study on English written telegrams, Barton (1998) argues that non-
finite utterances can be both sentential and non-sentential strucfures: the former
containing functional structure and the latter being maximal lexical projections
only. I will discuss this follow-up study in section 7.3. Now, I turn to the proposal
of Lasser (1997) that root non-finites are truncated functional structures (7.2.2.2).
I discuss the work of Schwabe (1994), who argues that all non-verbal clauses are

directly generated with a complete functional structure in section 7.2.2.3.

7.2.2.2 Truncated functional structure
Lasser (1997) presents the following syntactic properties of root infinitives (non-
finite main clauses containing an infinitival verb) in German. First, overt subjects

" There are some exceptions in Dutch where the nominal predicate has a non-nominative form.
(i) als ik jou was

'if l-nom wele you-acc'
(ii) is dat de meester? ja het is 'm

'is that the teacher? yes, it is him'
In (ii) a person is identified, but stress is not on the pronoun: only a reduced form of the pronoun is
possible.
12 The normative grarnmar of Dutch, for exarnple the ANS, rejects the objective pronoun in
comparative and equation contexts. However, some speakers of Dutch allow it. A possible explanation
is that the complementtzer (zo)a/s is re-interpreted as a preposition. Hans Bennis (pc) mentions the

exarnples (i)-(ii) which support this explanation.
(i) hij heeft meer boeken als ik/mij
(ii) hij heeft meer boeken als ilc/*mij CDs
In (i), a/s can be both a complementizer and a preposition, and consequently, both the nominative and
objective pronoun are possible. In (ii), als can only be a complementizer, and consequently, only the
nominative pronoun is possible.

'he has more books then Vme'
'he has more books than I/*me CDs'
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are possible. This was also demonsffated for Dutch in section 7.2.1.2. Second, root
infinitives may contain dropped elements; subjects, objects, determiners and

articles can be missing. Missing arguments were demonsffated for Dutch in section
7.2.L2. The interaction between non-finiteness and determiner omission is the

topic of part III of this dissertation. Third, modals and copula appear as infinitives.
This is also true for Dutch, as exemplified in (37).

(37) waarom iedere dag vers brood willen eten?

'*hy would one/we want to eat fresh bread every day?'
eerst niet mee doen en dan je willen beklagen
'first you don't participate and then you want to complain'

Fourth, all elements in root infinitives have to appear in their base position, not
just the verb. Objects directly precede the verb, according to Lasser. The examples

in (38), however, show that this is not true.

(38) ik dat huis in een opwelling kopen?! vast niet!
'I buy that house on impulse?! certainly not'
ik meteen die soep gisteren koken, komen ze niet
'I right away cook-inf that soup yesterday, now they don't come'

Lasser does not explain how these properties relate to the structural representation
of root infinitives. She only raises two arguments against the analysis of root
infinitives as fuIl-blown CPs. First, she states that

"if root infinitives were sentences in which the speaker simply chose not
to pronounce some material, in particular the finite element, we would
expect that in each case one could insert that finite element (and a

subject) and the sentence should be grammatical"
(Lasser 1997, page 82).

She demonsffates, however, that insertion of a finite element into a root infinitive
is possible, but changes the interpretation of the clause. This is also true for Dutch.
See the examples in (39).

(39) a. ik een huis kopen! nooit!
'I buy-inf a house! never!'

b. ik wil een huis kopen
'I want to buy a house'

The insertion of a finite modal in the exclamative structure (39a), yields (39b),
which can only have a declarative meaning. This is not due to the presence of a
modal verb - cf. the examples in (37) - but to the presence of a finite verb. This
observation does not automatically imply, however, that (39a) lacks a CP layer. An
alternative explanation is that Tense in (39a) has a specification which is not
compatible with a finite verb. Moreover, as Wijnen (p.c.) points out, the insertion
of the modal zou 'wonld' yields an irrealis meaning similar to (39a).
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Lasser's second argument against a full CP strucfure in root infinitives is the fact
that the order OSV is excluded. Although objects can scramble, as shown in (38),
they indeed cannot precede the subject. See the examples in (40).

(40) *dat huis ik morgen kopen
'that house I buy-inf tomorrow'

*die soep ik gisteren koken
'that soup I cook-inf yesterday'

Topicalization of an object targets Spec CP. So, if root infinitives are fuIl CP
structures, we would expect topicalization to be possible.

As a counterargument, I mention that other CP related phenomena, such as the
occurrence of wh-phrases (see the example in (37)), do show up in root infinitives.
Also Haegeman (1996) provides examples of root non-fmites which include wh-
phrases, and therefore concludes that these structures are fulI CPs. As an additional
argument, Haegeman claims that root non-finites express Mood, and that Mood is
encoded in C. Also Lasser herself argues that root non-finites can be declaratives,
exclamatives and interrogatives.

I conclude that Lasser does not present sufficient evidence for the assumption
that root infinitives are truncated at a level below CP. I will explain the
impossibility of topicalization in root non-finites in section 7.2.3.

In the next section, various proposals for a full CP structure in root non-finites
will be discussed.

7.2.2.3 Full functional structure
Schwabe (1994) presents a theory about the syntaxr3 of - what she calls
situative ellipses in German: incomplete utterances which are not only determined
by grammar, but are also heavily determined by the situative context. Her main
focus is on context-independent non-verbal main clauses, although she draws a

parallel to context-dependent non-verbal main clauses as well. She starts out her
discussion with the examples in (41).

( l) a. ein Schnellzug!
'a-[nominative] fast train'

b. einen Krankenwagen!
' a- [accusative] ambulance'

These nominal phrases are marked for different structural Cases in the absence of
a Case assigner. She claims that if structural Case shows up, the corresponding
structural position to which this Case is normally assigned must be present. Since
nominative is available in the Spec IP position, she assumes (ala) to be an IP,
with the nominal phrase in the specifier position and an empty I head. Schwabe

13 Shwabe discusses the semantics of situative ellipses as well, but I will not go into this topic.
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neglects the fact that in normal grcfirmar nominative is only available with a finite
I head. She does not discuss this topic. A possible solution is to assume that the

empty I is in fact finite. Whether this assumption fits her theory about the status

of empty elements in context-independent non-verbal clauses will be discussed
below.

Schwabe further claims that the syntactic Mood features are in I. Since non-
finite main clauses can display all different moods - interrogative, declarative,
exclamative and imperative - IP has to be present in non-finite main clauses. Such

an IP dominates a VP in which positions for arguments other than the subject and
adjuncts are available. The example in (4lb) is an IP, with the nominal phrase

einen Krankenwagen in the complement position of V, while both the head and
specifier of IP and VP are empty. Although the nominal phrase is in the correct
structural position to receive Case, strucfural Case is not available with an empty
verb, according to Schwabe (see below for the status of empty elements). She

formulates the contexts in (42) in which arguments within a VP with an empfy V
head receive a default Case.

(42) (i) ...[,, (Dp*,+e; ppaca*o vo] ...

(ii) ...[,r ppnom'-A vo] ...

Rule (i) assigns dative to an indirect object and accusative to a direct object; the
+l feature with DP means that we are dealing with an argument. Rule (ii) assigns

nominative to a predicate which is marked -A, that is, a nominal complement of
a copula. Notice that Schwabe does not include a context in (a2) in which a

subject receives default nominative. An empty I seems to assign a structural
nominative to a subject. Schwabe does not explain why an empty I can assign

Case, but an empty verb carurot assign Case.

Schwabe hypothesizes that context-independent non-finite main clauses are

generated by normal grammar rules, which include the rule Xi + e to generate

empty categories. Specifrc base generated empty categories are filled as a result
of move alpha. Non-verbal clauses and root non-finites arise if categories remain
empty in syntax or at LF. A context-independent clause may not contain more
empty categories than necessary for a sensible interpretation. For example, empty
adjectives or adverbs are abandoned. Schwabe formulates some filters to prevent
overgeneralization of empty categories (which I will not discuss). Schwabe
presents the examples in (a3) in favour of the hlryothesis that context-independent
non-verbal clauses are full sentences (containing empty categories).

(a3) a. leider eine fiinf
'unfortunately a five'

b. wohin die Tasche
'where the cup'
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c. den Tee fiir mich
'the tea for me'
zu mir den Koffer
'to me the suitcase'

In (43a) a nominal phrase is accompanied by a sentence adverb. Since adjunction
to NP is usually excludedra, additional structure must be present. For scope
reasons, sentence adverbs are assumed to be adjoined to IP. The example in (a3b)
contains a wh-phrase. Schwabe claims that wh-phrases are in the Spec IP position.
Example (43b) does not only show that IP must be present, but moreover, that wh-
movement takes place in non-verbal clauses15. In addition to wh-movement, also
topicalization takes place in non-verbal clauses, as exemplified in (a3c). This is an

additional argument for the clausal status of non-finite main clauses.

Schwabe draws a parallel between context-independent clauses and context-
dependent clauses. Examples of the latter type are given in (aa).

$$ a. Moritz ist grtisser als Jana

'Moritz is bigger as Jana'
b. Maria trinkt Cola und Gustav Bier

'Maria drinks cola and Gustav beer'
c. Wer schreibt den Brief? er'

'who-nom writes the letter? he-nom'
Wem schreibt Maria? ihrer Mutter
'who-dativ does Maria write? her-dativ mother'

The example in ( aa) shows a comparative, (44b) is a case of gapping, while in
(aac) we are dealing with elliptical answers. Just as context-independent clauses,
dependent clauses as in (44) are generated by normal grarnmar rules, including the

rule which generates empty categories. Both types of non-finite structures display
a fulI sentence structure (IP) with empfy syntactic categories. However, the status
of the empty categories differs across the two types of structures. In context-
dependent structures, as the ones in (44), the empty category is a lexical pro-
element, which is similar to the corresponding phonologically non-empty lexical
entry. Under this assumption, the Case of nominal answers such as (aac) is easily
explained, since the relevant empty pro-element can be reconstructed as a Case

assigner. This means that no default Case has to be invoked in context-dependent

ro But cf. Sturm (1986):335.
15 Schwabe's analysis differs from the theory of Chomsky (1986) in that Chomsky assumes that wh-
movement and topicalisation target CP. He also assumes that Mood is represented in CP. Therefore,
all arguments that Schwabe presents for the IP status of context-independent non-verbal clauses would
count as evidence for the presence of CP within Chomsky's framework.
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clausesr6. In context-independent clauses, on the other hand, the empty categories

are phonologically and semantically empty. Th.y only have syntactic category
features and syntactic information about the level of projection. Therefore, empty

elements in context-independent clauses cannot be reconstructed as Case assigners,

so Default Case has to be invoked. Now the question remains how a non-finite I
can assign nominative to a subject. I already suggested as a possible solution that
I is in fact finite, that is, that the empty I has the feature [+finite]. Schwabe states

that empty categories in context-independent clauses are semantically empty, but
that they do contain (some) syntactic information. The feature [finiteness] might
be included in that information. A problem for this assumption is that in normal
grammar the feature [+finite] must be checked by moving a verb to I, othenvise
the structure is ungrammatical. It is unclear whether I can be checked by an empty
verb.

The finiteness of main clauses that lack a finite verb and the status of I will be

further discussed in section 7.2.3. See also the discussion of Beukema &
Coopmans (1989) about English imperatives below (section 7.2.2.4).

In conclusion, Schwabe presents a theory of non-verbal main clauses in which
context-independent and context-dependent clauses have a similar syntactic
structure. This is in accordance with the observation in section 7.2.1 that there are

no empirical differences between non-verbal dependent and independent main
clauses in Dutch. In addition, I observed that there were no differences between
non-verbal clauses and root non-finites either. Schwabe does not discuss root non-
finites, but her theory of non-verbal main clauses can easily be extended to root
non-finites. Root non-finites are fuIl sentences (IPs) in which V is not an empty
category, but a lexical verb. Therefore, Case assigned by V is readily available in
root non-finites, no default Case has to be invoked for internal objects.

A similar analysis as the one of Schwabe (1994) is indeed proposed for root
non-finites by Fries (1983). He concentrates on context-independent root non-
finites. He distinghuises eight different types which cover all the types I
distinguished in section 7.2.L. Therefore, I will not discuss these any further. Fries
assumes the structures in (45) for root non-finites.

(4s) (i)
(ii)

[, ["o.,

[, [,o,,,,

[+/- WH]l [. [,0 PRO] [,,0 [-tenseJJ t* X111

[+/- WH]l [, ["0 NP ] [,nu [-tense]l [,, X111

Fries argues that the Comp node is motivated by the possibility of wh-phrases,
since the normal position of wh-phrases is Comp. The specification of Infl as [-
tense] is a purely morphosyntactic charaterization: there is no tense or agreement

16 Schwabe is not very specific about the question how nominal phrases get the correct case in context-
dependent clauses. She assumes a filter to check whether nominal phrases A and B that are in a similar
position have a similar case. Phrase A is part of the sfucture that contains the antecedent and phrase

B is in the non-verbal clause. Notice that the assignment of objective case to an agenfive independent
pronoun in a non-verbal clause in English is problematic in this respect.
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specified on V. It does not necessarily mean that no tense is specified with respect
to semantics. Aspect is expressed in root non-finites as the distinction between
perfective and non-perfective. The difference between the structures (45i) and
(45ii) is the 'subject': in structure (ii) a nominative NP is present in S, while in
structure (ii) this position contains PRO. This PRO element has the same

charateristics as pro in full finite sentences: it has a theta-role, it lacks an

antecedent and is in a subcategorized position. Notice the parallel with the analysis
of Schwabe; she also states that context-independent clauses contain empty
categories that do not have an antecedent. Fries clearly assumes the presence of
nominative Case in a non-finite structures, however, he does not discuss the origin
of this Case.

I summarize the arguments in favour of a full CP structure in root non-finites.
First, subjects can be present. Recall that Barton (1990) assumes that subjects are

excluded in root non-finites, and that this is due to the absence of IP. I
demonstrated that this assumption is both empirically and theoretically incorrect
(see 7.2.2.1). Second, root non-frnites can express different moods: imperative,
declarative, exclamative and interrogative. If mood is encoded in C, the expression
of mood requires the presence of C. Third, the interrogative mood is overtly
expressed by means of wh-phrases (although the occurrence of wh-phrases is
marginal).

1.2.2.4 Default case

In the previous sections, the functional structure of root non-finites was discussed.
In this section, I shortly discuss a few proposals for the mechanism which assigns

Case in non-finite structures.
Usually a default Case is assumed for the subject of a root non-finite. In Dutch,

default Case is nominative (Van Koster 1987, Zonneveld 1994) while in English
default Case is objective (Chung & Mc Closkey 1987, Barton 1990, Aarts 1992).

Van Zonneveld (1994) discusses exclamative structures and 'impoverished'
language which is found in comics and children's books. He invokes a default
strategy, however, he does not set aray restrictions on default nominative
assignment: An NP receives nominative by default if no Case assigner is present.
This general rule does not prevent nominative assignment to either subjects of
infinitival complements or NPs which are no subjects.

Koster (1987) claims that nominative is a default Case for subjects of subject-
predicate combinations. To prevent default nominative Case assignment to subjects
of infinitival complements Koster formulates the following filter:
*[r..NPnom..V] unless NPnom agrees with V, where S is a governed cornplement.

Beukema & Coopmans (1989) discuss English imperatives. They assume a full
functional structure for imperatives. The inflectional node IP has the feature [-
Tense], since imperatives do not show a tense opposition. However, imperatives
seem to be [+Agr], which is inferred from the fact that both singular and plural
subjects can occur, as well as second and third person subjects, see (46). The
examples (46.4.), (46B) and (46C) show that Dutch is similar in this respect.
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(a6) a. you be quiet now
A. jij nu stil zijn
b. nobody move
B. niemand bewegen
c. cyclists keep in left lane

C. fietsers links voorsorteren

Imperatives then have a feature specification which differs from both finite and
infinitival clauses, as shown in (a7).
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(47) finite clauses:

infinitival clauses:

imperative:

[*Tense, +Agr]

[-Tense, -Agr]

[-Tense, +Agr]

Beukema & Coopmans assume that subjects of imperatives are assigned
nominative, although this cannot be shown in EnglishtT. They follow Chomsky
(1981) in assuming that Agr and not Tense is responsible for Case assignment to
a subject. We end up with a full CP structure for imperatives, in which nominative
is available by virtue of its [+Agr] feature (but see ftn. 17). If no lexical subject
is present, the subject position is occupied by an empty element which receives the
interpretation of adressee from the discourse.

Koster (1987) and Beukema & Coopmans (1989) restrict default nominative to the

subject of a root non-finite. They correctly exclude the subject position of an
infinitival clause from nominative Case assignment (as opposed to Van zonneveld
1994). However, a default nominative is also available in dislocated positions.
Both subjects and objects can be dislocated in Dutch, as exemplified in (48).

(a8) a. die verraadster, ze heeft hem aangegeven bij de politie
'that traiffess, she has reported him to the police'

b. die verrader, ze heeft hem aangegeven bij de politie'
'that traitor, she has reported him to the police'

t7 Reuland (1983) also uses the classification of sentence types by means of the featwes [+ Tense, t
Agr]. He discusses -l'ng consfuctions, and considers nominative -ing constructions in absolute position
as instantiations of the [-Tense, +Agr] type. He gives the example in (i).
(i) Roddy tried to avoid Elaine, he being a confirmed bachelor
However, Reuland notes that for many speakers of English the nominative of the -rzg subject altemates
with a morphological objective, see (ii).
(ii) Roddy tried to avoid Elaine, him being a confirmed bachelor
A preference for the objective case is even more clear with first person pronouns, If the objective case

is indeed preferred in the -iag construction, and the -ing construction is characterized as [-Tense, +Agr],
it should be concluded that [-Tense, +Agr] contexts give rise to default case.
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In Dutch, morphological Case is not expressed on determiners and nouns. The

German examples in (49), however, show that the dislocated argument receives a

nominative Case, which is the default Case in German. The examples are taken
from Engel (1988) and Zifonun et al. (1997).

(a9) a. der Hans, den mag ich
'the-nom Hans, he-acc I like'

b. man pflichtete dem jungen Atomphysiker, Student an einer
Renomieruniversit 6t, begeistert bei
'they enthousiastically agreed with the-dativ young nuclear physicist,
student-nom at a reputable university'

c. eines bekannten Journalisten, Meister seines Faches
'a-genitive well-known reporter, master-nom in his profession'

In (49), the dislocated arguments have a nominative Case, irrespective of the Case

of the corresponding argument in the finite sentence. In English, dislocated
arguments receive a default objective, as shown in (50).

(50) him, I think, he went home

Default (nominative) Case for the dislocated arguments in (48)-(50) is not
dependent on the feature [+Agr]. Since it is conceptually unattractive to have fwo
different mechanisms for default nominative Case ([+Agr] and dislocated position),
I will argue in the next section that default Case is only available in non-structural
- that is, dislocated - position.

7.2.2.5 Conclusion
The merit of the analysis of both Barton (7.2.2.1) and Schwabe (7.2.2.3) is that
context-dependent and context-independent non-finite main clauses are assigned
similar syrrtactic structures. Differences between the two types are accounted for
at a level of interpretation: semantics, pragmatics or LF, The syntactic structures
are generated by the normal grammar. I argued against the non-sentential
constituent analysis of Barton (1990) in which root non-finites are lexical
projections only. I also argued against the truncated structure analysis of Lasser
(1997) in which root non-finites lack the CP level. I assume that root non-finites
are full CP structures (cf. Fries 1983, Schwabe 1994, Haegeman 1996, Avrutin in
press). Supportive arguments for this assumption concem the presence of subjects,
the possibility of wh-phrases and the expression of all different moods. In the next
section, I present an account of root non-finites in Dutch.

7,2.3 The analysis of non-finite main clauses in Dutch

I assume root non-finites to be full functional structures. In root non-finites no
tense distinction is overtly expressed on a verb. However, root non-finites show
up in both present (51a), past (51b) and future (51c) contexts.
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(51) a. de conducteur floot al, dus ikrennen, maar ikwas net te laat
'the conductor already whistled, so I run-in{ but I was too late'

b. ik heb een nieuw recept voor soep, ik die soep maken, niet te eten

'I have a new recipe for soup, I make-inf that soup, not tasty'
c. morgen eerst je huiswerk maken

'tomortow first your homework do-inf

Lasser (1997) reaches the same conclusion that root non-finites in normal, adult

language have a past, present or fufure interpretation.
I assume TP to be underspecified iu root non-finites; they display [u-tense]. This

assumption is against Beukema & Coopmans (1989), who claim imperatives to be

infinitives ([-tense]). The underspecified Tense contains an empty element which
is interpreted in the discourse (cf. Avrutin in press). I assume C to be

underspecified as well. C and T share their tense features. This can be clearly
demonstrated for embedded clauses: in [-tense] contexts, C contains an infinitival
complementizer, while in [+tense] contexts, C contains a finite complemerfiizer.
The underspecified C gets a discourse interpretation, which is available in first
position. Since C and T share their tense features, the empfy tense element receives

the discourse interpretation via C.

I further assume structural nominative only to be available in [+tense] contexts,

that is, contexts in which tense is overtly realized. No structural nominative is

available in [-tense] and [u-tense] contexts. Default norninative can be assigned in
dislocated positions. I claim that subjects in root non-finites are in dislocated
position and receive a default nominative. The examples in (52) demonsffate that
subjects in root non-finites are outside VP.

(52) a. wat moeten we doen?
de jongens eerst de boodschappen snel opnrimen en de meisjes ...
'what do we have to do?

the boys first the shopping quickly take away and the girls ..'
b. fietsers in het weekend een valhelm dragen

'cyclists in the weekend wear a helmet'
c. ik morgen het huis stiekem verkopen? hoe kom je erbij!

'I tomorrow the house on the sly sell'

If adjuncts can only be adjoined to maximal projections, the position of the subject
in the examples in (52) can be inferred in the following way. In the elliptical
answer (52a) the lowest adjunct snel'quickly' marks the VP boundary. The object
de boodschappen 'the shopping' is in a higher projection (AgrOP), to which in
turn the adjunct eerst ofirst' is adjoined. The subject de jongens 'the boys'
precedes the highest adjunct, and is clearly outside VP. The same line of reasoning

holds true for the imperative (52b) and the exclamative (52c). The examples in
(52) demonstrate that the subjects are outside W, but not that they are in
dislocated position. An argument for the dislocated position of subjects in root
non-finites is the impossibility of topicalization. Lasser (1997) observes that
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topicalization of non-subjects is impossible in root non-finites. This observation
is correct. I repeat the examples (40) for convenience as (53).

(53) *dat huis ik morgen kopen
'that house I buy-inf tomorrow'

*die soep ik gisteren koken
'that soup I cook-inf yesterday'

Lasser concludes from the unavailability of topicalization that the CP layer is
missing in root non-finites. However, if subjects are in dislocated position,
adjoined to CP, the order OSV is also excluded. A subject which is adjoined to CP
will precede all other sentence elements. Just as topicalization, wh-phrases also
target Spec CP. I consider wh-phrases in root non-finites to be marginally
acceptable only. However, root non-finites including wh-phrases can be found in
the literature (cf. Lasser 1997, Haegeman 1996). See the examples in (54a).

(5a) a. waarom iedere dag vers brood willen eten?
'why every day fresh bread want-inf (to) eat?'
waarom niet eerst naar huis gaan?
'why not first go'inf home?'

b. *waarom jij iedere dag vers brood willen eten?

'why you every day fresh bread want-inf (to) eat?'
*waarom jij niet eerst naar huis gaan?

'*hy you not first go-inf home?'

I demonstrate in (54b) that subjects are impossible in root non-finites which
include a wh-phrase. This observation corroborates the assumption that subjects
are in dislocated position: subjects carmot be in internal sentence position. This
does not mearr, however, that subjects in root non-finites can precede wh-phrases.
Dislocated subjects do not precede wh-phrases, neither in finite sentences (55a) nor
in root non-finites (55b). I have no explanation for this observation.

(55) a. ik, ik wil iedere dag vers brood eten
*ik, waarom wil ik iedere dag vers brood eten?
'me, (*why) I want to eat fresh bread every day'

b. *jij waarom iedere dag vers brood willen eten?
'you (*why) every day fresh bread want-inf (to) eat'

I conclude that subjects in root non-finites are in dislocated position where they
receive a default nominative Case. One final question with respect to default Case
assignment remains: how can subjects in infinitival clauses be excluded? Recall
that Koster (1987) formulates a special filter on default Case assignment, while
Beukema & Coopmans (1989) exclude infinitival clauses from default Case by
means of the feature [-Agr]. I do not need a special filter or rule, however. The
resffiction of default Case to adjoined positions automatically excludes subjects in
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infinitival clauses. Infinitival clauses, being embedded clauses, do not allow for
dislocated subjects. See (56).

(56) a. *ik beloof [ik dat ik iedere dag vers brood eet]
'I promise [me that I eat fresh bread every day]'

b. *ik beloof [ik (om) iedere dag vers brood te eten]

'I promise [me to eat fresh bread every day]'

I now return to non-finite main clauses in Dutch. How about objective Case for
a direct (or indirect) object? In root non-finites there is no problem. Objective Case

is associated with fransitive verbs; they project an AgrOP in which the object
receives Case. Objective Case is not dependent on the phrase structure; it is also
available in infinitival clauses, where subjects are excluded. But what if there is
no verb? I assume the full functional structure to be present in a1l non-finite main
clauses, however, the presence of AgrOP depends on the features of the verb. So,

although ttre verb is not overtly realized, its features must be present at a certain
level. I assume that we are dealing with a phonologically empty verb, which
projects an AgrO phrase in which objective Case for a direct object is available.
The same holds true for an indirect object and its corresponding AgrIO phrase.

The assumption of a phonologically empty verb is in accordance with the proposal
by Schwabe (199a) for context-dependent non-finite clauses (see section 7.2.2.3).
It also fits the intuitive idea that a verb is present in an elliptical answer (which
corresponds to the verb in the question). For non-verbal imperatives and
exclamatives this assumption is less obvious. However, hilo remarks can be made
here. First, although imperatives and exclamatives are considered to be

independent of a linguistic context, they are clearly directly related to the
pragmatic context. This is true for both the verbal and non-verbal fype. See the
examples of exclamative constructions in (57).

(57) a.

b.

hij een huis kopen! dat geloof ik niet!
'he buy a house! I don't believe it!'
hern?! voor moord?! dat geloof ik niet!
'him? for murder? I don't believe it!'

The exclamative in (57a) is only a pragmatically correct and interpretable utterance
if the fact that he will buy a house is the topic of current conversation. The
exclamatives in (57b) can only be uttered if the fact that the police has arrested
him for murder is currently discussed. It is reasonable to assume that the utterance
which introduced this topic in the conversation contained the verh arresteren
'arrest'. We can say that the exclamative is indirectly dependent on the linguistic
context. The same phenomenon is encountered when an imperative strucfure is
used. In this respect, imperatives and exclamatives resemble elliptical answers: a

verbal structure - with a verb - is implied with the use of the
imperative/exclamative. This is 'translated' into the assumption of an underlying
phonologically empty verb in the Case of non-verbal imperatives and exclamatives.
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Second, a theoretical argument for the presence of VP containing a verb in non-
verbal main clauses can be given. I argued that the full verbal functional structure
is present in such constructions. If we assume that functional projections are
projected from a lexical projection, then the lexical projection VP is implied by the
presence of verbal functional projections such as Tense, Agreement and CP. It is
questionable whether VP, being the starting point of the entire functional structure,
can be radically empty. I believe that it can only be phonologically empty. Just as

in the case of elliptical answers, the empty verb has the potention to project an
AgrOP in which objective is available for an object.

I argued that all types of non-finite main clauses have an identical structure: they
are full CP structures. The only difference between the different types concerns
restrictions on the presence of a subject. I claim that this difference is not due to
the functional structure of the clauses. Since the aim of this section was to
determine the functional structure of non-finite main clauses in adult Dutch, I will
not go into the restrictions on subjects in detail. I will confine myself to a general
explanation.

Although subjects are possible in all types of non-finite main clauses, their
occurrence is restricted in context-dependent root non-finites and verbal
imperatives. See the examples in (58).

(58) a. wat gaan we doen?
*wij de soep koken
'what are we going to do? *we cook-inf the soup'
ik de soep koken en jij brood bakken
'I cook-inf the soup and you bake-inf bread'

b. *jij alle groente opeten
'you finish-ing all the vegetables'
jij, alle groente opeten en jij, je vlees opeten
'you finish-inf all the vegetables and you finish-inf your meat'

A pronoun subject is not possible in (58) unless the clauses are coordinated and
their subjects refer to different people. In section 7.2.1.2, I informally stated that
subjects in such constructions are not expressed, ifthey can easily be traced back
to their antecedent. This can be understood in the following way. Subjects in root
non-finites receive a default nominative. I assume that default Case is a Last
Resort strategy, which is only invoked when necessary. Therefore, subjects are
preferably omitted in root non-finites. They show up if their presence is
pragmatically required.

7.3 Reduced normal language and agrammatic speech

In the preceding sections the syntactic properties and functional structure of non-
finite main clauses in Dutch were investigated. Non-finite utterances are especially
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cornmon to various t)?es of reduced language: telegram style, diary style,

cookbook style, headlinese, motherese, foreigner talk and so on. But also to child
language and agrammatic speech. Recently, two studies are published in which
root non-finites in child language and/or agrammatic speech are related to root
non-finites in normal adult language (Lasser 1997, Avrutin in press). But also in
the beginning of this century, it has already been observed that agrammatic
speakers use nornal telegraphic style. Isserlin (1922) states that correct telegram
style is not faulty or imperfect language, but that it is a grammatical means of
simple communication used by educated normal speakers under certain conditions.
He puts forward the hypothesis that agrammatic patients do not produce random
ungrarnmatical sentences, but resort to the telegraphic register. The hypothesis of
Isserlin is further elaborated into the Adaptation Theory of Kolk and his colleagues
(among others Kolk & Van Grunsven 1985, Kolk, Heling & Keyser 1990,

Hofstede 1992). The Adaptation Theory will be shortly discussed in section 17.2.2.

In seven European countries, a major study into the grammatical structure of
telegraphese (written telegram style) has been undertaken. This European Telegram
Project (ETP) includes the following languages: English, Dutch, German, Swedish,

Italian, Finnish and Hungarian. A corpus of data in each language was produced
by asking subjects to write telegrams in response to situational prompts (see Tesak

et al. 1995 for the methodology and some cross-linguistic results). For some

languages, the normal written telegrams are compared to agrarnmatic speech, in
order to check the hypothesis of Isserlin.

Section 7.3.1presents Barton's (1998) examination of the English ETP corpus.

On basis of this corpus, she extends her earlier analysis of non-finite main clauses
(Barton 1990), which was discussed in section 7.2.2.1. Section 7.3.2 concerns the

comparison of telegraphese and agrammatic speech.

7.3.1 English telegraphese

Barton (1998) distinguishes different utterance tlpes in the English corpus of
written telegrams. Some qrpes consist of finite stnrctures: full grammatical
structures, finite sentences with a deleted fust person subject, finite sentences with
a deleted complementizer, determiner or prepositions. Finite telegraphic structures
will not be discussed in this section. The other types are non-finite clauses. Barton
distinguishes non-sentential phrases, phrases with a deleted auxiliary and

imperatives. See examples of non-sentential phrases in (59).

(59) sudden flu attack
still at JFK

The non-sentential phrases are either NPs, PPs, APs or AdvPs. The non-sentential
phrases get the maximal lexical projection-analysis as argued for in Barton (1990),
see section 7.2.2.1, It is important to note that VPs are not included in the non-
sentential phrase types. It is not clear whether Barton (1998) theoretically excludes
the possibility of VPs as non-sentential phrases. A fact is that all non-finite verbal
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clauses get a full sentence structure analysis (as opposed to the analysis in Barton
1990). Barton assumes auxiliary deletion in these cases. Consider first deletion of
the auxiliary have or be. Some examples are in (60).

(60) car broken down
problems arisen
flight cancelled

These structures have overt nominal subjects. Barton argues that such examples
display a subject-predicate structure, which provides syntactic evidence for their
derivation from a full sentence. Recall that Barton does not adopt the VP-internal-
subject-hypothesis. The subject-predicate relation can only be stated at the level
of IP. An additional argument for being derived from full sentences is the fact that
some of the examples in (60) contain specific past participle forms, broken and
arisen. Often past participles and regular past tense forms are not morphologically
distinct in English; see the form cancelled in (60). However, broken and arisen are
distinct from the past tense forms broke and arose, respectively. A second group
of auxiliary deletion structures seem to derive from the deletion of fufure will, and
in addition deletion of the first person subject. Examples are given in (61).

(61) arrive later
explain later
see you late evening

Barton takes the presence of the future adverbial as evidence that the future tense
auxiliary will is deleted. I agree on the assumption of a sentential (functional)
structure for examples such as (60) and (61). However, this does not necessarily
imply that a rule of auxiliary deletion is at work here. Consider imperatives now,
which also get a sentential sffucture analysis. Barton adheres to the traditional
analysis of imperatives as structures that derive from a full sentence followed by
deletion of a subjecl you plus modal will. However, the ellipsis analysis has clear
disadvantages, as pointed out earlier. It was already shown that imperatives can
have subjects different from you, examples are repeated here for convenience in
(62a). In addition, auxiliaries other than will can be found in tag questions with
imperative structures, as shown in the example in (62b).

(62) a. nobody move
cyclists keep in right lane

b. save us a seat, can one of you

Therefore, I prefer a direct generation analysis for imperatives (cf. Beukema &
Coopmans 1989). There is no subject and auxiliary deletion. Instead, IP has the
feature [u-tense] which results in the absence of a finite verb. The subject position
can be either filled with a lexical subject or with an empty element receiving a
discourse interpretation. This analysis can be extended to other root non-finites as
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well, such as the structures in (60) and (61). So, I agree with Barton that root non-
finites are fuIl functional structures. However, I propose to replace the ellipsis
analysis by a direct generation analysis.

7.3.2 Comparing normal telegraphese and agrammatic speech

I now turn to the comparison of normal reduced language to agrammatic speech.

Isserlin (1922) claims that agrammatic patients resort to the normal elliptical
register. If this is true, no differences should be found between normal reduced
language and agrammatic speech. I first discuss the comparison of written telegram
style to agrarrmatic speech. Thereafter, I switch the attention to reduced spoken
language in Dutch.

Tesak (1994) discusses the Dutch ETP data and compares these to agrammatic
speech. He found that 40.5Yo of the total number of telegraphic utterances in the
Dutch corpus consists of non-finite clauses. These non-finite clauses include
nominal phrases (63a), adjective and participle constructions (63b), adjective and
participle constructions with a nominal argument (63c), infinitives (63d) and
infinitives with a nominal argument (63e). All types of non-finite clauses may
include adjuncts.

(63) a. griep
'influenza'

b. ziek
'ill'
wegens ziekte verhinderd
'because-of illness prevented'

c. auto kapot
'car broken-down'
vlucht geaunuleerd

'flight cancelled'
d. afhalen

'pick-up'
e. neef afhalen

'nephew pick-up'

Tesak does not discuss the distribution of these types across Dutch telegraphese
and agrammatism. He restricts himself to omission patterns. He concludes that in
general, the same categories are subject to substantial deletion in telegraphese and
agrammatism: prepositions, determiners, pronouns and sernantically empty verbs.

The overall amount of omission is almost equal in telegraphese and agrammatism:
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60.9% and 62.5Yo respectively". Despite the similar overall omission rate, some
differences emerge when comparing individual grammatical morphemes. The
omission rate for prepositions is twice as high in agrammatism as in telegraphese,
Determiners are almost completely lacking in telegraphese, while they show an
omission rate of only 57Yo in agrammatism. Main verbs are hardly ever omitted
in telegraphese, while they show 20Yo omission in agrammatism. In addition,
omission of semantically empty verbs is higher in agrammatism (72.5%) than in
telegraphese (55.1%). Tesak remains undecided whether he should stress the
similarities or the differences between telegraphese and agrarnmatism. Notice,
however, that he presents only quantitative differences. Since no qualitative
differences show up, we may conclude that agrarnmatics and telegram-writers use

the same set of syntactic rules and devices to produce their reduced speech. The
actual use of these rules in a given situation remains optional.

For Swedish, qualitative differences between telegrahese and agrarnmatism are
observed in Ahlsdn (1993). The Swedish telegrams are similar to the Dutch
telegrams. In the speech of two Swedish agrammatic patients, however, Ahls6n
found only few and heterogenous omissions of grammatical categories and no
generally used typical structures other than noun phrase plus verb and/or adjective.
These qualitative differences do not endanger the conclusion that agrammatics use

a similar set of rules as telegram-writers. Agrammatics might use less structures
than normals do, but they do not seem to produce structures that normals do not
use. So, no specific rules are invoked in agrammatic speech. In addition, Ahls6n
found two qualitative differences that can be problematic with respect to our
conclusion. First, in agrammatic speech word order problems occur in clauses with
reversed word order. Swedish is a verb second language: the subject precedes the
finite verb unless another element is preposed. See the examples (64); $aa) is the
normal order while (64b) is an agrammatic utterance.

(64) a. sen gf,r hon till skogen
'then goes she to forest+def

b. sen hon gir till skogen
'then she goes to forest+def

Ahlsdn does not present numbers, so it is unclear how frequent verb second fails
in agrammatic speech. It is interesting to note, however, that all utterances like
(64b), which are produced by a single patient, have intial sen'then"e. One could

It Tesak notes that in other studies on Dutch and German agrammatism different omission rates are

found (cf. Tesak & Dittmann 1991, Kolk & Heeschen 1992), which donotcorrespond to the omission
rate he found for Dutch telegraphese. This is due to the fact that agrammatism is an extemely variable
phenomenon.

''Ahlsdn (1993) only presents the one example given in (66b). However, the same patient is discussed

in Comrie (1990), who argues for a problem with verb second in Swedish. He mentions that "all the

relevant examples that occur, incidentally, include the adverbial sen 'then, later"'. In addition to this
Swedish patient, Comrie presents the data of an lcelandic patient who shows a similar behaviour: the
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argue that sen is a narrative connector which is not part of the syntactic structure.
Second, substitutions occur in Swedish agrammatic speech. Again, Ahls6n does not
present any numbers, so I cannot judge the frequency of substitutions. In the one

example that she provides a present tense verb is substituted for an infinitive.
Infinitives do not seem to be a frequent utterance type in Swedish telegraphese.

Ahlsdn concludes that there are both similarities and differences between Swedish
telegraphese and agrammatism. She states that differences might be due to the fact
that the interaction patterns differ: in the case of agrammatic speech an interlocutor
is present who, only by being there, provides some feedback to the patient. Also
the means of expression is different: speech against writing.

Hofstede (1992) compares Dutch and German agrammatic speech to normal
ellipsis in spoken language and foreigner talk. I only discuss his results with
respect to normal spoken language. Subjects were asked to talk about any topic
they liked in an informal interview situation. Hofstede distinguishes ten ffies of
non-finite utterances; half of these are isolated predicates while the other half are

subject-predicate constructions. All types may include adjuncts. Table (65) presents

the distribution of the ten types in normal spoken Dutch and agrammatic speech.

utterance types normal language
N%

agrammatic speech
N %

V infin
NP
PP

Adjective
Adverb

106 t9%
248 45%
62 11%
38 7%
44 8%

240 23%
419 40%
47 4o/o

69 7%
86 8%

NP + Vinfin
NP+NP
NP+PP
NP + 46i
NP + Adv

t2 ?%
11 2%
sl%
81%
13 2%

41 4%
64 6%
8 1o/o

34 3o/o

44 4%

total 547 100% 1046 100%

: drstnbutron of non-trmte utterances rn normal sDoken

agrammatic speech after Hofstede (1992)

Hofstede draws the following conclusions. All types of non-finite utterances occur
in both normal and agrammatic speech. The distribution of types is roughly the
same. The overwhelming majority of utterances consists of isolated predicates.

incorrect order adverbial-subject-Vfin, whith the adverbial pfa or svo, which have the similar meaning
'then, later'.

t7t
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Within this group, single NPs and non-finite verbs are the most frequent. Finally,
utterances without a verb outnumber utterances with a non-finite verb. No
qualitative differences between norrnals and agrammatics are observed.

Summary and conclusions

This chapter deals with the verbal functional stmcture of Dutch. I argued for the
general phrase structure iu (66).

(66) CP - AgrSP - TP - AgrOP - I.IegP - VP

I demonstrated that different t1ryes of non-finite main clauses occur in normal adult
Dutch. Not only finite sentences, but also non-finite main clauses display the full
functional structure in (66). In non-finite clauses, TP contains the feature [u-tense].
An empty tense element is interpreted in the discourse. Discourse interpretation is
mediated by an empty C. Subjects in root non-finites are in dislocated position,
where they receive a default nominative. In non-verbal main clauses the VP
contains a phonologically empty verb with the potention to project an AgrOP, in
which objective Case is available. Non-finite main clauses are generated by the
normal grarnmar rules. Some literature was discussed in which non-finite main
clauses in normal adult language are compared to non-finite clauses in agrammatic
speech. Unfortunately, the analyses presented are rather superficial. That is, the
functional structure of the non-finite clauses is not taken into account. In the
following chapter I discuss the speech of a Dutch agrammatic patient GS, and
determine the functional structure of her (non-finite) utterances in detail. In chapter
9, I present a theoretical account of non-finite root clauses in agrammatic speech.

It will be concluded that non-finite main clauses in normal and agrammatic speech
are stnrcturally identical.



8 Agrammatic speech: The case of patient GS

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter I present the data of patient GS, which are collected by means of
the ANELT test and the spontaneous speech interview of the AAT. GS has

been a clerck during her working life. She got a stroke at the age of 47, which
resulted, among other problems, in a global aphasia. After eleven months, she

was classified as a Broca's aphasic. The data discussed in this chapter were

collected at one, eleven, thirteen, thirty-three and sixty-six months after the start
of her aphasia. Further information about GS, the tests and the method of
analysis can be found in chapter 2 Method and patients.

To get an idea of the speech of GS, two fragments are presented in (l) and
(2). The example in (l) is part of the answer of GS to the question how her
disease started.

(1) een bloeding gehad niet zo leuk meer het leven is niet meer zo leuk
moeilijk maar 66n arm en niet meer praten een beetje veranderd niet
helemaal wat praten en sommetjes en nog een andere schrijfgroep ook
nie met sommetjes altijd industriewerk gedaan altijd ook niet meer
bekend 't werk is altijd leuk geweest een bloeding gehad en niks meer

'had a stroke not so nice anymore life is not so nice anynore diffrcult
only one arm and not anymore talk-inf a bit changed not quite a bit
talk-inf and small sums and also another writing group not with sums

always factory work done always not known anymore work has always
been nice had a stroke and nothing anymore'

The speech of GS is slow and effortful. The fragment in (1) shows, among
others, the following problems. Non-verbal constructions: e.g. niet zo leuk meer

het leven'not so nice anymore life'. Non-finite constructions: e.g. een bloeding
gehad 'a sffoke had-part' and niet meer praten 'not anymore talk-inf. Adverb
doubling: e.g. alttid industriewerk gedaan altiid'always factory work done'part
always'. Determiners are correctly realized. The next fragment in (2) contains
GS's response to an ANELT scenario.
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ANELT scenario: The dog of your neighbour is barking all day. You
really get enough of it. You want to talk about it with him. What do
you say?

okee een praatje maken en een boodschapje doen
maken niet meer 't is een punt
'okay a conversation have-inf and an errand
conversation have-inf that's it it is a problem'

de hond een praatje

do-inf the dog a

The fragment in (2) contains two different non-frnite constructions, In addition,
also a finite sentence is present.

This chapter deals with the verbal domain in the speech of patient GS. Section
8.2 concerns the presence and absence of verbal functional elements, especially
the finite verb. The data of GS are compared to speech of normal controls
(8.3.1), other agrammatic patients (8.3.2) and the speech of Wernicke patients
(8.3.3). This chapter is descriptive in nature. A theoretical interpretation of the
results is presented in chapter 9.

8.2 Verbal functional projections in the speech of GS

I distinguish hetween three types of utterances: non-verbal, non-finite and finite
utterances. The distribution of these types in the speech of GS is shown in table
(3). The data presented in this chapter cover both the ANELT and AAT speech,

collected at five different test moments. A comparison of these test moments is
the topic of chapter 10.

type spee pa

The different utterance ffies will be discussed in the following sections: non-
verbal utterances in 8.2.1, non-finite utterances in 8.2.2 and finite utterances in
8.2.3.

8.2.1 Non-verbal utterances

Nominal, adjectival, adverbial and prepositional predicates may select a subject.
Such non-verbal subject-predicate sffuctures are called Small Clauses. The

types ANELT AAT

non-verbal 10s (54%) r86 (58%)

non-finite 7 4 (38%) 106 (33%)

finite 1s (8%) 28 (e%)

table (3): drstnbutron ot ut1 ;erance tyDes rn trent
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typical verb that takes a Small Clause cornplement is zijn 'to be'. In the

sentence zij is aardig 'she is nice' zij is a subject of aardig, while the AP zij
aardig 'she nice' is the complement of ls. In the derivation of the sentence zij
is raised to the subject position of r's, which is a non-thematic position.

GS produces 25 of such SCs (ANELT + AAT). The examples in (4a) are

regular Small Clauses. The utterances in ( b)-( d) exemplify less clear cases,

although a SC analysis is tenable in these cases as well. In (ab) the subject
follows the predicate. This might be due either to topicalization of the predicate
or dislocation of the subject. In (4c) the property 'two' is assigned to a subject
zusters 'sisters' and broers 'brothers'. In the examples in (ad) the predicate
consists of a negation niet 'not' or a word of affirmation, wel in Dutch. The
negation/affirmation is a 'propert5r' assigned to the subject deze 't}ais one' or
bandjes 'tapes'. The category (ad) shows up quite often in the speech of GS:
she produces 20 utterances like the ones in (4d).

(4) a. een gat er in
'a hole in it'
deze altijd vrienden
'this ones always friends'
ik ook heel veel boeken
'I also many books'
het katje niet hier
'the pussycat not here'
niet van mij de handschoen
'not mine the glove'
zusters nog twee en broers nog twee
'zusters still t'wo and brothers still two'
deze niet
'this one not'
bandjes ook wel
'tapes also...'

Utterances which express a subject-predicate relation only form a minority of
the non-verbal utterances, as shown in the table in (5).

non-verbal types ANELT AAT

subject-predicate 25 20

other 80 r66

e {)): non- types m

Examples of non-verbal utterances in which no thematic relation is expressed
are given in (6). In (6a) we are dealing with simple maximal projections

b.

c.

d.
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(nominal phrases). Maximal projections can also be complex, as shown in (6b).
In the examples in (6c) maximal projections are combined.

(6) a. thee
'tea'
een bloeding
'a haemorraghe'

b. administratie onbehuisde mensen
' administration homeless people'

c. een keertje op bezoek
'one time at visit'
met 66n hand badminton
'with one hand badminton'
aalsmeer twee dagen in de week
'aalsmeer two days a week'

I conclude this section on non-verbal utterances with some remarks about the
use of negation and adverbs.

GS does not use the negation geen 'no', which is required if a nominal
phrase is negated. She produces three contexts in which geen 'no' is illegally
replaced by niet'not'. These cases are presented in (7a). In (7b), the negative
preposition zonder'without' should be present, instead of niet met'not with'.

(7) a. niet een cadeautje
'not a present'
niet meer badminton nu maar een andere sport
'not any longer badminton now another sport'

b. ook in een groep niet met somme{es
'also in a group not with sums'

In chapter 7, the position of the negation in Dutch was shortly discussed. In
cases of partial negation, niel should precede the constituent which is negated,
unless in a contrastive context. In sum, there are 61r negated constifuents in
non-verbal utterances. In 38 cases, niet precedes the constituent, while n 23

cases, niet follows the constituent. The majority of cases in which zfel follows
the constituents are indeed contrastive contexts. See some examples in (8).

(8) 's nachts niet / een morgen is het gebeurd

'at night not / a moming it happened'
in Amsterdam niet I maar ergens anders gewoond
'in Amsterdam not / but somewhere else lived'

I In session l, niet is a speech automatism in the speech of GS. Therefore, session I is excluded
from the investigation into the use of negation.
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een zus niet lmaar dit is een (afgebroken)
'a sister not / but that is a (cut off)'
vanmiddag tafeltennis niet I maar morgen niet / maar vanavond
'this afternoon table-tennis not / but tomorrow not / but this night'

In (8) the utterances containing niet are directly and explicitely contrasted to the
preceding or following utterance.

There are some ufferances in the speech of GS in which a negation or adverb
is doubled. See the examples in (9).

even niet voor mij niet
'just not for me not'
niet in Amsterdam niet
'not in Amsterdam not'
misschien een volgende misschien
'maybe a next one maybe'
niet meer badminton meer
'not anymore badminton anymore'
al een paar maanden al op bed
'already a few months already in bed'

Notice that both instances of the negation/adverb are in a position that is
possible for a negation or adverb.

8.2.2 Non-finite utterances

Non-finite utterances involve both embedded clauses and root non-finites. There
are only six embedded infinitival clauses in the speech of GS. They will be

discussed in the next section. Root non-finites can be subdivided into root
infinitives (RIs) and root participles (RPs), see table (11).

root non-finites ANELT AAT

root infinitives 6s (e0%) s3 (s2%)

root participles 7 (r0%) 4e (48%)

ta e : root non-t-rnrtes m speec

Past participles (RPs) have a unique morphological marking. They have a prefix
ge- and an affix -dl+ (or -en with some irregular verbs). RPs are significantly
more frequent in the AAT than in the ANELT (chiz:)6.66, p<0.0001). This is a
task effect. In the AAT, patients are asked to tell about their past: how their
disease started, their youth, their (former) job and so on. Talking about the past

triggers past particples. In the ANELT, on the other hand, patients are asked
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what they would say in a specific daily-life situation: the conversation is mainly
restricted to the here-and-now.

Infinitival verbs are not uniquely morphologically marked. They contain the
infinitival affrx -en, which is homophonous to the plural present tense affrx in
Dutch. I present three arguments for the non-finite status of these -en verbs,
which justifies their interpretation as Rls.

First, the position of the verb. Non-finite verbs are usually clause final. NP2

objects always precede the non-finite verb, only PP objects can either precede
or follow the non-finite verb, In root clauses, finite verbs are not clause final
but in second or first position (Verb Second). As such, finite verbs usually
precede their internal objects (unless the object is topicalized). See section 7.1

for a more detailed discussion of the position of the verb in Dutch. The
majority of root participles and -er verbs produced by GS include one (or
more) argument(s). See the table in (12).

The relative order of objects and verb is presented in table (13), ANELT and
AAT are taken together.

Almost all objects precede the verb. This holds true for both NP and PP

objects. There is no difference between past participles and -en verbs in this
respect. In one case a PP argument follows the verb, however, this is a

grammatical option, as shown in (1a).

2 I do not make a claim about the funcfional structure of nominal phrases in this chapter but I just
use the neutral term NP to refer to any nominal phrase. See chapter 3 for a discussion about the

nominal functional domain in Dutch.

root part / -en verbs ANELT AAT

V only 3 11

adjunct + V 26 43

argument(s) (+adj) + V 43 48

root partrcrp -en verbs ln the sDeech o

type of verb NP.V PP-V V.PP V.NP

participle 23 9 0 I

-en verb 42 6 I 2

and verb in root participles and -ez verbs
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op bed zitten en wachten op hulp
'on the bed sit-inf and wait-inf for help'

179

(14)

Only three cases exhibit an incorrect order: a NP argument follows a past

participle or an -en verb. These cases are shown in (15).

(15) a. leuk altijd maar weggedaan alles
'nice always thrown-part away everything'

b. geld geven en de telefoon een keer aannemen
uitschrijven mensen

en andere keet inschrijven mensen

'money give-inf and the phone sometimes answer-inf
deregister-inf people
and another time register-inf people'

In (15a) the pronoun object alles 'everything' follows the past participle
weggedaan 'thrown away'. In (l5b) the NP object mensen 'people' follows
both -en verbs uitschrijven 'deregister' and inschrijven 'register'. Whatever
interpretation3 the utterances with verb-object order in (15) get, it is clear that
it is a rare order. I conclude that in root particples or -en verb constructions
which include an object, the verb is clause-final. Past participles are clearly
non-finite verbs, so their clause-final position is in accordance with the normal
graurmar. Since the -en verbs show exactly the same pattern, I conclude that
they are also non-finite. If they were plural verbs, they would be finite and
should precede the object. So, the relative order of verb and objects is the first
argument against a plural-verb-interpretation of the -en verbs.

The second argument concems the subjects which are present with -en verbs.

All present subjects are shown tn (16).

(16) a. 't kind eventjes wat krijgen
'the child just something get-inf
de hond niet meer blaffen
'the dog no longer bark-inf
deze een beetje lezen
'this one a bit read-inf
Piet ook komen
'Piet also come-inf

3In the speech fragment in (l5b) GS is explaining what her work was about. The incorrect objects
occur in two clauses which are in conjunction, and to some extent contrasted. A possible

interpretation is that the NP objects are in fact PP objects in which the preposition is missing. The
AAT data in test session V, in which the utterances in (l5b) are found, show a preposition omission
rate of l loZ. However, no clear evidence is available for such an interpretation of (l5b). The order
verb-object is also possible with imperafive force.
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b. allemaal mensen altijd komen
'a lot of people always come-inf
allemaal komen
'all come-inf

The subjects in (16a) are singular, while (16b) shows plural subjects. lf the -en
verbs were in fact plural verbs, then subject-verb agreement would be incorrect
in the majority of cases, namely in all examples in (16a). However, in the finite
ufferances of GS no agreement errors are found (see section 8.2.3). This is a

second argument against a plural-verb-interpretation of the -en infinitives.
The third argument concenm the distribution of arguments across utterance

qlpes. The realization of subjects and objects in root particples and -en verb
constructions is shown in table (17). Thee predicates of the copular zijn 'be'
are included in the number of objects as wella.

argument root participle -en verb

subject contexts 54 1r8

subjects missing 53 tt2
o/o omission 98% 9s%

object contexts 39 69

objects missing 6 t8

7o omission ts% 26%

ta reahzatton of arguments

There is no significant difference
and with the -en verbs (chi2:0.34,
between object omission in root
(chi2:1.09, p=0.297). Both types

between subject omission in root participles
p:0.562). There is no significant difference
participles and with the -en verbs either
of verbs behave the same with respect to

oln two utterances the status of the arguments is ambiguous: they can be either subjects or objects.
This context is shown in (i).
(i) deze I deze rekening al betaald

'this one / this bill already paid'
If we are dealing with a passive sentence, the argument is a subject (ii), however, if the clause is in
the perfect tense, the argument is an object (iii).
(ii) deze rekening is al betaald

'this bill is already paid'
(iii) ik heb deze rekening al betaald

'I already paid this bill'
The arguments in (i) are not included in table (17).
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subject an object omission. In the next section it will be shown that in finite
sentences only 4 subjects are missing tn 42 contexts; the subject omission rate

is 10%. There is an extremely significant difference between subject omission
with participles and -en verbs on the one hand (96%) and finite verbs on the
other hand (chi2=164.61, p<0.0001). The high subject omission rate in root
participles can be contributed to their non-finiteness, if we assume that in non-
finite structures no nominative case is available for subjects. This explanation
will be worked out in detail in chapter 9. For now, it is important to note that
such an explanation implies that -en verbs, which pattern with RP, are also non-
finite structures. The difference between finite sentences on the one hand and
root participles and -en verbs on the other hand is a third argument against the
plural-verb-interpretation of -en verbss. The -en verbs are similar to the past
participles, and clearly different from the finite verbs, with respect to their very
high subject omission rate.

I conclude that the constructions which include a sentence final -en vetb are

non-finite. They are root infinitives. In the remainder of this chapter, root
participles and root infinitives are taken together as root non-finites.

In the next chapter, I will maintain the functional structure of root non-finites in
agrammatic speech. Before I can do so, however, the following questions
should be answered: what is the position of objects, what is the position of
subjects, does negation show up and is there any restriction on the ffie of verb
in root non-finites? In the remainder of this section, I answer these questions
with respect to the speech of patient GS.

The relative order of objects and adjuncts can be used as a diagnostic tool for
the position of the object. Adjuncts are adjoined to VP (or to a higher pro-
jection), so objects that precede an adjunct must be outside VP as well. GS

produces in sum 41 non-finite utterances that contain both an object and an

adjunct. Under the assumption that the object precedes the verb, there are three
possible orders: adjunct-object-verb, object-adjunct-verb and object-verb-
adjunct. All three orders occur in the speech of GS, see table (18).

adj-obj-V obj-adj-V obj-V-adj

19 15 7

r o ects and adtuncts m root non- rnrtes

These orders are all correct in Dutch. Examples of GS's utterances are given in
(l9a) through (l9c).

(19) a. altijd badminton gespeeld
'always badminton played-part'
een keertje de buurman al gevraagd
'one time the neighbour already asked-part'

181
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weer woordjes leren
'again (small) words learn-inf

b. in Leeuwarden altijd gewoond
'in Leeuwarden always lived-part'
de telefoon een keer aannemen
'the phone one time answer-inf
een andere afspraak maar rnaken
'another appointment just make-infl

c. met andere gehandicpaten een etalage gemaakt ergens
'with other disabled people a shop-window made-part somewhere'
een andere afspraak maken met de dokter
'a new appointment make-inf with the doctor'
geld geven twee keer in de week
'money give-inf two times a week'

In the majority of cases the adjunct is in first position, preceding both the
object and the verb. Also one ufierance with the incorrect verb-object order is
included, namely een andere keer uitschrijven mensen 'another time deregister
people'. Some adjuncts are clause-final. Quite a few adjuncts, however, do
show up between the object and the verb. In these cases the object must be
outside of VP.

What can be said about the position of subjects? All six root inflnitives
which contain a subject were presented in (16). In 5 cases, an adjunct shows up
between the subject and the verb. So, subjects are outside VP as well. The one
root participle which contains a subject, does not include an adjunct, see (20).

(20) maatschappelijk werkster De Veste me gevonden
'social worker De Veste me found-part'

In addition to subjects, objects and adjuncts, also negation shows up in the non-
finite utterances. With respect to non-finite verbs, niet should precede the verb,
unless a contrast is expressed (see section 7.1). The negation niet'not'occurs
in 18 non-finite utterances. In thirteen cases, niet precedes the verb. In the
remaining five cases, niet follows the verb, as shown in (21).

(21) a. dansen niet / maar wel wat anders / aerobic
'dance not / but something else / aerobic'
vrijwillig hoor / niet betalen niet
'voluntarily / not pay not'

b. niet de deur voetballen niet
'not the door play football not'
nooit gewild ook niet
'never wanted-part also not'
helemaal niet praten nu niet
'not at all talk now noU
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The utterances in (21a) display contrastive contexts. Therefore, the order verb'
negation is correct. In (2lb) no contrastive context is present. Notice, however,
that these utterances all include doubled negation. At least one of the instances

of niet is in the correct position. Doubled negation also occurs in the contrastive
contexts in (21a).

The final question is whether there is any restriction on the type of verb in
root non-finites. In chapter 7, I demonstrated that in normal speech both
eventive and non-eventive verbs show up in root non-finites. In child language,
however, non-finite verbs seem to be restricted to eventive verbs while finite
verbs are non-eventive (auxiliaries and modals) only (see section 9.3.2). What
about the type of verb in root non-finites in agrammatic speech? Patient GS

produces a wide range of verbs in her non-finite utterances. In sum there are

174 verbs (tokens), which constitute 60 different verbs (types). The 10 most
frequent verbs are shown in (22). These include the non-eventive hebben 'have'
and zijn 'be'.

werken 'work'
maken 'make'
komen 'come'
lezen'read'
hebben 'have'

l4
l4
l3
t2
l0

praten 'talk'
doen'do'
betalen 'pay'
zijn 'be'
kopen'buy'

8

I
7

6

6

rn non-trnrte utterances in spee

There does not seem to be a difference between infinitives and past participles.
One utterance contains the aspecfual verb laten 'let'.

In conclusion. The non-finite utterances of GS consist of both root infinitives
(RIs) and root participles (RPs). There is no syntactic reason to discriminate
between RIs and RPs. They have the following properties in the speech of GS:

the non-finite verb is clause final, the object can be outside of VP, subjects are

generally missing, if a subject is present it can be outside VP, negation may be

present, there is no semantic restriction on non-finite verbs.

In this chapter the (semi) spontaneous speech of GS is discussed. That is, the
ANELT test and the spontaneous speech interview of the AAT. However, in
test session V, also the AAT picture description test is adminstered (see chapter
2). Two examples are shown in (23); see appendix IX for the complete results.
In (23), the target sentence is presented fust, followed by GS's response.

(23) a. target 4: de man heeft een laars opgevist
'the man has fished out a boot'

GS: toffel nee / een man in een boode een schoen aan de haak
'slipper no/ a man in a (small) boat a shoe at the hook'
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b. target 2: de vrouw poetst de kan

GS:

'the woman is cleaning the can'
koffie zetten in een kan I de vrouw koffie zetten in een
kan
'coffee make-inf in a can / the woman coffee make-inf in a

can'

In (23a) GS produces a non-verbal utterance, while (23b) shows a root
infinitive. GS does produce a finite response with one of the other pictures as

well. The distribution of utterance types in this test is similar to the distribution
of utterance types in the spontaneous speech (see table 3). The 10 responses in
this test consist of 4 non-verbal utterances, 5 root infinitives and 1 finite
sentence. However, the root infinitives exhibit a clear difference with those in
the spontaneous speech: 4 out of 5 root infinitives contain a subject. The fifth
clause is ambiguous in this respect, see (24).

(24) target l0: de man bedelt

GS:
'the man is begging'
geld geven / de man geld geven
'money give-inf / the man money give-inf

In Q$ it is unclear whether de man 'the man' in GS's response is a subject or
an indirect object. So, in the picture description test there is either no or hardly
any subject omission in root non-finites. This contrasts sharply with the subject
omission rate in root infinitives in the spontaneous speech, which was 95%
(chi2:36.14, p<0.0001). Notice that in some responses of GS the subject is
added to the non-finite utterance only in second instance. See the example in
(23b). GS first produces a root infinitive without a subject, comparable to those
found in her spontaneous speech. Then she repeats the utterance and adds a

subject de vrouw 'the woman'. The same holds true for two other responses.
The results of the picture description test will be incorporated in the account of
non-finite utterances in agrammatic speech in chapter 9.

8.2.3 Finite sentences

A minority of the utterances of GS consists of finite sentences (10%). The
functional structure of these sentences seems to be intact. They contain a finite
verb, which in all cases (43 utterances) shows correct tense and agreement mar-
king. Two of the verbs are in the past tense. This is evidence for the presence
of TP and AgrSP.

All frnite verbs, except for one, are in second or first position. The exception
is shown in (25).

donderdag de hulp komt
'thursday the helper comes'

(2s)
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The order in (25) might be due to the fact that Verb Second did not take place.

An alternative explanation is that the adverb precedes the sentence because it is
contrasted to other time adverbials in the preceding and following sentences.

The relevant speech fragment is presented in (26).

(26) morgen weer g€woon werken
'tomorow again just work-inf
donderdag de hulp komt
'thursday the helper comes'
vrijdag weer werken
'friday again work-inf

Except for (25), the position of the finite verb is correct in the speech of GS. In
35 sentences the finite verb is in second position, as is expected in a Verb
Second language (see chapter 7). In 33 cases a subject precedes the verb. The
remaining two subjects follow the finite verb, since a time adverbial is
topicalized. These cases are shown h (27).

(27) een morgen is 't gebeurd
'one moming has it happened'

ineens is alles weg
'at once is everything gone'

In the remaining 7 sentences the verb is in first position. The subjects are

postverbal (or right-dislocated) as in (28a), omitted as a result of topic drop
(28b) or incorrectly missing (28c).

(28) a. werkt nog eentje
'works still one'
is wel leuk een praatje
'is nice a talk'
had veel gepraat ik
'had been talking a lot me'

b. was zeker
'was for sure'
hoef niet helemaal
'need not completely'

c. is gekomen
'has come'
is ook bezoek
'is also visitor'

As opposed to the non-finite utterances, subjects are not often missing in finite
sentences. Table (29) shows the realization of subjects and objects in finite
strucfures.

185
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argument subjects objects/predicates

contexts 42 28

mlssmg 4 I

% omission t0% 4%

e tion of arguments in trnite senter rces

The subject omission rate in finite sentences is rather Iow, especially as

compared to the omission rate in non-finites (see the previous section). This
shows that GS does not have a general problem in realizing subjects. Two of
the omission cases arc actually instances of subject drop (28b), which is a

grammatical option in spoken Dutch (see chapter 3 for a discussion of this
phenomenon). Only one object is missing from topic position.

In the previous section I already mentioned that in child language the type of
both non-finite and finite verbs is restricted. Finite verbs are non-eventive only,
that is, auxiliaries and modals. Patient GS only produces a very limited range of
finite verbs. There are 43 finite verbs (tokens) which constitute 8 different verbs
(tlpes). The frequency of finite verbs is shown in (30).

zijn 'be'
komen 'come'
hoeven 'have to'
vertellen 'tell'
werken 'work'

aaJJ
J
,)

1

I

blaffen 'bark'
regenen
hebben 'have'

I
I
I

tabte (30): trequency of verbs

In non-finite utterances, GS produces 60 different verbs. This shows that a lot
of different verbs are available to her. However, she does not use them in finite
sentences. Her furite verbs are mainly resticted to zijn 'be': 27 instances of
copular zijn and 6 instances of auxiliary zijn. An interesting sentence in this
respect is (31).

(31) dat is ook zo moeilijk
't is niet werken
anders allemaal
'that is also very difficult / it is not work-inf/ different everything'

In 't is niet werken 'it is not work-inf a finite form of zijn obe' is used with a
verbal predicate. The utterance is not completely ungrarnmatical. A much more
natural way to express the same meaning would be ik werk niet 'l do not
work'; (31) illusffates GS's reluctance to use finite verbs other thanzijn.
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In addition to root non-finites and finite sentences, GS produces yet another
type of structures, embedded infinitival clauses. Just as the finite sentences, the

infinitival clauses display full functional structure. They include the infinitival
tense marker te 'to' and the infinitival complementizer om 'for'. In sum, GS

produces six infinitival clauses. Some examples are in (32).

(32) belangrijk voor mij weer te lezen
'important for me to read again'
twee per dag eventjes om rustig te zijn
'two a day just to be calm'

In conclusion. Only 10% of GS's utterances are finite sentences. They display
correct tense and agreement marking on the verb, which is in second (or first)
position. The majority of finite sentences contains a subject; the subject
omission rate is rather low. Most remarkable about the finite sentences is that
they show only a very limited range of verbs: 33 out of 43 finite verbs are

instances of zijn 'be'.

8.2.4 Summary

The speech of GS consists of three types of utterances: non-verbal utterances,

non-finite utterances and finite sentences.

Some non-verbal utterances express a subject-predicate relation, however, the

majority does not.
The non-finite utterances of GS cover both root infinitives and root

participles. Non-finite verbs were demonstrated to be clause final. The relative
order of objects and adjuncts showed that at least a third of the objects is

outside VP, while for the remaining objects this is not clear. The subject
omission rate is extremely high: 96%o in RIs and 95% n RP. In chapter 9, an

account of non-finite utterances in agrammatic speech is presented, in which the

amount of verbal functional structure will be determined in detail.
Only 10% of GS's utterances are finite sentences. In these sentences, verbal

functional structure seems to be intact. They display correct tense and

agreement marking on the verb, which is in second (or first) position. Subjects
are generally present. A striking property of the finite sentences in the speech

of GS is the limited range of different verbs that show up: 33 out of 43 finite
verbs are instances of zijn 'be'.

8.3 Comparison to other speech

With respect to the verbal domain, the following characteristics of the speech of
GS were found:
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. a high amount of non-verbal utterances

. a high amount of root non-finites, in which
while the subject is generally missing; the

objects are usually present

non-finite verb is in clause
final position

. a very limited range of finite verbs compared to the range of non-frnite
verbs

In this section, I investigate whether these are idiosyncratic characteristics of
the speech of patient GS, or that they are characteristic for agrammatic speech
in general (8.3.2). Her speech is also compared to normal speech (8.3.1) and
speech of Wemicke patients (8.3.3). Only ANELT data will be included in this
section. Information about the controls, the other agrammatics and the Wernicke
patients can be found in chapter 2.

8.3.1 Normal speech

The distribution of utterance types in normal speech and in the speech of GS is
shown in table (33). Individual results of the controls are in appendix X.

Controls mainly produce finite sentences. There is little variation bet'ween the
conffols: the percentage of finite sentences ranges from 83% to 95%. The
speech of GS is clearly deviant in this respect: she produces significantly less
finite sentences (chi2:602.25, p<0.0001).

types GS controls

non-verbal 10s (54%) 72 (7%)

non-finite 74 (38%) 42 (4%)

finite 1s (8%) e43 (8e%)

ta utterance types rn

The controls produce more non-verbal utterances than non-finite utterances,
which was also true for patient GS. These non-verbal utterances are
grammatically and pragmatically correct in spoken language, as triggered by the
ANELT test. Some examples are given in (3a).

Q$ a. ANELT: You are at the station and want to go to Zwolle. You are at
the ticket office. What do you say?

een enkeltje Zwolle
'one-way to Zwolle'
tweede klasse graag

'second class please'
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b. ANELT: You are at the shoemaker's to get your shoe repaired. What
do you say?

een nieuwe zool graag

'a new sole please'

The distribution of non-finite utterances is shown in table (35).

non-finite utt GS controls

embedded clauses 6 (8%) 24 (6e%)

root cl: V only 3 (4%) 0 (o%)

root cl: adjunct + V 26 (33%) 6 (r7%)

root cl: arg (+adj) + V 43 (ss%) s (t4%)

o non-trmte utterances

Most non-finite utterances in normal speech are embedded infinitival clauses.

These are complements of verbs such as hopen 'hope', weten 'know' and

proberen 'ffy', and contain the infinitival complementizer om 'for' and the

infinitive marker te 'to'. The ANELT speech of GS only contains 6 infinitival
sentences. In general, GS does hardly produce embedded sentences; neither
infinitives nor finite sentences.

The controls produce much less root non-finites which contain an argument
than GS (chi2:8.59, p=0.003). However, the properties of the constructions are

similar. Some examples are given in (36).

(36) a. arm gebroken
'arm broken-part'

b. dit vaststikken
'this stitch-inf
een groentemandje bestellen voor een keruris
'a vegetable basket order-inf for a friend'

Both root participles (l case) and root infinitives (4 cases) occur. In all root
non-finites, the verb is clause final. In (36a), it is not clear whether the

argument arm 'arm' is a subject or an object. In all other root non-finites the

object is present, while the subject is missing. So, the subject omission rate is at

least 80%. The finite sentences in the speech of the controls only show 3Yo of
subject omission.

The controls produce 943 finite verbs (tokens), which constitute 105 different
verbs (types). The l0 most frequent verbs are presented in (37).
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zijn 'be'
hebben 'have'
kunnen 'can'
zullen 'will'
willen 'want'

208
144
88

73

53

komen ocome'

moeten 'must'
gaan'go'
zitten 'sit'
vinden 'find'

45
29
20
18

l5
table (37): most frequent frnite verbs in control speech

The most frequent finite verb is zijn 'be' , just as in the speech of GS. However,
it occurs in 22o/o of the finite sentences, while GS uses zijn n 77o/o of her finite
sentences (this is a significant difference: chi2:63.67, p<0.0001). Most of the
verbs in (37) are auxiliaries, modals and aspectual verbs. The use of such verbs
is triggered by the ANELT test. In many of the scenario's, you have to ask
something, and it is more polite to use a modal verb in a direct request, see the
examples in (38).

(38) ik wil graag een retour Zwolle hebben
'I would like to have a return ticket Zwolle'
kunt u voor mij dit naadje repareren
'are you willing to repair this seam for me'
zou u voor mij iets willen doen aan die schoenen
'are you willing to do something about these shoes'

The controls produce 11 non-finite verbs in root constructions (tokens), which
constitute 10 different verbs (rypes). The range of finite verbs is restricted in
comparison to the range of non-finite verbs. However, by no means as restricted
as in the speech of GS.

Comparing the speech of GS to the speech of the controls I conclude the
following. Overall, GS produces much more non-finite utterances. She also
produces much more root non-finites which contain an argument, however, the
properties of these root non-finites are similar to those in normal speech. The
range of finite verbs in the speech of GS is much more restricted than in the
speech of the controls. The question arises whether the differences between GS
and the controls are characteristic of agrammatic speech in general. In the next
section, GS will be compared to other agrammatics.

8.3.2 Agrammatic speech

The speech of GS will be compared to the speech of a group of fourtsen
agrammatic patients (see chapter 2). Only group results are presented in this
section; individual results can be found in Appendix XI. The distribution of
utterance types in agrammatic speech and the speech of GS is shown in (39).
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types GS agrammatics

non-verbal ros (s4%) t58 (2e%)

non-finite 74 (38%) s4 (10%)

finite 15 (8%) 33e (61%)

ta utron of utterance types rn agrarnma lc speec

The percentage of finite sentences in agrammatic speech is much higher than in
the speech of GS (chi2:164.33, p<0.0001)). Patient GS is clearly deviant in this
respect. The individual scores in appendix XI show that GS is indeed the
agrammatic patient who produces the fewest finite sentences. She produces both
more non-verbal utterances and more non-finite ufierances than the other
agrammatic patients. We may conclude that the verbal domain in the speech of
GS is rather severly impaired (see chapter 9 for a discussion about the nature of
the impairment).

A closer look at the non-flnite utterances shows that both GS and the other
agrammatics mainly produce non-finites containing an argument. See (40).

non-finite utt GS agrammatics

embedded clauses 6 (8%) 7 (13%)

root cl: V only 3 (4%) t,t (20%)

root cl: adjunct + V 26 (33%) 4 (8%)

root cl: arg (+adi; 1 Y 43 (ss%) 32 (se%)

table (40): the distribution o non-Irrute utterances

Neither patient GS nor the other agrammatic patients produce a lot of embedded
infinitival sentences, which coustitute the majority of non-finite utterances in
the speech of the controls. The lack of embedding is a general property of
agranrmatic speech. The majority of non-finite structures are root non-finites
which contain an argument5. GS does not differ from the other agrarnmatics in
this respect (chi2:0.09, p:0.770). The properties of these root non-finites are

similar. All non-finite verbs are clause final, except for one verb, which is
followed by a PP object. In the agrarnmatic speech, the majority of root non-
finites lack a subject (41 cases); present arguments are either objects or

5 One of the non-finites is exceptional, in that it is a question in which a wh-word is present, see (i).
(i) hoeveel dat me kosten?

'how much that me costs?'

To host the wh-word, the subject and the object, the full functional structure should be present.
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predicates. There is significantly more subject omission in root non-finites than
in finite sentences (chi2=91.74, p<0.0001).

The agrammatics produce 339 finite verbs (tokens) which constitute 55 different
verbs (types). The l0 most frequent verbs are presented in (41).

zijn 'be'
kunnen 'can'
hebben 'have'
komen 'come'
moeten'must'

65

38
38
28
23

zullen'will'
willen 'want'
gaan'go'
zeggen 'say'
weten'know'

23
21

9

9

6

: most tev m agrarnmatrc

Again, the most frequent verb is zijn 'be'. The agrammatics produce zijn rn
l9o/o of their finite sentences. There is no difference between the agrammatics
and the controls in this respect (chi2:1.07, p:0.301). GS is clearly deviant from
the other agrammatics with 77% of the finite sentences containing zijn
(chi2:63.33, p<0.0001). The most frequent verbs shown in (al) are comparable
to the most frequent ones in control speech (see 37): they are mainly
auxiliaries, modals and aspectual verbs. The agrarnfiIatic patients produce 47

non-finite verbs (tokens), which constitute 30 different verbs (types). The range
of non-finite verbs is much wider than the range of finite verbs.

I conclude that agrammatic patients produce more utterances without a finite
verb than the controls. In addition, more of their root non-finites contain an
argument. These can be considered as characteristics of agrammatic speech. GS

differs from the other agrammatics in that her speech is more severely
disturbed. The properties of root non-finites containing an argument are similar
across agrammatic and control speech. The range of finite verbs in agrammatic
speech is restricted as compared to the range in normal speech. Again, GS is
more severely disturbed than the other agrammatics. The almost exclusive use

of zijn 'be' in finite sentences is an idiosyncratic properfy of the speech of GS.
She uses zyn in 77% of her finite sentences, while the controls and other
agrarnmatics use zijn in 22Yo and t9% of their finite sentences respectively.

8.3.3 Speech of Wernicke patients

In the previous section I drew conclusions about agrammatic speech. In some
respects, the speech of GS differs from the speech of other agrammatic patients.
In this section, I compare the speech of GS to the speech of another aphasic
population, namely twelve Wernicke's patients. All information about these
patients can be found in chapter 2. Only group results are included in this
section; individual results can be found in Appendix XII.
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The distribution of utterance ffies in the speech of the 12 Wernicke patients is
shown in table (42). The speech of the Wernicke's seems to be similar to the
speech of the controls with respect to the distribution of utterance types (cf.
table 33): the majority of utterances are finite sentences and non-verbal
utterances outnumber non-finites.

types GS Wernicke's

non-verbal tDs (s4%) 102 (12%)

non-finite 74 (38%) s2 (6%)

finite ls (8%) 732 (82%)

table l4Z): drstrrbution of utterance types in Wernicke speec

The distribution of non-finite
and compare to table (36) for

types is comparable as well, see the table in (43),

the controls.

non-finite utt GS Wernicke's

embedded clauses 6 (8%) 23 (45%)

root cI: V only 3 (4%) 8 (1s%)

root cl: adjunct + V 26 (33%) 8 (1s%)

root cl: arg (+adj) + V 43 (5s%) 13 (2s%)

e ron of non-timte utterances

The Wernicke's mainly produce embedded infinitival sentences. The root non-
finites containing an argument have the by now familiar characteristics: non-
finite verbs are clause-frnal (except for one), subjects are usually missing,
objects are generally present. See some examples in (aa).

(44) dokter bellen
'doctor call-inf
smoesje maken
'excuse make-infl
de jongens maar aantrekken
'the boys just put-inf on'

The Wernicke patients produce 732 finite verbs (tokens), which constitute 68

different verbs (types). The range of finite verbs is even wider than in the
control speech. The 10 most frequent verbs are presented in (45).
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zijn'be'
hebben 'have'
zullen 'will'
moeten 'must'
kunnen 'can'

162
73

64
59
34

willen'want'
gaan'go'
komen 'come'
mogen 'may'
vinden'find'

29
26
18

t7
l6

tabte (45): most tiequent tinrte verbs rn Wermcke speech

Once again zijn'be' is the most frequent verb. And also the other verbs in (42)
are (more or less) the same ones as the most frequent verbs in the speech of the
normals and agrammatics (see the table (38) and (42) respectively). The
Wernickes produce 29 non-finite verbs (tokens), which constitute 25 different
verbs (types).

The conclusions about agrammatic speech, which were drawn in the previous
section, seem to be justified. The Wernicke patients behave different from the
agrammatic patients: they pattern with the controls. The properties of root non-
finites were similar across all types of speech.

Summary and conclusions

In this chapter the verbal domain in the speech of an agrammatic patient GS

was investigated. The main question was whether the verbal functional structure
in the speech of this patient is intact. I distinguished between three types of
utterances: non-verbal utterances, non-finite utterances and finite sentences.
Most of GS's utterances are non-verbal. Only l0% of her utterances consist of
finite sentences. The verbal functional stnrcture seems to be fully intact in these
sentences. The main characteristic of her sentences is the almost exclusive
presence of a finite form of zijn 'be'. This was shown to be a peculiarity of the
speech of GS, which was not found in the speech of other agmrnmatics. The
majority of GS's utterances are root non-finites, both root infrnitives and root
participles. Root non-finites which include an argument have the following
properties: the verb is clause-final, the subject is usually missing, and the object
is generally present. GS produces much more root non-finites than any of the
other agrammatic patients, controls and Wernicke patients. No qualitative
differences are found: root non-finites have similar properties across normal
speech, agrammatic speech and Wernicke speech. In the next chapter I present
an account of root non-finites in agrammatic speech.

8.4



9 Analysis of the speech of patient GS: Root
non-finites in agrammatic speech

9.1 Introduction

The occurrence of root non-finites is a dominant property of the speech of the
agrammatic patient GS, as demonstrated in chapter 8. Root non-finites are also
found in the speech of other agrammatic patients, Wernicke patients and a group
of normal controls, albeit in varying degree (see section 8.3). The properties of
root non-finites seem to be similar across these different groups of speakers. In the
present chapter I investigate the functional structure in agrammatic root non-finites.
Section 9.2 provides an overview of the literature on agrammatic speech relevant
to this topic. Section 9.3 deals with root non-finites in child language. In section
9.4 I present an account of root non-finites in Dutch agrammatic speech. On basis
of the empirical evidence for the presence of functional projections in the root non-
finites produced by patient GS (9.4.1) a theoretical account will be proposed
(9.4.2). Differences between the root non-finites of GS and other agrammatic
patients lead to a slight revision of the account. In section 9.5 I will demonstrate
that root non-finites in agrammatic speech are constrained by the normal grarnmar
of Dutch. Section 9.6 provides a srffirmary of the chapter.

9.2 The literature on agrammatic speech

As opposed to the norninal domain, the verbal domain has been studied in the
generative literature on agranrmatic aphasia. Different proposals for the availability
of verbal functional structure are presented. The proposals vary with respect to the
amount of sffucture they assume to be present: no functional structure (9.2.1),
truncated functional structure (9.2.2) or full functional structure (9.2.3). Root non-
finites are not explicitely discussed in all the literature presented in this section.
This might be due to the characteristics of the language studied. Some languages,
such as Japanese and Hebrew, do not allow for verbs without any inflectional
affixes; a 'bare' verb is not a possible word in such languages. In these cases, I
will try to infer whether the proposal can be applied to languages in which root
non-finites do occur, such as Dutch.
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No functional structure

Ouhalla (1993) puts forward the hypothesis that in agrammatic speech all
functional projections are missing. This is due to an inability to access the
categories of the UG lexicon, the functional categories. Ouhalla discriminates
between the UG lexicon and a grammatical lexicon. The UG lexicon contains the
functional categories with the conesponding grammatical features associated with
them. Each of the functional categories has a lexical representation in the
grammatical lexicon, which specifies, among others, its morphophonetic
realization. The impairment underlying agrammatism affects the ability to access

the categories of the UG lexicon. This results in a failure to project functional
categories in terms of X-bar structures. So, no functional structure is built. Ouhalla
claims that functional items are not necessarily missing from agrammatic speech
altogether. Although they cannot be sffucturally represented in a clause, their
lexical representation is available in the grammatical lexicon, which is not affected.
In that case, the functional elements are adjoined to the sffucture.

With respect to the verbal domain, Ouhalla claims that agrammatic utterances
are only VPs. In addition, Ouhalla claims (also for normal speech) that there is no
fixed order within VP. The order of subject, verb and object is fixed by movement
of these elements to a functional position. Within VP only hierarchical order plays
a role: the subject is in the specifier position and the object is in the complement
position. This means that in languages which lack functional projections, such as

agraurmatic speech, all word order combinations allowed inside VP are expected
to show up in root clauses. These orders are: SVO, VOS, SOV and OVS.

The speech of GS and other agrammatics, as discussed in the preceding chapter,
does not confirm Ouhalla's proposal. Two results are especially problematic:
variation in the omission of tense and agreement morphemes and the fixed word
order in non-finite utterances.

GS produces 180 non-finite verbs and 43 finite verbs: 19% of her verbs show
tense and agreement morphemes. According to Ouhalla, these morphemes cannot
be structurally represented but are just adjoined to the lexical structure.
In the case of GS, where the majority of tense and agreement morphemes are

missing the adjunction analysis might be tenable. However, it was shown that GS
is the most severely disturbed patient in a group of 15 agrammatics: 12 of the
other 14 agrammatic patients produce more finite verb forms than non-finite verbs
(see Appendix XI). In such cases, the adjunction analysis is questionable. As
opposed to Ouhalla's claim, the speech of GS does not show a free word order.
In non-finite utterances, the order is (S)OV. The orders SVO and OVS only show
up in finite sentences. VOS is not attested. So, non-finite ufferances show a fixed
order. The position of the verb depends on the present of finite morphology. This
observation holds true for the other agrarnmatics as well (cf. Kolk & Heeschen
1990, Penke 1996, Cahana-Amitay 1997, Bastiaanse & Van Zonneveld 1998).

The fact that the position of the verb depends on the presence of finite
morphology provides another argument against an adjunction analysis. If the finite
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morphology is just adjoined to the verb, the utterances in which this morphology
shows up do not structurally differ from the non-finite utterances. They would all
be just VPs, and the systematic difference in the position of the verb would be

puzzling.
Yet another observation indicates the stnrctural difference between finite and

non-finite structures. Subjects are generally missing from non-finite utterances
while they are usually present in utterances in which the verb carries finite
morphology. Such a difference is not expected, if non-finite and finite utterances

are sffucturally identical.
I conclude that the hypothesis of Ouhalla, that all functional projections are

missing in agrammatic speech is not tenable.

9.2.2 Truncated functional structure

9.2.2.1 Hagiwara (1995)
The Economy Account of agrammatic speech as formulated in Hagiwara (1995)
was introduced in the discussion on the nominal domain (see section 5.2.2). The
basic idea of this account is that functional projections that are higher in the

structure are more impaired in agrammatic speech than functional projections that

are lower in the structure. The amount of functional structure depends on the

severity of the impairment of a specific patient.
Hagiwara adheres to the phrase marker of Chomsky (L992) for Japanese. She

assigns to the verbal domain the structure in (1).

(l) [.* C [oo*.. AgrS [r* T [*o, Neg [oo*o* AgrO tu, V]lllll

In the spontaneous speech of 4 Japanese speakers, Hagiwara found morphemes

related to NegP and TP never to be omitted, while morphemes related to AgrSP
and CP were omitted in more than half of the obligatory contexts. So, the higher
functional projections were impaired, while the lower projections were not. This
implies that the Japanese patients did not produce root non-finites, since Tense
morphemes were never omitted. This might be due to the fact that in Japanese the

verbal element must have a tense inflectional marker attached to it in order to
surface as a word. So, without a tense marker, the verb is not a (pronouncable)
word in Japanese. Therefore, an impairment of TP would surface as substitution
of tense markers (cf. Grodzinsky 1990 who discusses this issue with respect to
Hebrew and Russian). Hagiwara does not present any information about
substitution. In addition to the spontaneous speech, Hagiwara conducted a
grammaticality judgement experiment to see whether the spontaneous speech

results could be replicated. For example, the Tense projection was tested by
presenting utterances that show a mismatch between a tense adverbial and a tense

inflection on the verb, such as Taro goes on a trip yesterday. The experiment was

carried out with 6 patients. The results of 2 patients confirmed the findings of the
spontaneous speech: no problems with Tense and Negation, while CP and AgrSP
are impaired. Ttree patients were more severely impaired: they performed badly
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on all elements of TP, NegP and CP. The final patient showed an amazingly good
result on all projections.

Hagiwara raises the important question as how to interpret the results of the
Japanese patients. She suggests two possibilities. First, frequent omission of
functional elements is due to the fact that the functional nodes C and AgrS and
their projections are not created, and therefore, lexical insertion into these heads
is impossible. Second, although the full hierarchical structure is retained in
agrammatic speech, the functional heads are somehow inaccessible to their
appropriate elements in the lexicon. Hagiwara claims that the results obtained from
the judgement experiment may suggest the second possibility to be true. This claim
is based on the fact that one of the patients had a tendency to accept ill-formed
sentences as well-formed. Hagiwara concludes that it was not the case that good
and bad tokens of the CP related conditions were totally indistinguishable for this
patient, since he judged most of the well'formed sentences as grammatical.

In my opinion, Hagiwara's argument for the presence of full functional structure
is not convincing. If the patient is just accepting all sentences as well-formed, both
the ill-formed and the well-formed ones, he seems not to be able to distinguish
good and bad tokens. Moreover, the Economy Account relates the agrammatic
impairment to the costs of generating a phrase strucfure, expressed as the number
of times the operation Merge has to take place. Merge has to do with the
generation of (functional) stucture, and not with the insertion of lexical material
into independently created stnrcture. Therefore, the Economy Account is
theoretically only compatible with the first possibility: omission of functional
elements is due to the fact that functional nodes and their projections are not
created. This results in a truncated structure.

In the discussion of the Economy Account with respect to the nominal domain
(section 5.5.2), I raised the problem of the patient level interpretation of this
account. I demonstrated that, in general, omission of the lower projection RefP in
Dutch, is more frequent than the omission of the higher projection PP. Only at the
level of the utterance, the lower projection cannot be missing if the higher
projection is present. In the verbal domain, the realization of the projections CP,
AgrSP and TP seems to be related in the speech of patient GS and other
agralnmatic patients. The dissociation between CP and AgrSP, on the one hand,
and TP, on the other hand, does not show up in Dutch spontaneous speech. In non-
finite utterances, none of the projections is overtly realized, while in finite
sentences all three projections are present. But see the discussion of Cahana-
Amitay (1997) in section 9.2.3 who found a dissociation between tense and
agreement in several experimental tests with Dutch agrarnmatic patients.

9.2.2.2 Friedmann & Grodzinsky (1997)
An account of agrammatic speech production, which is highly similar to the
Economy Account, is presented by Friedmann & Grodzinsky (1997). The Tree
Pruning hy.pothesis, based on the speech of a Hebrew agrarnmatic patient, was
already introduced in section 5.2.2, and repeated in (2) for convenience.
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(2) Tree Pruning Hypothesis
a. C, T or Agr is underspecified in agrammatic production
b. an underspecified node cannot project any higher

The Tree Pruning hypothesis equals the Economy Account of Hagiwara (1995) in
that it has a patient level interpretation. This is formalized in a Severity Metric for
agrammatism, which states that degrees of severity are determined by the pruning
location, that is, C, T or Agr. The Tree Pruning hypothesis differs from the
Economy Account in that it distinguishes between impaired functional projections
and missing functional projections.

A brief outline of Hebrew verb inflection is in order here to explain the
distinction between impaired and missing projections. Verbal inflection in Hebrew
consists of a different morpheme for every combination of tense and agreement.
Every verb is inflected for one of three tenses and one of ten agreement forms.
There are no bare forms, so patients cannot just omit the inflections, but only
substitute for a wrong one. Verbs without inflection are not (pronouncable) words
in Hebrew fiust as in Japanese). Only omission of a copula might be interpreted
as omission of Tense. I notice that Friedmann & Grodzinsky adhere to the phrase
marker of Pollock (1989), as shown in (3).

(3) [., C [r, T [*o, Neg [oo*, Agr [u, V]Jlll

They assume only one Agreement Phrase, which is lower in the structure than the
Tense Phrase. Friedmann & Grodzinsky investigated the spontaneous speech of a
Hebrew agrammatic patient, and administered her with several production and
comprehension tests. They found a deficit which manifested itself in speech
production ody, in the following way: verbal tense was severely impaired
(substitution errors); the copula is impaired (both tense substitution and copula
omission); there are no agroement errors, neither with verbs, nor with copulars;
wh-question words and complementizers are omitted; subject pronouns are omitted.
Friedmann & Grodzinsky conclude that in the speech of their patient the Tense
node lacks feature specification. This results in tense substitution errors, since
tense features of the verb cannot be checked in T (or affixation fails due to
underspecified tense). Moreover, the syntactic tree is pruned in the T node, which
means that higher projections are missing altogethert. This explains the inability
to handle elements which are located in C. Subject omissions are probably the
result of the defective T not being able to assign (or check) nominative Case to the
subject.

'The relative order of TP and Ag(S)P differs in the phrase markers adopted by Hagiwara (1995) and
Friedmann & Grodzinsky (1997). Although they find contradictory results (AedP impaired but not TP

in the speech of the Japanese patients versus TP impaired but not AgrSP in the speech of the Hebrew
patient) they both claim that higher projections are irnpaired while lower projections are not.
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To sum up. The Hebrew patient did not produce root non-finites due to the fact
that bare verb forms are impossible in Hebrew. However, Tense was demonstrated
to be impaired in her speech. The Tree Pruning hypothesis gives a fairly precise

account of the functional structure present in utterances with an impaired Tense.

The Tense node itself is present, but underspecified. It hosts the verb, however,
tense morphemes cannot be checked. The higher projection CP is not created.

Substitution does hardly occw in Dutch agrammatic speech. Therefore, the

distinction between a missing projection (which results in the absence of the

elements related to that projection) and an underspecified projection (which results
in substitution of the elements related to that projection) is not relevant for Dutch
agrarnmatic speech. To my opinion, it is also questionable whether this distinction
is relevant in Hebrew. In the speech of the patient of Friedmann & Grodzinsky,
TP is underspecified, and as a consequence, tense substitutions show up. Suppose,

however, that the tree would be pruned at a lower level: AgrP is underspecified
and TP is missing altogether. This is the case with a more severely disturbed
patient. Since verbs without tense morphemes are not words in Hebrew, tense

elements will still be present, but might (occasionally) be substituted. An
underspecifred TP and a missing TP do not make different empirical predictions.

9.2.3 Full functional structure

9.2.3.1 Cahana-Amitay (1997)
Cahana-Amitay (1997) replicates for English and Dutch agrammatism the finding
that Tense and Agreement may be selectively impaired. In her study, both English
and Dutch patients show 'pur.' tense errors or 'mixed' tense and agreement errors,
but no 'pure' agreement errors in several experimental tasks. The English patients
show selective problems with auxiliary verbs, while Dutch patients do not show

a difference between main and auxiliary verbs. Cahana-Amitay contributes this
difference to the different status of auxiliary verbs in English and Dutch. In
English, only auxiliaries have sffong features and consequently, show overt
movement. Whereas in Dutch, both auxiliary and main verbs have strong features.
The central idea advanced in the dissertation of Cahana-Amitay is that in aphasia,

the checking relations involving tense and agreement remain unimpaired. In the
speech of both the English and Dutch patients, there is a consistent match between
the agreement features manifested on the verb and the subject, even when the

subject's features are inappropriate in the given context, and there are correlations
between the presence of tense (even if incorrect) and the production of overt
(correctly Case marked) subjects. The conclusion that checking relations remain
unimpaired implies that all functional projections that are involved in feature

checking are present: TP and AgrP.
Patients do exhibit a strong tendency to replace verbs with strong features by

verbs with weak features. English patients replace auxiliaries by inflected main
verbs. This strategy is not available to Dutch patients, since Dutch has no inflected
lexical forms with weak features. Therefore, Dutch patients use one of two
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possible alternative strategies.
Most frequently, they use the infinitival verb form, which does not have strong

features. In that case, the verb does not undergo movement. Cahana-Amitay does

not explicitly discuss the status of Tense in root non-finites. Tense seems to be

defective with respect to Case. Cahana-Amitay states that the presence of an Overt
Tense marker is related to the expression of an Overt Subject in a clause, via Case.

Since Tense is not rcalized in root non-finites, subjects cannot be realized either,
because the Case feature cannot be checked.

A second possible strategy to avoid verbs with sfrong features in Dutch, as

proposed by Cahana-Amitay, is to employ inflected verbs but associate them with
weak features (as opposed to their feature specification in normal speech). This
strategy is much less frequent. In this case, the inflected verbs fail to undergo
movement, and remain in the same position as infrnitival forms. Feature checking
of the inflected form does not occur through overt movement, but it nonetheless

operates properly. The agreement features of the verb invariably match those of
the subject, showing that these forms are, in fact, undergoing covert movement for
purposes of feature checking.

Problematic is the assumption of Cahana-Amitay that all verbs have strong features
and consequently move in Dutch. This is only true for main clauses but not for
embedded clauses (see Zwart 1993 for a detailed discussion of this problem).
According to Cahana-Amitay, agrammatic patients favour covert movement, and
therefore tend to replace verb forms with strong features by verb forms with weak
fetaures. In Dutch, two possibilities are available. First, the use of root non-finites.
Cahana-Amitay claims that these exclude subjects, since Case cannot be checked
in root non-finites. Recall, however, that subjects do show up in root non-finites
in the agrammatic speech studied in the previous chapter and in normal speech
(chapter 7). Second, to associate finite verbs with weak features. In this case, finite
verbs do not undergo Verb Second. Recall, however, that in the agrammatic speech
studied in the previous chapter no failures of verb second were observed.

9.2.3.2 Mc Entee (1993)
Mc Entee (1993) presents a longitudinal study of the spontaneous speech of an
English agrammatic patient Joseph, supplemented with longitudinal data and cross-
sectional data of other agrammatic patients. She claims that functional projections
are affected in agrammatic speech. The amount of functional structure depends on
the severity of the impairment. CP may reduce to IP, which in turn may reduce to
VP. During the proces of recovery the amount of functional structure constantly
increases. In the early stages of Joseph's aphasia, when his impairment was most
severe, the access to and/or production of functional morphemes related to the
Inflectional system was severely restricted. The majority of his utterances consisted
of lexical items or phrases. However, the few [P's produced showed correct tense

and agreement marking on a variefy of verbs and mastery of nominative Case.

Therefore, Mc Entee claims that the underlying l-system is not lost altogether. Mc
Entee concludes that in agrammatic speech certain morphosyntactic features can
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be left out or underspecified. She postulates a performance deficit: functional
structure is present at any stage, but morphological information may not be
adequately transferred to PF. As a result, target representations may be incorrectly
realized or not realized at all, leaving terminal nodes either incorrectly represented
or deleted.

9.2.4 Summary

All logical possibilities for the verbal functional structure in agrammatic speech
can be found in the literature. Ouhalla (1993) claims that no functional projections
are present. His reasoning is rather straightforward: the functional lexical items are
(usually) not present, so there is no evidence for the presence of their projections.
The Tree Pruning hypothesis of Friedmann & Grodzinsky (1997) assumes a

truncated functional sffucture. In the speech of their Hebrew patient, TP is
underspecifred, which results in tense substitution, while CP is missing, which
explains the lack of CP-related elements. Hagiwara (1995) is not completely clear
about the amount of functional structure in the speech of patients who show
problems with CP and AgsP (and TP) related elements. Cahana-Amitay (1997) and
Mc Entee (1993) claim that all functional projections are present. Their explanation
for the non-realization of a projection varies from 'somehow inaccessible' and
'maybe underspecified' to 'a PF problem'.

It is difficult to evaluate the different accounts on empirical grounds, since the
alternative theoretical interpretations seem to make the same empirical predictions:
both a missing TP and a defective (underspecified) TP result in the omission of
inflectional morphemes and omission of the subject. So, the functional structure
in root non-finites cannot be demonstrated on the basis of these observations only.
To some extent, it seems to be a matter of theoretical preference or personal taste.

For child language, as opposed to agrammatic speech, root non-finites in
spontaneous speech are extensively studied. In the next section I discuss some of
the results, and investigate whether they hold true for agrammatic speech as well.

9.3 The literature on child language

Agrammatic speech is often compared to child language (cf. Weissenborn 1992,
Ouhalla 1993, Hagiwara 1995, Platzack 1996, Avrutin in press). Root non-finites
seem to be frequent in both types of speech (see section 1.3.4). Moreover, the
properties of root non-finites in agrammatic speech and child language seem to be
highly similar. The functional structure of child root non-finites is topic of much
debate. The same logical possibilities as discussed in the previous section on
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agrammatic speech show up in the literature on child language2: root non-finites
are VP's according to the Lexical-Thematic hypothesis of Radford (1996); they are

reduced structures according to for example Rizzi (1994) and Haegeman (1996);
while they are full functional structures according to for example Hyams (1996).

In this section I do not discuss the proposals for child language in detail. I will
adress two issues which are not (satisfactorily) discussed in the literature on

agrammatic speech: subjects in root non-finites (9.3.1) and types of verbs in non-

finite structures (9.3.2).In section 9.3.3 some accounts of child root non-finites are

introduced. They are ordered according tothe status of Tense: no Tense (9.3.3.1),
weak Tense (9.3.3.2), empty Tense (9.3.3.3) underspecified Tense (9.3.3.4) or

unindexed Tense (9.3.3.5).

9.3.1 Subjects in child root non-finites

In the preceding chapter it was shown that subjects hardly occur in root non-finites
in the spontaneous speech of patient GS, the other agramrnatics and the controls.
However, they turned out to be possible in a picture description task performed by
GS. In the spontaneous speech of children, subjects in root non-finites seem to
show up (much) more frequent than in agranunatic speech.

The question arises how subjects are Case-marked in non-finite utterances, since
normally nominative is provided via finite Tense. This question is most urgent for
theories which assume TP (and AgrSP) to be missing altogether from non-finite
structures. Also, it is not yet clear what underspecification of a TP means in terms
of Case marking abilities either. Several answers can be found in the literahrre on
child language.

The most radical answer is that the Case Filter is not yet (fulIy) operative in
child language. Friedemann (1992) claims this to be the reason that subjects in
child French may occur in Spec VP, do show up with non-nominative Case (moi
'me' and roi 'you') and usually lack determiners. VP-internal subjects are also
assumed by Pierce (1989) and Radford (1996). Pierce claims that in child French
subjects are in the specifier of VP, which is dominated by an empty IP, whose I
head Case-marks the subject under government. Radford observes that in English
root non-finites subjects often appear with oblique Case (me talk, me do ,r). He
suggests alternative accounts (following Rizzi 1994); subjects may receive
structural Case of V via the Spec Head relation; they may be inherently Case-

marked on basis of their thematic function; or they may receive a default Case,

which is oblique in English (and French).
As opposed to the previous accounts, Haegeman (1996) and Ferdinand (1996)

'Actuaily, the same altematives are also proposed for the initial state in second language acquisition:
the minimal trees of Vainnika & Young-Scholten (1996), underspecified projections proposed by
Eubank (1996) and the Full Transfer/ Full Access theory of Schwartz & Sprouse (1996) which claims
all projections and their features to be prcsent. It is telling that neither for agrammatic speech nor for
first and second language acquisition decisive arguments have been presented to choose between these

alternatives.
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demonstrate that subjects in root non-finites are outside VP. Haegeman claims
subjects in Dutch child root non-finites to be in an adjoined position, where they
receive a default nominative Case. Ferdinand demonstrates that postverbal subjects
in French child language are in a right dislocation position. For preverbal subjects,
two different positions are available. They may be either in a left dislocation
position or occupy the specifier of AgrSP. Nominative Case is available in Tense.

Ferdinand (1996) presents the only account in which subjects in root non-finites
are norrnally licensed by TP and AgrSP. She does not invoke a special Case

marking mechanism for dislocated subjects. Most accounts, however, include a

default Case mechanism for subjects in root non-finites. A strong argument for the
assumption of a default Case mechanism in root non-finites appears to me the
occurrence of non-nominative subjects. They were found in French and English
child language.

How do these proposals for Case marking of subjects in child root non-finites
relate to agrammatic speech? There is not much information available about Case
on subjects in non-finite utterances iu agrammatic speech. Ruigendijk et al. (to
appear) claim a default nominative Case marking strategy to be invoked in Dutch
and German agranrmatism. They demonstrate the presence of nominative subjects
(both pronouns and RefP subjects) in utterances without a finite verb. They assume

default case to be assigned in VP internal position. In both Dutch and German,
nominative is the default Case. A default strategy in French and English
agrammatism, on the other hand, would yield subjects with an objective Case in
root non-finites. I checked the contributions on French and English agrammatism
in the cross-linguistic study of Menn & Obler (1990). In an appendix, the complete
transcriptions of the spontaneous speech and several picture description tests are
given with each contribution. In the French agrammatic speech, two subject
pronouns show up in a non-finite utterance (4a-b), while in the English sample
there is only one subject in a non-finite utterance (4c).

(4) a-

b.

c.

moi peut-Otre un mois oh oui
'me maybe a month oh yes'
elle dit
'she said-part'
I flat on my back

In (4a) there is no verb, and the subject pronoun indeed has a non-nominative
Case. In (4b), on the other hand, a nominative subject is present. Notice, however,
that the past participle dit 'said' is morphologically ideutical to the third person
singular present tense form. Therefore, (4b) is not a convincing example. The
English utterance (4c) does not contain a verb, but the subject pronoun has a

nominative. On the basis of only these three utterances in (a) I cannot draw a

conclusion about Case marking of subjects in non-finite utterances in agrammatic
speech.
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9.3.2 Types of verbs in child utterances

In the preceding chapter, some observations were made about different types of
verbs with respect to finiteness. I demonstrated that patient GS predominantly uses

zijn 'be' in her finite sentences; mainly copula be and some instances of the

auxiliary be.ln non-finite utterances, she produces a wide range of different verbs
(see section 8.2.3). The other agrammatic patients mainly produce finite forms of
zijn 'be', modal, auxiliary and aspectual verbs (cf. Bastiaanse & Jonkers 1998).

Since the controls produce the same finite vetbs, I considered this to be a task

effect. Cahana-Amitay (1997) found in an experimental task on finite verbs that
Dutch patients had problems with all types of verbs, that is, auxiliaries, main verbs

and copula be.

In the literature on child language, the types of verbs that show up in either
finite or non-finite utterances are discussed in detail. Most authors agree that there

is an early stage in which only auxiliaries (and modals) appear as finite verbs, that
is, show finite morphology and are in fronted position (De Haan 1986, Jordens

1990, Wexler 7992, Boser et al. 7992, Wijnen 1999, Ferdinand 1996, Bennis et al.
1997). Lexical verbs only show up as infinitives or past participles. The distinction
between auxiliaries (plus modals) and main verbs is usually semantically
expressed. Jordens (1990) states that stative verbs appear as [+fin], activity verbs

as [-fin] while resultative verbs can be both. Ferdinand (1996) claims that the finite
verbs are non-eventive and the non-finite verbs are eventive. In addition to a no-
overlap-stage, Ferdinand distinguishes a partial-overlap-stage. At this latter stage,

finite verbs might be either non-eventive or eventive, while non-finite verbs are

still exclusively eventive. The observation that auxiliaries never occur as infinitives
in early child language was already made by Wexler (1992). Ferdinand adds to this
observation that not only auxiliaries, but also all other non-eventive verbs, such as

be, have as a possessive verb, modals and aspectual verbs, are excluded as non-
finite verbs.

How does the observation that auxiliaries are excluded in child root non-finites
relate to agrammatic speech? Both patient GS and the other agrammatic patients
discussed in the previous chapter produce non-finite non-eventive verbs, which are

shown in (4a) and (4b) respectively. In (4), different arguments and adjuncts to the

same verb are put between square brackets.

(4) a. deze maar laten wachten
'this one just let wait'
[hier niet/wel bezig] zijn
'fhere not/busy] be'

[nooit naar de dokteridinsdag/erlergens/nog] geweest

'[never to the doctor/tuesday/there/somewhere/again] been'
een bloeding gehad (5 times)
'a haemorraghe had-part'
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nooit gewild
'never wanted-part'

b. kennis willen maken (2 times)
'want to introduce'

[samen/van dienst] zijn
' [together/of service] be'

The agrammatic patients produce non-finite modals, aspectual verbs, ztjn ard
hebben. For the agrammatic patients other than GS, one might argue that their
speech cannot be compared to early child language, since they predominantly use

correct finite sentences. However, this is not true for GS. She produces root non-
f,rnites in a majority of cases, and only few finite sentences. Nevertheless, non-
finite non-eventive verbs show up in her speech as well, as opposed to what was

observed in child language. Recall that non-eventive verbs in root non-finites are

also found in normal adult Dutch (cf. section 7.2.1.2).
I return to the claim that initially only a subclass of verbs can be [+fin] in child

language. All explanations of this observation assume Tense to be missing or
defective in one way or the other. A short survey of the accounts is presented in
the next section.

9.3.3 Accounts of child root non-finites

In child language, root non-finites and finite sentences co-occur (the same is true
for agrammatic speech). The use of finite sentences seems to be restricted in child
language. In this section, I discuss some accounts of early child language. I focus
on the question whether the account is able to handle the characteristics of both
finite and non-finite utterances. The observation of an early restriction on finite
verbs might enable us to discriminate the consequences of a missing TP and an

empty or underspecified TP.

9.3.3.1 Tense is missing
The analysis of root non-finites as VPs containing no functional structure (Radford
1996) cannot explain the restriction on early finite verbs. Verbs in non-finite
structures are in base position in VP. There is no obvious reason to exclude
modals and auxiliaries from this position in Dutch. Moreover, if TP is fully intact,
as soon as it is required, there is no reason to exclude thematic verbs from moving
to T.

9.3.3.2 Tense has weak features
Poeppel & Wexler (1992) assume that initially bare infinitives in child language
have a weak [+tense] feature. So, the verbs are [+1snse], but they do not move in
the syntax, only at LF. This is possible because the child doesn't know the values
of Tense, but nevertheless hears an agreeing finite form and a non-agreeing
infinitival form. If the child carurot distinguish between these forms on basis of
Tense, the child might take both as finite forms: a strong form which raises in
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syntax and a weak form which raises at LF. The problem for a language such as

Dutch (as raised by Ferdinand 1996) is that non-finite verbs are morphologically
marked; they have either an infinitival or a past participle marking. It is unlikely
that verbs that are overtly marked as non-finite have a [+tense] feature. The
observation that auxiliaries (and possibly modals) never show up as non-finite
forms is incorporated into Wexler's theory by suggesting that children know that
auxiliaries cannot raise at LF, due to their semantically emptiness.

9.3.3.3 Tense hosts an empty auxiliary
Boser et al. (1992) assume that overt auxiliaries are optional in child language.

They use a broad definition of auxiliaries, including all elements which can take

a non-finite complement; for example modals, have, be, do and aspectual verbs.

ln case an empty, that is non-overt, auxiliary is produced, we are dealing with a

root non-finite. Boseret al. discuss German child data. They state that the empty
auxiliary contains phi-features inserted in I, including Tense and Agreement, and
is moved to C, just as overt finite verbs in a V2 language. The empty auxiliary is
a null pronominal, which falls under the general licensing conditions for null
pronominals. Boser et al. adapt the licensing conditions of Rizzi (1986), so that
Spec Head agreement is symmetric in their account. A null pronominal specifier
can be licensed by an overt X head sharing the relevant set of features, and

symmetrically, a null pronominal X category can be licensed by an overt specifier
sharing its relevant features. This results in the empty auxiliary being licensed by
the subject in the specifier position. Boser et al. explicitely state that instances

were both head and specifier are null are not allowed by the licensing conditions.
Therefore, a clear objection against this account can be made right away, since
many root non-finites do not contain a(n overt) subject. An additional problem for
the account of Boser et al. is that it does not explain the early restriction on finite
verbs.

9.3.3.4 Tense is semantically underspecified
The idea of an empty auxiliary is further explored in Ferdinand (1996) and Bennis
et al. (1997).

Ferdinand (1996) claims that Tense is underspecified in early speech: it is

syntactically present, but semantically underspecified. Therefore, Tense is not
compatible with eventive verbs which have an internal time structure. Only non-
eventive verbs can be [+tense], since they lack internal time structure. The
underspecification of Tense explains the restriction on early finite verbs. In the
case of an eventive verb, which can appear as a non-finite only, Tense is occupied
by an empty aspectual or modal auxiliary. Since this empty auxiliary can only
express the aspectual or modal modification of an eventive verb, the impossibility
of non-finite non-eventive verbs (in the 'partial overlap stage') is explained. The
empty auxiliary seems to have semantic and syntactic content, but it is
phonologically empty. Ferdinand does not discuss the question how such a

phonologically empty element is licensed.
Bennis et al. (1997) argue for the presence of a dummy auxiliary in root non-
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finites. They assume the presence of a functional projection FP between TP and
VP in child language. This projection hosts the verbal operators Modality, Aspect
and Negation, and therefore, it has an A-bar head position. Movement from V to
T results in improper binding because of the intervening A-bar head F. Therefore,
there is no overt verb movement; V surfaces in non-finite form. In Dutch child
language, the non-finite form can be either an infinitival verb, if F hosts a Modal
operator or a Progressive Aspect operator, or a past participle, in which case F
hosts a Perfective Aspect operator. The [+fin] T-position, which is present in every
root clause, is licensed by the insertion of a dummy element, as a last resort
sffategy. However, there is one exception to the unavailability of verb movement.
As opposed to all other verbs, aux is invisible at LF. This invisibilify is twofold:
there is no Aux-movement at LF and a trace of Aux-movement in the syntax is not
visible at LF. Auxiliaries move to the [+fin] T head in syntax. They can move,
since their trace is not visible at LF, so there is no improper binding. They have
to move overtly, since aux movement is not possible at LF, and because it prevents
dummy insertion, which is a last resort strategy. In child language, the dummy
element inserted in T is empty (while for example in adult English the overt
dummy do shows up, see the discussion in section 9.4.2.2). Bsnnis et al. assume
that in child language the concept of Tense has not been acquired yet. Therefore,
in early child language, T does not belong to the class of verbal operators. As a
result, [+fin] under T is a feature that merely requires formal licensing, and not
content licensing. It suffices to insert an empty element to formally check the
feafure.

The semantic underspecification of Tense (Ferdinand 1996, Poeppel & Wexler
1992) or T not being a verbal operator (Beruris et al, 1997) is based on the idea
that the concept of Tense is not yet acquired by children at the relevant stage.

Children do not mark a present/past distinction. A finite verb is marked [+tense]
(which surfaces as a present tense fo.m) rather than f+present] or [+past]. Events
are only located in time by means of an aspectual distinction: infinitives versus
past particples.

The speech of patient GS is similar to child language in this respect. She does
indeed not produce many past tense verbs, only 2 in 43 finite verbs (5%) have a
past tense. These utterances are given in (5).

was zeker
'was for sure'
had veel gepraat ik'
'did talk a lot me'

GS uses past participles to denote events in the past (in the AAT), while events
in the present are denoted by means of an infinitive. However, it is unlikely that
the concept of Tense is not available to aphasic patients. Other agrarnmatic patients
seem to use past tense forms more often. For example, patient MK (whose case
is discussed in some detail in the next chapter) produces 2 past tense verbs in 9

(s)
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finite sentences in the AAT interview. MK produces a large number of root non-
finites, she is not only a mildly disturbed patient. In the study of Cahana-Amitay
(personal communication) no specific problem was found with the production of
past tense verbs. The Dutch patients replaced both present and past tense verbs by
non-finite verbs to the same extent. The claim that the concept of Tense is not
available in agrammatic speech is not tenable.

9.3.3.5 Tense is unindexed
Avnrtin (in press) claims that root non-finites denote no time interval, and

consequently, Tense is unindexed. As a result, also the subject is unindexed, due

to a ban on asyurmerical indexation. The interpretation of the unindexed elements

is handled in discourse. An unindexed Tense is comparable to an underspecified
Tense. However, Avrutin does not consider the reason for underspecification to be

semantic in nature. He claims that the processing resources in children are limited,
who therefore opt for a 'cheaper' way of expression. The same holds true for
agrammatic patients, according to Avrutin. It is not clear to me, how Avrutin
would account for the restriction on early finite verbs.

9.3.4 Summary

Root non-finites are not explicitely discussed in the literature on agrammatic
aphasia, since they do not show up in the languages reported on. Two proposals
for a 'disfunctioning' Tense node (Hagiwara 1995 and Friedmann & Grodzinsky
L997) were discussed in section 9.2.2. It can be inferred that in a language as

Dutch, which allows for verbs without any tense and agreement marking, such a

disfunctioning TP gives rise to the production of root non-finites. Also the radical
absence of functional projections in agrammatic speech, as advocated by Ouhalla
(1993), might lead to root non-finites. These proposals, however, do not tell
anything about the properties of root non-finites.

For child language, the properties of root non-finites in different languages are

studied extensively. The discussion of the child language literature in this section
focussed on the status of TP and the occurrence of subjects. The underspecification
of Tense, which results in an empty auxiliary or modal in T, and subjects with a
default Case, were found to give the best explanation of the empirical child data.

9.4 Root non-finites in agrammatic speech

In fact, not much is known yet about (the sffucture of) root non-finites in
agrarnmatic spontaneous speech. It is clear that verbal inflection and subjects are

missing. But the following questions, which were raised for child language, still
need an answer for agrammatic speech: to what extent are objects produced, what
is the position of these objects, do adjuncts show up, can negation be present, what
is the position of present subjects, what tSpes of verbs show up in non-finite and
finite utterances? ln 9.4.1 these questions will be answered with respect to the
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agrammatic data of patient GS, as presented in the previous chapter. The aim is
to present a theoretical account for root non-finites in agrammatic speech in9.4.2.

9,4.1 Empirical evidence for functional projections

The data of patient GS, as presented in chapter 8, will be discussed again in this
section. I will demonstrate that her data contain evidence for the presence of some
but not all functional projections in root non-finites.
I proposed the structure in (6) for the verbal domain in Dutch (see chapter 7).

(6) [., C [oo*r* AgrS [r, T [oo*o, AgrO [*o, Neg [u, V]]llll

I discuss the projections from low to high along the verbal projection line.
Patient GS produces both infinitives and past participles. All non-finite verbs are

clause final; they follow the object,
Negation shows up with non-finite verbs3. In most cases, the negation precedes

the non-finite verb. This is the basic order, with the verb in VP, and the negation
in NegP.

Obligatory objects are present in a majority of cases (78% of the obligatory
contexts). I assume objective Case to be available in AgrOP, therefore, the
presence of an object implies the presence of AgrOP. In 41 root non-finites, both
an object and an adjunct are present. In 15 ofthese cases, the presence of a higher
functional projection can be empirically demonstrated: the adjunct shows up
between the object and the verb. Adjuncts are adjoined to a maximal projection,
to VP or a higher projection. If an object precedes an adjunct, it must be in a

higher position than VP as well. The most plausible assumption is that the object
is in AgrOP. It might even be in a higher projection, however, in that case it must
have passed through AgrOP anyway.

Empirical evidence for the presence of TP is less clear. Tense is not overtly
realized in root non-finites. One might assume that time adverbials indicate the
presence of Tense, since they have to be adjoined to TP (cf. Bobaljik & Jonas

1996). GS produces a few time adverbials in non-finite utterances, see (7).

vanavond op bezoek komen
'tonight pay-inf a visit'
pas geleden nog een cadeautje nog gehad

'short time ago still a present still got-part'
dinsdag nog geweest

'tuesday still been-part'
morgen weer gewoon werken
'tomorrow again just work-inf

3 Cf. Rispen et al. (in press) who claim that negation is intact in a comprehension test and a

sentence anagram test of Dutch agrammatic patients.

(7)
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vrijdag weer werken
'friday work-inf again'
hier nu wonen
'here live-inf now'

AGRAMMATIC SPEECH 2tt

It is reasonable to consider the occlurence of tirne adverbials as evidence for the

expression of a concept of time. It is questionable whether time adverbials are

evidence that a functional projection Tense is operative. However, their presence

seems to be compatible with the assumption of an inactive - that is underspecified
- Tense projection. Zanuttini (1991) and Platzack (1996) claim that negation should
be licensed by TP. Then, also the presence of negation is evidence for the presence

of TP. Ferdinand (1996) states that infinitives and participles show aspectual
marking, which must be bound by Tense'. Under this assumption, the use of
infinitives and participles is taken to be evidence for the presence of TP. Patient
GS produces both root infinitives and root participles.

A generally accepted diagnostic for the presence of (frnite) Tense are subjects
which bear nominative Case. Subjects hardly occur in root non-finites. For GS the
subject omission rate in non-finites is 96%, as opposed to only 10% subject
omission in finite sentences. This difference between finite and non-finite
structures indicates a defective status of Tense in root non-finites. Nevertheless,
some subjects show up. In the spontaneous speech of GS 7 subjects occur in root
non-finites (see (16) and (20) in chapter 8). In 5 cases an adjunct or negation
shows up between the subject and the verb, which shows that the subject is outside
VP. These subjects might be in a higher functional projection but also in an
adjoined position. Subjects in a right-dislocated position are found in her finite
sentences as well, see (8).

is wel leuk een praatje
'is nice a talk'
had veel gepraat ik
'had been talking a lot me'

In a picture description task, GS produces another 4 root non-finites containing a

subject. In addition to the subject, 3 of these utterances also contain an object. If
the object is in AgrOP, the preceding subject must be outside VP as well.

The presence of AgrSP and CP cannot be empirically demonstrated. The
majority of GS's root non-finites does not contain a subject. GS's non-finite
utterances do not show wh-phrases or topicalization of non-subjects either.

n This line of reasoning is not generally accepted. Tsimpli (1992) and Bennis et al. (1997) argue that
children acquire Aspect before Tense. Aspect is often argued to be licensed in a sepamte functional
projection, the Aspect Phrase (cf. Pollock 1989, Ouhalla 1993, Bennis et al. 1997).

(8)
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Theoretical account

In the preceding section, empirical evidence was presented for the presence of the
functional projections NegP, AgrOP and TP in the non-finite utterances of patient
GS. The presence of AgrSP and CP could not be demonstrated. In this section, I
present an account of root non-finites in agrammatic speech based on the speech
of GS (9.4.2.1). In section 9.4.2.2, I will relate the properties of GS's finite
sentences to the account of root non-finites. In section 9.4.2.3, other agrammatic
patients are taken into account, which will result in a slight revision of the
acccount.

9.4.2.1 A syntactically underspecified Tense
I present the account for root non-finites in agrammatic speech in (9).

Root non$nites in agrammatic speech
Root non-finites in agrammatic speech are full functional structures
(CPs), in which Tense is underspecified. Tense contains an empty
element, which is interpreted by means of discourse interpretation.
C is also underspecified and interpreted in the discourse.
Subjects receive a default nominative Case in a dislocated position.

The account in (9) makes four separate claims: an underspecified Tense, discourse
interpretation for the empty Tense element, an underspecified C which is also
interpreted in the discourse and default nominative for a subject. I discuss these
claims in the remainder of this section.

I do not assume that Tense is underspecified for a cognitive or slmtactic reason.
The concept of time is available to aphasic patients, and they also actually mark
the present/past distinction (see the discussion in 9.3.3.4). Moreover, all
agrammatic patients studied produce correct finite sentences, so syntactic
knowledge to mark Tense is also clearly available. I assume that patients
sometimes do not overtly rcalize Tense, in order to reduce the processing load of
an utterance. This assumption is in accordance with Avnrtin (in press). See also
Bastiaanse (1995) and the work of Kolk which will be discussed in section 11.2.2.

The underspecified Tense is licensed by an empty element which receives a

discourse interpretation (cf. Hoekstra &, Hyams (1996) who claim that the
interpretation of root infinitives (RIs) in child language is not fixed grammatically,
but RIs yield a direct discourse interpretation). The empty element does not have
an inherent present/past feature, but is interpreted within the discourse. Therefore,
I predict the empty Tense not to be restricted to a specific context, but to show up
in both present and past contexts. The speech fragments in (10), taken from patient
GS, show that this is indeed the case. In (lOa) a past tense context is introduced
by the question of the interviewer. GS has two possibilities to indicate that she is
talking about an event in the past: she either produces a past participle, which
creates a context for a present (or past) tense auxiliary, or she produces an
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infinitive, which creates a context for a past tense modal (or aspectual). GS uses

both possibilities. The example in (10b) is taken from the ANELT test, which
clearly introduces a present tense context. The infinitives produced require a

present tense modal. In (10) a reconstructed aux/modal is given between square

brackets. I do not claim that especially this auxiliary/modal is missing, but only
intend to express its present or past tense interpretation.

(10) a. It is already a long time ago, but can you tell me once again how your
disease started?

[moest] werken

[wilde] op bed nog 't haar even doen

thee en weg en ineens een bloeding
en [ging] op bed zitten
en [moest] wachten op hulp
maatschappehjk werkster De Veste [heeft] me gevonden

[heeft] de dokter gebeld

[ben] naar het ziekenhuis gebracht

'[had to] work

[wanted] on the bed the hair do

tea and gone and suddenly a haemorrhage

and [went] sit on the bed

and [had to] wait for help
social worker De Veste [has] found me

[has] called the doctor

[am] teken to the hospital'

b. You have to arrange dirurer for a wedding. Right now you are in a
restaurant. I am the owner. What do you say to me?

[moet] voor twintig personen reseryeren

een hotel een restaurant

[willen] eten met z'n allen

'[have to] reserve for twenty people
a hotel a restaurant

[want to] eat with all of us'

The examples in (10) show that the empty Tense occurs in both present and past

tense contexts, as is predicted by the discourse interpretation analysis.
Discourse interpretation is only possible for elements in the highest projection

in the structure (cf. determiner and pronoun omission in part I). TP is not the
highest projection, since it is dominated by AgrSP and CP. I assume that C is also
underspecified, and is interpreted in the discourse. CP is the highest projection, and
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therefore, discourse interpretation is directly available for the empty C. Root non-
finites in agrammatic speech usually have a declarative interpretation, in either the
present or past tense. Due to the connection between CP and TP (sharing of tense
features), the discourse interpretation is also available in TP, mediated by the
empty C. I assume AgrSP to be empty as well. Since AgrS has no semantic
content, no interpretation is needed.

The final claim concems the unavailability of a structural nominative Case for a

subject. Recall from chapter 7 that the overt realization of tense is a prerequisite
for the availability of nominative Case. Since in root non-finites Tense is
underspecified, and consequently, it contains an empty element, no nominative is
available. This conectly predicts the absence of subjects. The subject omission rate
inrootnon-finites is 96%, while only l0% of the subjects aremissing inthe finite
sentences of GS. Non-finites of other agrarnmatics, normals and Wernicke's did
hardly contain subjects either. The reluctance of agrammatic patients to produce
subjects in non-finite stnrctures was also experienced by Schlenck et al. (1995).
They present a therapy program for patients with severe agrammatism, who mainly
produce one-word-utterances in their spontaneous speech. The Reduced-Syntax-
Therapy (REST) program aims at the activation of fragments of syntactic structure.
In the first phase of the program, patients are trained to combine objects and
infinitival verbs. Almost all patients are succesful in this phase. In a next phase,
patients are trained to add a subject to these object-infinitive combinations. It is
telling that only some, but not all patients are able to master such constructions in
the therapy program of Schlenck et al.

Despite the unavailability of structural nominative, some subjects do show up
in root non-finites. In chapter 7,I argued that a default nominative as a last resort
is available in dislocated positions. In section 8.2.2 it was shown that GS mainly
produces subjects in root non-finites in a picture description test, and not in her
spontaneous speech. GS seems to produce subjects only if this is strongly required
by the task. In a picture description task, you have to mention all participants in
the picture. Recall that GS produces some of the subjects in the picture description
test in a self-correction. See the example in (11).

(11) target sentence: de man leest de krant
'the man is reading the newspaper

reponse GS: de krant lezen de man de krant lezen
'the paper read-inf the man the paper read-inf

At first, GS produces a 'standard' root non-finite, consisting of an object and a

non-finite verb. She adds a subject to the non-finite structure only in second
instance. We might interpret these 'second-instance-subjects' as not belonging to
the basic stmcture, but actually be adjoined to it, in a dislocated position. It was
demonstrated that subjects in root non-finites are outside VP, since they precede
adverbs, negation and objects. In an adjoined position, the subject receives a

default nominative Case, which is not available in a structural position. Therefore,
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the subject cannot remain in Spec VP (as opposed to the claim of Ruigendijk et

al to appear).
Support for the observation that subjects in root non-finites are often missing in

spontaneous speech, but do occur in picture description tests can be found in Kolk
et al. (1990). This is the Dutch contribution to the cross-linguistic study on

agrafirmatism of Menn & Obler, which contains the fuIl transcripts in an appendix.
I counted the subjects in root non-finites in the speech of a Broca's patient called
Mr. Barn. The subject omission rate in root non-finites produced in the

spontaneous speech (interview) is 82Yo, while in the picture description tests it was

only 33%.
I argued that subjects in root non-finites show up in a picture description test

since this is required by the test. For these subjects default Case is available as a
last resort. Subjects in spontaneous speech are usually missing from root non-
finites. Especially in the AAT interview and the ANELT test, the subject is easily
recoverable in the discourse: most subjects refer to either the speaker or the hearer.
None of the present subjects in root non-finites in the spontaneous speech of
patient GS refer to the speaker or the hearer, see (16) and (20) in section 8.2.2.

Although my account involves an empty element in T, it is no null modal
hypothesis in the sense of e.g. Boser et al. (1992), discussed in 9.3.3.3. Hoeksffa
& Hyams (1998) raise the following arguments against a null modal hypothesis:
(1) there is no topicalization in RIs (2) there is no wh-movement in RIs (3) the
cross-linguistic fact that only languages which mark Number exclusively show an

RI stage and (4) the co-occurrence of null subjects and RIs is not explained if RIs
are 'finite sentences with a null modal'. I don't know whether the occurrence of
RIs in agrammatism is restricted to languages which mark Number exclusively.
However, the other arguments against a null modal hypothesis are not problematic
for my account. The absence of topicalization and wh-movement is also observed

in root non-finites in normal, adult speech (see section 7.3.1). The explanation
presented for normal speech fits agrammatic speech as wel[. The inversed order
of subject and object (topicalization) cannot be demonstrated in root non-finites,
since subjects are in an adjoined position, and consequently, precede all other
elements, including topicalized objects. Wh-phrases are only marginally acceptable
in root non-finites. This is possibly due to the underspecification of CP. I also
assume that Tense is underspecified. Consequently, no structural nominative is
available: RIs are not just finite sentences with a null modal in T.

9.4,2.2 A dummy Tense element in finite sentences
I argued that Tense in agrammatic speech can be left underspecified due to a lack
of processing resources. There is no semantic problem with Tense. Therefore, we

do not expect any restrictions on the type of verbs which can surface as frnite
verbs in agrammatism. This is especially ffue for Dutch, where both
auxiliaries/modals and main verbs are overtly moved to T. As opposed to child
language, I indeed did not find a restriction on either finite verbs or non-finite
verbs in agrammatic speech. Patient GS is an exception in this respect. She
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predominantly uses finite forms of zijn 'be'.
A restriction of finite verbs to zijn is not compatible with any theory on child

language. Not even if I would assume that Tense is semantically underspecified
in the speech of patient GS. Ferdinand (1996) claims that a semantically
underspecified Tense is only compatible with verbs that lack an internal time
structure, that is, non-eventive verbs. The class of non-eventive verbs, however,
is much wider thanbe only: have, verbs that denote an internal state such as wont,
know and believe, verbs that denote a necessity or possibility such as can and
must and aspectual verbs are included in the class of non-eventive verbs.

The theory of Bennis et al. (1997) is based on Aux invisibility: only auxiliaries,
which are invisible at LF, can surface as finite verbs. GS uses finite zijn 'be'
mainly as a copular; there are only a few instances of auxiliary zijn. This is not
expected under the theory of Beruris et al. Moreover, auxiliaries other that zijn do
never surface as finite verbs in the speech of GS. This is especially remarkable
since the ANELT test provides many contexts for auxiliaries and modals: 41Yo of
the finite verbs produced by the controls are auxiliaries and modals (see 8.3.1).

GS clearly does not match the pattern found in child language. The theory of
Bennis et al. (1997) also covers present-day adult English. Is the pattern of GS
comparable to adult English with respect to the restriction on finite verbs? Bennis
et al. argue that in adult English movement of a main verb to finite Tense across
a Neg head is impossible. Therefore, Tense is licensed by the insertion of dummy
do. An overt dummy is required in adult English, since Tense is a content licenser,
that is, it has semantic content. In child language, where Tense is semantically
underspecified, an empty licenser suffices (in root non-finites). In the spirit of this
theory about adult English, I propose that zijn 'be' is a dummy tense element in
the speech of patient GS . Two observations support this proposal. First, finite zijn
'be' has a fixed form: there are 3l instances of singular rs 'is' while the plural
form zijn 'be' is only present in 2 cases. Notice that also the subject seems to be

restricted: the reduced pronoun 'l 'it' is present as a subject in 10 cases, while in
another 4 cases, dummy d'r'there' serves as a subject. Examples are given in (12).

(12) a. 't is ook zo
'it is like this'
't is een punt
'it is a problem'
't is nog niks
'it is still nothing'

b. d'r is ook geen vraag naar
'there is no question after it'
d'r is ook bezoek
'there are visitors'

Second, if rs is a dummy, its use might be overgeneralized, that is, sometimes
show up in a context where it is not appropriate. The utterance in (13) might be
interpreted as an overgeneralization.
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't is niet werken
'it is not work-inf'
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(13)

Within the theory of Bennis et al. (1997) the assumption of both an empty and an

overt dummy tense element is excluded. Since the semantic status of Tense

determines what type of dummy is required: a Tense without semantic content
(child language) can be licensed by an empty dummy, while a Tense which has

semantic content (adult English) needs to be licensed by an overt dummy. In the

speech of patient GS, Tense can be left underspecified to reduce the processing

load of the utterance. In that case, an empty Tense element shows up which
receives a discourse interpretation. Tense can also be [+finite]. In that case, another

sffategy to reduce the processing load is available. Instead of moving a verb to T,
the overt dummy ls can be inserted. Since Tense is overtly realized in these cases,

structural nominative is available for a subject.

Recall that another agrammatic patient MK, whose speech was discussed in section

6.4, also invoked a strategy to produce finite sentences; she uses the fixed frame

dit is 'this is' (see (15) and (16) in section 6.4). The use of ri as a strategy is also

known from the literature. Feyereisen (1984) considers it to be a narrative strategy

in aphasic speech.

9.4.2.3 Other agrammatic patients: slightly revising the account
The account presented in (9) covers all properties of the root non-finites produced

by patient GS. However, it fails to account for an observation made in chapter 5

with respect to the speech of patient HB. It was demonstrated that non-finite
ufferances in the speech of HB showed both more pronoun omission (5.2.1) and

more determiner omission (5.2.2) than finite utterances. The same observation was

made for the speech of other agrammatic patients (4.3.2). Since all missing
pronouns in the root non-finites of HB turned out to be subjects, their absence is

explained by the account in (9). However, the missing determiners, which are

found in objects, are not yet accounted for. Some examples are given in (1a).

(14) televisie kopen
'television buy-inf
zool nemen
'sole take-inf
dokter gewaarschuwd
'doctor warned-part'

The missing determiners in (14) are in first position, and therefore might qualify
as instances of Determiner Drop. However, in chapter 5 it was noted that the

determiner omission rate in root non-finites is much higher than the percentage of
determiner drop in finite sentences. It was therefore suggested that these cases of
determiner omission should receive a different explanation. I will propose an

explanation in terms of Case. In order to do so, we have to re-examine which
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elements need Case.

According to Ouhalla (1993) Reffs (or DPs in his terminology) need Case while
NPs do not (cf. Abney 1987, Longobardi 1993). Therefore, if no Case is available,
subjects and objects only occur if they are no RefPs. This formulation of Case

theory predicts the absence of pronominal and Reff arguments in contexts where
no Case is available, however, NP arguments without a determiner might always
show up. The speech of tIB indeed shows a co-occurrence of pronoun omission
and determiner omission in non-finite utterances'. The examples in (14), which
are representative for the root non-finites produced by HB and the other
agrammatics (except for GS and MK), show missing pronoun subjects and
determinerless objects. I argued that no structural nominative is available in root
non-finites, which explains the absence of pronominal and RefP subjects. An NP
subject, however, is not automatically excluded. The question arises why NP
subjects do not occur in root non-finites in the agrammatic speech of HB and the
other agrammatic patients? The answer can be found in the table in (15), which
specifies the tlpe of subjects in the finite sentences of patient HB.

The table in (15) shows that HB predominantly uses pronominal subjects. This is
due to the type of speech. The ANELT scenario's trigger lst and Znd person
pronoun subjects, while the AAT interview triggers mainly lst person pronouns.
It is reasonable to assume that there is no difference between finite and non-finite
contexts in this respects. Therefore, the target subjects in root non-finites are

pronouns, which are excluded due to the unavailability of structural nominative
Case. This line of reasoning implies that if target subjects are RefPs,
determinerless subjects will show up. A picture description task triggers nominal
subjects, since by describing the picture the participants are introduced into the
discourse. Only after the first introduction by means of a nominal phrase, a

pronoun can be used to refer. Unfortunately, no picture description test is available
for patient HB. However, determinerless subjects show up in the picture
description test of mr. Barn, the Dutch agrammatic patient described by Kolk et
al. (1990). Consider the types of subjects in the interview and picture description
test of mr. Barn in table (16), which is based on my countings of the full
transcripts presented in the appendix to the contribution of Kolk et al.

5 The same observation is made for child language by Hoekstra & Hyams 1995, Hoekstra, Hyams &
Becker 1996. Their work will be discussed in detail in chapter ll.

pronoun NP subject RefP subject

t2l 6 t2

: subrects rn sentences rn the speech o



test no subject NP subject pron / RefP

interview 22 2 I

pictures 9 il 0

table {16): subrects in root non-tinttes ru.
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There is a significant difference between missing subjects in the interview and the
picture descriptions: subjects are generally missing in the interview but not in the
picture descriptions (chiz:1.68, p:0.006). The majority of subjects in the picture
descriptions are determinerless phrases (NP subjects).

I return to patient HB. The missing subjects in the examples in (1a) are now
explained. But what about the determinerless objects? If the high determiner
omission rates in root non-finites result from the unavailability of Case, not only
structural nominative but also objective Case seems to be lacking.

I first compare the types of objects in finite sentences and root non-finites in the
tables (17) and (18).

The objects in frnite sentences in the speech of HB are mainly RefPs, see table
(17). Therefore, in root non-finites, determinerless objects are expected, rather than
missing objects. This is indeed the case, as shown in table (18f.

I assume that in addition to TP (and AgrSP and CP) also AgrOP can be
underspecified. In that case, no objective Case is available for an object, and only
NP objects can show up. AgrOP is comparable to AgrSP in that it has no semantic
content. Therefore, no discourse interpretation is needed for an empty AgrO.
Underspecification of AgrOP is another way of reducing the processing load of the

6 Two objects in a root non-finite do not provide an obligatory context for a determiner. They are given
in (i). They are not included in table (18).
(i) ruzie gehad '(a) fight had-part'
(ii) koffie drinken 'coffee drink-inf

2t9

pronoun NP object RefP object

t4 5 36

e rn trmte sentences rn o

no object NP object RefP object

I I 5

ts rn root non- ln speecn o
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utterance. It results in objects without a RefP level (missing or determinerless
objects). Usually, only referring expressions (RefPs) can be arguments (cf.
Longobardi 1993, see section 5.2.2). I assume this restriction on arguments to be

relaxed in non-finite utterances. If the verbal reference (TP) is not overtly realized,
nominal reference might be missing as well.

Since the underspecification of functional projections is a way to reduce the
processing load, it is reasonable to assume that in a particular utterance as many
as possible projections are underspecified. So, not only CP and TP are

underspecified, but also AgrOP is underspecified in the root non-finites of most
agrammatic patients.

The Case filter, as discussed in this section, is formulated in (19). To incorporate
(19) into the account of root non-finites in agrammatic speech, the account is
slightly revised as in (20).

(19) Case Filter
RefPs need Case.

(20) Root non-finites in agrammatic speech
Root non-finites in agrammatic speech are full functional structures
(CPs). Tense is underspecified and contains an empty element which is
interpreted by means of discourse interpretation.
C is also underspecified and interpreted in the discourse. AgrO is
optionally underspecifi ed.

RefP subjects receive a default nominative Case in an adjoined position.

To complete the story, I return to the speech of patient GS to check whether the
revised account in (20) still captures her data. In the spontaneous speech, where
target subjects are pronouns, GS leaves out subjects altogether. This is accounted
for by (20). In the picture description task, where target subjects are RefPs,
determinerless subjects are possible, according to (20). As opposed to for example
mr. Barn, GS nevertheless only produces RefP subjects in the picture description
task. These subjects receive a default nominative, and hence are grarnmatical. The
question arises why GS invokes a last resort strategy to assign nominative, while
there seems to be an alternative, namely a determinerless subject. I do not have a

clear answer yet. I only notice that in normal speech a default nominative strategy
is preferable to a determinerless subject in a root non-finite as well. See the
examples in (21).

(21) +(een) jongen minister worden?! dat kan niet!
'*(a) boy become minister?! that's impossible'

*(de) koningin een toespraak houden?! onmogelijk!
'*(the) queen give a talk?! impossible'
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In addition to RefP subjects, GS only produces RefP objects as well. This is
possible, since AgrOP can be present in root non-finites. The relation between the
underspecification of CP/TP and the underspecification of AgrOP, which was
demonstrated for HB and holds true for the other agrammatics as well, was argued
not to be syntactic in nature. They are both due to an attempt to reduce the
processing load. In this sense, I consider such underspecification as a strategy,
rather than a syntactic problem. This strategy seems to work top-down through the
syntactic tree7. If C is underspecified, due to the corurection between C and T,
also T is underspecified. If C/T is underspecified, AgrO can be underspecified as

well. However, the underspecification of AgrO is optional. In finite sentences,
where C/T is not underspecified, AgrO cannot be underspecified either.

There seems to be variation between patients what strategies they use to reduce
the processing load imposed by the production of sentences. GS produces many
utterances with an underspecified Tense. In addition, I argued that she inserts a

dummy ls in finite sentences. However, her speech does not show
underspecification of AgrOP. Patient MK patterns with GS: relatively many root
non-finites which include full RefP objects and a this rs strategy in finite
sentences. Other agrammatics opt for the underspecification of AgrOP in root non-
finites.

9.5 General constraints on omission of verbal functional structure

In this chapter, an account of root non-finites in agrammatic speech was presented.
Normal speakers of Dutch were found to produce only a few root non-finites in
their spontaneous speech (see section 8.3.1), however, these root non-finites tumed
out to have similar properties as those in agrammatic speech. In part I about the
nominal domain, the null hypothesis was put forward that agrammatic speech in
general is constrained by the normal grammar. The agrarnmatic data presented in
part I does not falsify this null hypothesis. In this chapter, it was demonstrated that
the nu[I hlpothesis could not be falsified in the verbal domain either. The account
of root non-finites in agrammatic speech is similar to the account of root non-
finites in normal speech (see section 7.2.3). The following normal constraints
underly the account of root non-finites in agrammatic speech:

. empty elements must be recoverable

. intermediate functional projections cannot be underspecified

. Case Filter: Refs need Case

. structural nominative is only available in [+fini1s] contexts where
tense is overtly realized

. default nominative is available for dislocated subjects

TThis explanation resembles the idea of Stowell (1996) thatas soon as functional elements are overtly
expressed in the utterance the following functional elements cannot be non-overtly realized. See further
chapter 1l.

221
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The first constraint was found to be operative in the nominal domain as well (see

section 5.4). In the nominal domain, an empty determiner or pronoun in an

underspecified RefP was recoverable by means of discourse interpretation. The
same mechanism was assumed for an empty T element in the verbal domain.
Consider the second constraint now. In chapter 5, I argued that intermediate
functional projections cannot be skipped, following the Extended Projection theory
of Grimshaw (1991). A determiner within a PP cannot be missing, unless the
preposition itself is also absent. A similar idea is expressed in this chapter:

intermediate functional projections cannot be underspecified if the higher
projections are not also underspecified. AgrOP can be underspecified in root non-
finites, since the higher projections TP, AgrSP and CP are also underspecified.

The other constraints are independently motivated in linguistic theory, that is,

independent of agrammatic speech. I follow Abney (1987), Ouhalla (1993) and
Longobardi (1994) in formulating the Case Filter in terms of RefP. For discussion
on (default) nominative in Dutch I refer to Beukema & Coopmans (1989), Reuland
(1983), Koster (1987), Van Zonneveld (1994) and Haegeman (1996).

I conclude that root non-finites in Dutch agrailrmatic speech are constrained by
the normal grammar. In this sense, I consider them to be grammatically correct.
One normal grammar constraint was found to be violated: in root non-finites
arguments can be NPs instead of RefPs. In part I it was concluded that the

resffiction on arguments to be referring expressions (RefPs) is operative in
agrammatic speech (see section 5.4). Chapter 5 dealt with finite sentences only. In
root non-finites, as shown in this chapter, the constraint seems to be relaxed. I
stress that although root non-finites in agrammatic speech were demonstrated to
be grammatically correct, their use is pragmatically incorrect (cf. Hofstede 1992).

Agrammatic patients use root non-finites in contexts which do not allow for root
non-finites in normal speech.

9.6 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter a theoretical account of root non-finites in Dutch agrammatic
speech was presented. This account is primarily based on the data of patient GS,

described in detail in the previous chapter. However, differences between root non-
finites of GS and other agrammatics were incorporated as well. I assume root non-
finites in agrammatic speech to be full functional structures (CPs), in which CP,
AgrSP and TP are underspecified. C and T contain an empty element which is
interpreted in the discourse. Reff subjects in root non-finites receive a default
nominative Case in an adjoined position. Two additional claims were made. First,
arguments in root non-finites can be NPs. Since the verbal reference is missing,
due to the underspecification of Tense, nominal reference might be missing as

well. Second, AgrOP can also be underspecified. In that case, objective Case is
lacking, and consequently RefP objects are excluded.

It was argued that underspecification of functional projections is a strategy to
reduce the processing load of an utterance. Underspecification is not due to a
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syntactic problem. Such strategies are not invoked (to the same extent) in the

speech of all agrammatic patients. There is a lot of variation in the amount of root
non-finites in the speech of agrammatic patients. Patient GS and MK were

demonstrated to invoke yet another strategy: the insertion of a dummy rs in finite
sentences.

Although there is variation between patients in whether they use strategies to
reduce processing load, and to what extent, the root non-finites produced as a

result of these strategies meet the rules of the normal grarnmar of Dutch. In part
I of this book the hypothesis was put forward that agrammatic speech is

constrained by the normal graurmar. There it was demonstrated that the omission
phenomena found in the nominal domain (determiner and pronoun omission)
confirm this hypothesis. In this chapter it was shown that the omission phenomena

found in the verbal domain ('omission' of Tense and subjects) also confirm the
hlryothesis. In this respect there is a clear similarity between the nominal and
verbal domain.





10 Language recovery in the verbal domain

10.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with recovery in the verbal domain. In the preceding chapters,

the verbal domain in the speech of patient GS was discussed in detail. The

following distribution of ufferance types was found in the speech of patient GS:

a majority of non-verbal utterances (58%), 34Yo of the utterances are root non-
finites while only 8% are finite sentences.

Spontaneous speech of GS was collected at frve different test moments; test

session I was held at I month and test session Y at 66 months post onset. This
chapter contains a comparison of the five test sessions. ANELT and AAT data are

taken together.
In normal speech, only finite main clauses are grammatical, while occasionally,

under specifc pragmatic conditions, a root non-finite or non-verbal utterance is
allowed. If the speech of GS would develop towards normal speech, the percentage

of finite sentences is expected to increase during the course of recovery.
In section 10.2, relevant literature is discussed. In section 10.3, the recovery of

patient GS is discussed. I will demonstrate that her speech does not show any
change over time. Another patient SS shows a similar pattern (10,4). As opposed
to GS and SS, patient MK, discussed in section 10.5, shows a clear recovery in the

verbal domain. The chapter ends with a sunmary (10.6).

10.2 Relevant literature

Two clearly distinct developmental patterns can be found in the literature.
Alajouanine (1956) claims that agrammatic Broca's patients do not recover
(10.2.1). Other studies do find recovery in the verbal domain in the speech of
agranrmatic patients (10.2.2). The precentage of frnite sentences (10.2.2.1), the
realization of IPs (10.2.2.2) and the variation of finite verb tSpes (10.2.2.3) is

demonstrated to change towards the normal grammar.
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No recovery

Alajouanine (1956) states that agrammatism usually does not show (much)
recovery. He is primarily concerned with the evolution and regression of verbal
stereotypes. Alajouanine defines stereotypes as permanent stereotyped verbal
expressions with or without linguistic meaning, which are uttered unconsciously
and involuntarily. Broca was the first who observed the phenomenon with his
patient regaining only the expression Tan Tan. Examples of stereotypes produced
by patients in the study of Alajouanine are yes and no, curses, short single
sentences such as ai bien dit ('have well told') and faut ecrire ('must write').
Notice that Alajouanine's definition of stereotypes differs from the definitions I
gave in chapter l. I define automatisms as frequently occurring, fixed expressions
which fit neither syntactically nor lexically into the utterance. Stereotypes are

formulaic expressions which do fit in the context. Therefore, I consider
Alajouanine's examples of stereotypy as automatisrns.

Alajouanine studied patients in whose speech verbal stereotypy lasted for at least
one month. When stereotypy definitely disappeared, these patients started to
produce slow and effortful speech, which is characteristic of Broca's aphasia. They
showed an agrammatic speech output: there is a reduction of the sentence to a

skeleton of the construction; only nouns and verbs in the infinitive form are
retained; function words are suppressed; all grammatical differentiation, gender,
number and tense in particular, and also all subordination of clauses are lost.
Alajouanine concludes that the evolution of agrammatism has two important
characteristics. First, agrarnmatism is not an acute symptom. It develops out of
verbal stereotypy (or automatic speech). Second, agrammatism is a definite state:
it seldom shows any pronounced tendency to improvement.

70.2.2 Clear recoverv

As opposed to Alajouanine, other studies do report language recovery in the verbal
domain in agrammatic speech. Three types of change are demonstrated which are
discussed in this section.

10.2.2.1 An increasing number of finite sentences
Mc Entee (1993) presents a general recovery pattern, which was already introduced
in chapter 6 on language recovery in the nominal domain. She studied the
spontaneous speech of an English patient Joseph in 8 different test sessions within
a period of 20 months. Mc Entee observes that the number of finite sentences (or,
realized IPs in her terminology) increases in this period. In table (1), the number
of finite sentences is related to the total number of utterances in the speech of
Joseph. The number of finite sentences shows a continuous increase. Table (1)
includes the sessions 1, 3, 5 and 7.



test session I a
J 5 7

[+fin] utt 0 27 48 72

total utterances 32 105 98 108

% [+fin] 0% 26% 49% 67%

table ( I ): precentage of trntte sentences rn the speech o
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Schlenck & Springer (1989) present the case of an agrammatic patient who shows

clear recovery in the spontaneous speech over a period of l0 years.

This patient also shows an increasing number of finite sentences, as shown in (2).

precentage

10.2.2.2 Decreasing number of root non-finites
Mc Entee (1993) claims that in the speech of Joseph the percentage of correctly
realized IPs increases, that is, the percentage of non-realized IPs decreases. See

table (3), which includes the test sessions l, 3, 5 and 7 of Joseph.

test session 1 3 5 7

actual IPs 0 27 48 72

target IPs 7 52 53 74

oZ non-real IP 100% s0% 9% 3%

table (3): non-rea ln o

Notice, however, that the definition of 'target IP' is not clear. Mc Entee defines

non-realized IPs as sentence fragments that contain evidence for the presence of
IP (that is, one or more inflectional features are expressed), however, no finite verb
is present. This definition seems to result in very different types of non-realized
IPs. Some examples of non-realized IPs in the speech of Joseph are given in (a).

test session t976 1980 1983 1986

[+fin] utt 4 54 63 84

total utterances 100 98 99 100

% [+fin] 4% 55% 63% 84%

ta e inite sentences
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(a) a. sad

the first person Mick Jagger
b. talking to my friend

little girl play with a ball

The examples in (4a) are non-verbal utterances, while (4b) shows root non-finites.
In addition to non-realized IPs, Mc Entee also distinguishes a category of 'lexical
utterances'. These can be of any syntactic category. It is not clear to me how the
examples of non-realized IPs in (aa) differ from 'lexical utterances'.

I propose the following definition of IP contexts: all ufferances that contain a

verb are contexts for IP (TP). Under this definition, a non-realized IP is a root
non-finite. I use this definition for the investigation of the verbal domain in the
speech of the patients GS, SS and MK in the following sections. I also use this
definition while presenting the data of the patient of Schlenck & Springer in (5).

test session t976 1980 1983 1986

verbal utt 47 64 64 88

root non-fin 43 10 I 4

o/o root non-fin 9t% t6% 2% 5%

table (5): the percentage of root non-trnrtes er

The percentage of root non-finites clearly decreases in the speech of the patient of
Schlenck & Springer.

L0.2.2.3 Increasing variation of finite verb types
Mc Entee (1993) distinghuises the following inflectional features (in English): the
infinitival particle to, the presence of modals and negative auxiliaries, tense and
agreement marking, nominative case marking, the presence of VP complements
and the use of pleonastic pronouns it and there. She observes that the variation of
inflectional features present in the speech of her patient Joseph increases during
the course of recovery. He starts with one auxiliary and one instance of to.In the
latest session, he masters all inflectional elements.

I will not study the occurrence of all different inflectional features in the speech
of the patients GS, SS and MK. I will focus on another type of variation, which
was already discussed in the preceding chapters: the range of finite verbs. GS was
found to be severely restricted in the use of finite verbs. I argued that the dominant
verb fs functions as an overt dummy tense element in her speech. Also children
were demonstrated to restrict their early finite verbs to auxiliaries and modals (or
non-eventive verbs), as discussed in 9.3.2.

There are only few remarks in the literature about the types of finite verbs that
occur in the course of recovery in agrammatic speech. Since they show up in
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articles that do not give complete information about verbal constructions in the

speech of the patients discussed, these remarks are sometimes hard to interpret.
Consider Mc Entee's (1993) patient Joseph first. In the first session, Joseph does

not produce the verbs have and be. According to Mc Entee this is due to the fact
that these verbs are non-thematic functional elements which need overt tense and
agreement marking (while main verbs do hardly show tense and agreement
marking in English). However, it can be infened from the tables about the

distribution of utterance types as presented by Mc Entee, that Joseph does not
produce main verbs in the first session either. In the second session auxiliary,
modals and main verbs show up, which in the majority of cases show correct tense

and agreement marking.
Meyerson & Goodglass (1972) remark that initially auxiliary and main verb be

sporadically appear in the speech of their English patient Mr. C., while later on be

is always used appropriately where needed. However, without any information
about the occurrence of other verbs, we do not know whether the use of be is
delayed with respect to other verbs or not.

Ludlow (1973) provides evidence for a delay in both the copula be and past

tense marking. Ludlow investigated the re-appearance of tranSformations and
embedded sffuctures in the recovery of 6 Broca's and 4 fluent patients in the first
three months post onset. Simple sentence structure showed the following
development in the speech of the Broca's patients. At first, only intransitive verbs
in the present tense are produced, either negatives with do support or verbs in the

affirmative mood. Thereafter, transitive verbs and copula be re-appear, and the
simple past tense shows up. Finally, modals and progressive verbs in the present
tense start to appear.

Meyerson & Goodglass (1972) report a delay in past tense marking. They state

that one of their patients, who was severely disturbed, never marked verbs for
tense. Two less severely disturbed patients (one of them being Mr. C.) occasionally
used unmarked forms as well. However, both of these less severely disfurbed
patients also occasionally marked the progressive aspect of the verb and the
present tense. They had no examples of progressive aspect in past tense though
they occasionally marked the verb for the simple past tense. Meyerson and
Goodglass do not note a difference between the earliest and later speech of Mr. C.

with respect to past tense marking.
The fact that all studies discussed in this section report on English data is

relevant here. In English, modals and auxiliaries are clearly distinct from main
verbs: they move to I and show overt tense and agreement marking while main
verbs remain in V. If IP is disturbed, modals and auxiliaries are therefore expected
to be missing, while the use of main verbs will be less problematic. In Dutch,
however, modals and auxiliaries on the one hand and main verbs on the other hand
are not expected to behave differently in the case of a disturbed IP. In semantically
oriented theories about the status of IP in child language, modals and auxiliaries,
having less semantic content than main verbs, are in fact expected to appear earlier
in child language, while the production of main verbs is delayed (see section
e.3.2).
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A final observation about the IP level is that the appearance of IP elements
precedes CP elements (Mc Entee 1993). The following elements can be taken as

evidence for the presence of CP (in English): complementizers, preposed wh-
elements and fronted auxiliaries in yes/no questions. Mc Entee shows that the
occurrence of CP elements is delayed as compared to IP elements in the speech
of Joseph. Only in session 8, the stage of mild agrammatism, a reasonable number
of CP elements are produced. The verbal functional structure in the speech of
Joseph shows a stepwise recovery along the functional projection line. At the
severe stage, only lexical projections, including VP, show up. At the moderate
stage, Joseph regains mastery over the IP level, while at the mild stage also CPs
are correctly produced. The theories presented by Hagiwara (1995) and Friedmann
& Grodzinsky (1997) might imply recovery along the same lines, although
recovery is not discussed in their articles. Friedmann & Grodzinsky distinguish
degrees of severity determined by the pruning location, that is, the position where
the syntactic ffee is pruned, being either C, T or Agr. The more severe the
agrarnmatic syndrome is, the lower the tree is pruned. If we assume that recovery
means 'geffing less severely disturbed', recovery might imply pushing up the
pruning location. This same line of reasoning also holds true for the theory of
Hagiwara (1995).

10.2.2.4 Summary
Two opposite developmental patterns were presented. Alajouanine (1956) states

that agrammatic speech, which develops out of initial stereotypic (automatic)
speech, does not show recovery. Many other sfudies demonstrate clear recovery in
the verbal utterances of agrammatic patients. The percentage of finite sentences as

related to the total number of utterances is found to increase. The precentage of
root non-finites as related to the total number of verbal ufferances is found to
decrease. Some studies show that the variation of finite verbs increases, however,
there is no uniformity in the assumed order of occurrence of different frnite verbs.
Finally, stepwise recovery along the functional projection line is assumed: IP
precedes CP. Notice that the same types of development were found in the
nominal domain with respect to elements related to the RefP level (see chapter 6).
In the next section, I investigate the recovery in the speech of patient GS.

10.3 Patient GS: no recovery

Patient GS was tested five times: sessiou I-V atrespectively 1, 11, 13,33 and 66
months post onset. Both the ANELT test and the AAT interview were
administered to her in every session. ANELT and AAT data are taken together in
this section. Only in session V two versions of the ANELT (20 items in sum) were
recorded (see for further information about methodology chapter 2).

Section 10.3.1 deals with the number of finite sentences; section 10.3.2 deals
with the number of root non-finites; section 10.3.3 concerns the range of finite
verbs.
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10.3,1 The number of finite sentences

The number of finite sentences related to the total number of utterauces does not
increase in the speech of GS, as shown in table (6).

percenta

The number of finite sentences is unexpectedly high in session I: it is significantly
higher than inboth the immediately following session II (chiz:l.63, p:0.006) and
the final session V (chi2:25.29, p<0.001). There is no significant difference in the
percentage of finite sentences between session II and V (chiz:l .47, p:0.226). So,

the number of finite sentences does not change over time.
Session I is also deviant with respect to the number of root non-finites, as

demonstrated in the next section.

10.3.2 The number of root non-finites

The number of root non-finites related to the total number of verbal utterances is
shown in table (7). Verbs in embedded infinitival clauses are not included in (7).

test session I il ilI IV V

verbal utt 12 28 45 40 92

root non-fin J 2t 32 36 82

Yo root non-fin 25% 75% 71% 90% 89%

e (7): the percentage of root non-tinites m of patrent

In session I, the number of root non-finites is unexpectedly low, as compared to
the other sessions: there are significantly less root non-finites in session I than in
both the immediately following session II (chi2:6.79, p:0.009) and the final
session Y (chi2:25.10, p<0.0001). There is no significant difference, however,
between session II and session V (chiz:f .46, p:0.ll7). So, the number of root
non-finites does not decrease over time.

I conclude that session I is deviant with respect to the number of finite sentences
and the number of root non-finites. If session I is left aside, neither the number of

test session I II m ry V

[+fin] utt 9 7 r3 4 l0

total utt 26 76 83 98 219

% [+fin] utt 3s% 9% 16% 4% 50h

table (6): the percentage ot lrmte sentences m speec of patrent
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finite sentences nor the number of root non-finites shows a significant change.
The question arises how the deviant nature of session I can be explained. That

is, why does patient GS only start to produce root non-finites from session II on?

I have no clear answer to that question. I only notice that GS confirms the pattern
observed by Alajouanine (1956). He states that agrarrunatism is not an acute

syndrom but develops out of speech automatism/stereotypy. The AAT scores of
the spontaneous speech interview include a score for the presence of
automatic/stereotypic speech (see chapter 2). In session I, GS almost exclusively
produces automatic speech (score 1). For example the negative niet'not' and the
affirmative wel are automatisrns in her speech (see further chapter 8), but also okay
and aangenaam 'it is a pleasure'. In session II, speech automatism are mainly
replaced by stereotypes. From session II on, GS starts to produce many root non-
finites, which are characteristic of agrammatic speech. The speech of patient GS

also corroborates the observation of Alajouanine that the verbal structure of
utterances does not recover in the speech of agrammatic patients.

10.3.3 Variation of finite verbs

As already discussed in the preceding chapter, the use of finite verbs in the speech
of GS is a-typical. She mainly produces the finite form ls, which was interpreted
as an overt dummy. The use of ls is a sffategy invoked to reduce the processing
load of the utterance. The use of rs does not show a change over time, as is clear
from table (8).

test session I II ru IV V

'be' 6 6 t2 2 7

ohave' 0 0 0 0 I

modals 1 asp 2 0 0 0 0

lexical verbs I I 1 2 2

tion of tinite v ln speec

GS only produces one past tense form. The ANELT test does not provide past test
contexts, but the AAT interview does. In the AAT, GS uses 23 present tense verbs
and I past tense verb (in session 2).

I do not consider GS to fully master the IP level, since f,rnite sentences result from
the insertion of a dummy tense element. However, all finite sentences seem to
include the CP level. As demonstrated in section 8.2.3, the finite sentences of
patient GS include finite verbs in second position and topicalization of both
subjects and non-subjects. Wh-phrases do not show up. In addition to finite
sentences, GS also produces a few embedded infinitival clauses, which contain the
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infinitival complementizer om 'for'. There is no evidence for a delay in the
realization of the CP level. Utterances that include a finite verb also include CP.

I conclude that GS does not show any recovery in the verbal domain over a period
of five-and-a-half years. In this respect, she confirms the finding of Alajouanine
(1956) that agrammatism is a definite clinical state. GS does also confirm
Alajouanine's finding that agrammatism develops out of stereotypical or automatic
speech.

In chapter 8 it was stressed that GS is an a-typical patient in some respects.
However, in the next section I shortly present the case of patient SS, whose speech
shows a similar pattern.

10.4 Patient SS: a similar pattern

Patient SS did not give any verbal reactions at the time of her first testing (1

month post onset). In the second test session (5 months post onset) she exclusively
used automatic speech, mainly yes and no. OnLy in session III (13 months post
onset) she started to produce speech that could be syntactically analysed. Session
IV was held at 72 months post onset. The percentage of finite sentences and root
non-finites are shown in (9).

The number of finite sentences remains very low in the speech of patient SS; there
is no significant difference between session III and IV (ch[z:0.48, p:0.490). The
number of root non-finites remains very high; there is no significant difference
between session III and IV (chiz:0.05, p:0.830).

The variation of finite verbs does not change either. Patient SS almost exclusively
produces lexical verbs. [n session III she lurres hebben 'haye' arrd komen 'come'.
In session [V she uses u/or?en 'live', blaffen'bark' (2 times) and heten'be called'
(3 times). So, no 'be' and no modal or aspectual verbs. SS does not produce past
tense verbs.

I conclude that SS is similar to GS with respect to language development in the
verbal domain. Neither of them shows (clear) recovery. Their agrammatic speech
develops out of a stage of automatic speech, and turns out to be a definite clinical

sessron m IV sesslon m TV

1+finl 2 6 verb utt 11 21

tot utt 32 43 root [-fin] 9 15

% [+fin] 6% t4% 7o root [-frn] 82% 7r%

: trmte sentences root non-trmtes m
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state. Both patients confirm the no-recovery pattern as observed by Alajouanine
(1956). In the next section, a different pattern will be shown.

10.5 Patient MK: clear recovery

Five test sessions of patient MK are available: session I-V held at 1, 5, 13, 40 and

84 months post onset (see further chapter 2). These sessions are compared in this
section.

10.5.1 An increasing number of finite sentences

The number of finite sentences increases in the speech of patient MK, as shown

in table (10). The percentage of finite sentences is unexpectedly low in session II.
However, this is not a significant regression: there is neither a significant
difference between session I and session II (chi2=0.49, p:0.486) nor a significant
difference between session II and session III (chiz:0.34, p:0.560).

test session I u UI tV V

[+fin] utt 8 7 t7 36 122

total utt l8 24 43 68 144

% [+fin] utt 44% 29% 40% 53% 85%

e (10): the percentage of trmte sentence m the speech of patren

The number of finite sentences increases after session IV. The percentage of finite
sentences in session V is signifrcantly higher than in session IV (chiz:22.39,
p<0.0001).

10.5.2 A decreasing number of root non-Iinites

The percentage of root non-finites in the speech of patient MK is shown in (11).

test session I II m ry V

verbal utt 9 9 28 49 129

root non-fin 1 2 l1 13 7

o/o root non-fin rt% 22% 39o/o 26% 5o/o

table (11): the percentase of root non-trnites in patrentpercemage
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At first, the precentage seems to increase between sessions I and III. However,
there is not a significant difference between the precentage of root non-finites in
session I and session III (chi2:1.35, p:0.246). A clear significant decrease is found
between session IV and session V (chi2:13.81, p=0.0002). The number of root
non-finites decreases after session IV.

I chapter 9, I argued that the use of root non-finites is a strategy, an attempt to
reduce the processing load of the utterance. The fact that patient MK produces root
non-finites in at most 39% of her verbal utterances (session III) corroborates the
assumption that root non-finites do not result from an absolute slmtactic deficit.
Notice that the use of root non-finites is usually a very effective way of
expression. This can easily be demonstrated with respect to the ANELT data. The
ANELT test measures the verbal communicative abilities of aphasic patients, that
is, the extent to which patients are able to get a message across. Although root
non-finites are syntactically simplified, they are semantically contentful. Blomert
& De Roo (1992) demonstrate a positive correlation in the ANELT between the
use of root non-finites and the understandability of the patient's response. Consider
the responses of patient MK to an ANELT scenario in session I, III and V, as

presented in (12).

(12) You have an appointment with the doctor. Something else has come up.
You call up and what do you say?

MK in session I:
dit is uh
'this is uh'

MK in session III:
een nieuwe afspraak maken
'make-inf a new appointment'

MK in session V:
een andere afspraak wil ik hebben
'another appointment I like to get'

In session I, the dit is 'this is' strategy does not result in an understandable
response. The root non-finite in session III, however, although syntactically
simplified, is perfectly understandable. In session V, MK produces a grarnmatically
correct finite sentence. This does not add much to the understandability of the
response. The fact that root non-finites are pragmatically very usefull underlies a

therapy program as the REST therapy of Schlenck et al. (1995). In the REST
therapy, agrammatic patients are explicitely trained in the use of root non-finites.

Let us take a short digression on the AAT in session IL This speech sample seems

to give a nice illustration of the assumption that the use of root non-finites (and
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even non-verbal utterances) in the speech of agrammatic patients does not
primarily reflect a syntactic deficit. In the AAT in session II, patient MK produces
20 utterances. She starts out very well with 3 grammatically correct finite
sentences. Th.y are produced in a row, without an intemrption of the interviewer.
Thereafter, the ability to produce finite utterances seems to be gone. She now only
gives short answers to very specific questions of the interviewer and she takes very
long pauses. The utterances 4-10 include one finite sentence (with the verb li), two
root non-finites and four single nominal phrases. The utterances 11-20 are all
single nominal phrases only. The fragment is shown in (13), only the utterance 1-
10 are given.

(13) l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

't was hardstikke donker
'it was very dark'
en daar lag ik
'and there I was laying'
en toen heb ik de ziekenwagen
'and then I have the ambulance'
vier weken
'four weeks'
vTagen

'ask-inf
vier uh nee vijf
'four no uh five'
mannen
tment

een hand opleggen
'put-inf a hand on'
vijf kinderen
'five children'
mijn man is overleden
'my husband has died'

The next section deals with the variation of finite verbs.

10.5.3 Variation of finite verbs

The variation of finite verbs in the speech of MK is shown in table (14).
In session I, patient MK only uses finite 'be'. In session II, all different types of
finite verbs other than 'be' appear; 'have', a modal and a lexical verb. After
session II, the number of instances of *be' does not change: there is no difference
between session II and session V with respect to the instances of 'be' (chi2:1.64,
p:0.200). As soon as lexical verbs start to appear in session II, their number, as

related to the total number of verbs, does not change: there is no significant
difference between session II and session V with respect to the number of lexical
verbs (chi2:0.07, p:0.796).



test session I il m IV V

'be' 8 4 3 12 33

'have' 0 1 3 3 31

modals + asp 0 1 7 10 26

lexical verbs 0 I 4 11 32

e : drstrr mte verbs rn speec
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The exclusive use of 'be' in session I is due to the 'this is' strategy, as

demonstrated in (15) and (16) in section 6.4.2. A few utterances to exemplify the
'this is' strategy in the ANELT in session I are repeated as (15).

(15) dit is uh
'this is uh'
dit is een handschoen
'this is a glove'
dit is de laatste keer
'this is the final time'
dit is uh nee

'this is a no'

In all sessions, non-lexical verbs ('be', 'have', modals and aspectual verbs)
outnumber lexical verbs. This is a task effect, also found in the speech of the
controls (see section 8.3.1). There is no difference in the percentage of lexical
verbs between patient MK in session V and the controls (chi2=0.57, p :0.450).

In conclusion. Patient MK starts out with the use of a 'this is' strategy, which
restricts her finite verbs to 'be' in session I. As soon as other verbs start to appear
in session II, the percentage of different verbs types is constant. Also past tensed
verbs already show up in session II. The distribution of different verb types
matches the distribution in normal speech. The verb which functions as an overt
dummy tense element, is the most frequent verb in normal speech.

Since patient MK seems to regain the full mastery over the IP level, two questions
arise. Does she regain mastery over the CP level as well? And if so, is the CP
level delayed as compared to the IP level, that is, is there evidence for a stepwise
recovery along the verbal functional projection line?

Empirical evidence for CP is the presence of preposed wh-phrases and

complementizers. In Dutch, b"rng a verb second language, topicalization of non-
subjects also counts as evidence. In session I MK does not produce any CP
elements, which is expected because of the 'this is' strategy. In session II non-
subjects in topic position are found in the AAT; 2 out of 4 topics are non-subjects.
From session III on topicalization of non-subjects also shows up in the ANELT.
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Preposed wh-phrases and complementizers only appear from session IV. The AAT
contains the adjunct wh-phrase hoe'holv', while in the ANELT both finite (dat
'that') and infinitival (om'for') complementizers show up in session IV. In session
V the range of CP elements is broadened: argument wh-phrases wat 'what', and
additional complementizers as als'if and toent 'then' are produced. MK seems

to regain the full mastery over the CP level. All CP elements are produced, and
moreover, they are never omitted in obligatory contexts, and neither do any finite
verbs fail to undergo Verb Second. The occurrence of CP level elements and
phenomena does not seem to be delayed when compared to the IP level.

To sum up. As opposed to patient GS and SS, patient MK shows a clear recovery,
which confirms the recovery pattern described in the literature. After the initial use

of a 'this is' strategy, the percentage of finite utterances increases, the number of
root non-finites decreases and the variation of finite verbs remains constant. The
CP level was found to be intact.

10.6 Summary and conclusions

Two opposite developmental pattems for the verbal domain are found in the
literature. In this chapter, representatives of both developmental patterns were
discussed. Patient GS (10.3) was found to corroborate the no-recovery-pattern
(Alajouanine 1956). GS's initial automatic speech develops into severe agrammatic
speech, which hardly contains finite structures. Finite sentences mainly result from
the insertion of an overt dummy tense element in T. Neither the number of finite
sentences nor the number of root non-finites show a change towards the normal
grammar. The variation of finite verbs does not change either. Patient SS (10.4)
shows a similar no-recovery-pattern.

As opposed to GS and SS, patient MK (10.5) shows a clear recovery. In the first
session she uses a 'this is' strategy, however, from session II on clear recovery is
observable. She produces more finite sentences over time and less root non-finites.
When finite verbs other than 'be' start to appear in session II, the variation of
finite verbs does not change anymore. CP elements were not delayed with respect
to IP elements in the speech of MK; they both appear from session II on. There
is no evidence for a stepwise recovery along the verbal functional projection line.

l toen 'then' usually is a time adverbial which might be preposed, as in (i) found in the AAT data in
session II. However, it can also be used as a complementizer, in which case the finite verb does not
undergo Verb Second, as in (ii) found in the AAT data in session V.
(i) toen heb ik de ziekenwagen 'then I had the ambulance'
(ii) toen de kinderen nog klein waren 'when the children were still young'
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11 Determiner and pronoun omission and
omission of finiteness

11.1 Introduction

Up to now, I have made a strict distinction between the nominal and verbal
domain. Part I, the chapters 3-6, deals with the nominal domain. I focussed on the

realization of the Reference Phrase, which contains determiners and pronouns. I
showed that RefP is vulnerable to omission in agrammatic speech, but that there
are clear, syntactic restrictions on such omission. Pronoun and determiner omission
is mainly restricted to fust utterance position. Pronoun and determiner omission
is impossible from the complement position of apreposition. Both constraints were
related to the normal grarnmar of Dutch. Part II, the chapters 7-10, deals with the
verbal domain. I focused on the realization of finiteness. I showed that non-finite
utterances, both non-verbal utterances and root non-finites, frequently occur in
agrammatic speech. Non-finite utterances were discussed in relation to the normal
grarnmar and child language. I argued that 'omission of finiteness' is the
underspecification of Tense. As a result, Tense contains an empty element, which
is interpreted in the discourse.

In different chapters, however, it became clear that the nominal and verbal
domain usually are not independent. In chapter 5, I observed that non-finite
contexts show more determiner omission than finite contexts. The pronoun
omission rate tumed out to be very high in root non-finites, both in comparison to
pronoun omission in finite contexts and determiner omission in non-finite contexts.
In chapter 9, I demonstrated that the high pronoun omission rate in root non-finites
is mainly due to subject pronoun omission. I argued that subject pronoun omission
in root non-finites is due to the unavailability of structural nominative case which
results from the underspecification of Tense. In this chapter the interaction
between the nominal and verbal domain in agrammatic speech will be studied in
more detail. The question is whether pronoun and determiner omission and root
non-finites do (necessarily) co-occur. The chapter is organized as follows. Section
11.2 presents relevant literature. Literature on norrnal adult language is discussed
in section ll.2.l. Literature on agrammatic speech and child language is discussed
in the sections L1.2.2 and ll.2.3.In section 11.3 I investigate the co-occurrence
of determiner and pronoun omission and the omission of finiteness (the emergence
of root non-finites) in the speech of the agrammatic patients. Two patients are
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found to deviate from the general pattern: patient GS (section 11.3.2.1) and patient
MK (section I 1.3.2.2).

ll.2 Relevant literature

This section discusses the interaction between determiner and pronoun omission
and omission of finiteness in normal, adult language (11.2.1), agrammatic speech
(11.2.2) and child language (11.2.3).

ll.2.l Normal adult language

In the literature, determiner and pronoun omission is related to the finiteness of the
clause (section 11.2.1.1). However, I will demonsffate that the linearposition of
the determineripronoun is more important than the finiteness of the clause (section
11.2.1.2). Some properties of special registers are discussed in section 11.2.1.3.

11.2.1.1 Determiner and pronoun omission: finiteness
Barton (1990) assumes a direct relation between the possibility of determiner
omission and the sentential structure of the utterance. She states that any singular
count noun can occur without a determiner when it is generated as - what she calls
- a non-sentential constituent structure NP (see section 7.2.2.1 for a review of
Barton's theory). In my terminology, such structures are non-verbal main clauses.
Barton gives the examples in (1).

(l) a. A: John is superstitious enough to write with only one kind of writing
implement.

B: Yellow pencil/Black pen/Felt marker/Special-order pen with invisible
ink/Computer.

b. A: Someone implicated John.
B: Butler/lVife/Flandyman/Plumber/Old friend.

c. A: The legislature has been called into emergency session.
B: Budget crisis/War/Death of the president.

d. A: John is someplace, but I don't know where.
B : Office/Home/House/Committee meeting.

The examples in (l) show that the NP can serve different functions: a manner
adjunct in (la), a subject in (lb), a prepositional object in (1c) and a place
adverbial which functions as a predicate in (1d). Irrespective of its function, the
single NP can occur without a determiner. Barton contrasts the single NP
utterances to full sentences in which determiner omission from an NP constituent
is impossible. Some examples are given in (2).
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(2) a. *(A/The) thief left the door open.

b. *(An/The/Some) old grudge between Tip O'Neill and the White House

Staff keeps them apart.

c. *(A/The/Any) tenor sings beautifully.

Barton restricts herself to non-verbal utterances. Fries (1983) observes that also
non-finite main clauses provide contexts for determiner omission. Consider the
imperative clauses in (3). Note that they all display structures with determiner
omission from object position, while the subject is missing altogether.

(3) a.

b.

c.

Packungsbeilage beachten
'consider information leaflet'
Kopf einziehen
'duck one's head'
Rasen nicht betreten
'do not enter the lawn'

The correlation between omission of articles and non-finiteness is also explicitely
noted by Hofstede (1992). He found in normal adult speech that omission of
determiners is rare in utterances containing a finite verb, while omission is
frequent with non-finite constructions.

11.2.L.2 Determiner and pronoun omission: linear position
Deterrniner omission in finite senteuces seems to be a common phenomenon.

Napoli (1982) discusses initial material deletion in English, which covers deletion
of determiners. Some of Napoli's examples are given in (4).

(4) Fine friend you turned out to be!
Hair's too long!

The examples in (4) conEadict Barton's claim that determiner omission is not
possible from finite sentences, which was based on the examples in (2). I already
discussed determiner omission in Dutch in section 3.1.1. and made the same

observation as Napoli. I showed that first utterance position often facilitates
determiner omission in finite sentences. Some of the examples from section 3.1.1.
are repeated here in (5).

(5) a. Ik ben al uren aan het schoonmaken.
(De) badkamer is eindelijk klaar, nu moet *(de) keuken nog.
'I have been cleaning for hours. (The) bathroom is frnally finished, now
must still *(the) kitchen.'

b. (Een) leuk meisje loopt daar.
'(A) nice girl is walking over there.'
Daar loopt *(een) leuk meisje.
'There *(a) nice girl is walking'
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Notice that all examples of determiner omission in non-finite sffuctures, as

presented in the previous section, involve first position as well: consider the
examples of Barton (1990) in (1) and Fries (1983) in (3). Fries explicitely notes
that adding a subject to the non-finite structure in (3), diminishes the possibility
of determiner omission, as shown in (6a). The intended interpretation of
Fussgringer 'pedestrian' in (6) is as a subject, and not a vocative.

(6) a.

b.

(7) a.

b.

Note, however, that the use of subjects in imperatives is restricted. The low
acceptability of (6a) is not due to the missing determiner, but to the presence of
a subject. Adding a determiner as in (6b) does not improve the acceptability of the
utterancel.

We now end up with t'wo factors that determine the possibility of determiner
omission: finiteness and linear position. The question arises whether these contexts
are independent, or whether one context is subordinate to the other? In (7), I
contrast finite to non-finite contexts which involve determiner omission from first
position.

?Fussgdnger Rasen nicht betreten!
'Pedestrians lawn not enter'

?Fussgiinger den Rasen nicht beffeten!
'Pedestrians the lawn not enter'

(een) cadeautje voor mijn moeder rnoet iets goeds zijn
'(a) present for my mother has to be something good'
wat ga jij doen?
(een) boek voor mijn moeder kopen
'what are you going to do? (a) book for my mother buy-inf

(de) koektrommel moet nu dicht
'(the) cookie tin must-fin be close now'
(de) koektrommel nu dicht
'(the) cookie tin now closed'
(de) koektrommel nu dicht doen

'(the) cookie tin now close-inf

The example (7a) shows determiner omission from first position in a finite
sentence. Such omission is equally possible in a root non-finite, as shown in (7b).
The example (7b) is a context-dependent clause. Other types of root non-finites
allow for determiner omission as well. See the examples in (8), which can be
either imperative or exclamative constructions, depending on the intonation.

(8)

tActually, two informants on German claim that (6b) is even worse than (6a).
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The examples (7) and (8) show that determiner omission from first position is
possible, irrespective of the finiteness of the utterance and its function.

In (9), I contrast finite to non-finite contexts which involve determiner omission
from non-first position.

(9) a. ik ga *(een) cadeau voor mijn moeder kopen
'I will buy *(a) present for my mother'

b. wat ga jij doen?

voor mijn moeder *(een) boek kopen
'what are you going to do? buy my mother a present'

The determiner in non-first position in (9) cannot be missing; neither from the
finite context (9a) nor from the non-finite context (9b). Non-finite imperative and
exclamative contexts show the same result in (10).

(10) nu moet *(de) koektrommel dicht
'now must-fin *(the) cookie tin be closed'
nu *(de) koektrommel dicht
'now *(the) cookie tin closed'
nu *(de) koektrommel dicht doen
'now close-inf *(th.) cookie tin'

To demonstrate the observation one more time, I present the following paradigm
of imperative sentences.

(11) a. (die) baby wassen en gauw
'(that) baby wash-inf and hurry'

b. was *(die) baby
'wash-fin *(that) baby'

c. wassen *(die) baby
'wash-inf *(that) baby'

The determiner in first position in (lla) is optional in spoken Dutch, but the
determiners in non-first position in (l1b) and (1lc) cannot be missing. Finiteness
does not seem to play a role here. The example (1lb) shows a finite context, while
(11c) is a non-finite utterance. Neither of these contexts allow determiner
omission. Only (11a), with the determiner in first position, allows for omission.

In conclusion. Determiner omission is possible in both finite and non-finite
contexts, but it is restricted to first sentence position. Notice, however, that
determiner omission seems to be constrained by various pragmatic and semantic
factors. Therefore, even from first sentence position, it is often not allowed. See

for example Barton's examples in (2). It is also important to note that determiner
omission is always optional. In all examples that allow for determiner omission,
the determiner may also be present.
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I now turn to pronoun omission. Pronoun omission from first position in finite
sentences is a common phenomenon in Dutch and other Germanic languages. So-
called topic drop and diary drop is discussed at lenght in section 3.3.2.1. The
realization of pronominal arguments in non-finite contexts was discussed
throughout chapter 7. Barton (1990), on the one hand, theoretically excludes the
possibility of subjects in non-finite structures. Schwabe (1994), Fries (1983) and

Haegeman (1996), on the other hand, seem to allow subjects in non-finite
structures. The survey of Dutch non-finite construction in section 7.2.1showed that
subjects are possible, however, their occurrence is resfficted in imperatives and
elliptical answers. The restrictions on subjects were argued to be either pragmatic
in nature or consffuction specific. I assume a default nominative to be availabe for
dislocated subjects in non-finite main clauses. This is a last resort option only
invoked if pragmatically enforced. No restrictions on the realization of object
pronouns in non-finite contexts were observed.

11.2.L.3 Special registers
In the preceding sections I restricted myself to regular, everyday spoken language.

In some special registers, however, determiner omission seems to follow different
rules. Consider the examples in (12): written telegram style in (12a), register of
comics (l2b) and Headlinese in (12c).

(12) a.

b.

haal neef van station
'pick-up-imp nephew from station'
mij al gezegd hebben mij vreemd voorgevoel hebben

'me already have said me strange premonition have-inf
Sjimmie niet weten wat verstekeling zijn
'sjimmie don't know-inf what stowaway be'
oude man vindt zeldzame gouden munt
'old man finds rare gold coin'
man beveelt vrouw om zuster te doden
'man orders wife to shoot sister'

c.

The example in (12a) is taken from Tesak (1994). In Dutch written telegrams he

did not find an interaction between omission of articles and uon-finiteness.
Determiners were almost completely lacking in the telegrams, irrespective of the
finiteness of the utterance. This means that determiner omission was equally
present in finite sentences and non-finite sentences. Moreover, the example (l2a)
shows determiner omission from non-first position.

The examples in (l2b) are cited from Zonneveld (1994). They are found in
comics, and are produced by non-native characters. The first example in (12b)
shows that the comics register violates the rules of normal adult Ducth: a non-
nominative subject mij 'me' shows up. In chapter 7 it was shown that subjects in
non-finite constructions have a (default) nominative in Dutch. In (12b) determiners
are also omitted from non-first position. The comics register seems to be a

construed language, which does not meet the grammar rules of Dutch.
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The examples of Headlinese in (12c) are cited from Stowell (1996) and translated
into Dutch. Stowell argues that Headlinese is characterized by a specific
interpretation of Tense: a present tense verb gets a 'recent past' interpretation. In
(12c) the present tense verb vindt 'finds' refers to an event that is already passed.

In Headlinese, all argument DPs (and only argument DPs) get a feature l+zero
determiner] or [+Z] as a default value. Stowell formulates the conversion rule in
(13) to change the default value [+Z] into the value l-zero determinerl or [-Z].

(13) DP --> l-Zl iff DP is c-commanded by [+Z]

The rule in (13) covers the observation that determiner omission (that is, [+Z]) in
an object is impossible if the determiner of the subject is overtly realized (that is,

l-Zl).See the examples in (1a).

(la) a. man bijt hond
'man bites dog'

b. man bijt een hond
'man bites a dog'

c. *een man bdt hond
'a man bites dog'

In (laa) both the subject and the object have a deafult value l+Z). In (14b), the

value of the object is changed into l-Z) bV the rule (13), since the object is c-
commanded by the value l+Z) of the subject. The value of the subject, however,
cannot be changed, since the subject DP is not c-contmanded by l+Zl.This is

exemplified in (lac). Stowell hypothesizes that the subject, as the first DP
encountered, signals the register for all other DPs in the sentence. Once this
register is initiated, Headlinese determiner omission may proceed throughout the
sentence, but once it has been "turned of?' by refurning to the neutral (non-
Headlinese) register with overt determiners, it may not be "tumed on" again.
Stowell does not present a syntactic correlation between the features of Tense and
determiner omission. He states that determiner omission is the default option in
Headlinese.

11.2.1.4 Conclusions
The interaction between pronoun and determiner omission and omission of
finiteness can be summarized as follows. Determiner omission was found to be
equally possible in finite and non-finite contexts. However, I will not exclude the
possibility that it is more frequent in non-finite contexts, due to for example
pragmatic reasons. (Subject) pronouns can be missing from first position in both
finite and non-finite utterances. The presence of subject pronouns in non-finite
contexts is restricted. Such subject pronouns receive a default nominative which
is assigned as a last resort sffategy. Therefore, they only show up if their presence
is pragmatically enforced.

To conclude this section, all non-finite verbal utterances in the speech of the
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conffols (see section 8.3.1) are given in (15). The utterances in(l5a) only display
pronoun contexts, while the utterances in (15b) display both pronoun and
determiner contexts.

(15) a. opgemaakt met allemaal vruchten
'made up with all fruits'
niet voorbij lopen zoals nu
'not pass by like now'
gewoon aan komen bellen
'just come ring'
overgemaakt of contant betaald
'transferred or paid cash'
wel mooi opgemaakt
'nicely made up'
niet te zure rorrmel allemaal d'r in douwen
'not too sour things all push in'
dit vaststikken
'this stitch'
boodschappen doen
'shopping things get'

b. tijd niet gezien
'time no seen'
arnr gebroken
'arm broken'
een groentemandje bestellen voor een kennis
'a vegetable basket order for a ftiend'

No subjects are present in the root non-finites in (15). In chapter 8 and 9 I argued
that the ANELT test does not pragmatically enforce the presence of subjects.
Objects are missing n33% of the obligatory contexts in (15): 4 objects are present
while 2 are missing. The utterances in (15b) show a present and 2 missing
determiners.

The root non-finites in (15) confirm the interaction of pronoun and determiner
omission and omission of finiteness in normal, adult Dutch as sketched in this
section. In the next sections I discuss the relation between determiner and pronoun
omission and omission of finiteness in agrammatic speech and child language.

11.2.2 Agrammatic speech

Ouhalla (1993) claims that in agrammatic speech all functional projections are
missing (see section 9.2.1.1). As a result, pronorur and determiner omission and
omission of finiteness co-occur. However, this is not an exclusive co-occurrence.
Both pronoun and determiner omission and omission of finiteness co-occur with
the omission of all other elements heading a fimctional projection as well.

Kolk & Heeschen (1990) state that one of the similarities between agrammatic
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speech and normal speech is that if the verb is in the non-finite form, the subject
and the article are often omitted. See the examples in (16).

(16) a. ik pel een banaan

'I peel a banana'
b. banaan pellen

'banana peel-inf

The finite sentence (l6a) contains a subject and a determiner with the object. In
(16b), the non-finite counterpart, the subject and the determiner are missing. In
addition, Kolk & Heeschen note three more similarities between agrammatic and

normal non-finite utterances. First, there is a high number of omissions but very
few substitutions of grammatical morphology. Second, omission of obligatory
suffixes is rare, e.g. utterances such as two book are hardly attested. Third, correct
word order with respect to the non-finite verb is found. Based on the similarities
between agrammatic speech and normal non-finite stnrctures, Kolk and his
colleagues worked out the Adaptation Theory (e.g. Kolk, Heling & Keyser 1990,

Kolk & Heeschen 1992). The basic idea of this theory is that omissions in
agrarnmatic (telegraphic) speech do not reflect the underlying impairment, but
reflect the adaptation to the impairment. The impairment itself is a reduced
capacity to keep sentence elements in computational simultaneity. This results in
a disintegrated sentence representation before the sentence is completely produced
(or understood). The patient can select simple sentence forms to prevent
disintegration because fewer elements have to be kept in computational
simultaneity. Kolk and co-workers assume that non-finite structures are generated

directly by the rules of the normal grarnmar. Therefore, aphasic patients may select
non-finite ufferances, which explains the similarity between agrammatic and

normal non-finite utterances. The Adaptation theory seems to predict the co-
occurrence of pronoun and determiner omission and ornission of finiteness in the
following way. Kolk claims that non-finite forms are typical of reduced

expressions. He firrther claims that omission of pronouns and articles is more or
less acceptable in normal reduced speech, at least in headlines and telegrams, and
to some extent also in spoken language. So, pronoun and determiner omission and
omission of finiteness are all grammatical options of reduced registers. Adaptation,
which is interpreted as a change to the reduced register, will be most effective if
the structure is as simple as possible. This means that as many elements as

possible will be left out.
The co-occrrrence of determiner and pronoun omission and non-finiteness is

observed in agrammatic speech. No detailed syntactic explanation for this co-

occurrence, however, is presented in the literature on agrammatic speech. In the
next section, a syntactic explanation for the co-occulrence in child language is
discussed.
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11.2.3 Chitd language

Csepren 1l

Hoeksffa & Hyams (1995) present an unified account for the following properties
of early child language: (i) the use of root infinitives (ii) the use of certain types
of null subjects and (iii) the absence of determiners in obligatory contexts. These
phenomena co-occur in Dutch and other languages, such as French, English and
German, in which finiteness, overt subject pronouns and deterrniners are obligatory
present in the adult language. Notice that Kolk & Heeschen (1990) observed the
same co-occurrence of the phenomena (i)-(iii) in agrammatic speech and in normal
reduced registers (see the previous section). Hoekstra & Hyams (1995), and the
follow-up study Hoekstra et al. (1996), present a detailed syntactic account for the
co-occllrrence of the phenomena (i)-(iii). I discuss these accounts in some detail
in this section.

The dropped categories have in common that they head a functional projection,
and that they have a function in specifying the reference of the ufferance. Hoekstra
& Hyams (1995) assume that Person, Number and Gender are separate functional
heads in both the verbal and nominal domain. Th.y propose that in the early
grarnmar Number may be left unspecified2. If verbal Number is underspecified,
only verbs which do not express Number features can be present. This results in
the emergence of root infinitives (RIs). If nominal Number is underspecified,
pronouns and determiners, which involve an expression of Number features, cannot
surface. The underspecification of Number effects the interpretation of the
utterance in the following way. The interpretation of Tense is not fixed
grammatically, but Tense is interpreted within the discourse. The same holds true
for the interpretation of D in the nominal domain. In conclusion, the theory of
Hoekstra & Hyams provides a syntactic explanation for the co-occurrence of
omission of finiteness and pronoun and determiner omission.

Hoekstra et al. (1996) take one further step: they do not only assume the co-
occurrence of omission of finiteness and pronoun and determiner omission, but
they also propose a causal relation between these phenomena. They make two
assumptions. First, they distinguish between finite lexical subjects and non-finite
lexical subjects. Finite lexical subjects are specified for Number: they either
contain a determiner or are plural DPs. Non-finite lexical subjects are not specified
for the nominal functional features: they are either PRO or determinerless overt
subjects. Second, they assume that there must be agreement befween the feature
specification of the DP subject and that of the verb. On the basis of these
assumptions Hoekstra et al. formulate the prediction in (17).

' Only Number can be left unspecified, while Person cannot. This explains the absence of root
infinitives in languages with a specification for Person, such as ltalian, Spanish and Catalan.
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(17) The subject of a root infinitive will be either
(i) a zero pronoun or
(ii) a bare noun phrase, without a determiner or number marking

They present data on English and German child language that clearly confirm the
prediction in (17). Non-finite utterances hardly contain any overt determiners,
plural noun subjects or pronouns. They provide the following theoretical
interpretation. The root infinitive phenomenon in child language is not an optional
matter. It turns out to be dependent on the properties of the agreement system. The

use of non-finite verb forms is not a free choice but depends on the properties of
the subject. A non-finite subject can only combine with a non-finite verb, since the

Number specification in the verbal in{lection carmot be checked by a non-finite
subject. So, an impairment to nominal Number leads to the emergence of root
infinitives.

However, there seems to be no one-to-one relation between finiteness of the

subject and finiteness of the verb. Hoekstra et al. show that non-finite verbs only
combine with non-finite subjects. But the inverse relation does not hold tnre in
German and Dutch child language: non-finite subjects do not only combine with
non-finite but also with finite verbs. Actually, a large majority of determinerless
subjects occurs with finite verbs in the speech of a Dutch child presented in
Hoekstra & Hyams (1997). The German children reported on in that study show

an equal distribution of determinerless subjects over finite and non-finite contexts.
Hoekstra & Hyams (1997) present a revised Spec-Head agreement requirement,
which is given in (18).

( 18)

(1e)

A marked verb form must be licensed by its specifier,
but an unmarked verb form is licit autonomously.

The requirement in (18) can explain the occurrence of non-finite subjects with
finite verbs. In Dutch, the 3rd person singular verb form is unmarked, which can

be concluded from the impersonal construction, as exemplified in (19).

erlin het stadion wordt gevoetbald
there/in the stadium becomes footballed
'one is playing football (in the stadium)'

In (19) a 3rd person singular verb form is present without a subject; first sentence
position is filled by either a place adjunct or a dummy pronoun. Therefore, there
is no licenser for the verb form. Since (19) is a grarnmatical sentence, the verb
form must be licit autonomously. Hoekstra & Hyams claim that deterrninerless
subjects in Dutch and German child language only show up with finite 3rd person
verb forms. Since this is a default form, in the sense that it does not have to be
licensed by a finite subject in its specifier, the occurrence of non-finite subjects
with a finite verb is accounted for. The opposite paffern - a non-finite verb with
a finite subject - is not allowed. A Dutch infinitive is negatively specified for
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finiteness by the infinitive marker en and hence no default form, therefore the
infinitive verb form cannot take a f,rnite subject. English differs from Dutch and
German in this respect. In English, a 3rd person singular has a marked verb form,
while the infinitive is an unmarked form.

To sum up. Hoekstra et al. claim that missing subjects, determinerless subjects
and root non-finites co-occur. In the R[ stage, nominal Number is underspecified
which results in non-finite subjects. These subjects only combine with infinitives,
so Rls emerge. Hoekstra et al. do not discuss the relation between objects and RIs.
However, their account is based on a general impairment of nominal Number. This
is a ReIP internal problem, irrespective of the syntactic function of the phrase.
Therefore, I claim that Hoekstra et al. also predict null objects and determinerless
objects at the RI stage.

11.3 The agrammatic patients

The account of root non-finites presented in chapter 9 makes the following claims
with respect to the realization of subjects and objects. The realization of subjects
is restricted due to the unavailability of struchrral nominative, which results from
the underspecification of Tense. The realization of objects is restricted in the case

of underspecification of AgrOP. In the absence of Case, the subjecVobject is either
missing altogether or lacks a determiner. A task effect was demonstrated: in the
spontaneous speech, subjects are missing, while in a picture description test,
(determinerless) subjects show up.

It is important to note which omission phenomena do necessarily co-occur and
which do not. Omission phenomena do necessarily co-occur if they are
syntactically related. Subject omission and determinerless subjects co-occur, since
they both result from the unavailability of nominative Case. Object omission and
determinerless objects do also co-occur, since they result from the unavailability
of objective Case. Also RIs and missing/determinerless subjects are syntactically
related: no nominative Case is available in contexts where Tense is underspecified.
They therefore necessarily co-occur. RIs and missing/determinerless objects,
however, are not syntactically related: objective Case is not available in contexts
with an underspecified AgrO, but the underspecification of AgrO is not
syntactically related to the underspecification of Tense. Therefore, RIs and
missing/determinerless objects do not necessarily co-occlu. Since the
underspecification of Tense and AgrO serves a similar goal - reduce the processing
load of the utterance - it is plausible that they do sometimes co-occur.

In this section, I study in detail the realization of nominal phrases (subjects and
objects) in root non-finites in the speech of the agrammatic patients. In section
11.3.1, the general pattern is presented. Two individual patients are discussed in
section 11.3.2.
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ll.3.L General pattern

In this section I investigate the root non-finites in the speech of the agrammatic
patients, including patient GS. The group of 14 patients as presented in section
8.3.2 produces in sum 47 rcot non-finites. One ANELT test of these patients was
studied. Therefore, I only include one ANELT of GS, session III (see chapter 2 for
the selection criteria). GS produces 13 root non-finites in session III. The
realization of subjects in the root non-finites of GS and the other agrammatic
patients is illustrated in (20).

null subject determinerless subj RefP subject

52 2 6

table (20): the realization of subjects in root non-timtes in agrammatrc

Subjects are generally missing in the root non-finites of the agrarnmatic patients.

This is in accordance with the account of root non-finites as presented in chapter
9. The majority of present subjects are RefPs, which are all pronouns.

Determinerless subjects do hardly occur. All root non-finites which contain a
subject are presented in table (21).

RefP subject determinerless subject

hoeveel dat me kosten
'how much that me cost-inf
ik toestel zoeken
'I television look-inf for'
ik vallen
'I fall-inf
dit tussen gekomen (2 times)
'something come-part in between'
ik kopen
'I buy-inf

kind gevallen
'child fallen-part'
kat aangelopen
'cat stopped-part by'

ects rn root non- tes
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The realization of objects is shown in table (22). OnLy root non-finites which
require a RefP object are included. Half of the objects are either missing or
determinerless objects, the other half are RefPs. Table (22) provides evidence for
the assumption that there is no syntactic restriction on the realization of objects in
root non-finites. Present RefP objects and missing or determinerless objects seem
to be equally possible.

null object determinerless obj RefP object

t2 5 15

table (22): the realization of objects in root non-finites in agrammatic

All root non-finites which involve an obligatory context for a RefP object are
presented in table (23). Although there are many RefP objects in the agrammatic
root non-finites, they are produced by a small subgroup of the patients: patient GS
produces 7 of the RefP objects, patient MK produces 4 of the RefP objects, and
two other patients produce respectively 2 and I of the RefP objects.

In the speech of most agrammatic patients, root non-finites lack subjects and
include missing or determinerless objects. Patient GS and MK are exceptional in
this respect. They produce root non-finites which lack subjects but include RefP
objects. In the following sections, the speech of GS and MK will be studied in
detail.
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RefP object other object

die maar bewaren
'that one keep-inf
de koffie zetten
'the coffee make-inf
de fruitmand bezorgen
'the fruit basket deliver-inf
een praatje maken (4 times)
'a chat have-inf
een keer een praatje maken
'one time a chat have-inf
deze maar doen
'this one particle do-infl
een boodschapje doen
oan errand do-inf
een televisie kopen
'a television buy-inf
de zolen repareren
'the soles repair-inf
een nieuwe afspraak maken
'a new appointment make-inf
een kopje koffie komen drinken
'a cup of coffee come drink-inf

null object
kopen
'buy'
zoet houden
'silent keep-inf
verzekeren
'make-inf sure'
kiezen
'choose-inf
zeggen
'say-inf
hebben
'have-inf
verkopen of niet
'sell-inf or not'
(niet) opruimen (2 times)
'(not) clean-inf
geven
'give-inf
voorstellen
'introduce-inf
ik kopen
'I buy-inf

determinerless object
beest een beetje onderzoeken
'animal a bit examine-inf
televisie kopen (2 times)
'television buy-inf
zool nemen
'sole take-inf
ik toestel zoeken
'I television look-inf for'

: objects rn root non-tmrtes
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11.3.2 Dissociations between the nominal and verbal domain

In this section, the realization of nominal and verbal constructions will be

compared. Hoeksffa et al. (1996) claim for child language that there is a causal
relation between underspecification of nominal Number and the non-realization of
verbal Tense. For agrammatic speech, similarity between the nominal and verbal
domain has been argued as well. Ouhalla (1993) claims that both nominal and
verbal functional projections are missing. Mc Entee (1993) assumes a principle of
cross-categorial symmetry: if patients are able to produce functional D elements
they are similarly able to generate functional I constituents. Hagiwara (1995)
demonstrates that higher functional projections are disturbed while lower functional
projections are intact in both the nominal and verbal domain.

In the preceding section, I noticed that the patients GS and MK are exceptional
in that they produce many determiners in root non-finites. The interaction between
the nominal and verbal domain in the specch of GS and MK will be investigated
in 11 .3.2.1 and 11.3.2.2 respectively.

11.3.2.1 Patient GS
I first discuss the nominal domain in the speech of patient GS and then turn to the
verbal domain. All test sessions are included, ANELT and AAT are taken together.
The realization of determiners in the speech of GS is shown in (24). Determiner
contexts in table (24) are non-pronominal nominal contexts only.

test session I il m Iv V

det contexts 9 25 35 42 115

det omission I 1 0 3 8

Yo det omis tr% 4% 0% 7% 7%

: realrzatron o 1n ech o entspe

Table (24) shows that the determiner omission rates are very low. A11 omissions
show up in non-finite strucfirres; either non-verbal utterances (25a) or root non-
finites (25b). The few finite utterances in the speech of GS provide 18 determiner
context, all of which are realized.

(25) a. D verjaardag
'birthday'
D administratie onbehuisde mannen
' administration homeless men'

b. D ander keer inschrijven mensen
'other time register people'
D cadeau gehad
'present got-part'

patr
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Notice that the omissions are from first position only. GS produces the fuIl range

of different determiners: definite and indefinite articles, possessive and

demonstrative pronouns, quantifiers and numerals. There is no determiner
substitution. There seems to be no evidence for an impairment in the nominal
functional domain in the speech of GS. To support this conclusion the functional
features of the nominal domain will be investigated in some detail. Dutch has three

functional features in the nominal domain: [definiteness], [gender] and [number]
(see section 3.2.1). These features determine the choice of the determiner. A
problem with these features would result in determiner substitution, which is not
attested in the speech of GS. The feature [number] is also realized on nouns. GS

produces 32 plural nouns in sum. Plural marking is never omiffed; there are no

cases of a singular noun with a plural determiner or a singular noun as subject of
a plural verb.

The nominal features play a role in the adjectival domain in determining
adjectival agreement (see section 3.3.1.1). GS produces 34 prenominal adjectives.
The realization of adjectival agreement in the speech of GS is shown in the table
in (26)3. Only 3 adjectives do not show correct agreement.

adjectival
agreement

[+plur] [-plur]

[+defl [-def]

[-neut] [+neut]

affix e e e 0

correct 6 6 l3 6

incorrect 1 I I

table (?6): adlectrval agreement m the speech o

The realization of determiners and nominal functional features in the speech of GS
justifres the conclusion that the nominal domain is not syntactically disturbed in
her speech. The realization of pronouns was already discussed in chapter 8.

Subjects are usually missing from root non-finites, but they are generally present
in finite sentences. Objects are missing in only 22% of the root non-finites. See

the tables (17) and (31) in section 8.2. GS does not suffer from a general problem
with the realization of arguments or pronouns; only subject pronouns in non-finite

3 One of the adjectives is not included, since it occurs in a fixed combination with the noun,

maatschappelijk werluter 'welfare worker', The noun werlqter is [-neuter], but nevertheless the zero
marking is required. For two cases, the value of the feature [definiteness] is not clear, since the

determiner was omitted. On basis of the context it was decided to classify them as [-definite]. This
decision does not have consequences for the correctness of the agteement rnarking, since both nouns
are [-plural] and [-neuter], so the e-marking is required anyway.
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contexts are systematically missing. This is due to the non-finite contexts, and not
to a problem within the nominal domain.

I conclude that the nominal domain in the speech of GS is not disturbed. The
verbal domain, however, is severely disturbed. This was clearly demonstrated in
chapter 10. Consider the table in (27) which displays the percentage of root non-
finites. See for the number of root non-finites and verbal utterances table (7) in
section 10.3.

percentage speec pa

The majority of verbal utterances are root non-finites. Finite sentences mainly
contain the verb ls. In chapter 9 I argued ls to be a dummy tense element in the
speech of GS.

The speech of patient GS shows a clear dissociation between the nominal and the
verbal domain: the nominal domain is intact while the verbal domain is impaired.
Determiners are hardly omitted, while pronouns are usually omitted in root non-
finites, but only from subject position. The emergence of root non-finites is not
due to an impairment in the nominal domain.

11.3,2.2 Patient MK
A similar dissociation between the nominal and verbal domain is observed in the
speech of patient MK. Her root non-finites show the same pattern of missing
subject pronouns and Reff objects. The complete data of patient MK (ANELT and
AAT in session I-V) do not provide evidence for an impairment in the nominal
domain at any time. In 173 obligatory contexts she only omits 2 determiners: the
determiner omission rate is 1%. There is one determiner substitution: the [+neuter]
noun vliegtuig 'plane' is combined with the [-neuter] definite determiner in de

vliegtuig'the plane'. MK produces 32 plural nouns; no errors show up. MK uses

17 prenominal adjectives, 16 of which show correct adjectival agreement. The
erroneous utterance is een hollandse stuk'a Dutch play' in which the [-defrnite,
+neuter] contexts requires the zero marking on the adjective instead of the e-suffix.

Pronoun omission is mainly restricted to subjects in non-finites, although object
pronouns are sometimes omitted as well. The realization of arguments in the
speech of MK is shown in the table in (28).

I conclude that there is no evidence for an impairment in the nominal domain
in the speech of patient MK. The only clear problem is the 100% subject pronoun
omission in non-finite utterances. However, this is supposed to be due to an

impairment of the verbal domain, as was argued for in chapter 9.

test session I II m IV V

Yo root non-fin 25% 75% 7t% 90% 89%

of root non-trmtes rn ot paflent
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argument

[+fin] contexts [-fin] contexts

subject object subject object

contexts 82 141 32 17

omlsslons 2 0 32 4

o/o omis t% 0% 100% 24%

ta izatron of subiects o

The verbal domain in the speech of MK seems to be impaired. The percentage of
root non-finites is shown in the table in (29). The number of root non-finites and
verbal utterances can be found in table (11) in section 10.5.

test session I I m Iv V

Yo root non-fin tt% 22% 39% 26% 5%

: the percentage of root non-trmtes rn pafient

In the sessions I-IV, patient MK produces a considerable number of root non-
frnites (although not as much as patient GS). In the earliest session, she also uses

the frnite ls as a dummy tense element.
I conclude, that there is a clear dissociation between the nominal and verbal

domain. The emergence of root non-finites in the speech of MK is not caused by
an impairment in the nominal domain.

11.4 Summary and conclusions

In normal, adult language pronoun omission and determiner omission seem to be

equally possible in finite and non-finite contexts (section 11.2.1). Omission of both
pronouns and determiners is restricted to first position. For subject pronouns,
omission is the preferred option in non-finite contexts. This is due to the fact that
structural nominative case is lacking in non-finite contexts and default nominative
case is only assigned as a last resort. Therefore, subject pronouns in non-finite
contexts only show up if their presence is pragmatically enforced.

In the literature on agrammatic speech and child language, a co-occrurence of
missing pronouns and determiners and absence of finiteness is observed (section
11.2.2 and 11.2.3). The realization of the nominal and verbal domain, and
especially the realization of determiners, pronouns and finiteness, was investigated
in the speech of the agrammatic patients in section 11.3. Two opposite pattems
were found. First, most root non-finites in agrammatic speech lack subjects and
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include determinerless objects. These root non-finites confirm the co-occurrence
of omission phenomena as observed in the literature. The nominal and verbal
domain are equally impaired in these cases (at least, at the sentence level). Second,
two patients (GS and MK) showed the opposite pattern: their root non-finites lack
a subject but include a RefP object. In the sections 11.3.1 and 11.3.2 their speech
was investigated in more detail. Both patients show a dissociation between the
nominal and verbal domain. The nominal domain is not disturbed: determiner
omission rates are low, determiners are not substituted, the nominal feafures

[definiteness], [number] and [gender] are correctly expressed in the case of plural
nouns and adjectival agreement, pronouns are only missing as subjects of root non-
finites. The verbal domain is impaired in the speech of GS and MK. Many root
non-finites are produced, while frnite sentences include the dummy tense element
ls. In the speech of patient MK, the impairment of the verbal domain dissolves
during the course of recovery. A dissociation between the nominal and verbal
domain has not been observed in the literature on agrarnmatic speech.

In general, three fypes of explanations can be given for the co-occllrrence of
determiner/pronoun omission and omission of finiteness, as is shown in (30).

1 the nominal domain and the verbal domain are equally impaired

2 an impairment of the nominal domain affects realization of the
verbal domain

3 an impairment of the verbal domain affects realization of the
nominal domain

co-occtuTence oI fi.I.s, omlssron

Option 1 is proposed by Ouhalla (1993) for agrammatic speech. He claims that all
functional projections are missing, which include RefP and TP. Hoekstra & Hyams
(1995) assume that in child language at the RI stage, the nominal and verbal
Number projections are underspecified. Option 1, however, is contradicted by the
speech of the patients GS and MK. Their speech shows a dissociation between the
nominal and verbal domain: the nominal domain is intact while the verbal domain
is impaired.

Option 2 underlies the theory of Hoekstra et al. (1996) for child language. They
assume that the underspecification of nominal Number results in the emergence of
RIs. Option 2, however, is also contradicted by the patients GS and MK, since the
nominal domain is intact in their speech.

The account of root non-finites in agrammatic speech, as presented in chapter
9, is compatible with option 3 in table (30). Tense is underspecified, and as a
consequence, no stnrctural nominative is available. Therefore, root non-finites in
spontaneous speech include missing subjects. In addition to the underspecified
Tense, also AgrO may be uuderspecifred in root non-finites, which results in the
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unavailability of objective case. Underspecification of TP and AgrOP do not
necessarily co-occur. In the speech of the patients GS and MK, Tense is
underspecified but AgrO is not. This results in root non-finites which involve
subject omission and corect RefP objects. Underspecification of fimctional heads
in agrammatic speech is not due to a syntactic or semantic problem, but is an
attempt to reduce the processrng load of the utterance.





12 Summary and conclusions

In this final chapter, I summarize the results of my empirical and theoretical
study into the nature of Dutch agrammatic speech. Thereafter, I evaluate the
aims of the dissertation as presented in the introductory chapter.

l2.l Summary of the dissertation

Part I starts with a discussion of the functional stmcture of the nominal domain
in normal, adult Dutch (chapter 3). I assume the presence of two functional
projections: NumP and RefP. NumP hosts numerals and degree-of-cardinality
quantifiers. RefP determines the reference of the nominal phrase. RefP hosts
definite and indefinite determiners, quantifiers and pronouns. The functional
status of PP has been discussed; no decisive theoretical arguments could be
presented in chapter 3 for either a lexical or functional status of PPs. After
determining the functional structure of the nominal domain, I investigated
contexts in which Reff elements can be left unexpressed. Pronouns can be

missing from first sentence position. This is known as the topic drop pheno-
menon in Germanic languages. Well-known contexts for missing determiners
are plural and mass nouns, incorporated nouns, predicates, vocatives, exclamati-
ves, conjunctions and deverbal nouns. I showed that first position seems to
allow for missing determiners (determiner drop) as well. I argue that in the case

of a missing pronoun and a missing determiner from first position, RefP
contains an empty element which receives a discourse interpretation. In non-
first position, no discourse interpretation is available.

In chapter 4, I study the realization of determiners and pronouns in the
spontaneous speech of a Dutch agrammatic patient, HB. Three syntactic
contexts which frequently involve omission could be discriminated: first
position, non-finite utterances and non-PP contexts. No differences were
observed between determiner and pronoun omission, except for omission in PP

contexts: determiners were not ornitted from PPs while pronouns were heavily
omitted from PP contexts in the speech of patient [IB. Determiner and pronoun
omission was restricted to these three contexts in the speech of other agranrma-
tic patients as well.
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I argue that determiner and pronoun omission in fust position in the speech of
HB are instances of normal determiner drop and topic drop (chapter 5). Reff is

underspecified and contains an empty element which is interpreted in the
discourse. An underspecified RefP in non-first position is uninterpretable. Some
missing determiners and pronouns do show up in non-first position, however.
This is also true for normal speech. I argued that in these cases, RefP is missing
altogether, although this is a violation of the requirement for arguments to be

RefPs. Pronoun omission in PP contexts in the speech of HB turned out to be

due to omission of [+R] pronouns only. [+R] pronouns are moved out of PP in
Dutch. Most of the moved [+R] pronouns were missing from first position, and
as such, were instances of normal topic drop. Determiners were not missing
from PP contexts either. I argued that omission from RefP within PP would
violate the phrase structure rules as formulated in the Extended Projection
theory of Grimshaw (1991). If P is a functional category, PP is the extended
projecfion of N. In an extended projection, intermediate projections (such as

RefP) cannot be skipped. I conclude that determiner and pronoun omission is
constrained by the normal grammar. No special rules need to be invoked to
account for the pattern of determiner and pronoun omission in agrammatic
speech. The underspecification of RefP is not due to a syntactic problem. The
reference of the nominal phrase is not syntactically established in an attempt to
reduce the processing load of the utterance.

In chapter 6, changes over time with respect to the realization of determiners
and pronouns were investigated. The reatization of determiners does not show
any change in the speech of patient HB. The pronoun omission rate did not
decrease either, but HB produces more pronouns and also more different types
of pronouns during the course of recovery. The order of appearance of different
types of pronouns reflects the frequency of these types in the speech of con-
trols: the most frequent types appear first. This frequency effect was also
observed with respect to the appearance of determiners in the speech of another
patient MK. No evidence for growing functional structure in the nominal
domain was found. This result corroborates the assumption that RefP is present
(but underspecified) in case of determiner and pronoun omission.

Part II of the dissertation concerns the verbal domain. Chapter 7 includes a

discussion of the verbal domain in normal, adult Dutch. I assume the following
verbal functional structure for Dutch: CP-AgrSP-TP-AgrOP-NegP-VP. Different
types of non-finite main clauses are found in Dutch: elliptical answers and
imperative, narrative and exclamative root non-finites. I argued that all types of
non-finite main clauses are full CP structures. They involve an underspecified
Tense. Tense contains an empty element, which is interpreted in the discourse.
The discourse interpretation is mediated by an empty CP element. A default
nominative is available for dislocated subjects in root non-finites. Default case
is a last resort, however, and therefore only invoked if the presence of a subject
is pragmatically enforced.

In chapter 8, I studied the verbal domain in the spontaneous speech of a
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Dutch agrammatic patient GS. Her speech was characterized by the following
properties. Only few finite sentences occur, the majority of which contains the

verb ls. Many root non-finites occur, which involve clause-final verbs, missing
subjects and present objects. No qualitative differences were observed between
the root non-finites of patient GS, other agralnmatic patients, Wernicke patients
and normal controls.

I argue that root non-finites in agrammatic speech result from the under-
specification of Tense (chapter 9), just as in normal speech. Discourse interpre-
tation of the empty tense element is mediated by an empty CP element. I
assume that Reffs need Case, but NPs do not. The unavailability of nominative
Case may therefore result in either missing subjects or determinerless subjects.
The root non-finites in the speech of GS involve missing subjects only. This is
a task effect, since in this kind of spontaneous speech target subjects are

generally pronouns. In a picture description test, GS produces RefP subjects,
while other agranmutic patients produce determinerless subjects. The underspe-
cified TP (and CP) enables underspecification of AgrOP. This results in the
absence of objective Case, and as a consequence, missing or determinerless
objects are found in root non-finites. I noticed that subjects and objects in root
non-finites may violate the requirement for arguments to be RefPs. If the verbal
reference is not expressed, the nominal reference can be missing as well. The
underspecified Tense may not only host a non-overt empty element, but also the
overt dummy is. In the latter case, a finite sentence shows up. I concluded that
omission phenomena in the verbal domain are constrained by the normal
grarnmar. The account of root non-finites includes the following general
principles: empty elements must be recoverable; RefPs need Case; structural
nominative is not available in root non-finites; default nominative can be

invoked as a last resort strategy. Underspecification of TP is not due to a

syntactic problem. It is an attempt to reduce the processing load of an utterance.
In chapter 10, recovery in the verbal domain was investigated. Two opposite

recovery patterns were observed. Patient GS, who starts out with automatic and
stereotypic speech, did not show any recovery. This result corroborates the
observation of Alajouanine (1956) that agrammatic speech develops out of
automatic speech and does not show recovery. Another patient MK shows clear
recovery in the verbal domain. The number of root non-finites decreases in her
speech. The variation of finite verbs reflects the frequency of different verb
types in normal speech.

Part I and II of the dissertation demonstrate a clear similarity between the
nominal and verbal domain. Omission phenomena in agrammatic speech result
from the underspecification of functional projections: RefP and TP. Underspeci-
fication is constrained by the normal grammar: the empty elements must be
interpreted within the discourse and their presence is therefore restricted to
positions which allow for discourse interpretation. Underspecification is not due
to a syntactic problem in realizing RefP or TP. It is an attempt to reduce the
processing load of the utterances. Therefore, underspecification of RefP and TP
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should not necessarily co-occur. Nevertheless, a co-occurrence of determi-
ner/pronoun omission and omission of finiteness was observed in chapter 11.

This chapter constitutes part III of the dissertation, which deals with the
interaction of the nominal and verbal domain. I argued that missing or determi-
nerless subjects in root non-finites do not result from the underspecification of
RefP, but are due to the unavailability of structural nominative Case. Therefore,
root non-finites and missing or determinerless subjects do necessarily .co-occur.

AgrOP ffi&y, but need not be underspecified in root non-finites. As a result of
underspecification of AgrO, no objective Case is available, and as a consequen-
ce, only missing or determinerless objects are allowed. The nominal and verbal
domain in the speech of the patients GS and MK was investigated in detail.
Both show a dissociation between the nominal and verbal domain: the nominal
domain is intact while the verbal domain is severely disturbed. The many root
non-finites involve missing subjects and full RefP objects. The missing subjects
are not due to a problem in the nominal domain, but result from a problem in
the verbal domain.

I conclude that the results with respect to determiner and pronoun omission
and omission of finiteness confirm the working hypothesis that agrammatic
speech is constrained by the normal gramrnar. I have found no evidence that the
agrarnmatic grammar is deviant from the norrnal grammar.

12.2 Evaluating the aims of the dissertation

The aim of this dissertation was to present a generative syntactic analysis of
spontaneous agrarnmatic speech in Dutch. This analysis should include syntactic
constraints on the omission of functional categories in agrammatic speech. I
focussed on omission of determiners, pronouns and finiteness (realized in
Tense). Their omission is due to the underspecification of RefP and TP respec-
tively. The underspecified head contains an empty element, which needs
discourse interpretation. Therefore, an underspecified RefP can be in first
position only. The underspecified TP is linked to an underspecified CP which
mediates discourse interpretation. Underspecification is not due to a syntactic
problem in the realization of the functional heads. It is an attempt to reduce the
processing load of the utterance. Missing and determinerless subjects in root
non-finites result from the unavailability of structural nominative. If root non-
finites include an underspecified AgrOP, the realization of objects is also
restricted.

Missing determiners and pronouns and omission of finiteness is also observed
in normal speech. Agrammatic speech includes normal constructions. It is,

however, pragmatically deviant: agrammatic patients rely on discourse much
more than normal speakers do.

Determiner and pronoun omission not only show a linear effect, but also a
sffuctural effect. Omission is excluded within PPs. I explained this restriction
by the assumption that PP is an extended projection, in which intermediate
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projections cannot be skipped. A stnrctural effect is also observed in the verbal
domain. Underspecification of verbal functional projections is only possible if
they are not dominated by specified verbal projections.

The dissertation has an explorative nature and uses a limited set of data.

Now that syntactic contexts have been distinguished which allow for determiner
and pronoun omission, these contexts should be tested experimentally to
investigate their importance.

In the introductory chapter I stated that linguists study agrammatism to leam
something about normal language systems. The question arises what infor-
mation about normal language is revealed by the study of agrammatic speech in
this dissertation. The first phenomenon to be mentioned here is determiner drop:
determiner omission from first position appears to be possible in Dutch.
Second, the agrammatic data provided an argument in favour of the functional
status of prepositions.

In the introduction, I mentioned four issues that should be taken into account
while studying agrammatic speech. All four issues turned out to be relevant in
this dissertation. First, the distinction between group studies and single cases.

The case studies of the patients HB and GS revealed a lot of detailed iuformati
on about agrammatic speech. The comparison with a group of agrammatic
patients made clear whether we were dealing with general agrammatic proper-
ties or peculiarities in the speech of one patient. For example, the qualitative
properties of the root non-finites in the speech of patient GS were similar to the
properties of root non-finites in the speech of other agrammatic patients (and

Wernicke patients and normal controls). The restriction of finite verbs to rs in
the speech of GS was not a general agrammatic property. Second, the distincti-
on between spontaneous speech and controlled tests. In spontaueous speech,
subjects in root non-finites are missing, while objects are often present but lack
a determiner. The absence of subjects turned out to be a task effect. In a picture
decsription test, root non-finites included determinerless subjects and full RefP
subjects. Third, clear changes over time were demonstrated in the chapters 6
and 10. For example, patient MK starts out with a 'this is' strategy, then
produces many root non-finites and finally produces correct finite sentences
only. This development takes six years: syntactic changes can certainly be
observed for a long period. The fact that no evidence was found for a stepwise
recovery along the functional projection line supports the assumption that
functional projections are not missing in agrammatic speech. The study of
language recovery would reveal more information if the time intervals between
subsequent test sessions are reduced. Fourth, the comparison of agrammatic
speech to child language turned out to be very fruitfuI. Many similarities were
observed, both on the empirical and the theoretical level. However, agrammatic
patients are no children. For example, the idea that the concept of tense is not
available was not adopted for agrammatic speech.
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I Omission of definite and indefinite determiners in the speech of patient HB

Omission of definite determiners
l. D rekening is voldaan

'bill is paid'
context: HB has the bill in his hands when uttering this sentence

2. PDarmgeval
'arm fallen'
context: HB has to explain why his arm is in plaster

3. D nummer is gezet
'number is set'
context: HB is referring to a phone number at the collar of a pussycat,

which was already mentioned by him in the preceding utterance
4. D zool nemen

'take sole'
context: HB says to the shoemaker that he wants to get the sole of his
shoe repaired

5, op heden blj D dokter
'today at doctor's'
context: HB is talking to the (assistent of the) doctor on the phone,
because he wants to cancel an appointment

6. D buurman tegenover die is ...
'neighbour (living) across here he is ...'

7. bent al vijf jaar D buurman
'(you) are for five years neighbour by now'
context: HB is uttering this sentence to his neighbour

8. lk zeg hem wel D naam

'I do tell him name'
context: HB has to introduce himself to a new neighbour, and is saying
that he will tel his name

9. D wagen opraden
'load car'
context: HB is telling what kind of activities he carried out in the factory
where he worked

10. D muren lopen uog door
'walls do still ....'
context: HB is talking about the walls of his home

11. D tweede aan deze kant
'second one at this side'
context: HB is stating the position of a house

L2. toen D dokter gewaarschuwd

'then doctor warned'
context: HB is talking about his family doctor

13. P D jonge jaren 66n van de dingen gedeerd

'younger years one of the things learned'
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context: HB is talking about his own youth
14. D ander beetje achteraan

'other one bit behind'
context: HB is referring to his other son (after saying something about the
first one)

15. D geloof betekent veel voor ons
'faith means a lot to us'
context: HB is talking about his faith

Omission of indefinite determiners
1. D beze gevallen

'bit fallen'
2. D vegevisie kopen

'buy television'
context: HB is in a shop, and says that he wants to buy a television

3. ze maat liever D posiesie namen
'they better get pussycat'
context: HB is'complaining about the neighbour's dog, which is barking
all day, and suggests that they better get themselves a pussycat

4. D fruitmand
'fruit basket'
context: HB is ordering a fruit basket in the grocery shop

5. D nummer
'number'
context: HB found a pussycat which has a collar around its neck, and he
is now expressing that there is a (phone) number written down at the
collar

6. D handicap
'handicap'
context: HB is expressing that it is a handicap if you are not able to walk

7. D jongen en meisje
'boy and girl'
context: HB is telling the sex of his children

8. D meisje
'girl'
context: HB is telling the sex of his grandchild

9. D gesprek voeren
'have conversation'
context: tIB is discussing his ability to have a conversation

10. 't is D beroerte
'it is stroke'
context: HB expresses his doctor's diagnosis

11. D half uur ver weg
'half an hour far away'
context: HB is expressing the distance from his home to the route
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12. D modderweg
'muddy route'
context: HB explains that there was not a fixed route but only a muddy
route

13. in de winter D hele rij wagens
'in winter long queue of cars'

context: HB tells that in winter, when there was snow, a lot of cars had
problems with the muddy route (see 7)

14. ander D beetje achteraan

'other one bit behind'
15. D serie of zo

'series or something like that'
context: HB is telling what kind of television programs he likes to watch

Unclear cases

l. en dat zeD handschoen
'and that she glove'
context: HB presents a/the glove to the butcher, which he found on the
floor in the butcher's shop

2. daar heb u D papier over
'there you have form about'
context: HB is telling that he already paid the bill

3. wat nou es P D machine waren
'what now is machine'
context: HB is telling that activities which are nowadays carried out with
the aid of a/the machine, had to be done by hand in former times

4. dan was alle P D machine
'then was everything machine' (context: see l)

5. nou is het met D machine
'now it is with D machine' (context: see 1)

6. en aardappel rooien ook op D machine weer
'and to lift potato also on D machine again' (context: see 1)

7. D overstroming
'flood'
context: tIB tells about althe flood in former times

271
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II Determiners in the speech of individual controls

DETERMINERS CI C2 C3 C4 C5

numerals
quantifiers

4 aJ

2

1 7

indefinite det
indefinite articles
neg quantifiers
wh quantifiers
other quantifiers

18

I

I

24
1

2

2t
2

I

19

1

1

t9
1

1

2

defrnite det
definite articles
demonstrative det
possesive det

l6
7

5

9
4

11

L2
)
I

L2

6
4

25
2
4

total 52 56 47 43 6l

DETERMINERS C6 C7 C8 C9 c10

numerals
quantifiers

2 1

1

3

I
9
2

5

indefinite det
indefinite articles
neg quantifiers
wh quantifiers
other quantifiers

4t
4

I
2

28
I
2

17

2

2

27
a)

23
J

I
2

defrnite det
definite articles
demonstrative det
possesive det

32

2t
7

1l
6

I

15

l0
t2

31

8

L7

t3
9

6

total 110 58 62 97 62
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III Pronouns in the speech of individual controls

PRONOI.INS CI C2 C3 C4 C5

personal
demonstrative
relative
wh
indefinite
reflex + reciproke
numeral

67
))
2

6

I
I

84
30
2

2

5

69
29

1

3

2

2

62

26
2

7

4
1

94
28
2

1

4

2

total 99 123 108 102 131

PRONOI.INS C6 C7 C8 C9 ct0

personal
demonstrative
relative
wh
indefinite
reflex * reciproke
numeral

152
47
4

I
9

I

93

30

4
8

82

3l
I
6

5

I

9r
45
2

5

2

I

97
37

1

1l
2

total 221 13s 126 146 148
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Mronoun omissions in the speech of controls

Pronoun omission from first position
l. PRON ben helaas verhinderd

'unforhrnately am unable to come'
2. PRON heeft er duidelijk last van

'clearly bothers him'
3. PRON moet u even veranderen

'you just have to change'
4. PRON kun je alleen maar kurken mee uithalen

'you can only remove corks with'
5. PRON kom eventjes hier

'just come here'
6. PRON is daarom ook wat groter

'is therefore a bit bigger'
7. PRON ben onderuit gegaan

'are fallen down'
8. PRON gebeurt met de meesten

'happens to most of them'
9. PRON spreek helemaal niet met de loodgieter

'don't talk to the plumber'
10. PRON laat dit maar dichtnaaien bij de neus

'let this be stitched at the nose'
1 l. PRON was gebroken

'was broken'

Pronoun omission from non-finite contexts
1. PRON dit vaststikken of vastmaken

'stitch or fix this'

Pronoun omission from non-first contexts
l. toen kwam PRON een beetje vechterijtjes bij

'then some small fights came with'
2. zou PRON zo goed willen zijn?

'would be so kind'
3. maar realiseert PRON PRON wel

'but do realize'
4. dat hij PRON kon realizeren

'that he could realize'
5. ik wi1 PRON eens even{es hebben over uw hond

'I want just discuss about your dog'
6. dat PRON een fout ingeslopen is 'that an error has crept in'
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V Determiner omission in the speech of individual agrammatic patients

Agrammatic patients: overall determiner omission

Patients det contexts omlssron 7o omission

HB 62 15 24%

PF
PK
WH
rV
GE
RS
SS

36
35

10

5

l3
8

4

8%
9%
t0%
20%
23%
50%

l00o/o

Agrammatic patients: first and non-first position

Patients first position
cont ornm %

medial position
cont onrm %

HB 15 8 s3% 47 7 t5%

PF
PK
WH
IV
GE
RS
SS

14 I 7o/o

200%
3133%
3133%
2150%
6467%
3 3 r00%

17 2 72o/o

27 2 t0%
300%
I 0 0o/o

7 229%
l0t%
1 1 100%
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Agrammatic patients:

ApprNox

finite and non-finite contexts

Patients non-finite
cont ornm o/o

finite
cont ornm o/o

HB 20 7 35% 42 8 t9%

PF
PK
V/H
IV
GE
RS
SS

15t7%
30a%
500%
4125%
5 2 600/o

4375%
3 3 t00%

27

32
5

1

I
4

2 L0%
39%
1 20%
00%
t t3%
| 2s%
1 100%

Agrammatic patients: PP and non-PP contexts

Patients PP contexts
cont orlm %

non-PP contexts
cont ourm %

HB 1517% 46 13 28%

PF
PK
WH
rV
GE
RS
SS

500%
12 I 8o/o

400%
100%
400%t:

31 3 10%
2329%
6 I 77o/o

4125%
8225%
7457%
3 3 100%

GE and SS both produce 1 utterance in which P and D are omitted
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VI Pronoun omission in the speech of individual agrammatic patients

Agrammatic patients: overall pronoun omission

Patients pron cont omlssron o/o omission

HB l14 29 25%

PK
GE
RS
PF
IV
WH
SS

95

63
n-)t
42
24
2l
13

2%
r3%
t9%
2t%
25%
38%
69%

Agrammatic patients: first and non-first position

Patients first position
cont ornm %

non-first position
cont omm %

HB s7 23 40% 57 6 t0%

PK
GE
RS
PF
IV
WH
SS

4824%
25 I 32o/o

t9 6 32%
29 8 28%
t2 4 33%
t2 6 s0%
9667%

47

38

18

13

8

9

4

00%
0 0o/o

t6%
t8%
t t3%
2 22%
3 75%
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Agrammatic patients: finite and non-finite contexts

Patients non-finite
cont omm %

finite
cont ornm %

HB l9 t2 63% 95 t7 18%

PK
GE
RS
PF
rV
WH
SS

200%
6467%
2 2 100%
7457%
1 I 100%
867s%
l0 9 90%

9322%
5747%
3s 5 t4%
35 5 l4o/o

23 5 22%
13 2 t5%
300%

Agrammatic patients: PP and non-PP contexts

Patients PP contexts
cont omm %

non-PP contexts
cont omm %

HB 18 8 44% 96 2t 22%

PK
GE
RS
PF
rV
WH
GS

t218%
600%
300%
400%
300%
4 2 50o/o

300%

83 | to/o

57 8 14%
34 7 21%
38 9 24o/o

21 6 29o/o

t7 6 35%
27 19 70%
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VII Determiner omission in the speech of individual Wernicke patients

Wernicke patients: overall determiner omission

Patients det contexts orrusston o/o omission

)il{
XB
YB
NJ
XG
XK
ZB
NV
FG

25
JJ
36
,ta

28
17

24
35

13

4%
6%
6%
6%
10/t/o

t2%
t3%
14%
39%

Wernicke patients: first and non-first position

Patients first position
cont oilrm %

non-first position
cont ornm %

NV
XH
XB
YB
FG
XK
NJ
ZB
XG

822s%
300%
400%
20a%
s360%
7229%
7rt4%
7229%
5 | 20o/o

13 2 t5%
ll I 9o/o

2428%
1915%
5240%
500%
800%
9111%
1318%
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Wemicke patients: finite and non-finite contexts

Patients non-finite
cont omm o/o

finite
cont omm o/o

NV
XH
XB
YB
FG
XK
NJ
ZB
XG

10 2 20%
8 0 0o/o

600%
200%
4250%
6 2 670/o

61t7%
9333%
8lt3%

25 3 t2%
1716%
2729%
3426%
1l 3 27o/o

11 0 0%
2714%
1500%
2015%

Wernicke patients: PP and non-PP contexts

Patients PP contexts
cont omm %

non-PP contexts
cont omm %

NV
)GI
XB
YB
FG
XK
NJ
ZB
XG

1400%
1l 0 0o/o

s00%
15t7%
300%
s00%
18r6%
800%
1000%

2t 4 t9%
t4t7%
2628%
2l | 5o/o

l0 5 50%
12 2 t7%
|st6%
16 3 t9%
18 2 tt%

tlon, * lJ omrssron
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VIII Pronoun omission in the speech of individual Wernicke patients

Wernicke patients: overall pronoun omission

Patients pron cont omission %o omission

XB
YB
XH
NJ
ZB
FG
NV
XG
)(K

135

102
155

60
90
77

92

67

43

5

4
l2
5

l0
9
t2
u
9

4%
4%
8%
8%
tt%
t2%
13%
L6%
2t%

Wernicke patients: first and non-first position

Patients first position
cont oflrm %

non-first position
cont orrm %

XB
YB
XH
NJ
ZB
FG
NV
XG
XK

5224%
34 4 t2%
27 3 Lr%
l0 2 20%
30 7 23%
27 4 t5%
25 5 20%
l8 5 280/,

34 5 15%

8334%
6800%
128 9 7%
5036%
603s%
50 5 ta%
671rc%
49 6 t2%
9444%
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Wernicke patients:

Appgt*iotx

finite and non-finite contexts

Patients non-finite
cont ofirm %

finite
cont omm %

XB
YB
XH
NJ
ZB
FG
NV
XG
XK

3t67%
200%
3 I 33o/o

0 0 0o/o

6s83%
5360%
7 s 7l%
2 I 50o/o

3 3 100%

r32 4 3%
100 4 4%
152 1l 7%
6058%
8456%
7268%
8s78%
6s 10 t5%
40 6 ts%

Wernicke patients: PP and non-PP contexts

Patients PP contexts
cont orun %

non-PP contexts
cont omm %

XB
YB
}GI
NJ
ZB
FG
NV
XG
XK

2000%
1000%
18 2 tt%
500%
804%
9 1 llo/"
7tt4%
8 2 2504
I l 100%

r15 5 4%
92 4 4o/o

137 10 7%
s559%
82 l0 12%
68 I 12%
85 lt L3%
59 9 Ls%
42 I 19%
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The picture description test of patient GS

de man bedelt
'the man is begging'
geld geven / de man geld geven

'money give-inf / the man money give-inf

de vrouw poetst de kan
'the woman is cleaning the can'
koffie zetlen in een kan I de vrouw koffie zetten in een kan
'coffee make-inf in a can / the woman coffee make-inf in a can'

de jongen speelt met de hond
'the boy is playing with the dog'
de hond blaft / de vrouw / de man
'the bog is barking / the woman / the man'

de man heeft een laars opgevist
'the man has fished out a boot'
toffel nee / een man in een bootje een schoen aan de haak
'slipper nol a man in a (small) boat a shoe at the hook'

de jongen heeft een vaas gebroken
'the boy has broken the vase'
scherven / de het jongentje aan scherven gooien
'shards / the the (small) boy throw into pieces'

vader en zoon spelen indiaantje
'father and son are playing indians'
de man I deze / en een I deze boom / en een man aan een touw / en de
jongetje / en deze ook nog
'the man i this one / and a / this fiee / and a man at a rope / and the small
boy / and this one as well'

de politieman arresteert een booswicht
'the policeman is arresting a villain'
een diender de man aanboeien
'an officer the man chain-inf

twee mannen maken ruzie
't'wo men are fighting'
deze / de man / en nog een man / de vinger / de vinger aar, lzoiets
'this one / the man I and auother man / the finger I the finger on /
something like that'
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GS
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GS
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9. de lerares legt het meisje iets uit op het bord
'the teacher is explaining the girl something at the blackbord'

GS de juffrouw de meisje een boek aan
'the teacher the girl a book at'

10. de man ligt op de sofa, rookt een pijp en leest de krant
'the man is laying on the couch, is smoking a pipe and reading a

newspaper'
GS de krant lee / de krant lezen / de man de krant lezen

'the newspaper rea / the newspaper read-inf / the man the newspaper read-
inf
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X Utterance Wpes in the speech of controls: individual results

Types of non-finite utterances in the speech of controls: individual results
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control total noV [-fin] [+fin] % [+fin]

GS 194 r05 74 15 8%

CI
C9
C8
C6
C5
C2
c10
C3
C7
C4

86
t2'7
105

t7l
115

90
109

80

101

76

11

13

8

10

6

7

8

4
3

2

4
9

6

I
5

I
1

)
4
2

7l
105

9l
153

104

82

100

74

94

72

83%
83%
87%
89%
9Ao/o

9r%
92%
93o/o

93%
9s%

control infin V only V+adj V+arg % V+arg
(infin excl)

GS 2
aJ 26 41 57%

C1

C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
c10

4
0

1

2

5

4
4
4
7

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

I
1

0

0

3

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I
0

I
2

I

0%
0%

itn
5OYo

100%
100%
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ru Utterance types in the speech of agrarnmatic patients: individual results

Types of non-finite utterances in the speech of agrammatic patients: individual
results

PAT total noV [-fin] [+fin] % l+finl

GS t94 105 74 15 80A

SS

JS

BK
WH
MK
PF
IV
EK
HB
TV
GE
PV
RS
PK

t7
36

l3
32

16

69

24
20
l0s

3

34

42
34
87

8

25

6

t2
0

29
8

5

29
I

10

9

6

9

7

4
2
5

8

4
2

J

10

0
5

I
I
3

2

7

5

15

8

36
t4
t2
66
2

38

32
27
75

120/,

t9%
39%
4704

50%
52%
s8%
60%
62%
67%
72%
760/r

79%
86%

PAT infin V only V+adj y+arg Yo Y+arg
(infrn excl)

GS 2 3 26 4t s7%

TV
PK
RS
SS

PF
JS

WH
EK
HB
MK
BK
PV
GE
W

0

3

0

I
0

0

0

0

2

0
0

0

0

1

0

0

1

4

1

2

I
1

0

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
I
0

t
0

2

0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0
2

2

2

3

2

6

6
2
I
5

1

Ao/o

0%
0%

33%
50o/o

s0%
60%
670

80%
86%

100%
t00%
100%
t00%
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XII Utterance types in the speech of Wernicke patients: individual results

Types of non-finite utterances in the speech of Wernicke patients: individual
results

PAT total noV [-fin] [+fin] % [+fin]

GS t94 105 74 15 8%

ZB
NJ
XK
NV
FG
XG
AT
JM
XH
XB
YB
DB

83

55

44
78

61

71

46
57

t20
l0l
67

103

l8
l0
6

8

l0
11

3

4

8

9

6

9

7

3

4
10

3

4
6

6

7

2

0

0

s8
42
34

60
48
56
37

47
105

90
6l
94

70%
76%
77%
77%
79%
79%
80%
82%
88%
89%
9t%
9r%

PAT infin V only V+ad y+arg %o Y+arg
(infin excl)

GS 2 3 26 4t 57%

JM
YB
DB
XH
XB
NJ
ZB
FG
AT
XG
XK
NV

6

0

0

5

1

0
I
1

4

2

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

4
I
I
0

1

1

0
0

0
2
I

3

I
0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I
I
1

I
2

7

o%
0%
0%
t7%
50%
50%
s7%
67%
88%
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands

Dit proefschrift gaat over de spraak van afasiepatienten, en met name over
agrarnmatische spraak. Deel I behandelt het nominale domein, deel II gaat over het
verbale domein en deel III bespreekt de interactie tussen het nominale en verbale
domein.

In deel I, hoofdstuk 3, wordt eerst de functionele strucfuur van het nominale
domein in het Nederlands vastgesteld. Ik neem twee functionele projecties aan: een

Number Phrase (NumP) en een Reference Phrase (RefP). NumP bevat numerals
and degree-of-cardinality quantifiers. RefP bepaalt de referentie van de nominale
frase en bevat defiruete en indef,rniete determiners, quantifiers and pronomina. De
functionele status van PP wordt besproken, maar er zin geen beslissende

theoretische argumenten voor een lexicale of functionele status van PPs te geven.

Na het vaststellen van de functionele structuur van het nominale domein heb ik
onderzocht in welke contexten RefP elementen weggelaten kunnen worden.
Pronomina kunnen ontbreken in eerste zinspositie. Dit verschijnsel staat in
Germaanse talen bekend als Topic Drop. Bekende contexten voor het weglaten van
determiners zijn meervoudige en niet-telbare nomina, geincorporeerde nomina,
predikaten, vocatieven, exclamatieven, conjuncties en deverbale nomina. Ik heb
aangetoond dat determiners ook kunnen ontbreken in eerste positie. Dit
verschijnsel noem ik Determiner Drop. Ik beargumenteer dat in het geval van een

ontbrekend pronomen of determiner in eerste positie de projectie RefP een leeg
element bevat dat wordt gernterpreteerd in de discourse. Discourse interpretatie is
niet beschikbaar in niet-eerste positie.

In hoofdstuk 4 bestudeer ik de realizatie van determiners en pronomina in de

spontane spraak van een Nederlandse, agrammatische patient HB. Weglating van
determiners en pronomina komt meer voor in eerste positie, in niet-finiete uitingen
en in niet-PP contexten in de spraak van HB. Ook in de spraak van andere
agrammatische patienten was weglating van determiners en pronomina beperkt to
deze drie contexten.

Ik beargumenteer in hoofdstuk 5 dat weglating van determiners en pronomina
in eerste positie in agrammatische spraak normale gevallen van Topic Drop en

Determiner Drop zijn. De projectie Reff is ondergespecificeerd en bevat een leeg
element dat wordt geinterpreteerd in de discourse. Een ondergespecificeerde RefP
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in niet-eerste positie kan niet worden geinterpreteerd. Desondanks komen er enkele
ontbrekende determiners en pronomina voor in niet-eerste positie. Dit blijkt ook
voor te komen in normale spraak. Ik neem aan dat in deze gevallen de projectie
RefP ontbreekt, alhoewel dit een schending is van de eis dat argumenten RefPs
moeten zijn. Alle pronomina die ontbreken in PP contexten in agrammatische
spraak zijn R-pronomina. In het Nederlands worden R-pronomina vanuit de

complement positie van P naar links verplaatst. De meeste ontbrekende R-
pronomina werden weggelaten uit eerste positie, en zijn zodoende gewone gevallen
van Topic Drop. Determiners blijken niet te ontbreken in PP contexten. Ik
beargumenteer dat het ontbreken van RefP in een PP een schending zou inhouden
van de 'phrase structure' regels die zijn geformuleerd in de Extended Projection
theorie van Grimshaw (1991). Als P een functionele categorie is, dan is PP de
extended projection van N. In een extended projection mogen tussenliggende
projecties, zoals RefP, niet overgeslagen worden. Ik concludeer dat het weglaten
van determiners en pronomina wordt beperkt door de normale grammatica. Er zijn
geen speciale regels nodig om het patroon van weglating in agrarnmatische spraak
te verklaren. De onderspecificatie van RefP is niet het gevolg van een specifiek
syntactisch probleem. Het niet syntactisch uitdrukken van de referentie van de

nominale frase is bedoeld om de processing load van de uiting te reduceren.
In hoofdstuk 6 onderzoek ik of de realizatie van determiners en pronomina

verandert tijdens het herstel van patient HB. Voor determiners is dit niet het geval.
HB gaat wel meer verschillende typen pronomina produceren. De volgorde waarin
de verschillende typen pronomina verschijnen weerspiegelt de frequentie van deze
typen in normale spraak: de meest frequente tlpen verschijnen het eerst. Dit
frequentie effect treedt ook op bU het verschijnen van verschillende typen
determiners in de spraak van een andere agrammatische patient MK. Ik heb geen
evidentie gevonden voor het groeien van de nominale functionele stnrctuur tijdens
de periode van herstel. Dit is in overeeustemming met mijn assumptie dat RefP
wel aanwezig is maar ondergespecificeerd in het geval van weglating van
determiners en pronomina.

Deel II van het proefschrift gaat over het verbale domein. In hoofdstuk 7 neem ik
de volgende structuur aan voor het Nederlands: CP-AgrSP-TP-AgrOP-NegP-VP.
Verschillende typen niet-finiete hoofdzinnen (Root non-finites, RNFs) worden
gevonden in normaal Nederlands: elliptische antwoorden en imperatieve,
declaratieve en exclamatieve RNFs. Ik beargumenteer dat alle typen RNFs een
volledige functionele structuur bevaffen, dus CPs zijn. De Tense projectie (TP) is
ondergespecificeerd en bevat een leeg element dat wordt geihterpreteerd in de
discourse. Discourse interpretatie wordt verkregen via een leeg element in C, dat
in eerste zinspositie staat. Een default nominatief casus is beschikbaar voor
gedisloceerde subjecten in RNFs. Default casus is echter een 'last resort' en wordt
daarom alleen gebruikt als de aanwezigheid van een subject pragmatisch gezien
noodzakelijk is.

In hoofdstuk 8 bestudeer ik het verbale domein in de spontane spraak van een
Nederlandse, agrammatische patient GS. Haar spraak vertoont de volgende
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eigenschappen. Er zljn slechts enkele finiete zinnen, waarvan de meerderheid het
werkwoord ls bevat. Er zijn veel RNFs, waarin het werkwoord in finale positie
staat, het subject ontbreekt maar het object gewoonlijk aanwezig is. Ik heb geen

kwalitatieve verschillen gevonden tussen de RNFs in de spraak van patient GS,

andere agraulrratische patienten, Wernicke patienten en controle personen.
Ik beargumenteer in hoofdstuk 9 dat RNFs in agrammatische spraak, net zoals

in normale spraak, het resultaat zijn van de onderspecificatie van Tense. De
discourse interpretatie van het lege Tense element verloopt via de lege CP. Ik
neem aan dat RefPs casus nodig hebben, maar NPs niet. De afwezigheid van
nominatief casus in RNFs kan daarom leiden tot zowel ontbrekende subjecten als

subjecten zonder determiners. In de RNFs van patient GS komen echter alleen
ontbrekende subjecten voor. Dit is een taak effect, omdat in de spontane spraak die
ik onderzoek subjecten gewoonlijk als pronomina gerealizeerd worden. In een
plaatjes-beschrijf-test produceert patient GS volledige RefP subjecten, terwijl
andere agrammatische patienten subjecten zonder determiners produceren in deze
test. Als de Tense projectie (en CP) ondergespecificeerd is, kan ook AgrOP
ondergespecificeerd zijn. In dat geval is er geen objectief casus beschikbaar, en als
gevolg daarvan zullen objecten ontbreken of objecten zonder determiners optreden.
Subjecten en objecten in RNFs blijken de eis dat argumenten RefPs moeten zijn
te kunnen schenden. Als de verbale referentie niet uitgedrukt is, blijkt de nominale
referentie ook niet uitgedrukt te hoeven worden. De ondergespecificeerde Tense
kan niet alleen een leeg element bevatten, maar ook een dummy Tense element ls.
In het laatste geval treedt er een finiete zin op. Ik concludeer dat
weglatingsverschijnselen in het verbale domein worden beperkt door de normale
grammatica. De eigenschappen van RNFs worden verklaard door de volgende
algemene principes: lege elementen moeten geinterpreteerd kunnen worden, RefPs
moeten casus hebben, structurele nominatief casus is niet beschikbaar in niet-
finiete zinnen en een default nominatief casus kan worden toegewezen als een olast

resort' strategie. De onderspecificatie van TP weerspiegelt geen specifiek
syntactisch probleem, maar is een poging om de processing load van de uiting te
reduceren.

Hoofdstuk l0 gaat over herstel in het verbale domein. Ik heb twee tegengestelde
paffonen aangetroffen. Patient GS, die in eerste instantie uitsluitend automatische
en stereotiepe spraak produceert, vertoont geen veranderingen in de realizatie van
verbale stmcturen. Dit patroon is ook geobserveerd door Alajouanine (1956).
Patient MK laat een tegenovergesteld patroon zien: het aantal RNFs in haar spraak
daalt aanzienlijk, ten gunste van finiete zinnen. Ook de variatie van finiete
werkwoorden neemt toe, waarbij de volgorde van verschijnen van finiete
werkwoorden is gerelateerd aan de frequentie van die werkwoorden in normale
spraak.

Deel I en II laten een duidelijke overeenkomst zien tussen het nominale en verbale
domein. Weglatingsverschijnselen in agrammatische spraak zijn het gevolg van de

onderspecificatie van een functionele projectie: RefP in het nominale domein en
TP in het verbale domein. Onderspecificatie wordt beperkt door de normale
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grammatica: het lege element in het ondergespecificeerde functionele hoofd moet
gernterpreteerd worden in de discourse en kan daardoor alleen optreden in posities
waarin discourse interpretatie mogelijk is. Onderspecificatie van RefP en TP is
geen specifiek syntactisch probleem maar een poging om de processing load van
de uiting te reduceren. Onderspecificatie van RefP en TP hoeven daarom niet
noodzakelijk tegelijkertijd op te treden. Desondanks heb ik geconstateerd dat
weglating van determiners en pronomina en weglating van finietheid vaak
samengaan. De interactie tussen het nominale en verbale domein is het onderwerp
van deel III, hoofdstuk 11. Ik beargumenteer dat het ontbreken van subjecten en
het optreden van subjecten zonder determiners in RNFs niet het resultaat is van
een ondergespecificeerde RefP maar van het ontbreken van structurele nominatief
casus. Daarom treden RNFs en ontbrekende subjecten of subjecten zonder
determiners noodzakelijk tegelijkertijd op. AgrOP kan maar hoeft niet
ondergespecifieerd te zrjn in RNFs. Het gevolg van onderspecificatie van AgrOP
is dat er geen objectief casus beschikbaar is, en daarom alleen ontbrekende
objecten of objecten zonder determiners kunnen optreden. Het nominale en verbale
domein in de spraak van de patienten GS en MK is gedetailleerd onderzocht in
hoofdstuk 1 1. De spraak van beide patienten laat een dissociatie zien tussen het
nominale en verbale domein: het nominale domein is intact terwijl het verbale
domein ernstig gestoord is. De vele RNFs in de spraak van deze patienten bevatten
ontbrekende subjecten maar volledige RefP objecten. Het ontbreken van subjecteu
is niet het gevolg van een probleem in het nominale domein maar van een
probleem in het verbale domein.

Ik concludeer dat de resultaten met betrekking tot weglating van determiners,
pronomina en finiete werkwoordsflexie de hypothese bevestigen dat agrarnmatische
spraak wordt beperkt door de normale grammatica. Ik heb geen evidentie gevonden
dat de grammatica van agrammatische patienten afwijkt van de normale
grammatica. Agrammatische spraak bestaat uit normale syntactische constructies,
maar is in pragmatisch opzicht afuijkend. Agrammatische patienten vertrouwen
voor de interpretatie van uitingen op de discourse in gevallen waarin normale
sprekers dat niet (kururen) doen.

In de introductie heb ik gesteld dat taallarndigen agrarnmatische spraak
besfuderen om iets te weten te komen over het normale taalsysteem. Mrjn
onderzoek van agrammatische spraak heeft geleid tot twee conclusies met
betrekking tot normale spraak: determiners kunnen weggelaten worden uit eerste

zinspositie in gesproken Nederlands en het feit dat determiners en pronomina niet
worden weggelaten uit PPs kan worden geinterpreteerd als een argument voor de

functionele status van preposities.
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